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Imagine for a moment that you are a po liti cal leader— a prime minister, 
president, or governor— and you are awakened to the news that a natu ral 

disaster has struck. Citizens have died, buildings have collapsed, infra-
structure is hobbled, and local leaders desperately need additional re-
sources and support. You respond immediately, sending personnel and 
equipment to the disaster zone and pledging additional assistance to local 
leaders.

Yet within days, even hours, before all the casualties are treated and 
before the streets have been cleared of rubble, other leaders and the media 
are demanding answers to questions you have not had time to consider: 
How much money  will be pledged to rebuilding? What standards  will 
guide it?  Will all landowners be permitted to rebuild?  Will  there be enough 
housing for renters? How  will the local economy be reconstructed? Who 
 will lead the pro cess? Is a new institution or governance structure needed 
to cut through bureaucratic red tape and expedite the rebuilding?

This book synthesizes two de cades of research on the roles of vari ous 
levels of government in successful disaster recovery and rebuilding  after 
some of the largest disasters in the United States, Japan, China, New 
Zealand, Indonesia, and India, as well as observations in several other 
countries around the world. This research involved collecting hundreds of 
documents and interviewing countless government officials, academic re-
searchers, representatives of international aid organ izations, community 

1 Introduction
Evolving Approaches to Managing Recovery 
from Large- Scale Disasters
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leaders, and disaster survivors with the aim of finding common lessons in 
 these disparate environments and facilitating the recovery of communi-
ties struck by  future disasters.

THE PRO CESS AND MANAGEMENT OF POST- DISASTER RECOVERY

Large disasters are rare. When they occur, however, their aftermath can 
change the fortunes of a city or region, for good or for ill. Chicago and San 
Francisco became more successful cities  after being ravaged by fire and 
earthquake, respectively, and Tokyo successfully survived devastating fires 
caused by earthquake and war. But the city center of Managua, Nicaragua, 
never recovered from a 1972 earthquake, and Galveston, Texas, lost its im-
portance  after destruction by a  great hurricane in 1900.

Management of recovery  matters  because disasters extend over time. 
They disrupt lives and businesses as  people await assistance, infrastructure 
repair, and the return of their neighbors. Physical recovery from disasters 

Hurricane Sandy damaged many homes along the New Jersey shore  after making landfall 
 there on October 29, 2012. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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takes many years, and the psychological scars can last for de cades. Many 
 people survive the initial disaster but then suffer from the recovery as the 
economy stagnates, social networks weaken, and healthcare and support 
ser vices decline. The pro cess of recovery is a major aspect of a disaster, and 
its management can affect both the intensity and the duration of citizens’ 
disaster experiences. Post- disaster reconstruction offers a variety of oppor-
tunities to fix long- standing prob lems by improving construction and 
design standards and construction quality, renewing infrastructure, creating 
new land use arrangements, avoiding hazardous locations, reinventing 
economies, improving governance, and raising community awareness and 
preparedness.

 Until now,  there has been  little systematic understanding of how to 
make recovery work. When a catastrophic disaster strikes, the leaders of 
the affected communities often recognize that they lack relevant experi-
ence, so they seek lessons from  others. Typically, they muddle through, 
innovate, and learn as they go. But, in the end, most agree that if they had 
known then what they have since learned, their recovery could have been 
faster and easier. Increasingly, in our globalized and connected world, af-
fected communities benefit from assistance from  those who have experi-
ence with recent disasters in other parts of the world. Given this growing 
collection of disaster recovery experiences, the time is ripe for organ izing 
and synthesizing common lessons.

In the past 40 years, a number of serious international disasters have 
required large- scale, sustained intervention by multiple levels of government 
and nongovernmental organ izations (NGOs), and their responses have 
increased our knowledge of long- term post- disaster reconstruction. We 
now have enough examples to develop transferable theories about the pro-
cess of rebuilding  human settlements  after disasters.

Recovery as a Pro cess

Reconstruction Following Disaster was the first comprehensive, long- term 
study of disaster recovery (Haas, Kates, and Bowden 1977). Its authors 
studied rebuilding  after the 1906 San Francisco, 1964 Alaska, and 1972 
Managua earthquakes, among other disasters, and described recovery as 
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an ordered, knowable, and predictable pro cess in which  there is a strong 
community desire to return to normalcy  after a disastrous event. They 
proposed that recovery progresses through four distinct but overlapping 
periods— emergency, restoration, replacement reconstruction, and major 
reconstruction involving betterment and commemoration (Haas, Kates, 
and Bowden 1977, xxvi– xxviii; see figure 1.1).

Although subsequent scholars have questioned this ordered, sequen-
tial model of recovery, Reconstruction Following Disaster still contains 
considerable wisdom. In par tic u lar, its authors estimated that it takes more 
than two years to attain pre- disaster levels of capital stock and activities, 
and it can take ten years or longer to complete major reconstruction. In 
other words, restoring and rebuilding what existed before the disaster are 
much faster than changing land uses and urban patterns and reconstruct-
ing differently in the wake of a disaster.

Haas, Kates, and Bowden described a post- disaster tension between 
change (including risk reduction) and a return to normalcy. “ There is al-
ready a plan for reconstruction, indelibly stamped in the perception of 
each resident— the plan of the predisaster city. The new studies, plans and 
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FIGURE 1.1.  Disaster Recovery Timeline
A model recovery timeline first proposed by Haas, Kates, and Bowden identified four overlap-
ping periods of recovery- related activities, each lasting significantly longer than the previous 
ones. Source: Based on Haas, Kates, and Bowden (1977).
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designs compete with the old” (Haas, Kates, and Bowden 1977, 268). Rosen 
(1986), using the cases of Chicago, Boston, and Baltimore, demonstrated 
the reasons change is difficult  after disasters, despite public intentions for 
betterment: multiple stakeholders with property interests, a complex web 
of incentives embedded in real estate markets, structural and topographic 
constraints, and competition among numerous public and private inter-
ests for finite urban space. Haas, Kates, and Bowden also cautioned that 
taking too long to plan can cause uncertainty that  will be counterproduc-
tive in reviving the functions of a city, and that most  people  will begin to 
recover regardless of plans.

Although numerous publications outline recovery pro cesses and poli-
cies for single disasters, relatively few since Haas, Kates, and Bowden have 
undertaken comparative studies that synthesize management lessons from 
multiple disaster recovery experiences. Another comparative approach is 
to describe recovery from multiple stakeholder views, thereby illuminat-
ing the realities of post- disaster recovery, but  these types of studies also are 
rare.

In 1990, William Spangle and Associates or ga nized the “International 
Symposium on Rebuilding  After Earthquakes” and summarized its find-
ings in a 1991 publication (William Spangle and Associates 1991). Al-
though its authors’ pre sen ta tion was not quite as orderly as the model of 
Haas, Kates, and Bowden, they identified seven rebuilding activities: clear-
ance, rehousing, restoration of infrastructure, business recovery, replace-
ment of public facilities, planning, and overall rebuilding effort. They 
observed that  these activities cluster in time—in the first week and at one 
month, six months, and two years— with rebuilding continuing for many 
years. In all nine of their case studies, significant rebuilding was completed 
(with or without plans) in most cities by the second year of recovery, but 
rebuilding in the most problematic areas (city centers, areas with geologic 
prob lems, and controversial areas) required a de cade or more to complete.

More than 30  years  after its publication, Community Recovery still 
stands out as the first— and possibly only— U.S. study to look at govern-
mental organ ization and recovery at the community level (Rubin, Saper-
stein, and Barbee 1985). The authors examined 14 disasters throughout 
the United States caused by an array of agents. In contrast to the study of 
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Haas, Kates, and Bowden, none of  these  were catastrophic disasters, and 
the research covered only the first 12 to 24 months  after each event. Ob-
serving that recovery activities do not occur in the sequence of Haas, Kates, 
and Bowden’s model or any other logical sequence, Rubin, Saperstein, and 
Barbee proposed that recovery is a complex pro cess with an ill- defined 
endpoint and no standard mea sure of success. They set out to systemati-
cally study intergovernmental roles in recovery, and they hoped to mea-
sure recovery outcomes. Instead, they found that recovery is an ongoing 
pro cess rather than an outcome, and that they should “stop procrustean 
attempts” to try to quantify it (Rubin, Saperstein, and Barbee 1985, 13).

Communities as Systems of Systems

Increasingly, scholars are describing communities as self- organizing sys-
tems “that adapt to change and increase in complexity through time with-
out being guided or managed by an outside source” (Alesch, Arendt, and 
Holly 2009, 18). In both normal and post- disaster times, city building in-
volves many individuals, organ izations, and institutions. Participants act 
according to their own needs, constrained by the historic artifacts of in-
frastructure and property values within contexts of the physical environ-
ment, economic issues, social forces, interpersonal relationships, and 
politics. All the actors plan, communicate, and act at the same time as they 
try to restore housing, livelihoods, community infrastructure, and the 
economy.

Recovery happens, say Alesch, Arendt, and Holly, when the commu-
nity repairs itself as a functioning system, and likely a system that is dif-
fer ent from the original one. Furthermore, segments of the community 
 will recover at diff er ent rates; some may not recover at all.  Because the chain 
of post- disaster events is difficult to predict, the most impor tant quality 
of a community is its ability to adapt to changing circumstances. Although 
the extent of the damage and the availability of financial and  human re-
sources are impor tant, Alesch, Arendt, and Holly say that communities with 
a high collective efficacy— those who see themselves as self- organizing 
and not reliant on  others— are most likely to recover.
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The phenomena of complex community systems described by Alesch, 
Arendt, and Holly are amply illustrated by Rosen (1986) in Chicago, Boston, 
and Baltimore and by Mammen (2011) in his account of the slow and fitful 
recovery of Lower Manhattan  after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. 
Mammen lays out all the diff er ent public and private actors and their inter-
actions over time within the constraints of larger contexts of state and na-
tional politics and economies. He also echoes Alesch, Arendt, and Holly’s 
identification of self- organizing adaptation as the key to recovery success: 
“Recovery efforts  will have adapted to new circumstances in terms of the 
economy, demand for office space, and availability of credit” (Mammen 
2011, 249). Mammen argues that the moments of success in New York  after 
9/11  were due to “creativity; new partnerships and institutions; adaptation; 
and leadership of all kinds, sometimes from surprising places” (2011, 249). 
He suggests that successful recovery requires “strong intergovernmental re-

The “Info Gap,” developed by students at the University of Technology, Sydney, is one of many 
temporary art exhibits erected on vacant sites in the heavi ly damaged downtown of Christ-
church, New Zealand,  after the February 2011 earthquake. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2012).
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lations; a robust nongovernmental sector; an open, critical and inquiring 
 free press; leaders with experience in all sectors including government, 
business and nonprofit organ izations; an engaged citizenry; and a willing-
ness to take risks and make  mistakes” (Mammen 2011, 249).

Clear as Mud: Planning for the Rebuilding of New Orleans (Olshansky 
and Johnson 2010) details the reconstruction decision pro cesses in the city 
of New Orleans during the first three years  after Hurricane Katrina. Like 
accounts by Mammen, Rosen, and many  others, the book describes mul-
tiple stakeholders— using plans as an arena and a means to express their 
needs— operating in historical contexts of racial tensions, corruption, 
flood- control controversies, and all the usual politics of major cities. Every-
one recognized the recovery as an opportunity to pursue improvements, but 
 there was  little consensus about what would constitute betterment. A major 
challenge for New Orleans has been that it has lacked the internal qualities 
identified by Alesch and Mammen (as well as by Rosen in the case of Balti-
more) as necessary for successful recovery.

A Decentralized Pro cess of Self- Organizing Systems

The term recovery management is shorthand for something more complex: 
a decentralized pro cess that involves organ ization, coordination, and com-
munication among a variety of orga nizational actors. Rubin, Saperstein, and 
Barbee (1985) point to the need for strong coordination among multiple 
levels of governmental and nongovernmental organ izations. Smith and 
Birkland call this the disaster recovery assistance framework, which is “a 
fragmented network of diff er ent stakeholder groups who provide disaster 
recovery assistance” (2012, 148).

Rubin, Saperstein, and Barbee called for higher levels of government 
to deliver assistance to local officials in a more collaborative way. Twenty- 
seven years  later, Smith and Birkland asked for the same. They said that it 
is an “inaccurate assumption that federal and state governments are the 
sources for most of the resources needed post- disaster” (Smith and Birkland 
2012, 152), and that “when community members are actively engaged in 
formulating a disaster recovery strategy . . .  they are empowered to act 
rather than play the role of passive ‘disaster victims’ on whom assistance is 
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imposed” (Smith and Birkland 2012, 156–157). They concluded that “mov-
ing from hierarchical, rule- bound systems of disaster recovery to networked, 
cooperative, nonhierarchical systems could, if  adopted, significantly 
improve recovery pro cesses and outcomes  after major or ‘catastrophic’ 
disasters” (Smith and Birkland 2012, 164).

 Because recovery is a pro cess rather than an outcome, it is best accom-
plished at local levels of government. Assistance— money, manpower, and 
information— from outside sources and from higher levels of government 
is vital, but it should be designed to empower recovery actors rather than 
prescribe recovery actions. This is like an ecosystem of builders being fed 
from outside with resources in the form of money and information (Ol-
shansky, Hopkins, and Johnson 2012).

All of this resonates with Innes and Booher’s (2010) description of 
resilient communities. Their work, based on studies of regional environ-
mental prob lem solving, concludes that resilience as a quality of a social 
system is about pro cess rather than endpoint. A resilient system, they 
say, is a self- organizing, complex adaptive system with networks; distrib-
uted decision- making, monitoring, and feedback systems; re spect for 
stakeholder opinions; and governments that mobilize actors and facilitate 
the pro cess.

The Role of the Government

The government is not the only actor in recovery, but it is an impor tant 
one. It is uniquely positioned to mobilize financial resources, provide tech-
nical assistance to public and private actors, invest in infrastructure and 
public facilities to catalyze private development, act as a credible data re-
pository, serve as a focal point of communications, and provide leadership 
that can support and further the actions of all the other recovery actors.

DISTINGUISHING RECOVERY FROM NORMAL TIMES

What is unique about post- disaster recovery compared with normal 
community management pro cesses and city building?  Every detailed 
account of reconstruction decision making  after disasters— especially  great 
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disasters— describes chaos and confusion among participants. Rosen (1986) 
describes the challenges of achieving po liti cal consensus on improvements 
while  owners are si mul ta neously rebuilding or making location decisions 
(while, in turn, being influenced by the location decisions of  others). Clear 
as Mud refers to “the planning equivalent of trying to travel faster than the 
speed of light” and observes that “every one had to plan at a pace that was 
faster than the flow of information the pro cess needed” (Olshansky and 
Johnson 2010, 223). Furthermore, “some strategic decisions  were based on 
understandings from circumstances that no longer had any bearing on 
what was  really  going on” (Olshansky and Johnson 2010, 223).  People often 
describe a sense of disorientation, of operating in an abnormal and foreign 
environment.

Time Compression

The key characteristic that distinguishes post- disaster conditions from 
normal times is the compression of time (Olshansky, Hopkins, and Johnson 
2012). “Stated simply, the post- disaster environment consists of a compres-
sion of urban development activities in time and in a limited space” 
(Olshansky, Hopkins, and Johnson 2012, 173). Other researchers describe 
time compression as only one of the characteristics of post- disaster recov-
ery, but it is the overarching characteristic and, therefore, is the key to 
understanding recovery. It explains most of what distinguishes post- disaster 
recovery from normal times. Furthermore, time compresses unevenly 
across vari ous physical, social, economic, and institutional systems in 
communities. Post- disaster recovery takes place in a diff er ent world where 
the community does not function as it does in normal times or in normal 
places (figures 1.2 and 1.3).

Time compression especially affects the flows of information and money, 
the two media that support and connect recovery actors. For example,  under 
time compression,  those with the most direct access to financing  will gain 
more than  others  after a disaster; inequities thereby  will increase. Diff er ent 
sources of funds— savings, private financing, insurance, and grants from a 
variety of governmental programs— flow at diff er ent speeds that differen-
tially affect the targets of  those funding categories. Bureaucratic pro cesses 
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that require approvals at several levels do not compress easily, whereas infor-
mal information channels can quickly create cooperation among neighbors; 
in this way, self- help can more quickly facilitate reconstruction than can gov-
ernmental assistance. The widely observed emergence of nongovernmental 
organ izations  after disasters is another manifestation of differential time 
compression. New organ izations emerge to provide the technical and com-
munication ser vices that governments cannot.

The Tension Between Speed and Deliberation

One of the central characteristics of recovery is the tension between speed 
and deliberation: between rebuilding as quickly as pos si ble and slowing 
down to develop new plans for betterment. In practice,  because many actors 
are trying to rebuild as quickly as pos si ble, speed is hard to resist. The key 
is to deliberate more efficiently within the constraints of compressed time.

One solution is to carry out most urgent actions first and then to turn 
attention to decisions that require more deliberation. Another is to increase 
planning capacity by adding personnel or technical assistance to the 

FIGURE 1.2.  Impact of Disasters on Capital Stock and Ser vices
Normal pro cesses of replacing capital and ser vices (thick line) that have reached the end of 
their useful life (thin line) compress in time during and  after disasters. Source: Based on 
Olshansky, Hopkins, and Johnson (2012).
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planning pro cess. A third solution is to decentralize and create multiple 
paths for simultaneous recovery planning and decision making.

Time- compression phenomena have impor tant implications for insti-
tutional design for post- disaster recovery. The rate of communication in 
all directions must increase  because the flow of governmental funds speeds 
up in compressed time. The solution is to create new institutions or to adapt 
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FIGURE 1.3.  Differential Impacts of Disasters on Capital Stocks and Ser vices
Loss and replacement of capital stock and ser vices may not occur in the same regions. The di-
saster region shows a significant loss in capital stock and ser vices, while the resettlement re-
gion experiences a significant increase in new and replacement capital stock and ser vices. 
Source: Based on Olshansky, Hopkins, and Johnson (2012).
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existing ones to increase the number of communication channels or their 
bandwidth.  These new institutions  will coordinate existing organ izations 
and distribute capacity for simultaneous decision making. Another chal-
lenge  after disasters is to provide funds quickly and transparently. The 
speed and volume of information flows  after disasters make many transac-
tions opaque, and this opaqueness risks undermining trust among recovery 
actors. Therefore, funding recipients must be willing to accept less trans-
parency than in normal times, endure delays, or spend resources on increas-
ing communication channels. Funders may need to pay now and audit 
 later.

THE ROLE OF PLANNING AND PLANNERS

Plans and planners play critical roles  after disasters. All the recovery 
actors— individuals and organ izations— need plans to guide their actions 
and persuade  others to support their decisions financially, po liti cally, and 
bureaucratically. Government- sponsored plans can make the case that re-
covery is a good investment for homeowners, businesses, outside investors, 
and higher levels of government. Plans can assure investors that their 
money  will be well spent on programs and proj ects that  were chosen from 
a large range of options through transparent, data- driven pro cesses and 
 will produce desirable outcomes that further the community’s goals. Recov-
ery plans should address the desired physical outcomes of a city’s recovery 
and the pro cesses that a city wants to put in place for management structure, 
policies, and procedures.

Time spent planning or deliberating  after a disaster, however, can slow 
the reconstruction pro cess. Although consensus is critical to successful 
planning, inclusive deliberation takes time, which is a scarce resource  after 
a disaster. As described earlier in this chapter, three ways to address this 
tension between speed and deliberation are focusing on urgent actions first 
before turning to decisions that require more deliberation, increasing plan-
ning capacity, and decentralizing. Another way is to rely on pre- disaster 
plans. Plan implementation  will occur more quickly if a locality has active 
planning institutions and functions in place before disaster strikes. Pre- 
disaster plans can improve the speed and quality of post- disaster decisions 
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by providing a vetted vision and rationale for strategies, policies, and pro-
grams. Furthermore, localities may find that a disaster can create opportu-
nities to implement pre- disaster policies that could not be realized before 
the disaster (Spangle Associates 1997).

But many communities affected by disasters lack previous planning. For 
them, another approach is to accept that planning is a continuous, ongoing 
pro cess throughout reconstruction. Planning can inform reconstruction, 
but it need not stop it. Designing collaborative pro cesses and information 
flows can help add intelligence to reconstruction proj ects that are other wise 
proceeding as rapidly as pos si ble.

Fi nally, another approach is to “slow down to speed up.” Some scholars 
have observed that time spent on planning and consensus building  after 
a disaster can result in reconstruction pro cesses that are less contentious, 
better for more stakeholders, and faster to complete (Chandrasekhar, Zhang, 
and Xiao 2014, 381). Once the stakeholders agree on the plan, they can 
si mul ta neously take action and help accelerate the pro cess.  After all, recov-
ery is a collective- action pro cess requiring multiple, simultaneous actors.

 After Hurricane Katrina  
in 2005, the Unified New 
Orleans Plan involved 
residents in citywide 
congresses to discuss their 
overall vision. Groups also 
worked in smaller settings 
to identify priorities for 
neighborhood recovery. 
Photo by Laurie Johnson 
(2006).
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THE CASES

This book pres ents cases of countries that have faced the challenges of re-
covering from large disasters: China, New Zealand, Japan, India, Indo-
nesia, and the United States. The cases treat countries rather than individual 
disasters  because it is impor tant to understand the national contexts and 
the unique historical evolution of recovery policies in each country in order 
to identify generalizable lessons. Each case study addresses the following:

• The context in which post- disaster management structures are created 
(the  legal and policy framework for disaster management, multilevel 
governance and authorities, and po liti cal and historical contexts that 
significantly influence the recovery pro cess).

• The time at which recovery management structures and organ izations are 
created (pre-  or post- disaster aspects, key external events, and triggers).

• The governance structure and decision authority of recovery manage-
ment organ izations (the level of government at which they operate, the 
type and scale of coordination they provide, and the scope of their au-
thority).

• The substantive goals of the recovery management organ izations, their 
accomplishments over time, and the evolution of recovery policies and 
priorities.

The cases featured  here provide models for leaders and organ izations to use in 
their institutional design and recovery management. It is this perspective— 
that of government agencies that are concerned with urban development, 
acting within the complex contexts of post- disaster recovery— that is 
most impor tant. Governments, however, are not unitary actors but consist 
of many agencies at multiple jurisdictional levels. In post- disaster recovery, 
intergovernmental cooperation becomes more critical than ever  because 
each level of government has an impor tant role to play. The question is: 
How can multiple levels of government effectively manage post- disaster 
recovery and reconstruction, meeting time- sensitive needs while also max-
imizing the opportunity for community betterment? The cases represent 
vari ous management approaches within governmental contexts. They 
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examine the themes of money, information, collaboration, and time, which 
encompass the critical pro cesses and flows negotiated by recovery organ-
izations. Each case of recovery management falls into one of the following 
categories:

• Centralized: The national government led and controlled the overall 
recovery management and policy creation (China and New Zealand).

• Partly decentralized: Organ izations at multiple levels of government 
managed recovery and policy making  under tight coordination by the 
national government (Japan).

• Decentralized: Many diff er ent organ izations at multiple levels of gov-
ernment managed recovery and made policies, and the national govern-
ment provided some coordination and support (India, Indonesia, and 
the United States).

By analyzing a broad range of international cases, leaders can make recovery 
management and decision- making pro cesses faster and more  effective.



The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake dramatically affected a large part of west-
ern China. The speed and volume of the reconstruction pro cess  were 

unique among large- scale disasters. The strengths and weaknesses of 
China’s approach can be evaluated to provide insights into governmental 
coordination of large- scale recovery and high- speed reconstruction dur-
ing a time of extraordinary urbanization and land use change. A summary 
of the recovery  after the catastrophic Tangshan earthquake in 1976 reveals 
that the post- earthquake experience influenced the 2008 recovery policies. 
In addition to a variety of secondary sources, this chapter is based on a 
multiyear study of China’s recovery process.1

PRE- DISASTER INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY SETTING

At the time of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, China had several laws that 
addressed disasters, but  there was no single law structuring the response 
pro cess (Zhe 2008). In 2005, China established the State Disaster Relief 
Commission with approximately 25 members from State Council (central- 
government) agencies headed by the vice premier. According to China 
Daily, the commission “is responsible for mapping out the nationwide plan 
for disaster prevention and relief works,” and it coordinates government 
response (China Daily 2008c). The China State Council approved the 11th 
Five- Year Plan on Comprehensive Disaster Reduction for implementation 

2 China
Top- Down, Fast- Paced Reconstruction
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on August 5, 2007, which included numerous initiatives for both disaster 
response and prevention (J. Hu 2009).

Hazard management and response are handled mostly by central- 
government departments, such as the State Flood Control and Drought 
Relief Headquarters, the State Headquarters for Earthquake Re sis tance 
and Disaster Relief, and the State Headquarters for Forestry Fire Preven-
tion (Yi et al. 2012). Long- term recovery and reconstruction fall  under the 
national and provincial ministries of civil affairs. The government repairs 
infrastructure, and residents rebuild homes with government assistance.

THE 2008 WENCHUAN EARTHQUAKE

Earthquake Damage

On May 12, 2008, a magnitude 7.9 earthquake struck Sichuan Province in 
China, affecting more than 100,000 square miles and 30 million  people 
(EERI 2008). It caused 69,226 deaths, and another 17,923  people  were of-
ficially reported missing; 1,486,405  people had to be relocated (State Coun-
cil of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a).2 Its effects  were felt in 417 
counties in 10 provinces. Some towns and many villages  were completely 
destroyed, especially in Beichuan County and Wenchuan County.

Numerous landslides in the steep mountains buried communities and 
their inhabitants, damaged roads and infrastructure, and created tempo-
rary dams that threatened to flood downstream areas (EERI 2008). The 
earthquake disrupted  water and power systems, damaged 187 highways 
and expressways, and interrupted ser vices on seven major railway lines 
(Shi et al. 2013).

The earthquake also stopped production at 5,645 large industrial en-
terprises, destroyed 137,000 hectares of farmland and 486,000 hectares of 
forest land, damaged green houses and ware houses, and completely inter-
rupted tourism (Shi et al. 2013). A survey by the Ministry of Civil Affairs 
calculated the total direct economic loss at 845,136 billion yuan (US$124 
billion), of which 771,717 billion yuan (US$113 billion) was in Sichuan 
Province.3
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Initial Governmental Response

The Wenchuan earthquake occurred less than three months before the 
2008 Olympics in Beijing. China saw the Olympics as an opportunity to 
showcase modern China, and  because the press throughout the world was 
already writing about China, a deficient response to the earthquake would 
severely undermine this carefully constructed image. Allocation of too 
many resources for earthquake relief, however, would divert them from the 
Olympics proj ects, which  were feverishly being completed in the weeks 
leading up to the games.

More than 5 million  people over a wide area  were exposed to severe levels of shaking during 
the May 12, 2008, Wenchuan earthquake. Source: U.S. Geological Survey (2008).
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Overall, structures in this region are vulnerable to earthquake shaking, though some resistant structures exist. A 
magnitude 6.4 earthquake struck the Sichuan, China region on August 23, 1976 (UTC), with estimated population 
exposures of 1,500 at intensity IX or greater and 5,700 at intensity VIII, resulting in 41 deaths. Additionally, a 
magnitude 7.3 struck this region in 1933 killing 6,800 people. Recent earthquakes in this area have also triggered 
landslide hazards that have contributed to losses. Users should consider the preliminary nature of this information 
and check for updates as additional data becomes available. 
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By all accounts, the central government’s response was timely, com-
prehensive, and well or ga nized. The government immediately mobilized 
146,000 troops of the  People’s Liberation Army and 75,000 reserves and 
police, supplemented by personnel and equipment supplied by other prov-
inces and major cities (Shi et al. 2013). Nongovernmental organ izations 
(NGOs), volunteers, and local community groups contributed to the initial 
response, and the period immediately  after the earthquake saw a remark-
able emergence of civil society activities (EERI 2008).4 China also accepted 
some foreign assistance, which was unusual. As of mid- July, the United 
Nations, for example, had already provided US$17 million worth of assis-
tance, and 14 UN agencies planned to continue to work with Chinese 
agencies on reconstruction (China Daily 2008k).

Many observers have praised the Chinese government’s emergency re-
sponse, which was characterized by surprising speed, top priority at the 

The 2008 earthquake caused severe damage to numerous cities throughout a wide region of 
China, including most of the industrial town of Hanwang, Mianzhu City. Photo by Robert 
Olshansky (2011).
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highest levels of government, and a remarkable degree of openness. “The 
message was clear: the commitment of the Central Authority  towards the 
crisis was substantial” (Hui 2009, 138). The high level of transparency was 
remarkable in the weeks  after the earthquake. The government frequently 
released quake- related information, consulted widely with stakeholders, 
and granted an unusually high level of access to the press, including the 
foreign press. This openness during the initial response, however, did not 
extend into the following recovery period (Hui 2009).5

In late August, nearly four months  after the earthquake, approximately 
92   percent of the 139,000 damaged businesses had reopened, and over 
660,000 temporary housing units had been constructed (EERI 2008).6 
Workers from 25 provinces and municipalities built housing in concentrated 
clusters, along with stores and support ser vices (Xin hua News Agency 
2008c).

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

China’s 50- member State Council, chaired by Premier Wen Jiabao, estab-
lished the Earthquake Rescue and Relief Headquarters on May 12, the day 
of the earthquake (Shi et al. 2013). On May 19, Sichuan Province created 
the parallel Post- Earthquake Reconstruction Planning Group, led by the 
Sichuan Development and Reform Commission, with more than 300 
members (Feng 2008). By May 23, the headquarters established the Post- 
Earthquake Reconstruction Planning Group to create a recovery plan within 
three months.

On May 21, the State Council’s Earthquake Rescue and Relief Head-
quarters established the National Committee of Experts for the Wenchuan 
Earthquake, made up of 30 experts from national agencies concerned with 
science, engineering, natu ral resources, land development, and housing 
(Ke 2008). The purpose of the committee was to provide scientific support 
for damage assessment and reconstruction. The chair, Qiu Baoxing, the 
vice minister of housing and urban development, stressed that immediate 
research was needed, both on the affected area and on experiences from 
the post- earthquake reconstruction of Tangshan (1976) and Lijiang (1996) 
(Ke 2008). He emphasized that post- disaster reconstruction needed to be 
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rationally and scientifically or ga nized. The Committee of Experts was sup-
ported by 10 work teams that addressed the following issues: rescue and 
relief,  people’s livelihoods, seismic monitoring, health and prevention of 
epidemics, media relations, restoration of production, infrastructure as-
surance, post- disaster reconstruction,  water conservation, and public secu-
rity (Shi et al. 2013).

The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), the 
national economic planning agency  under the State Council, led the re-
construction planning effort and worked with its counterpart agency in 
Sichuan Province to develop a work plan. The final work plan was approved 
by the Rescue and Relief Headquarters on June 3, passed by the State Coun-
cil on June 4, announced to affected provinces and national agencies on 
June 6, and released as a formal document, Regulation on Restoration and 
Reconstruction in Wenchuan Earthquake Hit Regions, dated June 8 (Shi 
et al. 2013; State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008b).

Restoration and Reconstruction Plans

The Regulation on Restoration and Reconstruction laid out the pro cess for 
planning and reconstruction. The NDRC would work with other State 
Council departments and the provincial governments “to prepare the post- 
quake restoration and reconstruction plan and submit to the State Council 
for approval before implementation” (State Council of the  People’s Republic 
of China 2008b, 9). In the next stage, the county and municipal govern-
ments,  under the guidance of the province, would “or ga nize preparation 
of the implementation plan for post- quake restoration and reconstruction 
within their respective jurisdiction” (9).

The Regulation outlined the planning princi ples as follows:
The post- quake restoration and reconstruction plan  shall follow the view 
of scientific development in all re spects, value  people, give priority to 
restoration and reconstruction of basic living facilities for affected  people 
and public ser vices facilities, re spect science and nature, and give due 
consideration to the carry ing capacity of resources and environment. 
Said plan  shall make a balanced consideration by taking into account 
promoting industrialization, urbanization, new rural area construction, 
main function zone construction and updating of industrial structure. (9)
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The Regulation also called for earthquake- resistant construction (espe-
cially for high- occupancy buildings), re spect for cultural heritage through 
design, and consideration of the opinions of the  people in the affected ar-
eas. It required local governments to “conduct surveys and demo cratic dis-
cussion before finalization and promulgation of the plan for allocation of 
reconstruction funds,” as well as to “publicize the sources, quantity, dis-
tribution and use of reconstruction funds and supplies” (22). The Develop-
ment and Reform Departments of the State Council  were to be responsible 
for auditing major construction proj ects (23). In early July, the State Council 
published reconstruction guidelines that focused on safe reconstruction 
of housing and gave priority to public facilities (China Daily 2008b).

On August 11, three months  after the earthquake, the NDRC,  under 
the auspices of the State Planning Group of Post- Wenchuan Earthquake 
Restoration and Reconstruction, released The State Overall Planning for 
Post- Wenchuan Earthquake Restoration and Reconstruction (Public Opinion 
Soliciting Draft), which announced the goal of achieving recovery within 
three years (National Development and Reform Commission, State Council 
of China 2008). The NDRC and the Sichuan Province Ministry of Housing 
and Rural- Urban Development  were listed as coleaders in producing this 
document. The group included a wide range of organ izations, including 
Shaanxi and Gansu Provinces, fourteen national- government ministries, 
ten national- government commissions, nine national- government adminis-
trations, the  People’s Bank of China, the Chinese Acad emy of Sciences, 
and the Chinese Acad emy of Engineering. In addition, the State Wenchuan 
Expert Committee and the State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping sup-
ported the work. The pro cess involved hundreds of experts and numerous 
research and evaluation reports and included workshops to learn from 
international best practices (Government of China 2008).

On September 19, the State Council released the final version of The 
Overall Planning for Post- Wenchuan Earthquake Restoration and Recon-
struction (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a), which 
was virtually identical to the August draft except for a 20 to 30  percent re-
duction of the goals for the construction of urban and rural housing. The 
planning area consisted of 51 earthquake- affected counties in Sichuan, 
Gansu, and Shaanxi Provinces, involving 14,565 administrative villages in 
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1,271 towns and townships, with a 2007 population of 19.867 million (State 
Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 3). The overall goal was 
to “achieve the major task of restoration and reconstruction in approxi-
mately three years. The basic living conditions and the economic develop-
ment level should reach or surpass the pre- disaster level.” Objectives 
included employment for each  house hold and improvements in the natu ral 
environment (14).

The plan noted that the earthquake had worsened existing environ-
mental conditions and further weakened the capacity for agricultural and 
resource development in western China. It called for restoration and re-
covery, as well as “rationalized adjustment of the layout of urban and rural 
areas, infrastructures and productivity” (9). The mountainous areas, home 
to many ethnic minority groups,  were “haunted by economic instability” 
and poverty (5). In addition, “A large number of tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage resource[s] . . .   were destroyed, and it has become even 
more urgent to protect and carry forward the culture of the Qiang ethnic 
group” (8).

Based on the Evaluation Report on Resources and Environment Carry-
ing Capacity by the Chinese Acad emy of Sciences, the plan divided recon-
struction areas into three categories: suitable for reconstruction (7.6  percent 
of the planning area, with 7.73 million  people),7 suitable for appropri-
ate reconstruction (28.9  percent of the planning area, with 11.80 million 
 people),8 and unsuitable for reconstruction (63.5  percent of the planning 
area, with 0.34 million  people) (16).9 It emphasized protection of agricul-
tural land and allocated 57,393 hectares for development, including 23,190 
hectares for urban and rural construction land, 11,000 hectares for rural 
residential land, and 16,367 hectares for infrastructure land. It emphasized 
tourism and “eco- agriculture,” along with mineral resource development, 
and called for strict control over the size of industrial parks (20–21). Pro-
jections included constructing 2,188,700 rural housing units, strengthening 
1,683,600 rural housing units, building 720,300 urban housing units, and 
strengthening 47.13 million m2 of urban housing.

In cities and towns of historical and cultural significance, the goals 
 were to “preserve as much [as pos si ble] the original features . . .  [with] strict 
construction control requirements” and to “preserve the traditional style 
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of the appearance and use the most original construction materials or 
components for the buildings in true need of restoration.” “The style of the 
damaged modern buildings to be restored and reconstructed within his-
torical and cultural blocks  shall be in harmony with the surrounding 
environment” (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 31). 
The plan outlined specific goals for restoration and improvement of agri-
cultural production; rebuilding of rural infrastructure, schools, medical 
facilities, sports and cultural structures, employment and social welfare 
ser vices, regional transportation and communication networks, energy 
production and distribution and  water resource and flood- control systems, 
and commerce and trade centers; ecological restoration and reforestation; 
repair of damaged farmland; psychological rehabilitation; and earthquake 
memorials.

This hazard map from the Evaluation Report on Resources and Environment Carrying Capacity, 
produced by the State Council, shows three levels of development capability: green: ecological 
recovery district (not suitable for more development); yellow: moderate recovery district; red: 
suitable recovery district. Source: State Council of the  People’s Republic of China (2008).
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The section headed “Industrial Policy” stated that “tourism should be 
put as the pioneer industry in the restoration and reconstruction. The res-
toration and reconstruction funds, industrial investment funds,  etc.  shall 
be given first place to the restoration and reconstruction of tourism infra-
structures and enterprises so as to promote the comprehensive restoration 
of tourism development at an early date” (State Council of the  People’s 
Republic of China 2008a, 77–78). The plan called for “investigation and 
monitoring of geological disasters” and improving the emergency response 
system (62), but said very  little about disaster risk reduction.10

It was expected that some towns would be relocated, some reduced in 
size with concentrated layouts, and some expanded;  these reconstruction 
modes would be determined by the provinces for towns, and by cities and 
counties for villages (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 
20). In July, one high- ranking official suggested moving  house holds to urban 
areas with existing employment opportunities elsewhere in China; this 
would simply be an extension of the ongoing pro cess in China of migration 
of workers from rural to urban areas (China Daily 2008m).

The total capital needed for restoration and reconstruction was esti-
mated at approximately one trillion yuan (about US$163 billion) (State 
Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 86). Much of this would 
come from central- government finance. Funds would also be collected 
from “local government allocation, counterpart assistance, social dona-
tions, domestic bank loans, capital market financing, foreign emergency 
loans on favorable terms, urban and rural self- possessed and self- collected 
capital, self- possessed and self- collected capital of enterprises, innovation 
financing,  etc.” (86–87). The provincial governments would plan, supervise, 
and coordinate reconstruction, but cities and counties would “concretely 
undertake the major tasks of shouldering and fulfilling the restoration 
and reconstruction” (90–91). The provincial governments would prepare an 
annual plan and specify time sequences of reconstruction activities. State 
Council agencies would support the work as appropriate. The plan called 
for the provincial governments and the State Council to conduct “mid- term” 
assessments of the implementation (92–93).

On October 14, 2008, the State Council replaced the Earthquake Rescue 
and Relief Headquarters with the Group for Coordinating Restoration and 
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Reconstruction and designated the provincial governments as the leads 
for reconstruction (Dunford and Li 2011). During the two months  after 
the September Overall Planning document, 10 subarea plans on the follow-
ing topics  were released: urban and rural housing recovery, urban system 
recovery, rural construction, infrastructure recovery, public ser vice facili-
ties, geographic location of production and industrial adjustment, market 
ser vice system, hazard prevention and reduction, ecosystem repair, and 
land use (Xiao et al. 2015).  These contained lists of recovery proj ects, their 
costs, and financing sources, all approved by the NDRC.

The Rapid Pace of Planning Activities

The reconstruction planning effort was intense. Government agencies, 
universities, and con sul tants mobilized  labor. Relief and reconstruction 
took up a  great deal of China’s governmental capacity and involved mar-
shaling numerous national and provincial agencies to perform studies and 
develop reconstruction policies, as well as frequent meetings of the State 
Council’s earthquake relief headquarters. A July 7 news release stated that 
Sichuan Province had sent more than 800 experts to perform geologic and 
site- selection analyses to form the basis for the 10 sector plans to be com-
pleted by July 10 ( People’s Government of Sichuan Province 2008).

In a pre sen ta tion in Chengdu on July 17 to American urban planning 
experts assembled by the Mas sa chu setts Institute of Technology’s China 
Planning Network, Qiao Zhang, from Chengdu’s Planning Bureau, de-
scribed the ambitious planning effort for Dujiangyan and adjacent areas: 
housing for one million homeless  people, relocation of 750,000 rural 
 house holds, and increased urbanization of Dujiangyan (Q. Zhang 2008). 
According to Zhang, this effort involved 600 Chengdu staff members plus 
400 con sul tants from universities around the country. At least 10 consulting 
firms from China and elsewhere  were selected as early as June 10 to assist 
in the planning of Dujiangyan (Sokol 2008). The intent was to finish the plan 
by the end of July.

On June 12, the government of China and the World Bank jointly 
or ga nized a workshop in Beijing, “Earthquake Recovery and Reconstruc-
tion: International Experience and Best Practices” (World Bank 2008). 
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Speakers from India, Turkey, and the United States gave pre sen ta tions on 
assessing damage and loss and designing a reconstruction and recovery 
program. According to the account of the meeting in the China Daily, 
attendees advised the Chinese government to fully engage communities in 
both planning and implementation  because “smooth and thorough com-
munication between policymakers and the local disaster- affected public 
 will have a long- term effect on the rebuilding pro cess” (China Daily 2008f). 
World Bank representatives encouraged a “people- centered approach” and 
suggested both a “partnership model” for managing reconstruction funds 
and broad participation of a variety of local partners for implementing re-
construction (China Daily 2008f). For example, the China Daily quoted 
Rajesh Kishore, chief executive officer of India’s Gujarat State Disaster 
Management Authority, as warning, “The impor tant  thing of reconstruction 
is to do it right, rather than quickly, despite the pressure to build homes 
for the  people living in the tents. Or, you may lay a weak foundation to some-
thing  else tomorrow” (China Daily 2008c).

The Ministry of Commerce and the United Nations jointly or ga nized 
the “International Workshop on Post- Earthquake Reconstruction Experi-
ences” on July 14–15 in Beijing, with pre sen ta tions to Chinese government 
officials by nine UN agencies, India, Indonesia, Japan, Pakistan, the Phil-
ippines, and Sri Lanka (United Nations in China and Ministry of Com-
merce of the  People’s Republic of China 2008). The workshop presenters 
emphasized capacity building, community participation, coordination, 
disaster risk reduction, environmental protection, and two- way commu-
nication as keys to success. In early July, the China Office of the Japan 
International Cooperation Agency held a seminar in Beijing on Japan’s 
post- earthquake reconstruction experiences (Jing 2008). Wang Guangsi, 
vice director of the Sichuan Development and Reform Commission, 
observed that, given the time constraints, the commission needed to create 
both the general plan and specific plans at the same time, condensing about 
150 million words of original materials— including earthquake and recon-
struction experiences from other parts of the world— into a coherent plan 
(Feng 2008).
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Financing

Financing for priority reconstruction proj ects began even before recovery 
plans  were complete. In early June, the Chinese government announced 
that it allocated 30 billion yuan (US$4.3 billion)— later increased to 40 bil-
lion yuan— for subsidies for farmers with damaged homes. The Ministries 
of Finance and Civil Affairs provided up to 10,000 yuan (US$1,400) for 
each affected  house hold (China Daily 2008j, 2008n). The government also 
asked for “citizens, corporations and other organ izations to actively par-
ticipate in post- quake restoration and reconstruction” and agreed to accept 
international assistance (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 
2008b, 3). By the  middle of June, domestic and foreign donations had reached 
45.73 billion yuan (US$6.6 billion); the government needed to develop pro-
cedures for the equitable and efficient use of  those funds. The State Council 
announced that home rebuilding would be the top priority of donated funds 
(China Daily 2008h). Eventually, donations reached 75.197 billion yuan 
(US$11.0 billion) (Shi et al. 2013).

By late June, the Chinese government had begun reallocating funds 
from relief to reconstruction. According to the minister of finance, the 
government intended to allocate 70 billion yuan (US$10.14 billion) of 
the 2008 bud get to the reconstruction fund; 60 billion would come from 
the “stability and regulation fund,” 5 billion from vehicle taxes, 4 billion 
from operations of state- owned assets, and 1 billion from the welfare lot-
tery fund (China Daily 2008n).

By early July, vari ous financial agencies, such as the Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China, had issued 52.95 billion yuan (US$7.5 billion) 
in reconstruction loans (China Daily 2008d). For example, the Sichuan 
branch of the State Development Bank provided loans of nearly 1.2 billion 
yuan (US$ 170 million) to the Dujiangyan municipal government to re-
construct cultural heritage sites, high schools, and  houses and pledged 
loans of over 7 billion yuan (US$1 billion) for urban infrastructure (Liany-
ing 2008). The World Bank provided an emergency loan of US$710 million 
for the Wenchuan Earthquake Recovery Proj ect, which financed several 
proj ects for construction of infrastructure and public facilities (World Bank 
2012).
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According to The Overall Planning for Post- Wenchuan Earthquake 
Restoration and Reconstruction (State Council of the  People’s Republic of 
China 2008a), the reconstruction was expected to cost 1 trillion yuan 
(US$147 billion), approximately the entire GDP of Sichuan Province in 
2007 and about 20   percent of all Chinese government income in 2007 
(China Daily 2008g). In November 2008, in response to the international 
economic crisis, the State Council initiated a stimulus package that in-
cluded a plan to spend the 1 trillion yuan for earthquake reconstruction 
more quickly (Naughton 2009).

Within a few months  after the earthquake, the central government rec-
ognized that obtaining large amounts of financing from multiple sources, 
auditing the flows of money, and monitoring construction quality would 
be major challenges (China Daily 2008g). In the end, the major sources of 
financing  were loans from financial institutions (some of them backed by 
the government), transfers from the central government, help from east-
ern provinces  under the “pair assistance” program (described  later in this 
chapter), and provincial-  and local- government savings (Xiao et al. 2015). 
Other impor tant sources included private donations and land- based financ-
ing, which included transfers of development rights and land swaps.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

The Overall Approach to Recovery Management

The government used a variety of communication,  legal, and policy tools 
to shape the recovery pro cess.11 Widespread news coverage framed the di-
saster as a national crisis that promoted altruistic be hav ior and national 
pride. It was clear to the entire nation that the recovery pro cess was the 
top priority.  Because  there was no clear  legal guidance for post- disaster 
recovery, the State Council needed to issue regulations to set the  legal foun-
dation. The June 8 Regulations mandated an overall recovery plan by the 
NDRC, to be implemented by multiple levels of government (State Coun-
cil of the  People’s Republic of China 2008b).

The pro cess was facilitated by the Communist Party’s evaluation and 
promotion system for government officials. Officials  were motivated to fol-
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low the policies and po liti cal  orders issued from the top. The priority given 
to pair assistance, for example, ensured its enthusiastic implementation 
by donor provinces and receiving counties alike. Government officials could 
easily implement recovery policies  because they  were consistent with pre- 
disaster development policies, such as promoting urbanization, consoli-
dating rural ser vices, and promoting cleaner industries. Officials  were 
familiar with the policies and the implementation tools and saw the post- 
earthquake recovery as a way to help achieve their goals more quickly, which 
would enhance their promotion prospects.

Acceleration of Existing Policies

The post- earthquake recovery provided the central government with an 
opportunity to accelerate several ongoing development policies in the 
western regions and in the nation.  These included policies for moderniz-
ing the economies of the western provinces, improving rural incomes, 
concentrating rural residents in new villages to create urban environments 
in the countryside, and integrating the governance and economies of ru-
ral and urban portions of metropolitan areas (Abramson and Qi 2011). 
Chengdu, in par tic u lar, was a leader in urban- rural integration  because it 
had been nationally designated in 2007 as one of two experimental zones 
that sought to improve the lives of rural residents by introducing urban 
characteristics while also improving land use efficiency by consolidating 
rural residential areas (Abramson and Qi 2011; Peng et al. 2013).12 Ulti-
mately, this pro cess is expected to eliminate the current rigid distinctions in 
China between urban and rural residents (Abramson and Qi 2011). Through 
this designation, Chengdu was given freedom to innovate methods of gov-
ernance, infrastructure and ser vice provision, and economic development, 
including methods for transforming land into capital for housing (Xiao 
et al. 2015). This pro cess was accelerated  after the earthquake.

The recovery was generally viewed as an opportunity to improve re-
gional infrastructure and expand urbanization of existing cities, such as 
Dujiangyan. By early July 2008, Sichuan Province announced that it would 
build two new highways to further increase growth in its main urban corri-
dor as part of an overall plan to relocate  people from the mountains to the 
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lowlands (Jing 2008). Chengdu, which includes earthquake- damaged Du-
jiangyan, was developing a plan to boost regional economic development 
by finishing reconstruction in three years and then bringing “development 
to a higher level within five years” (China Daily 2008i).13 The recovery was 
seen as an opportunity to promote economic development in the region, 
but, in general, economic development policies revolved around a few 
 simple concepts: closing down industries in the mountains and promoting 
tourism in  those areas while promoting development of industrial parks 
to provide jobs in newly urbanizing areas.

Counterpart (Pair) Assistance

On May 20, the State Council assigned 23 eastern provinces the task of 
providing temporary housing. The August draft plan first described the 
counterpart assistance policy for long- term recovery in detail: “According 
to their annual material workload, 19 assistance provinces (cities)  shall offer 
assistance with no less than 1% of their last ordinary bud get revenues 
to  their 24 counterpart counties (cities, districts) in Sichuan, Gansu and 
Shaanxi Provinces” (National Development and Reform Commission, 
State Council of China 2008, 116). Counterpart assistance funds  were to 
be applied to housing, public ser vices, and infrastructure, “as well as ser-
vices such as planning formulation, architectural design, expert consulta-
tion, engineering construction and supervision,  etc.” (National Develop-
ment and Reform Commission, State Council of China 2008, 126).

The pair assistance policy originated in Chinese policies in the 1970s 
and 1980s that designated eastern provinces to assist western provinces in 
need of economic development in order to more evenly distribute eco-
nomic activity throughout the country (Yong and Booth 2011). For post- 
disaster assistance, however, this was a new tool. The assignment of one 
province to each damaged county specified the geographic bound aries of 
assistance and simplified the government’s task of monitoring and evalu-
ation. The policy not only provided funds but also added capacity and 
ser vices. Assistance included direct physical reconstruction, personnel 
exchanges to improve capacity, and economic development through con-
struction of industrial parks. It brought innovation and new ideas to the 
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affected area, promoted cultural exchange, and created a sense of positive 
competition among donor provinces, which helped make it a success.

The pair assistance system was also an impor tant po liti cal tool, imple-
mented by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (Xiao et al. 2015). In June, 
the CCP Central Committee and the State Council emphasized the need 
for pair assistance for successful recovery. As a result, in most provinces 
and cities, the CCP chairman or governor led the team. This structure is 
usually used only for the highest- priority  matters.

By the end of 2009, donor provinces had initiated 3,105 counterpart 
assistance proj ects, and 50  percent of them had already been completed 
(Yong and Booth 2011).  There  were also indications that the cooperation 
would continue over time. According to the Beijing Review, “More than 
100,000  people from 19 donor provinces and municipalities in prosperous 
central and eastern regions”  were involved (Wei 2010). For example, 
Guangdong Province gave 8.2 billion yuan (US$1.2 billion) to Wenchuan 

Banners and signs expressed gratitude to donor provinces for pair assistance. The right col-
umn of this gateway, near a temporary housing site in Wenchuan county in 2008, says, 
“Guangzho- Wenchuan heart to heart.” Photo by Laurie Johnson (2008).
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County, and Shandong gave over 10 billion yuan (US$1.5 billion) to Beich-
uan County. Total aid from the donor provinces was over 70 billion yuan 
(US$10 billion) (Wei 2010).

Housing Reconstruction Policies

The Ministry of Housing led a pro cess of owner- driven reconstruction 
(Dunford and Li 2011). It provided grants for reconstruction based on 
 house hold size and relocation grants for  house holds that moved.  Because 
the grants  were insufficient to cover construction costs, short- term interest- 
free loans  were also available. The details of  these policies varied, depend-
ing on  whether  houses  were in rural or urban areas, reconstruction was in 
situ or in relocation areas, and relocation was for safety reasons or was part 
of rural land consolidation. In rural areas,  house holds could choose between 
taking the government subsidy and rebuilding on their own or moving into 
concentrated areas of housing built by the government (Deng 2010).

For example, the municipality of Chengdu, which encompasses both 
rural and urban areas, such as the cities of Chengdu and Dujiangyan, 
offered several housing choices for survivors, including self- built housing, 
owner- led cooperative housing, and government- built housing on  either 
original or new sites (China Daily 2008i). The government also offered to 
help rural  house holds with the collective purchase of construction mate-
rials and with additional loans (China Daily 2008i). Planned reconstruc-
tion by the government was designed to make more efficient use of rural 
land; this model was also applied on a trial basis in urban parts of Dujiang-
yan. Dujiangyan offered a cash or  house choice similar to that being 
offered to rural residents.

Collective Relocations

Officials considered relocation for several towns,  either  because debris was 
excessive or  because they  were in unstable mountainous locations with in-
secure access routes. Planners in the city of Dujiangyan, for example, 
wanted residents to relocate from the overcrowded and heavi ly damaged 
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city center, but when they surveyed residents, they found that 93  percent 
did not want to relocate (Dai 2012).

Rebuilding towns and roads within the steep, unstable mountains 
of Wenchuan County posed a dilemma for officials. As of July 2008, they 
 were still unsure  whether to rebuild  there (China Daily 2008l). Very  little 
safe land was available for reconstruction, and even temporary accommo-
dations  were a concern. Besides the risk of additional earthquakes, second-
ary hazards of landslides and flooding had increased throughout the 
county  after the May earthquake (China Daily 2008e).

Of par tic u lar concern was Weizhou, the county seat of Wenchuan 
County, which had grown considerably in a geologically unstable area 
since the 1950s. Some planners proposed total relocation of the population, 
including sending students to Guangdong Province for vocational train-
ing (China Daily 2008e). Beichuan, the county seat of nearby Beichuan 
County, was similarly situated. Both towns  were commercial centers for 
surrounding mountain areas. But they  were not traditional locations; both 
of them had been created in 1952 to improve accessibility of  these moun-
tain regions to the transportation system, and both had grown over the 
following de cades to better serve the governmental and commercial needs 
of  these remote ethnic areas (Li 2012). In both cases, the town sites, in 
narrow canyon bottoms, proved to be problematic for urban development.

Officials in Weizhou deci ded to rebuild.14  Under the pair assistance 
system, Guangdong Province prepared the master plan for Weizhou and 
paid for the construction. Wenchuan County hired the Tsing hua Urban 
Planning and Design Institute to prepare the site plan (Zheng 2011). Like 
most towns in this area, Weizhou was located on land adjacent to a river 
and at the base of steep slopes. One goal of the new plan was to reduce the 
density of the old city and to replace older buildings with new, safer ones. 
In addition, new roads, parks along the river, and flood- escape areas on 
higher ground improved overall safety.  Because of the focus on speed and 
efficiency, however, not all design prob lems  were resolved, despite consul-
tations with a variety of stakeholders (Zheng 2011).

One of the most dramatic recovery stories  after the 2008 earthquake was 
that of Beichuan City, the county seat of Beichuan County, an autonomous 
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county of the Qiang ethnic group. The county seat was located in a narrow 
valley of the Qian River and was surrounded by steep mountains (China 
Acad emy of Urban Planning and Design 2011). The earthquake devastated 
the town; 80   percent of the buildings collapsed, and approximately 6,000 
 people lost their lives. Subsequent landslides and flooding caused further 
damage. As a result, discussions regarding reconstructing the town in a new 
location began shortly  after the disaster. One week  after the earthquake, on 
May 19, a planning task force arrived, or ga nized by the Ministry of Housing 
and Urban- Rural Development and led by Li Xiao jiang, the president of the 
China Acad emy of Urban Planning and Design (CAUPD). According to the 
account by the CAUPD, the local leaders of Beichuan County asked for a 
new town (China Acad emy of Urban Planning and Design 2011), and it took 
several months to persuade the central government to approve this (Li 
2012).15 By the end of May, the CAUPD and the Wuhan Institute of Geologi-
cal Engineering Exploration completed the Preliminary Report on Beichuan 

 After the 2008 earthquake, Weizhou, the county seat of Wenchuan County, was reconstructed 
in its original location in the mountains. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2011).
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Reconstruction Site Se lection Demonstration (China Acad emy of Urban 
Planning and Design 2011). This report studied the feasibility of relocation 
and proposed alternative sites based on geologic, regional development, and 
administrative considerations. Beichuan County officials then made their re-
quest to the State Council Earthquake Relief Headquarters, and by June 3, 
Qiu Baoxing, the vice minister of housing and urban- rural development, in-
spected both the damaged town and the proposed new site.16 A major land-
slide that struck the old part of the town in September 2008 further under-
scored the rationale for relocation (Zhu, Li, and Huang 2012).  Because  there 
was still a lack of consensus among government officials, in October 2008, 
the CAUPD surveyed displaced residents in the temporary housing site. In 
meetings over two nights, 1,000  people participated, and 95  percent of them 
said that they wanted to move to a new site (Huang 2012).

The city of Beichuan, shown in 2009, was seriously damaged and abandoned as a result of the 
2008 earthquake. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2009).
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The new town site occupies about 10 km2 of a broad, level valley about 
23 km from the original site (Chen 2011).17  Because of the difficulty in find-
ing a suitable safe site within mountainous Beichuan County, the new site 
was in neighboring Anxian County, which transferred the land to Beich-
uan County. This new location was also seen as a way to integrate the econ-
omy of Beichuan County with the valley economies of Mianyang and the 
rest of Sichuan Province. The new town is now only 25 km from downtown 
Mianyang and has much better access to the regional transportation sys-
tem than in the previous location. It was projected to have a population of 
35,000 in the near term and 70,000 in the long term. Reportedly, the new 
town  housed 40,000  people as of 2013 (Lim 2013).18

The planning and reconstruction pro cesses  were rapid (China Acad-
emy of Urban Planning and Design 2011). The State Council approved the 
site in November 2008, and the land was transferred three months  later. 
The Beichuan County Post- quake Reconstruction Planning Committee 
was established in March 2009, and the planning, design, and review 
pro cesses proceeded through early 2010. The Qiang Feature Pedestrian 
Street opened in April 2010, and in December 2010, the first group of 
residents, selected by a lottery, moved into the new town. The new Beichuan 
consists of an “integrative living area,” a “recreational tourist vacation 
area,” and the 121- hectare Shandong Industrial Park, intended to provide 
up to 10,000 jobs (China Acad emy of Urban Planning and Design 2011, 20). 
In the residential area, 9,000 affordable housing units  were to be constructed 
by 2010 and an additional 2,600 units by 2015, all intended for disaster- 
affected  house holds, former residents of Qushan, and other “land- deprived 
peasants” (China Acad emy of Urban Planning and Design 2011, 20).

In two years, 50,000 construction workers in Beichuan built 715 
buildings in 218 reconstruction proj ects with a total of 1.8 million square 
meters of floor space, 65 km of roads, and 54 km of utility lines and planted 
78,000 trees at a cost of 11 billion yuan (about US$1.6 billion) (Zhu, Li, 
and Huang 2012). Shandong Province provided the funds  under the pair 
assistance system. Building a town so quickly required several layers of 
coordination, involving local municipal and county governments along 
with the Shandong Province Partner Commanding Headquarters, which 
represented the provincial government of Shandong Province and co-
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ordinated the construction proj ects sponsored by its 17 municipalities (Zhu, 
Li, and Huang 2012). In addition, through a public bidding pro cess, the lo-
cal government selected Huaxi Corporation for the construction proj ects 
 under its supervision. The municipal and county governments established 
the Beichuan Post- earthquake Reconstruction Committee, whose mem-
bers consisted of officers from municipal and county agencies and Shan-
dong Province and planners from the China Acad emy of Urban Planning 
and Design (Zhu, Li, and Huang 2012).  Under the coordination of the 
CAUPD, Beichuan County invited experts in planning, architecture, and 
infrastructure to participate; over 1,000 experts  were involved in the de-
sign and review pro cess, which involved more than 300 meetings (Zhu, 
Li, and Huang 2012). Implementation also required considerable negotia-
tions with current residents of the new town site (Huang 2012).

RECONSTRUCTION OUTCOMES

Reconstruction Pro gress, 2008–2011

Although the broader reconstruction plans did not begin  until the summer 
of 2008, repairs of infrastructure and large industries began immediately. 

This image depicts the townscape plan for the new town of Beichuan. Source: China Acad emy 
of Urban Planning and Design, Ministry of Construction (2011).
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By July 8, 2008, for example, 83  percent of the province’s large industrial 
enterprises and 90   percent of local commercial businesses had resumed 
operations  after the disruption of the earthquake (Yong and Booth 2011).

Permanent reconstruction was rapid. According to vari ous accounts, 
on the first anniversary of the earthquake, the central government asked 
the nation to “intensify and accelerate pro gress” by one year so that “ people 
in the disaster area can live a happier life as soon as pos si ble” (Zhu, Li, and 
Huang 2012, 3; see also Dunford and Li 2011). Abramson and Qi refer to a 
mandate to “complete in two years the three- year plan” (2011, 497). Ac-
cording to the State Council, by September 2009, construction had begun 
on 30,269 of the 43,180 planned proj ects, and 17,849 proj ects had been 
completed (Dunford and Li 2011). By the fall of 2009, nearly 70  percent of 
destroyed schools had been rebuilt (Wei 2010), and 87  percent  were com-
pleted by May 2010 (Yong and Booth 2011). By February 2010, 21 months 
 after the earthquake, many  people had already moved into their new 

The new city of Beichuan, completed in 2010 and shown in 2011, was built to  house 70,000 
 people. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2011).
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homes (Y. Hu 2010). Sichuan Province announced that it would finish con-
struction of rural homes by February 14, urban homes by the second an-
niversary in May, and 90  percent of its proj ects by the end of 2010 (Y. Hu 
2010). By May 2010, housing reconstruction was complete (Yong and Booth 
2011). This included 1.91 million units of new rural housing and 0.29 mil-
lion units of new urban housing, plus 2.92 million units of repaired rural 
housing and 1.46 million units of repaired urban housing (Wen 2011).

The speed of construction, however, brought concerns about corrup-
tion. The National Audit Office conducted a five- month audit of 72 major 
proj ects in 22 counties, using more than 4,500 staff (Y. Hu 2010). It con-
cluded that 230 million yuan (US$34 million) had been misused, and time 
pressures had made it difficult to solve the prob lems. Reportedly, the Na-
tional Audit Office in 2012 found that US$228 million had been illegally 
transferred, and 11  people  were sentenced for corruption in post- earthquake 
rebuilding work (Lim 2013). A survey of 4,000  house holds conducted by 
the Chinese Acad emy of Science and Technology for Development found 
that 99  percent  were satisfied with the efforts of the central and provincial 
governments, but that their trust in township governments had declined, 
reflecting the 350 officials who had  violated laws during earthquake relief 
or reconstruction in 2009 (Y. Hu 2010). Trust by donors had also declined; 
 after the 2013 earthquake in Sichuan Province,  there was considerable 
opposition in Hong Kong to donating funds  because of reports that 2008 
funds had been wasted on useless proj ects (Tsang and But 2013).

Speed and Quality of Recovery

The speed of the recovery and the organ ization required to accomplish it 
 were remarkable. The response and recovery  were based on a strict hierar-
chical system that is a remnant of the previously planned economy in 
China. The top- down system is designed to set clear goals, with no debate, 
and to be implemented by bureaucrats whose  future promotions depend on 
their achievement of the goals. Vis i ble commitment by the highest levels 
of government and firm anticorruption policies set the tone for national 
mobilization to respond to the earthquake. But did reconstruction address 
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the stated planning goals of improving overall living conditions, balanc-
ing urban development with agricultural and environmental protection, 
protecting cultural heritage, providing hazard mitigation, and promoting 
citizen involvement?

The Chinese government described the rapid reconstruction of hous-
ing and infrastructure as an unqualified success that could be accomplished 
only within the institutional structure of a centralized socialist state. The 
following claims are typical:

The firm leadership and scientific decisions of the CPC Central Com-
mittee and the State Council  were the fundamental po liti cal guarantees 
for the victory. The per sis tence in putting  people first and the scientific 
outlook on development  were the solid ideology base for the victory. The 
per sis tence in unified coordination and command as well as close op-
eration  were the impor tant orga nizational guarantees for the victory. . . .  
The  people from all walks of life united as one, which was the strong co-
hesive force for the victory. The timely, accurate, open and transparent 
information dissemination and media coverage created good public 
opinion environment for the victory. (Shi et al. 2013, 80–81)

In  today’s Wenchuan, local residents are reclaiming life amid a con-
struction boom. Wenchuan’s rapid revival is a vivid manifestation of 
China’s ability to pool national strength to cope with major challenges. 
It also pres ents an excellent example of a post- disaster reconstruction 
model with Chinese characteristics. (Wei 2010)

By most accounts, despite the broad- based planning policies, recon-
struction emphasized speed of housing reconstruction above all, and  there 
was much less attention to livelihoods, public involvement, or systematic 
regional economic development, despite the realization by many Chinese 
leaders of the dangers of  going too fast. For example, in July 2008, the vice 
minister of housing and urban and rural development, Qiu Baoxing, 
warned about many pitfalls to avoid, including excessive use of rural con-
solidation and overlooking local opinions and knowledge, and agreed 
that “disaster relief should be quick, but reconstruction should be slow” 
(Abramson and Qi 2011, 514). In the end, “all of the prob lems that Qiu Baox-
ing identified in the early months following the earthquake ultimately came 
to characterize the reconstruction pro cess, to a greater or lesser extent” 
(Abramson and Qi 2011, 517).
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In part, speed may have been emphasized  because rapid urbanization 
was most consistent with pre existing reward structures for local govern-
ment officials (Abramson and Qi 2011). In general, recovery actions empha-
sized physical development  because this was the most vis i ble indicator of 
recovery success. In addition to housing, many other new facilities  were 
built. For example, new healthcare facilities increased floor area by 60  percent 
and hospital beds by 40  percent (Yong and Booth 2011). Wenchuan County 
benefited from improvements in capacity and quality of a range of public 
facilities:  water supply, transportation, social welfare, leisure and sports, pub-
lic markets, and disaster shelters. In addition, a new law required that high- 
occupancy buildings, such as schools and hospitals, meet higher seismic 
standards than other buildings. In a survey by the authors of 321  house holds 
in rural and urban areas of Wenchuan County, Beichuan County, and 
Dujiangyan City, most respondents reported improved transportation and 
infrastructure, as well as perceptions of improved structural safety. In many 
cases, however, construction quality was compromised in  favor of speed, 
although it is difficult to confirm how widespread the prob lem was (Lim 
2013).

Dunford and Li (2011) observed that the quality of reconstructed 
housing in 2009 varied. Although the quality of most housing, designed 
for earthquake re sis tance, had improved, many  people still lived in poor- 
quality housing  because the aid was insufficient to meet their needs. Despite 
additional reconstruction assistance in poorer areas, many lower- income 
 house holds lacked resources to meet their reconstruction needs, and their 
situation was exacerbated by dramatic increases in prices of  labor and 
materials, as much as threefold at the peak of construction activity (Dun-
ford and Li 2011). Even many of  those who successfully rebuilt had to use 
 house hold savings and incur large amounts of debt, which could dampen 
long- term economic recovery (Dunford and Li 2011).

Rural Transformation

An impor tant outcome of the recovery was the acceleration of the pro cess 
of urban- rural integration, which clustered rural housing in villages with 
centralized ser vices and provided more urban amenities for rural residents. 
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This pro cess was most notable around Chengdu— already a leader in this 
process— and in relocation and modernization of remote ethnic Qiang 
populations.

A Chengdu planning official described how, within three years, the ru-
ral parts of Chengdu had been rebuilt with new homes in clusters that 
preserved the land and improved residents’ access to ser vices, and how vil-
lage councils had given residents the opportunity to lead the reconstruc-
tion and resolve disputes (Wan 2011). By the  middle of 2011, 169 schools 
and 82 health centers  were completed and operating in Chengdu, and the 
disaster areas had been reconstructed to be more modern and to be better 
able to deliver public ser vices than before the earthquake. In general, the 
area’s development had been accelerated by 10 to 20 years.

According to a study by Peng and  others of several villages in Duji-
angyan, concentrated rural reconstruction was largely successful in this 

 After the 2008 earthquake, a new village center was built in the rural town of Xiang’e. Photo 
by Robert Olshansky (2011).
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cultivated area of the Chengdu plain (Peng et al. 2013). The pro cess was 
voluntary, residents participated in decision making, and concentration 
provided tangible economic benefits to participating residents in terms 
of housing, infrastructure, and access to ser vices. In the four villages 
they studied— ranging from 220 to 817  house holds and damage rates of 
48   percent to 95   percent— participation in concentrated reconstruction 
was 93  percent, 90  percent, 43  percent, and 32  percent. Still,  these num-
bers show that participation rates varied and often fell far short of full 
participation.

Abramson and Qi (2011) are particularly critical of the application of 
this pro cess to the ethnic Qiang settlements in mountainous areas of Sich-
uan Province. The Qiang  were especially hard hit by the earthquake, which 
severely damaged their traditional housing and killed 10  percent of their 
population of 306,000. Abramson and Qi critique not only the excessive 
tourism theme that drove much of the post- earthquake redevelopment but 
also the oversimplified models of village development that ignored distinc-
tions between populations, based on livelihoods, elevation, and road ac-
cess. The pro cess also ignored local knowledge of hazards, for example, by 
moving settlements into apparently more accessible but hazardous canyon 
bottoms. The speed of reconstruction disregarded many post- earthquake 
landslides and debris flows, which subsequently caused inundation prob-
lems in many of the new developments and “undid some high- profile 
proj ects just as they neared completion” (Abramson and Qi 2011, 518). 
Abramson and Qi observe that the emphasis on rapid urbanization caused 
planners to miss opportunities for innovation that could have come from 
stakeholder involvement. This occurred despite studies of other disasters 
that conclude that “broad civic participation in both planning and imple-
mentation produce more robust and locally appropriate recoveries. The 
post- Wenchuan earthquake recovery, however, by emphasizing physical 
development in accelerating urbanization, has not provided much scope 
to practice this lesson of international experience” (Abramson and Qi 2011, 
497–498).

In the authors’ interviews with earthquake- affected  house holds, we 
found that many rural residents who lost their lands and are having diffi-
culty recovering their livelihoods see accelerated urban- rural integration 
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as a land grab by local governments and development interests. A substan-
tial proportion of rural  house holds have lower income and employment 
opportunities than before the earthquake.

Economic Development

 Because of the emphasis on vis i ble construction, primarily housing, offi-
cials overseeing the recovery pro cess did not pay sufficient attention to eco-
nomic development and livelihoods, despite the importance that the plans 
attached to  these topics. For example, Dunford and Li (2011) concluded that 
at the end of the first year, although the plans had emphasized poverty al-
leviation, most resources  were directed only at housing reconstruction.

Many researchers have noted that the vision of tourism as an economic 
development strategy for the entire area is not likely to succeed.  Every town 
plan in Wenchuan County emphasized the deindustrialization of  these 
mountain areas and the creation of a new economy based on tourism 
(Dong 2012). Not only is it implausible that  every town could rely on tour-
ism, but also  there is no analy sis available to support such plans. During 
the authors’ field visits to Beichuan from 2011 through 2013, we saw  little 
evidence of successful tourism. A 2013 account on NPR noted that most 
of the tourism- related businesses in the Beichuan town center  were losing 
money (Lim 2013).

Similarly, other economic development initiatives do not appear to 
have been based on market analyses. The recovery pro cess was modeled 
on methods developed in the days of the planned socialist economy; for 
long- term recovery, however, its insensitivity to the market economy that 
now drives development in China has resulted in some new construction 
that is not marketable. The industrial park in the new city of Beichuan, for 
example, was still mostly vacant in 2013.

Public Involvement

The plans emphasized the importance of public involvement in recon-
struction decision making, and many planning efforts involved numerous 
public meetings.  Because of the speed of plan preparation, however, plans 
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generally did not reflect the concerns and knowledge of local residents (Ge, 
Gu, and Deng 2010). The authors’ field investigations and interviews found 
that most public consultations,  because of time constraints, consisted of 
pre sen ta tion rather than creation of plans. In Wenchuan County, public 
involvement was mostly limited to collecting public opinions (Dong 2012). 
This was not true in all cases, however. Dujiangyan, for example, effec-
tively involved many residents in specific cases of housing reconstruction 
(Chandrasekhar, Zhang, and Xiao 2014). The initial relocation decisions 
for Weizhou and Beichuan  were based on citizen opinions.

PRE CE DENT: RECOVERY FROM THE TANGSHAN EARTHQUAKE OF 1976

Although China is frequently affected by flooding, the last natu ral disaster 
comparable to the Wenchuan earthquake in costs and loss of life was the 
Tangshan earthquake of July 28, 1976, which almost totally destroyed 
Tangshan, a major industrial center with a population of 500,000. The of-
ficial death toll of 242,000 made it one of the greatest disasters in modern 
times. The earthquake occurred during the Cultural Revolution and while 
Mao Zedong was on his deathbed—he died six weeks  later, on Septem-
ber 9. The following brief account, summarized from Zhang, Zhang, et al. 
(2014), provides additional context for understanding the subsequent 
Wenchuan event. The leaders of China in 2008  were  eager to show off the 
country’s current capabilities as a contrast to the post- Tangshan recovery, 
which was seen as slow and poorly or ga nized.

The immediate response to the Tangshan earthquake took several days 
despite the fact that Tangshan is only 150 km from Beijing. Within a few 
days, however, the central government established a headquarters for res-
toration. Thirteen days  after the earthquake, it formed a recovery planning 
task force with over 60 planners from the Ministry of Urban and Rural 
Development, the Hebei Province Department of Construction, universi-
ties, and other provinces. The first draft of the Tangshan Recovery Master 
Plan was completed in November 1976, four months  after the earthquake, 
but the State Council did not approve the plan  until May 1977.

Recovery was to be financed internally using 1.55 billion yuan from 
the central government and 450 million yuan from the city of Tangshan; 
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the latter was equal to Tangshan’s total revenues for the previous year.19 
China, closed to most foreigners at the time, refused all international as-
sistance. The Ministry of Finance was in charge of the bud geting and ap-
proval of all recovery proj ects. Contributions also came from the  People’s 
Liberation Army, nearby municipalities, and other provinces. Hua Guofeng, 
Mao’s successor as chairman of the Communist Party, in late 1977 asked 
that the reconstruction make Tangshan the safest city in the world, and he 
directed a group of over 100 planners and engineers to revise the plan in 
early 1978. The bud get was increased from 2 billion to 3 billion yuan. The 
plan was revised again in September 1979.

Planners disagreed about reconstruction. Some favored complete re-
location of Tangshan  because debris removal would take too long.  Others 
claimed that relocation would be too difficult, cost too much, and be so-
cially disruptive. They said that safety could best be provided by strict seis-
mic standards for buildings and setbacks from fault zones. The final plan 
included ele ments of both approaches: two districts  were reconstructed 
in situ, and the third— the most heavi ly destroyed— was converted to open 
space and relocated to the northwest. The result would be three develop-
ment clusters, 25 km from one another and connected by highways, with 
a population of 600,000 within five years. The plan emphasized neighbor-
hood open spaces and open space between buildings— a change from 
traditional Chinese cities—in order to improve earthquake safety. It also 
separated residential areas from industrial areas and relocated industrial 
uses outside the city center. For seismic safety, reinforced concrete would 
be used, with maximum building heights of six stories.

Financing the reconstruction was difficult  because the economy was 
weak  after the Cultural Revolution. The central government prioritized re-
building impor tant state- owned industries in Tangshan, which further 
slowed housing reconstruction. During the first three years  after the earth-
quake, only about 75  percent of the planned funding had been spent. In 
addition, planners had not considered the costs of the new building tech-
nologies, the difficulties of using new methods, or the rising costs of con-
struction materials. In addition, temporary housing impeded construction 
of permanent housing.  People also rebuilt in the Lunan district, which was 
planned to become open space; by 1980, 174,000  people  were living  there.
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By 1981, the new national leadership deci ded to take a more pragmatic 
approach to the reconstruction. In early 1982, the State Council approved 
the Tangshan Recovery Plan Amendments, which emphasized quantity of 
housing units and speed of their construction. Officials deleted the collec-
tive relocation of the Lunan district from the plan, canceled infrastructure 
improvement proj ects, and lowered building standards. By October 1986, 
the last group of  house holds moved to permanent housing. Most buildings 
 were stronger than before, and residential areas had open space and better 
transportation access. The city has continued to change since 1986.  Because 
of national economic growth, Tangshan now has a total population of 
approximately 2.4 million.

Chinese leaders in 2008 drew several lessons from the Tangshan ex-
perience in their planning for post- Wenchuan construction. Their primary 
concern was to avoid repeating Tangshan’s slow and sometimes piecemeal 

The mid- rise buildings are apartments in the thriving city of Tangshan constructed during 
the recovery period. High-rise buildings, like the four  under construction,  were built in 
more recent years. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2009).
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housing recovery. One way to do this was to coordinate the siting of tem-
porary and permanent housing. Another way was to create a planning and 
development framework that all levels of government would strictly follow. 
Most impor tant, the 2008 reconstruction was an opportunity to demon-
strate emphatically China’s dramatic leap in financial, planning, and 
development capabilities in just 30 years.

LESSONS

Reconstruction  after the Wenchuan earthquake was remarkably quick. Most 
of the housing, infrastructure, and public buildings  were reconstructed 
within two to three years  after the earthquake hit. This was pos si ble  because 
the central government made it a priority, and all officials at  every level of 
government knew that their superiors would hold them accountable for 
their urgency and diligence in implementing the reconstruction plans. It 
was also pos si ble  because of the rapidly growing Chinese economy, much 
of which was based on rapid urbanization of the nation on a massive scale. 
By 2008, China had developed a very high level of capacity and experience 
in building cities quickly.

The pair assistance system facilitated the speed and efficiency of recon-
struction. Although the central government devised this system, its ad-
vantage was that it decentralized recovery activities. It distributed some of 
the nation’s financial burden to the wealthier provinces and facilitated 
the sharing of administrative and technical capacity. By creating many 
more channels of financial flows, it reduced the potential for bureaucratic 
bottlenecks to impede funding streams, such as  those that have plagued 
reconstruction efforts in the United States and Japan. It also increased re-
construction capacity by mobilizing planners, designers, and construction 
specialists from the donor provinces and directly connecting them to 
earthquake- affected counties and towns.

Post- disaster reconstruction often affords the chance to implement 
broader development policies. In this case, the central government saw 
the opportunity for improvement in a region in need of modernization, 
infrastructure upgrades, and economic development. This was consistent 
with long- standing policies for the western provinces and more recent 
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initiatives on urban- rural consolidation. The goal was to promote eco-
nomic prosperity and improve the lives of the inhabitants, consistent 
with modern methods of environmental protection, while also preserving 
the positive aspects of traditional cultures and traditions. Rather than 
introducing new approaches, however, officials in Sichuan Province ex-
panded and accelerated preexisting programs for urbanization, urban- 
rural consolidation, and transformation of economies in the mountainous 
ethnic areas. “Thus, what initially was supposed to result in creative 
experiments in governance and proj ect management, with greater par-
ticipation by local residents, ended up having to satisfy the interests 
of an increasing number of external stakeholders” (Abramson and Qi 
2011, 518).

Chinese officials portray the recovery from the Wenchuan earthquake 
as a complete success. It is con ve nient to focus on highly vis i ble, physical 
manifestations of recovery and to pres ent as evidence of their success the 
number of housing units constructed in such a short time. But serious 
analy sis of  every other post- disaster recovery concludes that speed of hous-
ing reconstruction is an incomplete mea sure of success. Simply counting 
the new housing units ignores the impacts on livelihoods, social networks, 
 house holds, and communities. Some of  these shortcomings have in fact 
occurred, although  there is no easy way to mea sure their extent. But the over-
whelmingly positive story promoted by the Chinese government must be 
tempered:  there are costs to speedy reconstruction.

Many of  these costs are rooted in a lack of stakeholder involvement. 
 Every recovery case, including all  those described in this book, shows that 
recovery decision making needs to be distributed among all the recovery 
actors to be fast and smart and to take advantage of local knowledge and 
local capacity. In contrast, the top- down system in China led to some prob-
lems: inappropriate housing design and location and economic strategies 
based on wishes rather than realistic assessments of local conditions. Al-
though the pair assistance system had many advantages in speed, it also 
involved outside interests that lacked knowledge of and accountability to 
local residents and officials. It distributed recovery activities to a variety of 
actors nationally rather than locally, so communities and individuals had 
limited involvement in their recovery choices.
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The comprehensive planning princi ples laid out in the first few months 
covered a broad range of issues and  were based on consultation with thou-
sands of professionals in ministries and universities and from recovery lo-
cations worldwide. But top- down planning presupposed a linear, rational 
pro cess, driven by facts about the environment and the population, and 
gave  little consideration to interaction effects, stakeholder pro cesses, and 
indigenous knowledge. This rational model facilitated rapid reconstruc-
tion and provided new infrastructure for the region but inevitably created 
new prob lems, such as construction in risky locations and lack of atten-
tion to sustainable jobs.

NOTES

 1. The study was conducted by the authors and Yu Xiao at Texas A&M University, 
Yang Zhang at  Virginia Tech, and Yan Song at the University of North Carolina, 
with collaboration from Zhou Bo of Sichuan University and Braven Zhang at 
Beijing Normal University; see Chandrasekhar, Zhang, and Xiao 2014; Jiang 2014; 
Xiao et al. 2015; Zhang, Drake, et al. 2014; and Zhang, Zhang, et al. 2014.

 2. Sources on this topic vary. According to Shi et al. (2013, 74), “Over 15,106,000 
 people had to be relocated emergently due to the disaster.”

 3. According to the plan released by the central government in August 2008, direct 
economic losses  were 843.8 billion yuan (State Council of the Republic of China 
2008a).

 4. The blossoming of civil society networks continued during the three years of the 
recovery period (Lu 2012).

 5. For example, the government was initially open regarding the large number of 
collapsed schools and promised to conduct a strict investigation; by June 2008, 
however, the government had backed off and prevented the press from further 
investigation of school building quality. By the one- year anniversary, it claimed 
that no  people  were at fault in the collapses (Jacobs 2009).

 6. Sources vary. According to Ke (2008), by the time of the Olympics in July, work-
ers had built 612,400 temporary housing units. According to the Xin hua News 
Agency in August, 4.5 million  house holds had moved into prefabricated  houses; 
two- thirds of them had built their own (Xin hua News Agency 2008c).

 7. This category “mainly refers to the areas with relatively strong resources and 
environment carry ing capacity and smaller disaster risks, suitable for the recon-
struction of county seats, towns and townships on the original sites, for the 
aggregation of a relatively large population, and for the overall development of 
vari ous industries. . . .  The functions are oriented to promote industrialization 
and urbanization, to aggregate population and economy and to build into the 
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zones for revitalizing economy, carry ing industries and creating employment” 
(State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 16).

 8. This category “mainly refers to the areas with relatively weak resources and envi-
ronment carry ing capacity and comparatively big disaster risks, suitable for ap-
propriate reconstruction of county seats, towns and townships on the original 
sites  under the precondition of controlled scale, for appropriate population ag-
gregation, and for the development of specific industries. . . .  The functions are 
oriented to give priority to protection, and carry out appropriate exploitation and 
spotty development, so as to build the zones with appropriate population, good 
eco- environment and distinctive industrial characteristics” (State Council of the 
 People’s Republic of China 2008a, 17).

 9. This category “mainly refers to the areas with very low resources and environ-
ment carry ing capacity,  great disaster risks and significant ecological functions, 
where the construction land is in severe shortage and the cost of construction and 
maintenance of transportation and other infrastructures is extremely high, and 
where it is inappropriate to reconstruct towns in the original sites or to aggregate 
a large population. . . .  The functions are oriented to focus on the ecological pro-
tection and restoration, and build the areas for protecting natu ral and cultural 
resources as well as rare and precious fauna and flora resources, with a small scat-
tered population” (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China 2008a, 17–18).

 10. The two policies most closely directed at disaster risk reduction  were “Compre-
hensive disaster reduction. Establish 3 provincial earthquake disaster mitigation 
centers, 105 publicity and education bases for comprehensive disaster reduction 
and 129 refuges in rural and urban areas. . . .  Geological hazard control. Control 
and treat 8,693 major hidden geological hazard spots, among which 4,694  were 
removed or let by” (State Council of the  People’s Republic of China, 2008b, 64).

 11. The information in this section comes from interpretation of Chinese documents 
provided by Xiao et al. 2015.

 12. This created additional farmland in rural areas and, in turn, allowed cities such 
as Chengdu to expand their urbanized areas without losing net farmland, pro-
tection of which had become an increasingly impor tant national land policy since 
the mid-1980s (Hsing 2010). Thus, the pro cess of consolidation of rural  house holds 
served as a mechanism that allowed provinces to continue to urbanize while still 
maintaining their nationally required quotas of farmland. “When Chengdu be-
came a pi lot city for the revision of its municipal master plan and land- use mas-
ter plan to incorporate urban- rural integration in 2003, the city sought to con-
solidate more than 970 square kilometres of rural collective built land area— the 
vast majority of which was individual scattered housing, small yards or natu ral 
villages— into 570 square kilometres of more centralized, planned housing estates 
and town centres, and thus gain 400 square kilometres of new land for agricul-
ture or urban development” (Abramson and Qi 2011, 510).

 13. Press reports refer to vari ous governmental goals of three years for reconstruc-
tion, five years for improvement, and ten years for overall prosperity, but the only 
explicit goal in the plan is three years for reconstruction.
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 14. It would be useful to know the pro cess and rationale for this decision, but at-
tempts to learn more about this impor tant aspect of the reconstruction have 
been unsuccessful. According to Dong (2012, 55), “The results show that most 
villa gers hoped to stay at their original place and  were not willing to remove to 
other places. For example, in the survey of Weizhou Recovery and Reconstruc-
tion Plan formulated by the Guangzhou Urban Planning and Survey Design In-
stitute (2008), it shows that 47.8   percent of responses in Weizhou hope their 
 houses be reconstructed completely at the same place, while as high as 85.2  percent 
want to move back to their original place if the area is confirmed safe and vari ous 
preferential policies are able to be viably implemented.”

 15. According to a news report on May 23, 2008, however, Premier Wen Jiabao vis-
ited the disaster site and stated that the town would not be rebuilt, but would in-
stead be turned into a memorial park (China Daily 2008a).

 16. Accounts of the chronology of the site se lection pro cess are inconsistent. The 
published CAUPD history implies that the site was selected quite early in the pro-
cess, but other sources describe a systematic pro cess that would have required 
more time. For example, “The panel with the National Post- Disaster Reconstruc-
tion Planning conducted on- site evaluation in more than 20 townships and 300 
villages across the county from June to August” (Chen 2011).

 17. The new town is officially called Yongchang (Chen 2011; Lim 2013), but all other 
sources simply refer to it as Beichuan.

 18. According to another account, when construction began, the first phase was ex-
pected to cost 19.32 billion yuan, and the town was expected to have 50,000 resi-
dents in three years and 85,000 residents by 2020 (China View 2009).

 19. It is not pos si ble to estimate a U.S. dollar equivalent for the yuan in 1976.



O n April 15, 2011, with near- unanimous support, New Zealand’s Parlia-
ment passed landmark legislation that granted unpre ce dented powers 

to a new national government department and national minister to guide 
recovery  after the devastating earthquakes that occurred in the city of 
Christchurch and the Canterbury region in 2010 and 2011. This chapter 
focuses on the impetus for this centralized recovery management struc-
ture in New Zealand, as well as the major recovery plans, policies, and 
proj ects that resulted. In addition to a variety of secondary sources, this 
chapter is based on six years of study of New Zealand’s recovery pro cess 
 after the 2010–2011 earthquakes.1

New Zealand is a constitutional monarchy, also referred to as the Crown. 
Its demo cratically elected Parliament appoints a prime minister who chairs 
the cabinet, and together they run the national government.  Because New 
Zealand is a unitary state, the national government is supreme, and it del-
egates limited powers to its two subnational divisions—67 territorial au-
thorities and 11 regional councils. Territorial authorities include cities and 
districts, which are responsible for all local- government functions, as well 
as unitary authorities, such as the Auckland Council, which perform the 
additional functions of a regional council. Territorial authorities are re-
sponsible for local land use management, network utility ser vices ( water, 

3 New Zealand
Centralizing Governance and Transforming Cityscapes
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wastewater, and solid- waste management), local roads, libraries, parks and 
reserves, and aspects of community development. Regional councils are 
primarily responsible for environmental management, regional transport 
and public transit, and regional land management.

Over 4.4 million  people reside on the two main islands of New Zealand. 
In 2010, the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) was nearly $190 billion 
New Zealand dollars (NZ$) (US$152 billion) (Statistics New Zealand 
2010).2 On the country’s South Island, the Canterbury Regional Council, 
also known as Environment Canterbury, is the largest regional council 
(the population of the region was 565,800 in 2010) and the second- largest 
metropolitan area in the country  behind Auckland.  There are 10 territorial 
authorities in the Canterbury region, including the Christchurch City 
Council (CCC) (the population of Christchurch was 376,700 in 2010) and 
the district councils of Waimakariri (population 47,600 in 2010) and Sel-
wyn (population 39,600 in 2010), as well as the tribal council of Te Rūnanga 
o Ngāi Tahu (population 50,000 in 2013, of which about 25,000 live on the 
South Island). The Canterbury region is also the major economic center 
of the South Island; its primary economic sectors are agriculture, educa-
tion, and tourism.

NEW ZEALAND’S LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK

New Zealand’s land use and development management framework is 
largely governed by a suite of legislation  adopted in the late 1980s and early 
1990s during a period of comprehensive government reform that focused 
on decentralization, more deliberative planning and decision making, and 
sustainable management princi ples. The Local Government Act defines 
the authorities, responsibilities, and powers conferred on territorial author-
ities (New Zealand Parliament 2002b). It was intended, in part, to help 
ensure meaningful engagement of communities at the local- government 
level, particularly through long- term plans, which must describe the planned 
activities of the territorial authority over at least a 10- year period and be 
updated at least  every 3 years. The act also requires a balanced bud get that 
must be reflected in the long- term plan.
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The Resource Management Act guides environmental management of 
natu ral and physical resources, including land use development and per-
mitting (termed consenting in New Zealand) pro cesses (New Zealand Par-
liament 1991, 2009). Territorial authorities must develop district plans 
that re spect national environmental and land policy statements, the New 
Zealand Coastal Policy, and regional plans and policy statements. The pow-
ers of local and regional consenting authorities are defined in the act and 
include land use and subdivision consents and coastal,  water, and discharge 
permits. The act also established a special court, the Environment Court, 
to deal with resource management and consenting disputes.

The Building Act controls the permitting and construction of housing 
and other buildings (New Zealand Parliament 2004, 2012). The national 
government establishes the country’s building regulations and policies; 
territorial authorities are responsible for building consenting, construction, 
inspections, code enforcement, and other actions. Local and regional terri-
torial authorities must also pay special attention to Maori traditional and 
treaty interests within regional and city settings.

NEW ZEALAND’S DISASTER RECOVERY POLICY FRAMEWORK

Before the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes, the magnitude 7.8 Hawkes Bay 
earthquake of 1931 was the most recent natu ral disaster that had significant 
national policy implications. It caused 258 deaths and major urban damage 
and required the complete reconstruction of the city of Napier. Soon  after, 
New Zealand  adopted seismic provisions as part of its building codes and 
became one of the first countries in the world to offer government- backed 
earthquake- damage insurance.

 Today, the New Zealand Earthquake Commission (EQC) insures the 
country’s residential properties against loss or damage caused by earth-
quakes, volcanic eruptions, hydrothermal activity, tsunamis, natural- disaster 
fires, and natu ral landslides (New Zealand Parliament 1993). An annual 
levy, which was about NZ$60 (US$48) in 2010, is added to all  house hold 
fire insurance policies, and, in turn, the EQC provides up to NZ$100,000 
(US$80,000) for structural damage and up to NZ$20,000 (US$16,000) for 
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content damage. It also pays the costs to stabilize damaged residential land.3 
Practically speaking, this means that nearly  every  house hold affected by 
the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes had some form of EQC coverage for damage 
to the structure,  house hold contents, and land, underwritten by the national 
government and its Natu ral Disaster Fund, in which EQC premiums are 
accrued and available to pay claims when a disaster occurs. In 2010, the EQC 
was managing assets of NZ$5.93 billion (US$4.74 billion) in the Natu ral 
Disaster Fund (EQC 2013).

New Zealand has a sophisticated emergency management system that 
includes a framework for recovery management. The Civil Defence Emer-
gency Management (CDEM) Act of 2002 defines a tiered emergency gov-
ernance system in which the national government sets the direction and 
policies for emergency management, while local territorial authorities are 
responsible for implementation and coordination through regional groups 
(New Zealand Parliament 2002a). The Ministry of Civil Defence and Emer-
gency Management (MCDEM) administers the system at the national 
level, and the Cabinet Committee for Domestic and External Security 
Coordination is the main body of the national government responsible for 
emergency management decision making. It is chaired by the prime minister 
and includes the ministers of departments that have emergency manage-
ment roles.

 Under the CDEM Act, CDEM groups are the lead agencies for local 
emergencies.  These groups are consortia of local emergency ser vice 
providers— regional councils and their respective local authorities, such as 
district and city councils. CDEM groups typically include mayors or their 
representatives and facilitate coordination among governments and other 
stakeholders in disaster management. Both CDEM groups and local terri-
torial authorities are required to appoint recovery man ag ers and develop 
plans for recovery from disasters. The CDEM recovery framework also 
calls for the establishment of task groups for the social, economic, natu ral, 
and built environments at each level of government during major emergen-
cies to coordinate the efforts of agencies in each of  these areas (MCDEM 
2005). At the time of the September 2010 earthquake, the Canterbury 
CDEM Group was responsible for disaster and recovery management in the 
Canterbury region.
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In 2010, New Zealand’s national government was obligated to con-
tribute up to 60  percent of the restoration costs for essential local infra-
structure  after a natu ral disaster; local authorities contributed 40  percent 
(New Zealand Office of the Auditor General 2012). Infrastructure includes 
local roads,  water and wastewater systems, and levees and engineered 
embankments. Local authorities made annual contributions to the Local 
Authority Protection Programme fund to meet their 40  percent share.

THE CANTERBURY EARTHQUAKES OF 2010 AND 2011

At 4:35 a.m. on September 4, 2010, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake shook the 
Canterbury region. It became known as the Darfield earthquake  because 
it struck near the small rural town of Darfield, located about 44 km (27 
miles) west of the Christchurch central business district (CBD) (EERI 
2010). The September earthquake surprisingly occurred close to Christ-
church in the central plains of the Canterbury region, and not along the 
Alpine Fault— the tectonic plate boundary traversing New Zealand’s South 
Island and located in the mountains about 100 km (70 miles) to the west. 
Given the generally strong building practices for residential buildings, 
 there  were very few injuries and no directly attributable fatalities. Still, the 
earthquake caused considerable damage to older commercial buildings and 
some residential areas. Areas in the Waimakariri District north of Christ-
church and in Christchurch’s CBD and eastern suburbs  were harder hit. 
The Trea sury estimated the economic impact at NZ$5 billion (US$4 billion) 
(Bollard and Rachhod 2011).

Earthquake- generated land movements damaged many residential 
properties, as well as neighborhood streets and portions of the  water, waste-
water, and storm- water systems. Some neighborhoods experienced dramatic 
ground failures, largely caused by lateral spreading and liquefaction of the 
highly saturated soils in the former river floodplains of eastern Canterbury. 
The extent of soil liquefaction was not surprising for an earthquake of this 
size, and planning agencies had previously mapped many of the affected 
areas as having moderate to high liquefaction potential.

Detailed maps and official designations of “Liquefaction Study 
 Areas” in the Canterbury region have been available since about 2005, 
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and thereafter, the information has been noted in the Land Information 
Memorandum (LIM)—an official government rec ord available for  every 
land parcel— and as part of the chapters on natu ral hazards of the Christ-
church, Waimakariri, and Selwyn district plans (St. Clair and McMahon 
2011). However, before this time, local governments had granted many 
planning and building consents for subdivisions and buildings without a 
clear understanding of this widespread hazard.

The earthquake on September 10 was followed by thousands of after-
shocks. Magnitude 5.0 and 4.9 earthquakes on October 19 and December 
26, 2010, caused further damage, closure of Christchurch’s CBD, and power 
outages. Another strong aftershock, magnitude 5.1, occurred on January 20, 
2011. But all  these earthquakes faded in significance at 12:51 p.m. on Tues-
day, February 22, 2011, when a magnitude 6.3 earthquake struck on a previ-
ously unmapped fault that was only 6 km (4 miles) from the Christchurch 
city center and just 5 km (3 miles) underground (EERI 2011).

Residential neighborhoods across the northern and eastern suburbs of Christchurch experi-
enced multiple rounds of liquefaction, in which certain types of soil take on liquid- like prop-
erties when they are shaken, causing the ground to differentially  settle and subside. Photo by 
Laurie Johnson (2011).
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Although the magnitude of the February 22 earthquake was smaller 
than that of the Darfield earthquake, this earthquake caused far greater 
damage. One hundred eighty- five  people died, most of them in the dra-
matic collapses of two buildings in the Christchurch CBD. Heritage build-
ings and other seismically retrofitted masonry buildings that performed 
well in the September earthquake collapsed this time. Four square kilo-
meters (almost 1,000 acres) of the CBD  were cordoned off, and more than 
4,000 businesses and 55,000 central- city workers  were displaced. Over 
75  percent of the city’s  hotel accommodations and tourism facilities  were 
disrupted or lost (CERA 2014a). Eventually, over half of the 2,000 commer-
cial buildings in the CBD  were demolished, and the CBD cordon area was 
progressively reduced as unsafe buildings  were demolished; the cordon 
was completely removed on June 30, 2013 (Bennett et al. 2014).

Parks and riverbanks  were riddled with slumps and other ground 
failures, while massive rockfalls scarred the hillsides. Neighborhood streets 

The central business district of Christchurch was cordoned off for more than a year to help 
ensure public safety from aftershocks and facilitate the de mo li tion of damaged buildings. 
Photo by Laurie Johnson (2012).
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and yards in Christchurch and the surrounding districts of Waimakariri 
and Selwyn  were filled with sand; sewer and  water pipes  were severed; and 
a majority of the region’s 160,000 homes suffered damage. An estimated 
7,000 to 8,000 residents initially left the city (Howden- Chapman et  al. 
2014). Some waited for the aftershocks to subside and living conditions to 
improve, but  others never returned.

The aftershocks continued, one of magnitude 6.0 on June 13, 2011, and 
another of magnitude 5.9 on December 23, 2011. Each caused additional 
liquefaction and building damage and raised serious concerns about the 
 future viability of many residential neighborhoods that  were experiencing 
repeated land and building damage. In all, more than a dozen earthquakes 
in the sequence resulted in residential building and land damage claims.

The cumulative effects of the Canterbury earthquakes  were unpre ce-
dented in New Zealand. As of September 30, 2016,  there  were 430,843 valid 
claims to the EQC for building, contents, and land damage (EQC 2016). 
The total cost for responding to and rebuilding  after the 2010–2011 earth-
quake sequence is estimated at NZ$40 billion (US$32 billion), or close to 
20  percent of New Zealand’s annual national GDP (Wood, Noy, and Parker 
2016). This includes more than NZ$16 billion (US$12.8 billion) each for 
residential and commercial construction and around NZ$7 billion (US$5.6 
billion) for infrastructure.

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

All levels of government generally followed plans and procedures devel-
oped through the CDEM response framework for both earthquakes.  After 
both the September 4 and February 22 earthquakes, each of the three most 
affected local territorial authorities— Christchurch City Council and the 
Waimakariri and Selwyn District Councils— declared local states of emer-
gency; the September 4 declaration was the first in Christchurch’s history.

Environment Canterbury also activated the Canterbury CDEM Group 
and its Emergency Coordination Centre  after both earthquakes; however, 
it did not declare a region- wide state of emergency  after the September 4 
earthquake. This effectively meant that the local authorities  were leading 
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the response without any formal regional coordination. This has been cited 
as one reason for the national government’s increasing centralization of au-
thority for recovery  after the September  4 earthquake and even more 
 after the February 22 earthquake (Johnson and Mamula- Seadon 2014).

The widespread and severe damage caused by the February 22 earth-
quake prompted the national minister of civil defense to declare a national 
emergency for the first time in New Zealand history, and disaster control 
was effectively transferred from the local councils and the Canterbury 
CDEM Group to the national controller (McLean et al. 2012). The national 
government activated its National Crisis Management Centre in Welling-
ton in accordance with the national CDEM plan. However, the national 
director of the MCDEM, serving as the national controller, went to Christ-
church and created the Christchurch Response Centre (CRC) by combining 
the Canterbury CDEM Group and Christchurch City Council emergency 
operations. At its peak, up to 500 staff operated out of the CRC.

At the national level, the police, urban search and rescue task forces, 
and the New Zealand Fire Ser vice deployed personnel and helped assess 
the condition of buildings and ensure their stability and safety in both 
commercial and residential areas. Teams of geotechnical engineers and en-
gineering geologists mobilized to assess land damage caused by the earth-
quake and inform the EQC of its potential claims. Similarly, both the EQC 
and private insurers conducted building damage claim assessments.

The National Government

On September 6, 2010, Prime Minister John Key announced the appoint-
ment of the Honorable Gerry Brownlee, minister for economic develop-
ment and member of Parliament from Ilam, a suburb of Christchurch, to 
the new cabinet position of minister for Canterbury earthquake recovery. 
He was to be based in Christchurch and was to give daily media briefings 
and communicate with all relevant ministers and national- government 
leaders, as well as local agencies (Key 2010). Prime Minister Key also pro-
claimed that Minister Brownlee would head the newly appointed Ad Hoc 
Cabinet Committee on Canterbury Earthquake Recovery, which included 
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other cabinet ministers with earthquake- related responsibilities within their 
portfolios and was to meet regularly to ensure active ministerial coordina-
tion. The newly appointed minister argued that it was imperative to remove 
the bureaucracy of normal planning and consenting pro cesses and speed 
up the recovery pro cess to address the extensive damage to land, residential 
property, and infrastructure.

Members of Parliament raised concerns that the national government 
would have major financial commitments to recovery, but it might not 
have adequate statutory power to address the recovery needs of the region 
 after local emergency powers expired. Thus, on September 14, 2010, just 
one day before the local states of emergency  were set to expire, the Canter-
bury Earthquake Response and Recovery Bill was introduced into Parlia-
ment and passed with urgency and unanimously on the same day  under 
an exemption from normal parliamentary examination procedures that 
precede the introduction of new legislation. The stated purposes of the new 
Canterbury Earthquake Response and Recovery Act 2010 included provid-
ing adequate statutory power to assist with earthquake response; enabling 
the relaxation or suspension of provisions in enactments; facilitating in-
formation gathering about any structure or infrastructure affected by the 
earthquake; and providing protection from liability for certain acts or 
omissions (New Zealand Parliament 2010a).

The act provided for  orders in council— the main method by which the 
government implements decisions that need  legal force— which effectively 
meant that national- government ministers  were permitted to suspend or 
make exemptions from almost any New Zealand law. This transferred con-
siderable law-making power from the legislative to the executive branch of 
the national government, and  legal concerns arose about the removal of 
basic constitutional checks and balances on ministerial powers, which set 
a dangerous pre ce dent (Geddis 2010). However, the overarching urgency 
to assist the affected region was seen as more impor tant than concerns 
about the broadening powers of the national government (Dalziel 2011).

The act also established the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Com-
mission (CERC), composed of the mayors of the three affected local author-
ities and four government appointees, supported by a secretariat hosted 
by the Ministry of Economic Development. Its main purpose was to help 
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facilitate better coordination between impacted communities and the na-
tional government, serve as an information clearing house for government 
agencies, and deal with issues that could not be resolved locally (National 
Library of New Zealand 2011). It began functioning almost immediately 
 after its authorization, was active through the February 22 earthquake, 
and was formally dissolved in April 2011. The CERC did not have executive 
powers and had yet to make an impact on recovery when the February 22 
earthquake occurred (McLean et al. 2012).

On March 16, 2011, three weeks  after the February 22 earthquake, 
the Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
began considering new national governance arrangements to manage the 
Canterbury earthquake recovery effort. The first cabinet paper, released 
on March 28, 2011, cited aspects of the recovery experiences  after the 
Napier, New Zealand earthquake (1931); Australia’s Cyclone Tracy (1974), 
Victoria bushfires (2009), and Queensland floods (2011); and the United 
States’ Hurricane Katrina (2005) (Brownlee and Ryall 2011). It recom-
mended that a new, national public ser vice department be created to pro-
vide leadership and coordination for the ongoing recovery effort and man-
age the fiscal situation. The investigation considered alternative models for 
the new organ ization and, given the “po liti cal and fiscal risk to the Crown” 
and the need for a “high degree of Ministerial control,” recommended a 
national department (Brownlee and Ryall 2011, Annex 3, 18). The paper 
also recommended that normal parliamentary procedures and the normal 
timeline for establishing a new national department both be waived, given 
the emergency situation. The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority 
(CERA) was provisionally established the next day, March 29, 2011.

Parliament agreed to an abbreviated legislative pro cess to consider the 
recommendations made in the cabinet paper and, on April 14, 2011, passed 
the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (CER) Act 2011 by a near- unanimous 
vote (Hartevelt 2011). Despite the easy approval of the CER Act, opponents 
still expressed concerns that it granted a wide range of unilateral powers to 
both the minister for CER and CERA, a newly created special- purpose, 
national department.

Some of  these powers, as stated in the act, included allowing the minis-
ter for CER and, to a lesser extent, CERA and its chief executive to obtain 
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or require information from any person or source; acquire land compul-
sorily; suspend, amend, or revoke all or any part of the Resource Man-
agement Act, the Local Government Act, and other acts, as well as any plan 
or policies developed  under vari ous acts; and direct any local authority to 
take or cease any action (New Zealand Parliament 2011). The CER Act 
also specifically required that two plans be prepared: a draft overarching, 
long- term recovery strategy for greater Christchurch, to be prepared by 
the CERA chief executive, and a draft recovery plan for all or part of 
the Christchurch CBD, to be prepared by the Christchurch City Council. 
Both  were to be developed within nine months of the act’s passage.

The CER Act defined several mechanisms to provide oversight and in-
put to the minister and guide recovery plans, policies, and programs. A 
four- member Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Review Panel was charged 
with reviewing draft  orders in council developed by the minister for CER 
or CERA before they  were recommended for national- government ap-
proval. A Cross- Party Parliamentary Forum and a local Community Forum 
 were established to provide local and national input and coordination. Both 
forums faced orga nizational challenges and served mostly as informational 
communication vehicles (Murdoch 2012, 2014).

When the national state of emergency from the February 22, 2011, 
earthquake ended on April 30, responsibility for recovery in the Canter-
bury region formally passed from the national controller to CERA. The 
CER Act specified that CERA’s mandate would end on April 18, 2016. The 
overall governance structure and roles of the minister for CER and CERA 
remained largely consistent with what was proposed in the March 28, 2011, 
cabinet papers and defined by the CER Act 2011 throughout the five- year 
period.

The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority

 Under the CER Act, CERA and its chief executive both reported directly 
to the minister for CER. The agency began with a small staff whose mem-
bers  were seconded from other government departments, local govern-
ments, and the private sector, and it was expected to eventually have about 
55 staff (Murdoch 2012). However, as the recovery progressed, CERA be-
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came involved in a widening range of activities, both setting recovery policy 
and leading operations, so the staffing grew substantially. In May 2014, 
 there  were 331 fixed- term employees and 102 contractors or persons tem-
porarily seconded from other agencies, including Environment Canterbury 
and the Christchurch City Council (Murdoch 2014). Roger Sutton became 
CERA’s chief executive in June 2011 and held this position  until late 2014.4

During its first year, CERA developed the Recovery Strategy for Greater 
Christchurch: Mahere Haumanutanga o Waitaha— the overarching frame-
work to guide the Canterbury recovery efforts (CERA 2012b). The draft 
recovery strategy was completed in September  2011, within the nine- 
month time frame dictated by the CER Act, and finalized in May 2012. 
The public consultation pro cess for development of the strategy included a 
series of community engagement events, canvasses of local community 
boards and other bodies, and rounds of written comments. It presented an 
overall vision, goals, and guiding princi ples for the recovery effort and 
identified a series of work programs centered on six recovery components 
that reflected the CDEM recovery framework: leadership and integration, 
economic recovery, social recovery, cultural recovery, the built environment, 
and the natu ral environment. The programs  were implemented through a 
series of proj ects that could use the statutory tools of the CER Act or other 
legislation if necessary.

CERA’s key strategic partners included Environment Canterbury and 
the three local territorial authorities in Greater Christchurch, Ngāi Tahu, 
and the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) to fund road- related 
repairs. Other national agencies with significant roles in the recovery 
included the EQC for residential insurance- related repairs and rebuilding; 
the Ministry of Social Development for social ser vices, housing, and 
employment assistance; the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employ-
ment (MBIE), which includes the former Department of Building and 
Housing, to manage the codes and standards for building construction and 
repairs; the Ministry of Education for the repair and rebuilding of schools; 
and the Trea sury and the Ministry of Finance to provide financial oversight 
to CERA and other national agencies.

To help support the coordination, alignment, and monitoring of recov-
ery pro gress called for in the recovery strategy and the CER Act, CERA, 
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in partnership with several other agencies, developed a recovery- monitoring 
and reporting framework that included a set of economic recovery indica-
tors published monthly with updates on pro gress in the Christchurch CBD 
and by the EQC; more in- depth quarterly reports of economic indicators 
for the Canterbury region; an annual Canterbury Wellbeing Index that 
tracked the pro gress of the social recovery using a range of indicators of 
health, knowledge and skills, economic well- being, social connectedness, 
civil participation, housing, safety, and  people; and a semiannual well- being 
survey of around 2,500 randomly selected residents in the region to provide 
feedback on their personal recovery experiences and the overall recovery 
pro gress.

The organ ization and se nior leadership of CERA  were restructured 
several times during its existence. In its final form, CERA had five opera-
tional units:

• Implementation contained several teams that managed the clearance of 
earthquake- damaged structures; design, planning, and proj ect delivery 
in central Christchurch known as the Central City Development Unit 
(CCDU); coordination of publicly owned civic infrastructure repairs; 
and overall proj ect delivery and investment strategies.

• Social and Cultural Recovery incorporated community and customer 
ser vices, community resilience, social and cultural outcomes, and hous-
ing recovery.

• Strategy and Governance encompassed  legal and policy  matters, recovery 
strategy and planning, ministerial and executive ser vices, and recovery 
monitoring.

• Corporate Ser vices incorporated the finance,  human resources and per-
for mance review, and information ser vices and technology.

• Communications worked with stakeholders and the media, operated 
CERA’s web and social media presence, and assisted with publications 
and pre sen ta tions.

In September 2014, Minister Brownlee announced the launch of a transi-
tion planning program for CERA that included CERA’s move to become a 
departmental agency within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 
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(DPMC); the development of a plan to hand over responsibility and pow-
ers from CERA to local governments, other government agencies, or other 
delivery vehicles; an evaluation of the CER Act to consider the reduction 
or removal of some of the legislation’s powers and the extension of any 
powers beyond the April 2016 sunset date; and the appointment of an ad-
visory group to provide input on the development of the transition plan 
and the review of the CER Act powers.

CERA moved to the DPMC in February 2015. The draft recovery tran-
sition plan was released for public consultation before being finalized in 
October 2015 (CERA 2015a). It provides for a more shared governance ar-
rangement between the national government and the local councils for 
the next five years of recovery, new legislation to support the regeneration 
of greater Christchurch and replace the CER Act, and the continuation of 
the national role of the minister of CER  until 2021.

The Earthquake Commission

In the de cade before 2010, the EQC responded to several small disasters. It 
functioned as a traditional insurer, assessing claims and paying cash set-
tlements to homeowners to make their own repairs. It outsourced its claims 
administration and other core claims- related functions, including the use 
of teams of geotechnical engineers and engineering geologists to assess 
land damage.  After the September 4, 2010, earthquake, however, the role 
of the EQC evolved substantially as it assumed direct responsibility for the 
 actual repairs or rebuilding of insured homes. The national government 
wanted a more centrally managed pro cess to help restore confidence in the 
housing market and manage prices of construction materials and  labor. 
Through a competitive bidding pro cess, the EQC selected a construction 
proj ect management firm, Fletchers Construction, to manage repairs of 
homes that had suffered moderate to serious damage in the earthquakes. 
The proj ect became known as the Canterbury Home Repair Programme, 
and it managed repairs for more than 67,700 homes with EQC claims 
above NZ$15,000 (US$12,000) and below the EQC’s limit of NZ$100,000 
(US$80,000) (EQC 2016). Private insurers paid claims over the EQC limit 
in accordance with their policy terms.
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The EQC also conducted land damage assessments of insured proper-
ties as part of its claims pro cess.  Because of the scale and extent of land 
movements caused by the earthquakes, the EQC commissioned a three- 
step pro cess of investigations to understand the extent and severity of land 
damage both on the plains and in the hills: (1) regional broad- scale map-
ping; (2) rapid property- by- property mapping of land damage patterns; 
and (3) detailed land damage assessments for settlement of insurance 
claims on individual properties (Rogers et al. 2014).

The EQC’s geotechnical analyses of land damage  after the September 4 
earthquake mapped 22,500 properties and assigned them to three recov-
ery zones according to the extent of land repair and building foundation 
design needed. Properties in recovery zones A and B—as well as elsewhere 
in the Canterbury region— could proceed with repairs once the EQC as-
sessed their claim. The 3,300 properties in recovery zone C, however, 
would require a “wide- scale coordinated and strategic approach to repair 
the land,” likely necessitating the de mo li tion and subsequent reconstruc-
tion of affected homes (Brownlee 2010).

Just before the detailed engineering guidance was to be released, the 
February 22, 2011, earthquake struck, causing even greater liquefaction 
and damage related to ground failure. The EQC and its investigators started 
reassessing building and land damage, assessing new claims, and recon-
sidering repair and remediation options. In March 2011, Minister Brown-
lee announced that approximately 10,000 homes had suffered severe land 
damage, three times the number previously classified in recovery zone C 
(Brownlee 2011a), and put additional land remediation planning work on 
hold in the city of Christchurch. Concerns about increased flood risk also 
arose in portions of the eastern suburbs of Christchurch that had subsided 
and become much more vulnerable to  future flooding from river and storm 
surges (Rogers et al. 2014).

On June 13, 2011, two large aftershocks caused additional liquefaction 
and land damage. On June 23, 2011, Prime Minister Key and Minister 
Brownlee held a joint press conference and announced the cabinet’s deci-
sion to reclassify the region’s earthquake- damaged residential properties 
into four new zones depending on their suitability for reconstruction (Key 
and Brownlee 2011). The EQC was effectively relieved of repairing land 
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damage for properties located in the “red zone” and deemed unsuitable for 
reconstruction.

 After the February  22 earthquake and its aftershocks, EQC claims 
continued to mount. By July 2011, the EQC had received nearly 370,000 
claims for 13 separate earthquakes in the Canterbury region and had paid 
out more than NZ$1 billion (US$800 million) in claims (EQC 2011).  Legal 
challenges arose over  whether the EQC’s limits for residential building 
damage and contents- related losses  were a total limit for all losses incurred 
or  were reinstated at each instance of earthquake damage. In Septem-
ber 2011, the New Zealand High Court ruled that the EQC was liable for 
payment up to its limits for each damage occurrence (High Court of New 
Zealand 2011). The combination of this additional exposure, the extent of 
damages, and the number of claims exhausted the EQC’s Natu ral Disaster 
Fund and its reinsurance coverages, required national- government guar-
antees for the fund, and led to the failure of the AMI mutual insurance 
com pany (King et al. 2014).

Although the EQC was praised for setting up the home repair pro-
gram quickly, it has also been the subject of intense public dissatisfaction. 
The land damage remediation clause contained in the EQC policy, the shared 
responsibility of the EQC and private insurers for claims for building dam-
age, and the large number of earthquakes generating claims all compli-
cated the settlement of insurance claims (New Zealand Office of the Auditor 
General 2013a), as did meeting the national government’s guidelines for 
housing foundation engineering. About 28,000 properties (14  percent of 
all residential properties)  were in technical category 3 (TC3), where site- 
specific geotechnical investigations and engineering solutions  were needed 
(Tonkin and Taylor 2010). Site- specific geotechnical investigations gener-
ally involved on- site drilling to determine soil conditions and develop af-
fordable engineering solutions acceptable to the government, which caused 
significant delays for the claims settlement by EQC and private insurers. 
As of December 2013, about 2,500 homes in TC3 areas (less than 10  percent) 
had been repaired; most  owners of unrepaired TC3 homes  were  either rent-
ing alternative housing or living in the damaged homes (NZ HRC 2013).

 Matters  were further complicated in March 2014 when Christchurch 
had the heaviest rainfalls since the 1970s, flooding homes, properties, and 
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streets. In many locations, flooding was worsened by ground settlement 
and unrepaired building damage from the earthquakes and resulted in a 
new wave of claims for building, contents, and land damage to the EQC and 
private insurers. Bolstered by a High Court ruling issued in December 2014, 
the EQC is assessing and making payments to more than 9,000 customers 
who have increased flood vulnerability and thus potential loss of property 
value caused by the earthquake- induced land damage (EQC 2014).

As of December 2016, the EQC had completed over 67,700 home re-
pairs and settled nearly all of its building, contents, and land damage 
claims through cash payments or repairs at a total cost of more than NZ$9.3 
billion (US$7.44 billion) (EQC 2016). The levy assessed on all homeowners 
for EQC coverage more than doubled to NZ$207 (US$166) annually follow-
ing the 2010–2011 earthquakes, and it is estimated that it  will take 30 years 
to rebuild the Natu ral Disaster Fund to its nearly NZ$6 billion (US$ 4.8 
billion) level before the Canterbury earthquakes (Small and Meier 2015).

Regional and Local Councils

Environment Canterbury

The Canterbury Regional Council– Environment Canterbury (ECan) has 
been in a state of rebuilding as well since September 2010.  After concluding 
that ECan had mismanaged its responsibilities for regional  water manage-
ment policy, New Zealand’s Parliament passed the controversial Envi-
ronment Canterbury (Temporary Commissioners and Improved  Water 
Management) (ECan) Act, which came into force in April 2010 (New 
Zealand Parliament 2010b). The ECan Act authorized the national appoint-
ment of temporary commissioners to replace ECan’s elected commissioners 
and gave the national government additional powers to undertake, over-
ride, or suspend many regional-  and local- authority responsibilities.5 The 
CERR Act, passed  after the September 4, 2010, earthquake, was modeled 
in part on the powers and authorities included in the ECan Act.

In 2011 and 2012, ECan underwent a major overhaul, and a new chief 
executive took office in June 2011. In addition to having responsibility for 
the regional CDEM group, ECan has been an active leader in most of the 
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region’s post- earthquake planning efforts, and staff have been seconded to 
CERA to work on vari ous recovery planning and program efforts.  Under 
the CER Act, the minister for CER directed ECan to prepare the Natu ral 
Environment Recovery Programme for Greater Christchurch to facilitate the 
restoration and enhancement of the natu ral environment (Environment 
Canterbury 2013); the regional Land Use Recovery Plan (CERA 2013b); and 
the Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan to help facilitate the Port’s rebuild and re-
covery (CERA 2015c). Overall satisfaction with ECan’s post- reform per-
for mance is quite high; notably, ECan received the New Zealand Institute 
of Public Administration’s top Excellence in Regulatory Systems award in 
2014.

The Christchurch City Council

To say that the Christchurch City Council returned too quickly to business 
as usual  after the September 4, 2010, earthquake paints far too simplistic a 
picture and dismisses a  great deal of work by council staff and leaders on 
response and recovery- related activities, including road clearance and de-
mo li tions; assessment of and repairs to public facilities, infrastructure, and 
buildings; provision of temporary  water and sanitary systems; and other 
social welfare assistance. In September 2010, the Christchurch City Council 
established two offices that would lead the main aspects of the city’s in-
volvement in recovery  until the February 22 earthquake. The Infrastructure 
Rebuild Management Office helped coordinate the design and implementa-
tion of repairs to the city’s damaged street- level civic infrastructure: roads 
and potable  water, wastewater, and storm- water systems. The Building 
Recovery Office (BRO) helped coordinate and expedite requests for build-
ing de mo li tion work, major repairs, or rebuilds. The BRO focused on the 
CBD and other commercial areas and was aligned with the six precincts 
identified in the council’s Central City Revitalisation Strategy, a revitaliza-
tion effort that had started before the earthquakes (Christchurch City 
Council 2006). The council’s Strategy and Planning Unit assigned pre-
cinct man ag ers to focus on longer- term revitalization, including the repair 
or redevelopment of buildings and vacant sites and business retention in 
each precinct, and BRO case man ag ers  were assigned to the precincts and 
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worked with BRO engineers to prioritize buildings for a case management 
pro cess that considered public safety, traffic management, and cordon 
issues.

Christchurch’s mayor, Bob Parker, who, along with many of the city 
councilors, had solidly won reelection in the October 2010 local elections, 
was praised for his calm leadership in the first difficult days and weeks.6 
However, over time and with the establishment of CERA, the leadership 
of Christchurch’s recovery shifted significantly to the national level. It may 
be that the council was completely overwhelmed by the challenges  after the 
February 22 earthquake, and some residents questioned the overall com-
petency of the council’s leadership even before the earthquakes struck. As 
in all complex situations,  there was likely a mix of both  factors.

Over the course of 2011 and 2012, many council staff  were heavi ly 
involved in national- government and CERA- led activities, while  others 
focused on city- led efforts, such as assessing and prioritizing work on city- 
owned facilities, parks, damaged levees, flooding, and hillside rockfall 
hazards.  After the passage of the CER Act in April 2011, council staff 
started developing the draft Central City Plan (Christchurch City Council 
2011). Soon  after this, a group of city councilors, along with civic and busi-
ness leaders, traveled to San Francisco to learn about recovery and planning 
experiences  after the 1906 and 1989 earthquakes and other disasters. In 
June 2011, the council began work on the Suburban Centres Programme, 
which provided coordinated planning and assistance to help suburban 
commercial districts recover from the earthquakes. Nine suburban master 
plans  were completed between 2012 and 2015 through a collaborative pro-
cess involving the council, community boards, and local stakeholders. 
Case man ag ers  were assigned to other damaged districts to work with other 
support agencies to help business and property  owners with repairs and 
rebuilding.

Also in 2012, the council, working with the national funding body 
Creative New Zealand, established two funds that provide small grants of 
up to $15,000 annually to support temporary activities, art, and retail op-
tions that help activate vacant spaces and attract residents, businesses, and 
visitors back to the central city and suburban centers. Organ izations like 
Gap Filler and Greening the Rubble provided temporary activities and 
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installations on land made vacant by the earthquake. Temporary instal-
lations, such as Shigeru Ban’s Cardboard Cathedral and the Re:Start 
shopping mall, made from 60 shipping containers, have received inter-
national acclaim.  These installations, along with concerts and other civic 
events, have been very effective in keeping civic life in the central city during 
its reconstruction. They motivated the Lonely Planet global travel guide to 
list Christchurch on its “Top 10 Cities for 2013” and the New York Times 
to name it as one of “52 Places to Go in 2014.”

In the first years of the recovery, public confidence in the Christchurch 
City Council’s decision making was consistently lower than it was for other 
local councils (Nielsen 2014), and the council experienced some very piv-
otal and public setbacks. One of the first began in December 2011 when 
city councilors narrowly voted to provide a substantial pay increase to the 
city’s chief executive, Tony Marryatt. Protests ensued, culminating in a 
4,000- person march on city hall in early February 2012, calling for mid-
term elections and the removal of Marryatt and threatening a potential 
property rates (tax) revolt (Sachdeva 2012). The national government inter-
vened and appointed a Crown observer, as allowed  under the Local 

The highly successful temporary Re:Start Mall in Christchurch was built out of shipping con-
tainers amid the downtown reconstruction. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2015).
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Government Act, to oversee the workings of the council, provide advice to 
the mayor and councilors, and help rebuild trust and collaboration be-
tween elected members and staff.

The second pivotal moment came shortly thereafter, on April 18, 2012, 
when Minister Brownlee announced that he had directed CERA’s chief 
executive to establish a new business unit inside CERA to focus on rebuild-
ing Christchurch’s CBD. He tasked it with first preparing a blueprint 
within 100 days for the implementation of the council’s draft Central City 
Plan and then facilitating, coordinating, and directing the development of 
the central city. Staff from the council and ECan  were seconded to CERA 
to help with the next round of planning, and although the council was still 
a strategic partner and collaborator, it was effectively relieved of its re-
sponsibility for recovery planning and implementation in the CBD. The 
council maintained responsibility for issuing building and planning con-
sents within the central city, and in April 2013, it launched Rebuild Central, 
which placed the council’s urban designers, planners, and resource consent 
and building consent experts in a one- stop center to assist property 
 owners, businesses, and investors in the central city and other key suburban 
areas.

The restored Historic Regent Street precinct on the edge of the Christchurch CBD is pictured 
here. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2015).
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The third blow to the council’s credibility came on July 1, 2013, when 
International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) issued a decision to re-
voke the council’s accreditation to issue building consents.7 At the council’s 
request, the national government installed a Crown man ag er— allowed 
 under provisions of the Local Government Act—to manage the council’s 
building control functions, review the building consent operations, and 
help the council regain its accreditation (D. Martin 2015). It was also 
revealed that Marryatt and the council’s general man ag er for building 
consenting had known about the IANZ’s intention to revoke the council’s 
accreditation since May but had failed to inform the mayor and the coun-
cilors. Marryatt took indefinite leave and eventually formally resigned in 
September 2013.

One of Marryatt’s last acts as chief executive was to complete a cost- 
sharing agreement with the national government that both parties signed 
on June 27, 2013 (New Zealand Government and Christchurch City Coun-
cil 2013). It establishes the financial terms between the council and the 
national government for key recovery proj ects. This agreement too has 
been mired in controversies over issues including lack of consultation with 
city councilors in its development, lack of consultation with the public, and 
uncertainty why the council would pay more for key proj ects than it had 
originally proposed in its draft Central City Plan (Bennett et al. 2014; Mc-
Crone 2014).

Mayor Parker and a few other councilors deci ded not to run again in 
the October 2013 elections. Lianne Dalziel, the long- standing member of 
Parliament from Christchurch’s eastern suburbs and the  Labour (oppo-
sition) Party’s spokesperson for earthquake recovery, won easily on a 
campaign of unity across the council, as well as with the national govern-
ment. In one of her first duties as mayor, she and Minister Brownlee cohosted 
a public forum on November 4, 2013, the first such event that the minister 
had convened in more than two years and a vis i ble gesture of relationship 
mending by both levels of government. Dalziel also supported Christ-
church’s application to the Rocke fel ler Foundation to join the 100 Resilient 
Cities Network, which was approved in December 2013.

 After severe flooding in March 2014, Mayor Dalziel established a may-
oral flood task force to identify immediate and short- term solutions  until 
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the long- term programs to repair infrastructure, waterways, and land 
damage could be completed. Acting on recommendations of the task force, 
the council offered property rates relief to flooded  houses, helped secure 
temporary living assistance from the national government, and developed 
a series of short- term flood- mitigation mea sures. At the same time, the 
council was working on a partial update to the chapter on natu ral hazards 
in its district plan that expanded the city’s flood- management area and set 
new minimum floor heights for new buildings (Christchurch City Council 
2016).

The update of the chapter on natu ral hazards was part of a larger re-
view of the Christchurch District Plan, which sets the long- term direction 
for the city’s projected growth and management of natu ral resources and 
hazards and must be consistent with an array of local and regional poli-
cies and plans (Christchurch City Council 2016). In July 2014, the minis-
ter for CER and the minister for the environment approved an expedited 
review pro cess for the council’s district plan (New Zealand Legislation 
2014). The Christchurch City Council is updating the Christchurch Dis-
trict Plan in three stages; the first set of chapters was released for public 
comment in late August 2014. A five- member in de pen dent hearings panel 
appointed by the ministers conducted an expedited hearing pro cess for 
each chapter of the plan and voiced criticism early on that the chapters did 
not make the “step change needed to support recovery” (Cairns 2015).

On December 31, 2014, the council’s building control authority was 
reinstated, and the Crown man ag er’s appointed term came to an end 
(D. Martin 2015). However, negative feedback on the district plan and other 
council planning activities prompted the council’s new chief executive to 
launch a three- pronged evaluation of the planning department’s efforts as 
part of a major council reor ga ni za tion (McCrone 2015).

In 2015, the council also updated its 2015–2025 Long- Term Plan to ad-
dress its most difficult challenge yet— finances (Christchurch City Coun-
cil 2015). The plan addressed the council’s estimated funding shortfall of 
NZ$1.2 billion (US$960 million) over five years, in large part due to over-
estimation of insurance and national- government funding for rebuilding 
by the prior council administration. The council agreed to sell shares in 
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some or all of the companies it owns, raise property rates over the next four 
years, delay some major construction proj ects, and find additional opera-
tional cost savings. Elected officials and the public hotly debated the terms 
of the financing strategy. Many strongly advocated that the council avoid 
asset sales at all costs. Many maintained that the council’s extra burden 
was due to the anchor proj ects that had been imposed by the national gov-
ernment and  were not part of the council’s draft Central City Plan (Law 
2015).

The Waimakariri District Council

The Waimakariri District Council is considerably smaller in district pop-
ulation, staff, and bud get than the Christchurch City Council. The Septem-
ber 2010 earthquake caused the greatest damage in the district. The report 
Waimakariri District Council’s Integrated, Community- Based Recovery 
Framework (Vallance 2013) documents the council’s planning for post- 
disaster recovery before the September 2010 earthquake and its post- 
earthquake development of a recovery plan with an earthquake recovery 
committee to guide its efforts and establishment of a recovery hub as a 
one- stop shop for residents of the heavi ly damaged town of Kaiapoi.

Public confidence in Waimakariri’s earthquake recovery decision 
making has been consistently higher than that for CERA, ECan, and the 
Christchurch City Council (Nielsen 2014). The mayor, David Ayers, was 
elected in October 2010, shortly  after the damaging September 4 earth-
quake, and was reelected in 2013 and 2016.8 The council’s chief executive, 
Jim Palmer, has served in that role since 2003 and has been strongly praised 
for his guidance and support in the earthquake recovery.

 After the September 2010 earthquake, the council worked with resi-
dents of the heavi ly damaged town of Kaiapoi to develop a detailed land 
remediation program that integrated land remediation work with an esti-
mated 10 to 15 km (6 to 9 miles) of street and local- council infrastructure 
repairs and about 1,280 housing repairs or rebuilds (Markham 2012). Af-
fected residential properties  were divided into geographic clusters and slot-
ted into a series of phased repairs, lasting six months each,  running through 
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June 2013. The strategy also provided for temporary accommodations for 
homeowners during the repairs and included community regeneration 
and social recovery programs to help residents cope with the disruption. 
The council completed its strategy in June 2011 and proposed creating a 
loan fund to address the NZ$28 million (US$22 million) in recovery costs, 
which would be repaid through a 25- year rate increase of a maximum 
NZ$120 (US$96) on all properties (Vallance 2013). However, the national 
government’s land zoning decisions of June 23, 2011, put much of Kaiapoi’s 
damaged housing in the red zone and effectively stopped the council’s 
plan. In commenting on the decision, Minister Brownlee said, “While the 
news  will disappoint some it also provides a clear, and we believe fair 
path ahead for the hardest hit residents of the Waimakariri District” 
(Brownlee 2011b).

Since that time, the council has worked with local residents and busi-
nesses to develop and implement comprehensive recovery strategies for the 
council’s two main business districts in Kaiapoi and Rangiora, amended 
its district plan to reflect  these strategies and ensure consistency with the 
regional Land Use Recovery Plan, and provided temporary business ac-
commodations and support. It has also partnered with CERA on regen-
eration planning for red zone lands, and the final Waikamariri Residential 
Red Zone Recovery Plan was approved by the minister for CER in Decem-
ber 2016 (Waimakariri District Council 2016).

Additionally, the council designed and implemented a NZ$43 million 
(US$34.4 million) infrastructure recovery program and rebuilt its dam-
aged public buildings, including libraries, recreation facilities, and town 
halls (Waimakariri District Council 2013). It has also been responding to 
the exceptional rainfall and post- earthquake changes in land elevations 
that have caused new flooding prob lems. The council has experienced ac-
celerated residential and commercial development due to the earthquake 
recovery, pro cessing between 1,000 and 1,300 residential building consents 
per year from 2012 to 2014, more than double the historic average since 
2000 (Markham 2014). It has also seen dramatic increases in both for- sale 
and rental housing prices and a loss of moderately priced housing due to 
the earthquakes.
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Other Key Organ izations

The Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team

The Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) is an 
outgrowth of the Infrastructure Rebuild Management Office established 
by the Christchurch City Council  after the September 4, 2010, earthquake 
to repair the city’s damaged roads and potable  water, wastewater, and 
storm- water systems. The expanded damage  after the February 2011 earth-
quake made it clear that a larger- scale approach would be needed, and the 
city and the national government agreed to develop an alliance, consisting 
of three funder- owner organ izations (CERA, the Christchurch City Coun-
cil, and the New Zealand Transport Agency) and five nonowner participants 
responsible for the delivery of reconstruction work. An interim alliance 
agreement was reached on May 4, 2011, and the formal alliance began in 
September 2011 with an anticipated five- year program for reconstruction 
of Christchurch’s roads and potable  water, wastewater, and storm- water 
systems. The rationale for the alliance model was that the scope of work 
was difficult to define in a  simple contract and would need the flexibility 
to evolve over time, with risk shared among the  owners and the ser vice 
and delivery teams.

SCIRT consists of a board of directors with members from all the par-
ticipant organ izations, an overall management and coordination team, an 
integrated ser vices team that provides design ser vices, and five delivery 
teams that carry out the day- to- day work. In addition, the client governance 
group, which provides overall leadership for the program, was established 
in December 2011. It consists of one representative from each of the three 
funder- owners and an in de pen dent chairperson appointed by the minister 
for CER.

SCIRT released the Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild 
Plan in December 2011, estimating a cost of NZ$2 billion (US$1.6 billion) to 
complete a 600- project program to repair all publicly owned street- level 
infrastructure in Christchurch by the end of 2016 (SCIRT 2011). The June 
2013 cost- sharing agreement between the national government and the 
Christchurch City Council defines the national government’s contribution 
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to the infrastructure rebuild at a maximum of NZ$1.8 billion (US$1.44 
billion),9 while the Christchurch City Council is responsible for a total of 
NZ$1.14 billion (US$912 million) (New Zealand Government and Christ-
church City Council 2013). That same year, SCIRT revised its overall pro-
gram estimate to NZ$2.496 billion (US$1.997 billion) (New Zealand Office 
of the Auditor General 2013b).

SCIRT’s project- level design and planning are informed by the Recovery 
Strategy for Greater Christchurch and the Christchurch Central Recovery 
Plan and are coordinated with other utilities, CERA, and the Christchurch 
City Council. SCIRT has worked with ECan and the Christchurch City 
Council to package proj ect consents and streamline the consenting and 
consultation pro cesses. The allocation of work among the delivery teams 
was determined by per for mance criteria that target costs and five ser vice 
per for mance areas: safety, value, teaming, customer satisfaction, and the 
environment.

Although businesses and residents have expressed dissatisfaction with 
the impacts of construction on transportation and the psychological effects 
of the damaged environment, satisfaction with SCIRT has been consistently 
high, and highest among most of the government organ izations, throughout 
the recovery (Nielsen 2014). SCIRT completed nearly its entire reconstruc-
tion program before its sunset date in December 2016, at which time respon-
sibility for any remaining work transferred to the respective  owners.

Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu

Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu (the tribal council of the Ngāi Tahu) has been a 
strategic partner along with the national government, ECan, and the local 
councils in the development of the Recovery Strategy for Greater Christ-
church and other key plans and programs throughout the recovery. Ngāi 
Tahu owns land and building assets valued at more than NZ$1.2 billion 
(US$960 million) (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu 2016). Its development portfolio 
includes some of the region’s largest planned residential land developments, 
and its investment portfolio includes a number of government- tenanted 
properties, including the court and police buildings in the Christchurch 
CBD and the Christchurch City Council civic building, as well as other 
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prime sites in the CBD. As a condition of prior treaties and settlements 
with the national government, the tribe has a right of first refusal to pur-
chase all surplus Crown property in the Ngāi Tahu claim area; the Crown 
sets the price, terms, and conditions of the offer.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Planning for post- disaster reconstruction has taken place on several levels. 
 Under the CER Act, the overarching planning document is the Recovery 
Strategy for Greater Christchurch (CERA 2012b). All recovery plans must 
be consistent with the Recovery Strategy; the minister for CER has the power 
to mandate changes to  these plans to ensure consistency; and all existing 
plans and policies must not be applied in ways that are inconsistent with 
the strategy (New Zealand Parliament 2011). The most difficult land use 
challenges have been establishing an equitable and efficient pro cess for 
assessing and repairing or vacating high- hazard residential land areas; 
furthering reconstruction and economic revitalization of the heavi ly dam-
aged central city of Christchurch; and coordinating plans for new urban 
growth and regional land use changes necessitated by the earthquake. Each 
has been addressed through planning pro cesses and other regulatory 
mechanisms that meet the consistency requirements of the CER Act.

Residential Land Zoning and Red Zone Buyouts

EQC- funded geotechnical studies  after the September 4, 2010, earthquake 
recommended a wide- scale approach to land repair that would likely involve 
the de mo li tion and subsequent reconstruction of homes heavi ly affected 
by liquefaction and other ground failures (Brownlee 2010). Land repair pro-
posals resulting from  these investigations exceeded the EQC’s coverage; 
however, the national government committed NZ$140 million (US$112 
million) to ensure that land damage would not be as extensive in  future 
earthquakes (Brownlee 2011a). It was expected that the national govern-
ment would work with the EQC, local councils, and private insurers on 
remediation plans for the 17 neighborhoods most affected by land damage, 
but that the remediation work would take up to two years to complete. Even 
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greater and more widespread land damage caused by the February  22, 
2011, earthquake and subsequent aftershocks changed this.  After two large 
aftershocks on June 13, 2011, Prime Minister Key gave the first public in-
dication of the new land policy and approach, stating that the national 
government now had a “reasonably clear picture about what land  won’t 
be able to be rebuilt on and what land  will be able to be fixed up” (Key 
2011).

At their press conference on June 23, 2011, Prime Minister Key and 
Minister Brownlee announced the results of the nine- month EQC geo-
technical investigations that had served as the foundation of the cabinet’s 
decision to classify the region’s earthquake- damaged residential properties 
into four new zones:

• Properties in red zones  were unsuitable for reconstruction  because 
“land repair would be prolonged and uneconomic” and would be sub-

This map shows the red zone areas and three green zone technical categories (shown in blue, 
yellow, and gray) for the residential foundation repairs in central Christchurch as of Febru-
ary 2016. Source: New Zealand Government (2016). 
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ject to a national- government- backed voluntary buyout program. About 
5,176 properties  were initially identified in  these areas.

• Properties in green zones  were suitable for rebuilding in accordance 
with one of three technical categories of foundation repair and building 
requirements depending on the location of the property. Most of Greater 
Christchurch (about 100,000 properties) is within  these areas.

• Properties in orange zones required further investigation.  These included 
about 9,770 properties in flatland areas.

• Properties in white zones also needed further investigation.  These in-
cluded about 3,770 properties in the Port Hills and parts of the Christ-
church CBD. (Key and Brownlee 2011)

In making the zoning decisions, the New Zealand Cabinet determined that 
the land damage to date, as well as the risk of  future additional damage, had 
created unacceptable uncertainty for some  people and was an impediment 
to the wider Canterbury recovery (New Zealand Cabinet 2011). It agreed to 
a set of princi ples for the ongoing investigations, zoning determinations, and 
a buyout pro cess, including “certainty of outcome for home- owners as 
soon as pos si ble,” “using the best available information,” and “having a 
 simple pro cess in order to provide clarity” (New Zealand Cabinet 2011, 2).

The vast majority of residential properties in the region— over 100,000 
properties— were located in a green zone and  were cleared for rebuilding. 
Each property was further assigned to one of three technical categories 
(TCs) of foundation and building requirements, established by the national 
Department of Buildings and Housing (DBH), depending on the location 
of the property relative to the geotechnical studies:

• Technical category 1 (TC1) areas are areas where  future land damage 
from liquefaction is unlikely, and standard foundations are acceptable 
subject to shallow geotechnical investigations.

• Technical category 2 (TC2) areas are areas where minor to moderate 
land damage is pos si ble in  future earthquakes, and foundation repairs 
must be performed in accordance with one of three standard founda-
tion designs.
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• Technical category 3 (TC3) areas are areas where moderate to significant 
land damage from liquefaction is pos si ble in  future large earthquakes, 
and foundation solutions must be based on site- specific geotechnical 
investigations and specific engineering foundation designs. (NZ DBH 
2012)

Despite the comprehensive vision presented in the June  2011 an-
nouncement, policy development and implementation of the residential 
land zoning and buyout pro cess evolved over time and took several years 
to complete. Throughout the pro cess, the minister for CER and the cabi-
net  were responsible for approving the general terms of proposed policies 
and estimated costs, and CERA managed program development and im-
plementation. Most major policy decisions did not involve public consul-
tation but instead followed a communication pro cess beginning with a 
public statement and press release by Minister Brownlee, supported by in-
formation briefings, website postings, and other outreach efforts managed 
by CERA staff. As the CERA residential red zone program took shape, it 
developed into three key proj ects: acquisition of residential land and prop-
erty, insurance recovery, and management of acquired property.

The first phase of the red zone land acquisition proj ect focused on res-
idential properties in the flatlands that  were identified in the June 23 an-
nouncement. For  these, the cabinet agreed to offer two voluntary purchase 
options to landowners who had EQC coverage before the September 4, 
2010, earthquake:

• Option 1: The national government would purchase both the land and 
structures at the most recent property rating valuation (less any insur-
ance payments already made for the home or other buildings on the 
property, or for contents) and would take over any remaining EQC and 
insurer claims.10

• Option 2: The national government would purchase the land only at the 
most recent property rating valuation and take over the EQC claim for 
land damage, and property  owners would maintain their insurance 
claims for buildings and contents. (New Zealand Cabinet 2011)
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CERA sent out the first round of offer letters, about 3,000, in mid- 
August 2011. Property  owners had 9 months ( later extended to 12 months) 
from the date they received their offer letters to decide  whether to accept 
one of the two government offers. Some property  owners made their deci-
sions quickly, and CERA issued the first residential buyout payouts in 
September 2011. Other property  owners delayed decisions or encountered 
difficulty obtaining the necessary information, such as settlement offers 
for insurance claims, before their decision deadline. In addition to many 
informational meetings, CERA provided homeowners with decision sup-
port at two assistance centers in the red zone areas that included staff from 
the local councils and the EQC, a temporary accommodation ser vice,  legal 
advisers, and some insurers and banks. In accepting an offer, property 
 owners also agreed to a specific settlement date on which the property would 
need to be completely vacated and secured, payment would officially be 
made, and the national government would assume owner ship.

Additional geotechnical investigations continued, and as zoning deci-
sions  were made, sets of offer letters  were prepared and sent to the affected 
property  owners. For most properties that received initial orange or white 
zone designations, decisions took from a few months to almost 16 months 
to complete. Many began to refer to  these areas as “limbo land,” and some 
 owners spoke of their envy of “red zoners” and the certainty that they had 
(Matthews 2012). Homeowners who wanted the certainty that a red zone 
designation could provide filed requests for zoning review. In June 2012, 
Minister Brownlee announced the introduction of a review pro cess for  those 
insured residential property  owners in the flatlands who wanted their 
zoning status reviewed. In all, 1,300 property  owners applied during the 
two- week application period, and the decisions  were announced on August 
24, 2012 (New Zealand Cabinet Committee on Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery 2012).11 Three properties  were changed from the red zone to the 
green zone, and 101 properties  were changed from green to red.

 Owners of some uninsured residential and nonresidential properties 
also had to wait for over a year for an offer decision. The national govern-
ment’s policy for leasehold properties (to which a tenant has temporary 
rights), 22 insured commercial or industrial properties, 65 vacant parcels, 
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and 50 uninsured residential properties located in the red zones was an-
nounced in September 2012 and differed from the offer provided to insured 
residential red zone properties (CERA 2012a). Most notably,  owners of 
commercial or industrial properties, vacant land, and uninsured residential 
properties  were offered half of the most recent rating valuation for their 
land, and only the improvements on commercial and industrial properties 
 were given full valuation; no offer was made for residential structures on 
uninsured residential properties. Minister Brownlee defended the decision 
to make reduced offers to uninsured properties on the grounds that it 
protected the national government and taxpayers from  future disaster 
liabilities for similarly uninsured properties whose  owners expected gov-
ernment assistance.

 Owners challenged the offers and their under lying assumptions, and 
the case took nearly four years to make its way through the courts. In 
March 2015, the New Zealand Supreme Court ruled that the cabinet and 
the minister for CER should have followed the procedures defined  under 
the CER Act and should have addressed the land zoning and related deci-
sions as part of the Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch or through a 
recovery plan pro cess, including public consultation (New Zealand Supreme 
Court 2015). In response, CERA immediately began work on the Residential 
Red Zone Offer Recovery Plan, which was finalized in July  2015 (CERA 
2015e). The plan sets forth new voluntary purchase offers at 100  percent of 
the 2007/2008 ratable value for all vacant red zone land, insured commercial 
red zone properties (both land and improvements), and land only for unin-
sured improved red zone properties.

By July 2013, two years  after the program’s launch, CERA had obtained 
signed voluntary sale and purchase agreements from 95  percent (7,143) of 
red zone property  owners; 23  percent of  these  owners (1,657) selected op-
tion 1 to sell both their land and structures, and 77  percent (5,486) selected 
option 2 to sell only their land but maintain their insurance claims to 
buildings and contents (NZ HRC 2013).

In addition to the settlement and payment pro cesses, CERA managed 
insurance recovery on behalf of the national government and provided 
ongoing maintenance, clearing, and de mo li tion of the acquired properties. 
In April 2014, CERA estimated that it was about halfway through the pro-
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cess of building de mo li tion and land clearance for all voluntary acquisi-
tions in the red zone. Most of the buyout properties  were cleared by 2016.

CERA estimated a total cost of NZ$1.5 billion (US$1.2 billion) to 
purchase the residential red zone properties, taking into account the in-
surance recoveries paid on the land and buildings by the EQC and other 
insurers (CERA 2014b; New Zealand Cabinet 2013). In January  2014, 
CERA estimated that ongoing maintenance and security costs for red zone 
properties  were nearly NZ$1 million (US$800,000) each month, although 
it expected this amount to decline as de mo li tions and clearances  were 
completed; it also reported that the cost of maintaining infrastructure ser-
vices to occupied homes in the red zone was about NZ$500 (US$400) per 
home each week (CERA 2014b).

As of March 2016, 99  percent of the red zone land  owners had accepted 
a national government offer, but 121 property  owners had not (NZ HRC 
2016). The national government has maintained that  those who did not accept 
the voluntary offer might have their utility ser vices discontinued, insurers 
may cancel or refuse to renew insurance policies, banks may not finance 
reconstruction,  future resale values may decline, and the national govern-
ment can invoke powers provided by the CER Act to require current market 
valuations on all property sales, which, it warned, could be substantially 
lower than the amount of the national government’s voluntary offer.

At the end of 2016, the  future use of the land in the residential red 
zones had not yet been fully defined. The national government owns prop-
erties acquired through the red zone program, and in early 2014, CERA 
began to communicate plans for their  future use. Minister Brownlee stated 
that decisions about infrastructure assets need to be resolved first; then the 
national government  will work with local councils and Ngāi Tahu leaders 
to design community participation to gather ideas about  future uses.

In July 2014, CERA, in conjunction with its local partners, launched a 
public engagement campaign soliciting ideas about the  future use of the 
approximately 1 square km (245 acres) of red zone land in the Waimak-
ariri District. The final draft of the Waikamariri Residential Red Zone Re-
covery Plan was completed and received final approval from the minister 
for CER in December 2016 (Waimakariri District Council 2016). The plan 
proposes land uses and activities for five regeneration areas that include 
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new parks and reserves, walking and cycling links, a biking track, a dog 
park, mixed- use business areas, roads and infrastructure sites, and provi-
sion for heritage, gardening, and rural activities. Ideas for using the red 
zone lands in Christchurch have centered on community- serving recre-
ational and open space, and the planning pro cess is scheduled for 2017.

Central Christchurch Planning and Implementation

Christchurch’s CBD had been in decline for some time before the earth-
quakes, and the Christchurch City Council had been actively engaged in 
its revitalization since the late 1990s. Plans developed over the ensuing 
years envisioned a greener and more pedestrian- oriented city center di-
vided into a series of distinguishable precincts, including a heritage pre-
cinct and areas of concentrated redevelopment and renewal (Christchurch 
City Council 2006). Proposed proj ects included a new city council build-
ing (which the council moved into shortly before the September  2010 
earthquake), a new central bus exchange, renovation of the downtown re-
tail corridor, enhancement of the Avon River, and additional housing to 
accommodate more than a tripling of downtown residents to 30,000 by 

This view across one of the 
Waimakariri red zone 
areas was taken in 
September 2015. Most 
homes have now been 
demolished, and planning 
for reuse was scheduled for 
2016. Photo by Laurie 
Johnson (2015).
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2026 (Christchurch City Council 2006).  These proj ects  were linked to the 
council’s long- term plan and planned capital expenditures.

In November 2008, the council engaged Gehl Architects to study the 
quality of Christchurch’s central- city spaces,  people’s use of them, and 
ways they could better sustain public life and create a greater sense of com-
munity (Gehl Architects 2009). Gehl suggested that Christchurch look at 
creating a central city where pedestrians, cyclists, and public transporta-
tion  were given priority. The firm noted that  there are strong links between 
public spaces and amenities and a strengthening of a city’s identity.

When the CER Act charged the Christchurch City Council with the 
responsibility for preparing a recovery plan for the CBD within nine 
months, the council asked Gehl Architects to assist  because of its recent 
involvement and its knowledge of the CBD. The council launched the pro-
cess in May 2011 with a public engagement campaign that became known 
as “Share an Idea,”12 which attracted more than 106,000 suggestions from 
the public and included a web- based bulletin board for posting ideas and 
a two- day expo attended by 10,000  people. The council recorded and ana-
lyzed all the ideas. Five overarching themes emerged as necessary ele ments 
to ensure that the central city would become eco nom ically vibrant again:

• A green city, supported by the upgraded Avon River, tree- lined streets, 
green- rated buildings, parks, and storm- water treatment.

• A stronger built identity, with lower- rise buildings, strengthened heri-
tage buildings, and controlled urban design.

• A compact CBD with a new convention center, improved transporta-
tion access, streetscaping, and broadband and  free WiFi.

• A place to live, work, play, learn, and visit, with new housing options, 
improved access to schools, and new cultural and recreational facilities.

• An accessible city, supported by walking and cycling paths, public tran-
sit, parking, and road improvements. (Christchurch City Council 2011)

The resulting vision was a low- rise, resilient, safe, and sustainable city with 
easy mobility, a business- friendly compact central area, an array of inviting 
green spaces, and plenty of activities to draw  people into the CBD. More 
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than 70 proj ects  were proposed to be implemented during the next 10 to 
20 years.

The council  adopted the two- volume draft Central City Plan on 
 August 11, 2011, and opened it up for formal public comment. Minister 
Brownlee and CERA released their comprehensive response to the plan on 
September 28, 2011, acknowledging support for the draft plan’s vision of a 
more concentrated CBD, but calling for a clearer focus on private- sector 
employment opportunities and economic opportunities for the country 
and questioning the proposed regulatory framework, the investment strat-
egy, and the time frames for reconstruction (CERA 2011).

The council made revisions and submitted the final draft Central City 
Plan to Minister Brownlee for approval in December 2011.  Under the CER 
Act, final approval of the plan was entirely up to the minister. Four months 
 later, in April 2012, Brownlee announced that he supported the general 
concepts of the plan, but he would not accept the transportation- related 
ele ments or the entire second volume, which contained the regulatory and 
implementation framework and the proposed amendments to the coun-
cil’s district plan necessary to implement the plan (Cleary 2014). On April 18, 
2012, he announced the establishment of the Christchurch Central Devel-
opment Unit (CCDU) within CERA to provide clearer leadership for 
the central- city rebuild and prepare a final draft Christchurch central re-
covery plan, including a blueprint plan within 100 days. Key goals for the 
blueprint  were to identify and locate within the central city a series of 
anchor proj ects that would replace or supplement facilities destroyed by 
the earthquakes and stimulate private- sector investment.

The finalized Christchurch Central Recovery Plan, including the blue-
print, was unveiled to the public on July  30, 2012, and became law on 
July 31, 2012 (CCDU 2012).  There was no formal public consultation on the 
plan; it cited the council’s “Share an Idea” campaign and comments on 
the council’s draft plan as the formal public input into the document. The 
new blueprint placed 17 anchor proj ects and use- oriented precincts within 
the central city. Much of the final plan was consistent with the council’s 
draft plan— a compact central core of low- rise buildings and an expanded 
river park system— but  there  were some impor tant differences. Some key 
recovery proj ects, such as the convention center, the metropolitan sports 
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fa cil i ty, the  children’s playground, the earthquake memorial, the swimming 
pool, and the central library,  were still included, but their location, size, or 
both had shifted. Other new proj ects emerged, such as the performing- arts 
precinct, the justice and emergency ser vices precinct, the innovation pre-
cinct, and a new stadium. Most notable, however, was the reduction in the 
size of the city’s central core to only 40 hectares (100 acres), to be framed 
to the south and east by 12 city blocks of open space and low- density 
residential and campus- style office development.

The blueprint lacked much information on transport, and the replace-
ment chapter on transport, An Accessible City, was approved in Octo-
ber 2013 (CERA 2013a). The planning pro cess for the chapter lasted more 
than a year and included a nearly three- month public comment period. 
The new plan did not include the council’s directives to explore light rail. 
A residential chapter, A Liveable City, was also developed in 2014 and ap-
proved by the minister for CER in January 2015 (CERA 2015b). It creates a 

Convention Centre Precinct
•	 will	be	a	world-class	facility	to	accommodate	up	to	2000	delegates	
•	 will	be	an	important	economic	catalyst	supporting	retail,	tourism	and	hospitality	

activities	within	the	Core	
•	 will	occupy	two	city	blocks	and	provide	opportunities	for	complementary	hotel,	

retail	and	food	and	beverage	development	
•	 includes	plans	for	bars,	restaurants,	rooftop	gardens	and	banquet	halls	

overlooking	the	river	and	both	the	Square	and	Victoria	Square

The Frame
•	 is	made	up	of	three	sections	–	East,	South	and	North;
•	 the	east frame	is	the	largest	of	the	three	frames	incorporating	green	space,	

opportunities	for	some	complementary	commercial	ventures	such	as	cafes	and	
restaurants,	residential	developments,	cycle	and	walkways

•	 east	frame	will	include	a	large-scale	children’s	playground,	landscaped	areas	
and	space	to	set	up	a	Fanzone	and	to	host	other	festival	and	community	
events

•	 the	south frame	will	contain	a	Health	Precinct	and	allows	for	education,		
commercial	and	innovation	activity	centres

•	 the	north frame	links	Papa	o	Ōtākaro/Avon	River	Precinct	and	Victoria	Square	
and	encourages	some	complementary	development		

Te Papa Ōtākaro/Avon River Precinct
•	 	will	straddle	both	sides	of	the	Avon	River	from	Christchurch	Hospital	to	the	

eastern	edge	of	the	Frame
•	 will	provide	places	of	interest,	artworks	and	a	range	of	sensory	experiences
•	 will	be	people	and	cyclist	focused	
•	 will	see	the	river	widened	and	restored	to	ecological	health,	with	native	

plantings	and	landscaped	gardens	among	the	features	along	its	path

The Square
•	 will	once	again	be	the	civic	heart	of	central	Christchurch	
•	 a	main	Square	will	be	complemented	by	a	series	of	smaller	squares	
•	 will	contain	more	trees	and	lawn	area
•	 will	be	injected	with	vibrancy	day	and	night	by	civic	centres	such	as	the	

Convention	Centre	and	Central	Library	
•	 will	see	space	retained	for	a	cathedral

Metro Sports Facility
•	 will	be	a	top-class	venue	and	centre	of	excellence,	accessible	to	people	of	all	ages,	abilities	and	sporting	skills	
•	 will	provide	a	range	of	aquatic	facilities	including	a	50	metre	pool,	a	diving	pool	and	recreational	swimming	

facilities;	plus	indoor	facilities	for	netball,	tennis	and	other	sports	and	a	movement	centre
•	 will	cater	for	the	day-to-day	needs	of	the	recreational,	educational	and	high	performance	sporting	communities,	

and	also	host	national	and	international	events
•	 will	be	conveniently	located	in	central	Christchurch	and	easily	accessible

Stadium
•	 will	be	a	rectangular	covered	stadium	with	seating	for	up	to	35,000	people	
•	 will	position	central	Christchurch	as	a	world-class	option	for	attracting	and	

hosting	events
•	 will	mainly	host	rugby	union,	rugby	league	and	football	up	to	international	level,	

and	also	allow	for	entertainment	events	such	as	concerts
Cricket Oval 
•	 will	be	an	enhancement	of	the	existing	cricket	oval	on	Hagley	Park
•	 will	provide	central	Christchurch	with	a	venue	capable	of	hosting	domestic	and	

international	cricket	test	matches
•	 will	include	a	grass	embankment,	lighting	and	a	replacement	pavilion		
•	 will	see	full	public	access	maintained	during	non-event	days
•	 will	retain	the	essential	‘village	green’	character	of	Hagley	Park	

Performing Arts Precinct 
•	 will	be	in	close	proximity	to	the	Isaac	Theatre	Royal,	the	Convention	Centre	Precinct,	Papa	o	

Ōtākaro/Avon	River	Precinct,	hospitality	and	hotels	
•	 could	include	a	performing	arts	centre	made	up	of	two	auditoria	(of	1,500	seats	and	500	seats)
•	 could	provide	a	permanent	home	for	the	Court	Theatre,	the	Music	Centre	of	Christchurch,	and	

the	Christchurch	Symphony	Orchestra
•	 will	be	complemented	by	many	other	arts	and	culture	projects

Health Precinct  
•	 will	be	situated	in	and	around	the	south	frame	and	builds	on	existing	health	

related	organisations	in	the	area
•	 will	be	anchored	by	the	redevelopment	of	Christchurch	Hospital,	providing	

the	stimulus	to	establish	a	world-class	hub	for	health	education,	research	and	
innovation

•	 will	likely	include	private	and	public	health	providers,	research	and	knowledge	
campuses	and	medi-hotels	where	patients	and	families	can	stay	while	receiving	
outpatient	or	specialist	care

Justice and Emergency Services Precinct  
•	 will	incorporate	the	justice	and	emergency	service	sectors,	along	with	Civil	Defence	and	Emergency	Management
•	 brings	up	to	840	justice	sector	staff	and	370	emergency	services	staff	into	the	central	city
•	 will	include	approximately	31,000	square	metres	of	built	floor	area
•	 will	allow	a	collaborative	approach	–	for	example,	a	joint	emergency	services	communications	centre	will	support	the	

various	functions	of	Police,	the	New	Zealand	Fire	Service,	St	John	and	Civil	Defence	

Bus Interchange  
•	 will	be	a	single	level	construction	covering	approximately	6,200	square	metres	
•	 will	provide	an	operational	and	administrative	hub	for	the	public	transport	

network
•	 will	encourage	more	people	to	use	public	transport	
•	 will	incorporate	cycle	storage	facilities	

Residential Demonstration Project  
•	 will	be	investigated	to	encourage	residential	development	throughout	the	

central	city
•	 will	showcase	high	quality,	commercially	viable	examples	of	urban	living
•	 will	involve	the	development	of	approximately	65	medium-density	housing	units,	

in	a	location	yet	to	be	established

Central Library  
•	 will	overlook	the	Square,	opposite	the	Convention	Centre	
•	 will	be	a	multi-level	building	twice	the	size	of	the	original	Central	Library	at	

approximately	7,400	square	metres
•	 will	provide	easy	access	to	digital	technologies,	local	heritage	collections,	

exhibition	and	performance	spaces,	a	learning	centre,	spaces	to	relax	–	indoors	
and	outdoors	–	and	activities	to	entertain	and	educate	young	people

Te Puna Ahurea Cultural Centre   
•	 will	be	a	world-class	focal	point	for	cultural	celebration	and	diversity
•	 will	reflect	and	celebrate	Ngāi	Tahu	and	Māori	culture,	and	acknowledge	greater	Christchurch’s	place	and	connections	

within	the	Pacific
•	 will	be	a	place	of	pōwhiri	–	welcome	–	and	celebration	of	cultural	events,	such	as	the	Māori	New	Year	(Puaka	Matariki)	and	the	Chinese	New	Year
•	 will	provide	a	dynamic	and	interactive	education	experience	for	residents,	children	and	international	visitors
•	 will	include	exhibition	space	for	taonga,	traditional	and	contemporary	art
•	 will	be	a	place	to	celebrate	and	experience	Māori	performing	arts

The Earthquake Memorial  
•	 will	be	a	place	where	residents	and	visitors	can	spend	time	in	reflection	and	

honour	those	who	lost	their	lives	or	were	injured	in	the	earthquakes
•	 will	be	constructed	in	the	central	city	-	at	a	site	yet	to	be	identified
•	 will	be	developed	jointly	by	the	Ministry	for	Culture	and	Heritage,	the	

Christchurch	City	Council	and	Te	Rūnanga	o	Ngāi	Tahu;	the	input	of	affected	
families	and	the	community	will	be	sought	due	to	the	significance	of	the	project	
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Innovation Precinct  
•	 will	be	located	just	outside	the	south	frame	on	the	High	Street	gateway
•	 will	encourage	collaboration	between	innovative	businesses	and	research	

organisations
•	 will	incorporate	the	Enterprise	Precinct	and	Innovation	Campus	(EPIC)	

temporary	site

Retail Precinct  
•	 will	offer	destination	shopping	in	a	compact,	vibrant	area
•	 will	be	attractive	to	residents	and	visitors	and	offer	a	dynamic	alternative	to	

suburban	shopping
•	 could	offer	an	international	quarter	including	a	Pacific	hub	

Christchurch Central Recovery Plan

The locations of proposed precincts and anchor proj ects are laid out in the Christchurch Cen-
tral Recovery Plan of July, 2012. Source: CCDU (2012).
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new central- city residential zone and,  counter to the strong consensus 
among public comments, including the Christchurch City Council’s, 
amends residential provisions of the Christchurch City Council’s district 
plan with the aim of removing “unduly and unnecessarily complex plan-
ning” and “providing for more flexibility in the way that a range of housing 
types can be designed and built in the inner city” (CERA 2015b, 16).

The CCDU led the plan’s implementation, which has involved land ac-
quisition, de mo li tions and site clearance, decisions on development propos-
als, reconstruction management, and funding. CERA’s first use of the com-
pulsory acquisition powers of the CER Act came on October 2, 2013, when 
the CCDU set about acquiring land needed for the anchor proj ects (Mur-
doch 2014). Although credit has been given to CERA and the CCDU for 
accelerating design and implementation of the CBD rebuild,  there has also 
been criticism that the central city blueprint and ele ments of its regulatory 
framework have been overly cumbersome and impeded redevelopment 
(McCrone 2014).  There  were repeated calls, especially from the business 
sector, for CERA to revamp the CCDU to function more as a public- private 
development partnership than as a government department and to hire 
professionals with international commercial development experience.

In May 2014, CERA and MBIE released the first comprehensive Public 
Sector Rebuild Programme of Work, which set out the estimated proj ect costs, 
timing, sequencing, and responsibilities across CERA, the Christchurch 
City Council, and other agencies for the anchor proj ects, infrastructure, 
and other public facilities. The June 2015 version extended the construction 
time beyond 2021 (CERA 2015d). In January 2015, it was revealed that the 
national government had scaled back its land purchase program by nearly 
25  percent, citing increasing land prices as a major cause (Stylianou 2015). 
This further frustrated landowners who  were unclear  whether their 
land would be purchased or they would be allowed to retain their sites. In 
May 2015, the CCDU announced that the completion dates for some of 
the anchor proj ects would be  later than originally estimated. The new bus 
interchange opened in May 2015, and rebuilding in the retail, innovation, 
and justice and emergency ser vices precincts has progressed well over 
2015 and 2016. However, other proj ects, such as the earthquake memorial 
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and the convention center,  were delayed; some proj ects, such as the metro 
sports fa cil i ty,  will be delayed several years.

The Regional Land Use Recovery Plan

In October 2011, Minister Brownlee used  legal authority granted to him 
 under the CER Act to introduce a new chapter into ECan’s 1998 Regional 
Policy Statement that, among other items, would effectively alter the region’s 
development plan to provide more land for post- earthquake housing and 
rebuilding (Chisolm 2012). Some of the region’s largest landowners chal-
lenged his action, and in December 2012, the New Zealand Court of Appeal 
upheld lower- court rulings against the minister, stating that his use of 
powers  under the act directed  toward recovery and planning  matters must 
be addressed by way of the Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch or a 
recovery plan, both of which had community- participation requirements 
(New Zealand Court of Appeal 2012).

Subsequently, Minister Brownlee directed ECan to develop a land use 
recovery plan for greater Christchurch to respond to the impacts of the 
earthquakes on residential and business land use in the region. The final-
ized Land Use Recovery Plan, which took effect in December 2013, contains 
policies and recommendations to provide for an anticipated 40,000 new 
 house holds in both greenfield and existing urban areas across the region 
(CERA 2013b). The plan explic itly excludes the liquefaction red zones and 
the CBD, which is covered by the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan. It 
effectively achieves the minister’s original objective to release land for de-
velopment and directs the local and regional councils to amend the regional 
policy statement, district plans, and other regulatory instruments to help 
implement the policies and give effect to the Land Use Recovery Plan. 
ECan, in collaboration with strategic partners, developed the Land Use 
Recovery Plan Monitoring Report, which tracks the implementation of 
plan actions and the overall impacts and outcomes of the planning poli-
cies, such as housing policies.

By December  2014, nearly three- quarters (28,500) of the potential 
40,000 new residential sections in greenfield areas in greater Christchurch 
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had been rezoned. Much of the new housing construction is located in 
suburbs north and west of central Christchurch. This has changed school, 
work, and leisure patterns for many resettled  house holds (NZ HRC 2013). 
In late 2014, about 3,000 fewer  house holds lived in the Christchurch area 
than before the earthquake, and reconstruction was not expected to meet 
demand  until 2017 or 2018 (CERA 2014a).

LESSONS

A critical aspect of the Canterbury recovery was the leading role of the 
national government, which bears responsibility both for financing much 
of the residential reconstruction and insuring properties against  future di-
sasters. It investigated land damage and developed a comprehensive strat-
egy for addressing ground failure issues and reducing uncertainties for in-
surers and property  owners. Since the 2010–2011 earthquakes, its role has 
also encompassed broader governance, housing, land development, social, 
and economic issues in the Canterbury region.

Unlike the high-rise structures formerly permitted in Christchurch CBD, lower- rise, compact 
buildings dominate the area in accordance with the height limit put in place by the city’s “Share 
an Idea” post-earthquake recovery planning effort.
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Disaster recovery in New Zealand pres ents two issues that provide les-
sons for other recovery pro cesses. The first is the relative roles of local and 
national governments in financing and directing reconstruction. The sec-
ond concerns decisions to rebuild or abandon ground failure areas and the 
complicated pro cesses needed to ensure an equitable and effective pro cess. 
The  future of the heavi ly damaged Christchurch CBD is a third issue, but 
it is still too early to assess the result.

Governance

The suite of nationally  adopted legislation and cabinet- level decisions in 
response to the Canterbury earthquakes aimed to improve the timeliness 
and effectiveness of decision making and to reduce uncertainty for resi-
dents, businesses, insurers, and other stakeholders in the recovery.  There 
is strong evidence that both  these goals are being achieved for some stake-
holders; however,  there are many examples where they are not.

The recovery legislation and the resulting decisions centralized re-
covery authority and operations, as well as land use policy making, at the 
national level. Governance, planning, and policy making transformed from 
a locally led collaborative approach to one in which local governments 
merely support the policy direction of national agencies with, in some 
cases,  little or no involvement in key decisions or their implementation.

 Because the Canterbury region is still in the midst of its recovery, and 
even the most optimistic estimates proj ect that complete rebuilding  will 
take several more years, it is not yet pos si ble to fully assess the strengths, 
weaknesses, and outcomes of  these policies. An early analy sis shows signs 
that the centralization may have helped strengthen coordination among na-
tional agencies, expedite the policy-  and decision- making pro cesses, and 
ensure accountability for the considerable public expenditures, but it may 
have been less effective at facilitating coordination among multiple levels of 
government, building capacity at the local and regional levels, and promot-
ing collaboration and empowerment among government agencies and with 
the private sector (Johnson and Mamula- Seadon 2014). Experience has 
shown that the complexities of large- scale disaster recovery require local 
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innovation and localized and long- term capacity building among the ulti-
mate stakeholders— the affected local authorities, residents, and businesses.

The centralization of governance in the Canterbury region may have 
been necessary  because the repeated earthquakes and the scale of the di-
saster losses, as well as the uncertainty of  future risks, simply overwhelmed 
the capacity of local governments. Also, it is impor tant to remember that 
local- government capacity is already quite constrained in New Zealand, 
even in nondisaster times; through the Local Government Act and other 
regulations, the national government maintains tight control over local au-
thorities. Furthermore, in a small country of fewer than 5 million  people, 
the demo cratically elected national government is still quite locally con-
nected. As CERA’s former chief executive stated, “Democracy has not been 
relegated away  here. . . .  Christchurch needed to be reborn and it needed to 
be done immediately. Democracy gave us that opportunity and we took it 
with both hands so that the very  people who chose the government to gov-
ern would be best served” (Sutton 2014, 55).

The model of dual governance established by the CER Act may have 
been flawed in that it did not clearly distinguish the roles of the national 
and local governments and aggravated preexisting tensions and conflict-
ing institutional cultures and po liti cal paradigms within them (Murdoch 
2014; J. Smith 2014). The CER Act “establishes a minister with exceptional 
powers and a new ministry. . . .  However it leaves the mandate of local au-
thorities largely unchanged, and while the Minister clearly has the final say 
on the  matters outlined in the CER Act, neither he nor CERA have any 
direct line of management or control over the local councils” (J. Smith 
2014, 147).

Without direct involvement in the design and implementation of 
much of the region’s recovery policy, local authorities in the Canterbury 
region may lack the necessary expertise and capacity to assume the lead-
ership and operational reins for recovery as the national government’s in-
volvement decreases. In her June 2015 proposal to address the city’s finan-
cial crisis, Mayor Dalziel said: “Next year the Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Act expires, and I want the city to be positioned to take full re-
sponsibility for leading the next phase of the recovery. . . .  Coming to 
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terms with what has been lost has been very hard, but just as hard has 
been the sense of having no control over decisions that are being made for 
us. The number of [public comments] that focused on proj ects the council 
 wasn’t responsible for was pretty overwhelming. But it highlighted the de-
sire to have a real say about the city we are to become. We need to be in a 
position to step up and take that leadership role once more” (Dalziel 2015).

The national government’s transition recovery plan, released in Octo-
ber 2015, outlines a more shared governance structure to replace CERA but 
still maintains national- level recovery oversight and the ministerial over-
sight for at least another five years,  until 2021. In April 2016, Parliament 
approved the formation of a new joint Crown– Christchurch City Council 
entity called Regenerate Christchurch to oversee the long- term develop-
ment and enhancement of the central city, Christchurch’s residential red 
zone, and Christchurch’s eastern suburb of New Brighton (New Zealand 
Parliament 2016). Regenerate Christchurch has an in de pen dent board; 
Minister Brownlee appoints the chairperson  until 2019, and the Christ-
church City Council  will appoint the chairperson from 2019  until 2021. In 
2021, Regenerate Christchurch  will become an organ ization fully controlled, 
owned, and funded by the council. A new Crown com pany, Otakaro Lim-
ited, has also been formed. It is responsible for the completion and man-
agement of the anchor proj ects and the  future divestment of Crown- 
owned land. The Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet is responsible 
for monitoring pro gress in Christchurch.

The legislation and policies in response to the Canterbury earthquakes 
are affecting local governance and natural- hazard risk management across 
the country. Since 2010, the national government has undertaken reviews or 
introduced reforms of all the key pieces of legislation constituting the 
country’s natural- hazard risk management framework, citing the need to 
strengthen the national government’s role, standardize and streamline 
policies, curb perceived bureaucracy, and shorten decision- making pro-
cesses. Scholars, public interest groups, and citizens at large have expressed 
concerns about the retreat from decentralized and collaborative gover-
nance approaches and the potential lasting implications for local government, 
representative democracy, and the rule of law.
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Policies for Hazardous Areas

Areas that experienced earthquake liquefaction, ground settlement, and 
rockfall hazards posed difficult dilemmas for the national government in 
its roles as insurer of private property, provider of infrastructure, and pro-
moter of the public interest via policies for land use and economic devel-
opment. The costs of remediating the land— including stabilizing and 
reshaping the earth, reconstructing infrastructure, and paying for housing 
reconstruction— had to be balanced against the direct costs and socioeco-
nomic impacts of relocation, as well as the uncertain costs of potential 
 future damages and reinsurance costs.

 There are few situations comparable to the New Zealand land damage 
experience. As EQC geotechnical engineers noted, “No city has been 
liquefied four times before; . . .  it  really is unparalleled” (Williams 2011). 
The EQC’s unique obligation to fund land damage repairs stimulated the 
major area- wide geotechnical studies that should serve as a best- practice 
model for  future post- disaster geotechnical hazard investigations. The na-
tional government’s land zoning categories and its associated policies  were 
developed quickly, within nine months of the first earthquake and just 
four months  after the more severe February 2011 earthquake, and  were 
based on considerable scientific information. Minister Brownlee  later re-
counted, “A huge amount of geo- technical science had identified signifi-
cant differences in Christchurch’s soils and their propensity to liquefy in the 
event of major earthquakes. It would have been irresponsible not to provide 
guidance to how that science should be responded to” (Brownlee 2013).

The national government’s red zone voluntary buyout offers reduced 
uncertainty and  future risks for residents, provided options for residents 
to sell and relocate, and reduced financial risks to the government and in-
surers both in the pres ent and for the  future. Also, removal of the most 
vulnerable properties from residential occupancy reduced the risk profiles 
of insurance portfolios, as well as  those of local councils and private utili-
ties that ser viced  these areas.

The technical categories for foundation engineering requirements also 
helped reduce uncertainty for the vast majority of green zone properties 
that  were in technical categories 1 and 2. According to the Department of 
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Building and Housing, “It means that 80% of [residential] properties can 
get on with their repairs without needing detailed geotechnical investiga-
tions. It also means from a time scale we  won’t have years potentially of 
further delay while unnecessary geotechnical investigation and design is 
undertaken” (NZ DBH 2012). Ensuring that homes are repaired or rebuilt 
safely, given their under lying soil conditions, improves the region’s build-
ing stock, which could help protect equity and  future property values.

Although the  future risk of hazards has been significantly reduced for 
New Zealand’s government and residents, some new risks and uncertain-
ties resulted from  these policy actions that, in many instances, are causing 
an array of  ripple effects across the region and  will take more time to fully 
assess. They do, however, provide cautionary notes for hazard- related land 
use policy design and implementation.

The widespread damage to the region’s residential building stock 
caused immediate shortages of both rental and for- sale housing. Displaced 
residents and recovery workers have driven the demand for both tempo-
rary and new permanent housing.  Matters only worsened over the first five 
years of recovery as both rental and for- sale housing costs  rose by more 
than 30  percent on average (QV . co . nz 2016).

Increased housing costs, coupled with lengthy insurance settlements 
and difficult foundation engineering requirements, meant that many resi-
dents did not experience the certainty that the national government’s 
land zoning decision had intended to provide.  Those residential property 
 owners who accepted option 1 (to sell both their land and homes) early in 
the buyout pro cess likely had the most certainty and confidence to move 
forward with their lives  because they did not need to wait for wide- scale 
land remediation proj ects to be completed, the national government as-
sumed responsibility for settlement of the building damage claims with 
the EQC and private insurers, and they  were more likely to find alterna-
tive housing before the supply tightened. Red zone property  owners who 
selected option 2 maintained responsibility for settling the building dam-
age portion of their insurance claims with the EQC and private insurers, 
which has been an extremely complicated and lengthy pro cess in some 
cases. Thus, for many red zone  owners, comparable replacement properties 
 were non ex is tent or cost far more than their purchase offers and insurance 

http://QV.co.nz
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settlements. Similarly,  those properties in technical category 3 (TC3) areas 
with heightened foundation engineering requirements have also likely 
had a much slower recovery, riddled with more uncertainty for residents and 
insurers, as builders and the geotechnical community worked to develop 
new solutions for lighter- weight dwellings and appropriate foundations.

Exacerbating the prob lem, affordable rental housing or government- 
owned, social housing constituted a high proportion of the lost housing 
units, and  these  house holds have found it particularly difficult to find af-
fordable housing (NZ HRC 2013). Homelessness  rose, and reconstruction of 
the social housing stock, hard hit by the earthquakes, has been slow. Con-
cerns persist that more government intervention is needed to provide low- 
cost financing to private developers and to construct more social housing.

Many stakeholders have also expressed concerns about the lack of in-
formation and public participation in policy development and decision 
making throughout the recovery. With re spect to the hazard- based land 
zoning decisions, the national government did not consult residents and 
property  owners, or even local elected officials, about the policy design, the 
value and terms of the buyout offers, settlement dates, and risk tolerance 
levels, as well as other potential implications, such as local school closures. 
Repeated requests to release detailed geotechnical information that formed 
the basis of the land zoning decisions  were denied for over a year  until 
much of the zoning was complete in September 2012. The New Zealand 
 Human Rights Commission charged that the social implications of  these 
decisions “have been especially acute for  those who  were already disadvan-
taged or facing discrimination in the pre- disaster context, such as  people 
with disabilities, the el derly, cultural minorities, and  children and young 
 people” (NZ HRC 2013, 10).

In the two major  legal challenges to the national government’s land use 
policies—by property  owners in the red zone13 and by landowners challeng-
ing the minister’s efforts to make more land available for post- earthquake 
housing and rebuilding14— the courts determined that the CER Act called 
for recovery and land use planning  matters to be addressed by a recovery 
planning pro cess that involved community participation. A participatory 
planning pro cess for the national government’s land zoning decisions would 
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likely have uncovered many of the consequential issues that required sup-
plemental policies, programs, and actions, including buyout offers for 
uninsured residential and nonresidential properties inside the red zone, 
the provision of advisory ser vices to assist homeowners with insurance 
settlements and repair and rebuilding solutions, the need to address housing 
supply and affordability si mul ta neously, security and maintenance of the 
red zone lands, and determination of the  future use of the red zone lands. 
As noted in CERA’s third annual review in late 2014, the organ ization 
needed to complete an orga nizational transition from “reactive response” 
to “proactive and planned recovery” (Murdoch 2014, 14). More consultations 
would likely have raised additional issues that are still not being fully 
addressed in policy, particularly the blight and economic decline of areas 
adjoining the red zone and TC3 properties, shifts in population and im-
pacts on local council revenues and infrastructure demands, and implica-
tions of decentralization and sprawl for the region as a  whole.

The Central City and Other Land Use Issues

The national government’s planning strategy for the Christchurch CBD 
has been to invest in proj ects that can catalyze private investments. Although 
some of the anchor proj ects are completed or well  under way, a few that 
many investors see as central to their reinvestment, such as the convention 
center, are  behind schedule, and cost projections have increased. An in-
vestor confidence survey conducted in late 2014 found that investor opti-
mism about the Canterbury region had dropped from 30  percent to 9  percent 
in the previous year (McClure 2015). However, the completion of a number 
of new office buildings, starting in late 2015, is expected to bring an influx 
of up to 8,000 office workers over the next two years and subsequent, pos-
itive  ripple effects for retailers, restaurants, and even housing (McDonald 
2015).

Former CBD businesses that  were displaced must compare space con-
figurations and rental rates in their relocation area and a newly constructed 
CBD. Some businesses have done well in their new locations and may 
prefer to stay. Conversely, other businesses may not survive the moves and 
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business interruption. The national government has helped by moving 
thousands of staff in about 20 government departments and agencies back 
into the central city. The chief executive of the region’s chamber of com-
merce, Peter Townsend, stated, “That threat of a doughnut city with a waste-
land in the  middle has gone. It’s all starting to come together” (McDonald 
2015).

Both the earthquakes and the subsequent planning decision caused 
major changes in the function and regional role of the CBD, and it  will take 
some time to see how the post- earthquake CBD evolves. The  future gover-
nance and management arrangements of the central- city rebuild  were a 
central focus of the national government’s recovery transition plan (CERA 
2015a). Many maintained that the overall management model of the CBD 
rebuild was flawed, and that a commercial operation at arm’s length from 
both the national and city government was required (Murdoch 2014). The 
Christchurch City Council responded in April 2015 by unanimously ap-
proving plans to establish Development Christchurch, a development au-
thority that is governed by an in de pen dent, commercially focused board 
 under Christchurch City Holdings Limited, the council’s commercial arm. 
The development authority’s focus extends beyond the CBD to help imple-
ment the city’s suburban master plans, as well as key anchor proj ects.

As previously noted, this analy sis is incomplete  because the Canter-
bury recovery pro cess is still at an early stage, and the final land use 
outcomes have not yet been determined. Full assessment of the recovery 
impacts and outcomes in the Canterbury region and the country  will take 
many more years.

NOTES

 1. Over the past six years, Laurie Johnson has had research and consulting engage-
ments with the Joint Centre for Disaster Research at Massey University, the Christ-
church City Council, the Waimakariri District Council, and the Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority.

 2. In this chapter, the currency conversion rate is 1 New Zealand dollar (NZ$) = 0.8 
U.S. dollars (US$).

 3. The EQC residential insurance covers the cost to repair land damage, or the value 
of the land, that is under neath or within 8 meters (26 feet) of the insured home 
and outbuildings and  under the main access way to the home. It may also pro-
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vide some coverage for bridges, culverts, and retaining walls that are necessary 
to support the home, outbuildings, or insured land.

 4. Roger Sutton was the chief executive of Orion New Zealand Limited, a local power 
com pany, before joining the CERA. Orion’s work to restore ser vice quickly  after 
the September 2010 earthquake and to make system enhancements that proved 
to be effective in restoring power quickly  after the February 2011 earthquake 
gained praise.  After New Zealand’s State Ser vices Commission found Sutton 
guilty of serious misconduct charges, he resigned from CERA in November 2014.

 5. The national government’s intervention and appointment of commissioners have 
been colloquially termed “E- canned.” In the aftermath of the earthquakes, other 
local- government officials expressed fears that they too would be E- canned by the 
national government.

 6. Bob Parker was elected to his first term as Christchurch’s mayor in 2007 and was 
facing a serious challenge for reelection in 2010 when the September 4 earthquake 
struck. In December 2013, he received a Knights Companion of the New Zealand 
Order of Merit specifically recognizing his 22- year  career in local government 
and his leadership  after the 2010–2011 earthquakes.

 7. The IANZ is the agency charged with granting building consent authority to lo-
cal and regional councils. A routine assessment by the IANZ in 2009 raised a 
number of requests for corrective action, but follow-up assessments in 2010 and 
2011  were canceled or postponed  because of the earthquakes. The September 2012 
assessment raised even more requests for corrective action, which the council did 
not address before the IANZ’s follow-up assessment in May 2013.

 8. David Ayers served as a local councilor in the Waimakariri District for more than 
20 years before  running for district mayor in 2010.

 9. The maximum amount includes CERA funding for 60  percent of costs for  water 
infrastructure repairs and NZTA funding for 83  percent of road infrastructure 
repairs.

 10. Local authorities are required to update property rating valuations at least  every 
three years. The 2007 rating valuation was chosen for properties in the city of 
Christchurch  because it was the most current valuation as of September 3, 2010, 
the day before the first earthquake (New Zealand Cabinet 2011). The 2008 rating 
valuation was used for properties in the Waimakariri District  because this was 
its latest valuation on September 3, 2010.

 11. A similar review pro cess was established for the Port Hills zoning in October 2012 
and completed in December 2013. The review added 237 properties to the Port 
Hills red zone for a total of 714 properties; additionally, 33 properties  were re-
zoned from the red to the green zone. Eligible red zone property  owners in the 
Port Hills  were also granted an extension  until August 31, 2014, to decide  whether 
to accept a government purchase option.

 12. “Share an Idea” was the unan i mous overall winner of the Netherlands- based 
Co- creation Association’s 2011 awards, which recognize and celebrate the most 
original and successful cocreation initiatives. It was the first time that an initiative 
outside Eu rope was given the award.
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 13. Quake Outcasts and Fowler Developments Ltd vs. the Minister CER and the Chief 
Executive of CERA (Supreme Court 5/2014 and Supreme Court 8/2014) (New Zea-
land Supreme Court 2015).

 14. Canterbury Regional Council vs. In de pen dent Fisheries Limited and  Others (Court 
of Appeal 438/2012) (New Zealand Court of Appeal 2012).



4 Japan
National Land Use Regulations Drive Recovery

T hroughout its history, Japan has strug gled and prevailed against a host 
of natu ral and human- made calamities. Traditionally, the government 

has been responsible for restoring urban infrastructure and the physical 
environment to their pre- disaster states, but rebuilding private property 
has been considered an inappropriate use of public funds. When unpre ce-
dented devastation hit the city of Kobe and the Kansai region in 1995, res-
toration to a pre- disaster state was not pos si ble. Governmental policy and 
financial engagement needed to go beyond physical recovery and address 
economic and social recovery, as well as reconstruction to a new post- 
disaster state; this was a new challenge for local and national leaders and 
disaster man ag ers alike. When a magnitude 9.0 earthquake struck the Pa-
cific coast of northeastern Honshu in the Tohoku region of Japan on 
March 11, 2011, a new generation of po liti cal leaders and man ag ers at all 
levels of government again faced unpre ce dented levels of destruction that 
required broader intervention and adaptive reconstruction strategies. This 
chapter examines the governance models established  after both the 1995 
and 2011 disasters. In addition to secondary sources, it is based on research 
conducted by the authors over two de cades since the 1995 earthquake.1

In Japan, po liti cal power is vested in the national government, which over-
sees prefectures, cities, and other local governments. Prefectures function 
both as intermediaries between the national government and most cities 
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within their bound aries and as local governments for areas where cities do 
not exist.  Under the Local Autonomy Law, the national government dele-
gates authority to Japan’s local governments for general policing, social se-
curity and welfare, urban infrastructure construction and maintenance, 
urban planning, education, and tax levying and collection. The prefectures 
generally oversee the functioning of local governments. A few of Japan’s 
largest cities, including Kobe and Sendai, are semiautonomous and thus 
have authority from the national government to act in de pen dently of the 
prefectures in governing within their wards. Nonetheless, the national 
government plays a strong role in local affairs of all prefectures and cities 
through its oversight, setting of national standards, and control over 
finances.

JAPAN’S CITY PLANNING AND BUILDING REGULATIONS

National legislation governs local planning and building activities. The 
most prominent laws are the City Planning Law, the Building Standards 
Law, and the District Planning amendments to  these two laws. The City 
Planning Law provides for local adoption and updates of long- range mas-
ter plans, subject to the approval of the prefecture and the national gov-
ernment, and establishes the basic ground rules for planning and zoning 
in local jurisdictions  under the general oversight of the prefectures and 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (MLIT). 
Although the law grants planning authority to local governments, large 
planning actions require approval from the national government.

The Building Standards Law establishes nationwide minimum stan-
dards for building construction linked to the national land use categories 
 under the City Planning Law. A municipality or prefecture uses building 
confirmations to ensure that building applications are in compliance with 
the Building Standards Law. If an application complies with the use, den-
sity, height, and related standards, it must be approved by right. The Build-
ing Standards Law includes a provision that private engineers certify that 
construction is in regulatory compliance with the codes. In contrast to the 
United States, where local governments adopt and administer all building 
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regulations, Japa nese local governments do not play a direct role in code 
enforcement. District planning is one of the few ways in which local govern-
ments can modify national regulations and exercise more localized con-
trol over the physical planning and urban design of private property in 
regard to such  matters as height, floor area ratio, and setbacks. Other 
impor tant planning functions include redevelopment and land readjust-
ment, through which cities can rebuild older areas by rearranging land 
parcels and reconstructing buildings.

The Urban Redevelopment Law allows for consolidation of all land and 
building rights within a designated area, construction of new buildings 
and public facilities, and transfer of the preexisting property rights to the 
new buildings. This pro cess typically involves mixed- use commercial and 
residential development, road widening, and parks, and rights holders may 
be bought out or end up in diff er ent locations and structures than before. 
Redevelopment is financed primarily through the sale of reserve floor area 
(floor space exceeding that needed for existing rights holders). In addition, 
the national government provides a subsidy for land preparation and com-
mon spaces, and man ag ers of public facilities (such as roads) contribute 
funds.

Land readjustment is one of the primary tools of urban planners in Ja-
pan and has been carried out in approximately 30   percent of the nation’s 
urbanized area (Japan Ministry of Construction, City Bureau 2000). This 
complex, multistep pro cess involves modification of property bound aries 
for  future road- widening proj ects, open spaces, and other public facilities.2 
 Under the Land Readjustment Law, property  owners share equally in the 
costs of public facilities by means of their contributions of land. The law’s 
original purpose was to consolidate agricultural land parcels to create us-
able roads and parks for urban development. Although land readjustment 
does not require land purchase, funding is necessary to purchase existing 
buildings, administer the replotting, prepare the site, and construct the pub-
lic facilities. The primary revenue source for land readjustment is the sale of 
reserve land, supplemented by government subsidies.

 Under land readjustment, each landowner loses some land area, but 
the new infrastructure and improved accessibility add value to each parcel. 
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Land readjustment benefits the national government by eliminating the 
need to buy land for new roadways, open space, and public facilities. It has 
also been used for urban renewal in existing built areas and vacant indus-
trial sites and for improvement of road networks. Land readjustment may 
require de mo li tion of existing buildings; in that case,  owners are compen-
sated for the loss so they can rebuild on their new parcel.

The roles of citizens and local governments in the planning pro cess 
have been increasing over the past three de cades. Sorensen (2002) dates the 
beginning of machizukuri (community- based planning) to the passage of 
the 1968 City Planning Law, which granted authority to local governments 
to issue development permits for large- scale proj ects. Thereafter, many lo-
cal governments  adopted higher development standards and controls than 
 those specified in the national city planning and building laws, as well as 
ordinances that outlined the pro cess for gaining public input into devel-
opment decisions, referred to as machizukuri ordinances.

THE LEGACY OF THE 1923 TOKYO EARTHQUAKE

Although many of the laws guiding modern planning and building con-
struction postdate World War II and Japan’s  great economic boom of the 
1960s and1970s, their origins stem from the early 20th  century and the 
introduction and centralization of government and planning authority in 
the early 1900s.  Under the leadership of Japan’s Home Ministry,3 the na-
tional government began using city planning to promote economic growth 
and build major roads and railways, especially in the country’s two major 
metropolitan areas: Tokyo, with over 4 million  people by the mid-1920s, 
and Osaka, with over 2 million  people by that time (Sorensen 2002; Tokyo 
Metropolitan Office 1933).

The  Great Kanto Earthquake of September 1, 1923, and the subsequent 
tsunami and fires  were Japan’s first modern urban catastrophe. All total, 
140,000  people died or  were listed as missing, much of central Tokyo and 
Yokohama— Japan’s biggest port and designated gateway for Western com-
merce at the time— were destroyed, and more than half a million families 
 were displaced (Tokyo Metropolitan Office 1933).
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In swift response to the catastrophe, Japan’s national government, for 
the first time in modern history, assumed a major leadership role in plan-
ning, financing, and implementing post- disaster rebuilding in Tokyo and 
Yokohama. The disaster was also a pivotal moment for the burgeoning field 
of city planning, which was central to the government’s recovery policy 
and approach. The day  after the earthquake, Goto Shinpei— Tokyo’s mayor 
from 1920 to 1922 and the former national home minister who had led the 
development of much of the country’s city planning policy— was reap-
pointed to the post of home minister and then was named president of the 
Imperial Capital Reconstruction Board on September  19, 1923 (Tokyo 
Metropolitan Office 1933). Minister Goto and the board set forth an am-
bitious plan to ensure that Tokyo remained the nation’s capital. Their work 
employed advanced Western planning techniques and exercised strong 
controls over the in de pen dent rebuilding activities of landowners so that 
a more rational road network in the central city could be constructed 
(Watanabe 1984). The Reconstruction Board drafted the Ad Hoc Town 
Planning Act, which was enacted in December 1923 and came into effect 
in March 1924 (Sorensen 2002). The act established land readjustment as 
the main approach for reconstruction and significantly modified proce-
dures so that the government could initiate proj ects without first gaining 
the consent of private landowners.

In February 1924, the Reconstruction Bureau was established in the 
Home Department and was charged with the planning and execution of 
Tokyo’s reconstruction, including the land readjustment pro cess, the 
reconstruction of vari ous government buildings, and the construction of 
roads, schools, and other public infrastructure (Tokyo Metropolitan Of-
fice 1933). It also controlled the funding provided by the national govern-
ment for the reconstruction. The head of that bureau, the reconstruction 
minister, reported to the prime minister, and staff from vari ous national- 
government ministries  were seconded to the bureau to work  under the di-
rection of the reconstruction minister (Okamoto 2014).

In all, 3,000 of the 3,636 hectares (about 7,400 of 9,000 acres) of de-
stroyed land in Tokyo  were divided into 65 land readjustment proj ects; 
the national government officially managed 15 proj ects, and the Tokyo 
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Municipal Government led 50 proj ects (Tokyo Metropolitan Office 1933). 
The devastated area was redesigned to have a five- layer road hierarchy and 
to be rebuilt in phases over seven and one- half years (Sorensen 2002). 
During that time, more than 6,000  people worked for the Reconstruction 
Bureau, and many  later staffed local city planning commissions set up by 
the Home Ministry across the country (Sorensen 2002). Also, a founda-
tion, Dōjankai, was established to construct public housing and provide 
work for earthquake victims, using ¥10 million of the nearly ¥60 million 
raised by donations from across Japan and the world (Sorensen 2002).4

Reconstruction  after the  Great Kanto Earthquake had some enduring 
legacies for city planning and disaster recovery policy in Japan. First, it es-
tablished land readjustment as a planning tool that both the national and 
local governments could use proactively in urban renewal without having 
to wait for private landowners to initiate the pro cess. Second, a pre ce dent 
of centralization of governance and demotion of local- government and in-
dividual rights for the sake of expediency in post- disaster rebuilding was 
established, and the legend of Minister Goto and Reconstruction Bureau 
endured to the time of  later disasters. Third, in the rush to rebuild, the 
building code was suspended, and much of central Tokyo was rebuilt with 
flammable wooden buildings, while a massive wave of suburban growth 
around Tokyo occurred si mul ta neously and haphazardly, with  little plan-
ning intervention; both of  these  factors have contributed to the consider-
able risk of conflagration that endures  today (Nakabayashi 2006).

JAPAN’S DISASTER MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

Like that of many other countries, Japan’s disaster management frame-
work has developed incrementally over time, largely in response to specific 
disasters and the par tic u lar issues arising from them. Modern disaster 
management began to take shape in the 1960s  after the Ise- wan typhoon 
struck central Honshu in 1959, killing over 5,000  people, and a magnitude 
7.5 earthquake heavi ly damaged the city of Niigata in 1964 despite its mod-
ern construction and advanced urban planning approaches.

The Disaster Countermea sures Basic Act defines the basic disaster 
management roles and responsibilities of each level of government. A deter-
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mination of disaster severity clarifies which levels of government are respon-
sible for post- disaster management, including emergency response and 
recovery. Small- scale disasters are the responsibility of local governments. 
When multiple local governments suffer damage, the prefecture gets 
involved. When a large- scale or multiprefecture disaster occurs, the na-
tional government gets involved.

The act also calls for the establishment of a Central Disaster Preven-
tion Council and local (prefectural and municipal) disaster- prevention 
councils. The Central Disaster Prevention Council resides within the Cab-
inet Office, is chaired by the prime minister, and includes the entire cabi-
net, heads of major public institutions, and experts. It is responsible for 
the formulation and implementation of the national disaster management 
plan, as well as policies and plans for emergency mea sures for a major 
disaster involving the national government. Local disaster- prevention 
councils are responsible for developing operation plans and establishing 
headquarters for disaster control to execute emergency response. The 
governor of the prefecture or the mayor of the city or town chairs  these 
headquarters.

Japan’s Disaster Relief Act, the primary disaster response law, empha-
sizes initial relief for disaster victims. In  doing so, it requires an initial di-
saster declaration that includes a determination of a disaster area. It also 
establishes a series of relief milestones that must be achieved  after a disas-
ter, such as the establishment of emergency shelters and temporary housing. 
The national government then provides subsidies to local and prefectural 
governments for essential local response and recovery actions, such as 
evacuation centers, temporary housing, public infrastructure and facilities, 
and replacement of public housing. The percentage of national- government 
support increases with the severity of the disaster.

Japan has one of the oldest residential earthquake insurance systems 
in the world. The Japan Earthquake Reinsurance Com pany was founded 
in 1966  after the devastating 1964 Niigata earthquake and is backed by the 
national government. The system provides a limited earthquake endorse-
ment to a homeowner’s basic fire policy. Insurance payments are typically 
limited to about 30 to 50  percent of the structure’s full replacement value 
and a maximum of ¥50 million (US$410,000) for a building and ¥10 million 
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(US$82,000) for personal property (JER 2016). Residential earthquake in-
surance coverage has traditionally been low, but the rate has been steadily 
rising and in 2016 exceeded 30  percent in some of the highest- risk parts of 
the country (JER 2016).

THE 1995 HANSHIN- AWAJI EARTHQUAKE

The magnitude 6.9 Hanshin- Awaji earthquake struck at 5:46 a.m. on Tues-
day, January 17, 1995, on the shallow, relatively unknown Nojima fault at 
the north end of Awaji Island in Osaka Bay. It was a devastating surprise 
for Japan. The strongest ground motions  were felt in the downtown dis-
trict of Sannomiya in the city of Kobe (population 1.5 million) and the 
heavi ly urbanized flatlands that lie between Osaka Bay and the Rokko 
Mountains in the southern part of Hyogo Prefecture (population 5.5 mil-
lion) (Edgington 2010). All urban lifeline and transportation systems, 
including Japan’s high- speed Shinkansen (rapid rail) system, pass through 
this densely developed strip. Widespread liquefaction occurred at the Port 
of Kobe and elsewhere around the margins of Osaka Bay.

Losses from the earthquake  were im mense. In all, over 6,400  people 
 were killed, and 40,000  were injured (Hyogo Prefecture 1999a). Nearly 
60  percent of  those who died  were  women, and more than half  were per-
sons age 60 or older (UNCRD 1995). Fires consumed 82 hectares (203 
acres) of urban land, and more than 400,000 buildings  were damaged, 
of which 100,000 collapsed completely (Hyogo Prefecture 1999a). About 
as many  were partially damaged, and thousands more sustained minor 
damage.

The destruction was concentrated in a swath of older, densely devel-
oped neighborhoods approximately 3 km (1.8 miles) wide and 30 km (18 
miles) long (City of Kobe 2012). Many of  these neighborhoods had old 
wooden  houses and buildings that had been constructed in the massive re-
building period  after World War II but before the 1981 update of seismic 
safety standards in the national Building Standards Law. Mixed land use, a 
high proportion of small lots, and insufficient roads and open space also 
characterized  these areas. The inner- city neighborhoods, however, afforded 
a con ve nient place to live and work, and even el derly residents could live on 



Fires blaze in Kobe on the morning of the January 17, 1995, earthquake. Photo by Kobayashi 
Ikuo (1995). Reprinted with permission.

This is a view of the same neighborhoods of Kobe 22  years  later. Photo by Hosono Akira 
(2017). Reprinted with permission.
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their own with the support of the community. As a result, the proportion of 
older and low- income tenant victims was relatively high in this area.

Nearly 450,000 housing units  were  either partially or completely 
destroyed (Hyogo Prefecture 1999a). About 400,000  people in the region 
 were left at least temporarily homeless, and over 316,000  people sought 
public shelter (Tomioka 1997). Thousands of  house holds relocated to the 
homes of friends and  family members, rental housing in distant locations, 
or temporary housing. Over 48,300 temporary housing units  were con-
structed by August 1995, and another 14,000 public housing units  were 
used temporarily to  house victims of the disaster; most of the temporary 
housing units  were placed on publicly owned vacant land, generally out-
side familiar neighborhoods (Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 2006). The 
temporary housing was planned for two years of occupancy, but over 5,000 
temporary units  were still occupied four years  after the earthquake (Hyogo 
Prefecture 1999a).

Most of the region’s schools, many hospitals, the older portion of Kobe’s 
city hall, and other major public facilities sustained heavy damage. Damage 
to  water, gas, and sewer systems was widespread. One million  house holds 
initially lost power, and restoration took about six days. More than 845,000 
 house holds lost gas ser vice for over two months, and the restoration of  water 
and wastewater systems to nearly 1.27 million  house holds took up to three 
months in some parts of the region (Hyogo Prefecture 1999a).

Extensive rail and roadway damage included the collapse of significant 
portions of three major east- west freeway routes through the region, dam-
age to the Japan Rail Sanyo and Shinkansen lines and stations, and the col-
lapse of Kobe’s subway and stations. Reconstruction of rail lines and roads 
was given priority but still took many months or even years to complete. 
Transportation in the region was severely impeded for most of 1995, and 
some areas continued to have reduced accessibility  until late 1996.

Almost all container berths in the Port of Kobe, Japan’s leading con-
tainer shipping port at the time, sustained heavy damage, and its highway 
access was disrupted. Repair of the port took almost a year. During this 
time, port disruption was estimated to cost an amount equivalent to the 
income of 40,000 workers (Chang 2001).
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Chemical and steel plants in the Hanshin industrial zone  were ren-
dered inoperable for several months, and the shoe industry centered in 
western Kobe was severely affected. About half of the region’s famous sake 
breweries  were seriously damaged, and one- third of the shopping districts 
and half of the neighborhood markets  were affected (City of Kobe 2012). 
 After the earthquake, unemployment rates  rose quickly, and 80  percent of 
the city’s 2,000 small and medium- sized businesses failed (City of Kobe 
2012).

In January 1995, Japan and the Kansai region  were in the midst of an 
economic recession that had begun in the early 1990s, creating substan-
tially lower land prices and higher commercial vacancy rates than had 
previously existed. Kobe’s economy was in transition from heavy indus-
try to technology, medical, ser vice, and retail sectors. Kobe’s heavi ly dam-
aged central core had been losing affluent population and jobs to new 
suburbs, and  these trends accelerated  after the earthquake. The port had 
also been declining  because of competition from other Asian ports. The 
total loss of transport infrastructure, the port closure, manufacturing 
shutdowns, and other business and institutional impacts diverted substan-
tial sales, employment, and investment to competing regions in Japan and 
elsewhere.

Insurance losses to domestic carriers  were about ¥300 billion (US$3 bil-
lion), and the cost to the international insurance market for claims arising 
from additional shipping costs, business interruption, and inventory losses 
was similar (OECD 2004).5 Japan’s national government paid over ¥78 bil-
lion (US$780 million) in residential earthquake insurance claims (Marine 
and Fire Association of Japan 2002).6 Most residents relied on personal sav-
ings and available public assistance to fund repairs and rebuilding.

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

Recovery from the 1995 earthquake required considerable involvement of 
the national, prefectural, and local levels of government. Many volunteer 
groups that performed a variety of relief activities in the first months  after 
the earthquake remained active into the recovery and, in many cases, grew 
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into community action groups that promoted long- term recovery and re-
construction.

The National Government

The extensive damage to all forms of telecommunications delayed trans-
mission of news of the Kobe earthquake to Tokyo and the Japa nese prime 
minister and impeded the request from Hyogo Prefecture’s governor that 
the national government dispatch the nation’s Self- Defense Forces to as-
sist with search and rescue, debris removal, and other emergency response 
and relief efforts (Mitsui 2014). Other breakdowns in national notification 
protocols and procedures caused additional delays and confusion and gen-
erated considerable criticism of the national government’s initial response 
and its inability to save more  human lives.

By midday, January 17, top members of the National Land Agency 
(NLA), which was responsible for the Central Disaster Prevention Coun-
cil and national disaster management at the time, had assembled at the 
prime minister’s office, along with the secretary of the cabinet. The secre-
tary of the NLA at the time was Mitsui Yasuhisa, who had worked in the 
NLA’s urban planning division since 1969 and had long relationships with 
planners in Kobe, including Mayor Sasayama Yukitoshi, some of the vice 
mayors, and  others.7 This group began considering issues of restoration 
and rebuilding, as well as the kind of national governance structure for 
recovery and the need for an advisory body for recovery (Mitsui 2014). One 
governance proposal was to establish a new recovery agency, akin to the 
Reconstruction Bureau established  after the 1923 earthquake; another was 
to establish a recovery headquarters within the prime minister’s office. 
Since a fast, efficient recovery was needed, the decision was made to estab-
lish a recovery headquarters instead of a new recovery agency, which 
would require more complex legislative action. The national Emergency 
Disaster Countermea sures Headquarters held its first meeting in Tokyo on 
January 17 and continued to meet over a three- month period  after the 
earthquake to  facilitate relief- related activities (UNCRD 1995). Vari ous 
national- government ministries began dispatching investigation teams to 
Kobe on January 18.
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On January 20, the recovery headquarters began forming in the prime 
minister’s office. Prime Minister Murayama Tomiichi was the official head, 
joined by ministers of vari ous cabinet departments that would have a 
funding role in the recovery. The Law on Basic Policy and Organ ization 
Concerning the  Great Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake,  adopted on February 24, 
1995, officially installed the national Earthquake Recovery Mea sures Head-
quarters for five years (Edgington 2010). Ozato Satatoshi, director general 
of the Hokkaido- Okinawa Development Agency, was appointed as a spe-
cial minister to lead the day- to- day operations with top staff from vari ous 
ministries and agencies, such as the NLA and the Ministry of Construc-
tion, working within the headquarters to develop policies for recovery. 
Despite this governance arrangement, the national government’s funding 
and execution of  those policies remained within the vari ous ministries, and 
the local and prefectural governments  were largely responsible for imple-
mentation.

On January 25, 1995, the Cabinet Office formally declared the Kobe 
earthquake a “disaster of extreme severity,” specifying 10 cities, including 
the city of Kobe, and 10 rural townships that qualified for the maximum 
levels of national- government assistance  under the Disaster Relief Act 
(City of Kobe 2010).  Because of the complexity of the sheltering, relief, and 
restoration tasks it faced, the City of Kobe asked the national government 
to expand the scope of assistance activities and to relax timelines  under 
the Basic Disaster Relief Act, but the national government denied Kobe’s 
request (Tsuruki 2004).

The cabinet officially established the national Committee for Hanshin- 
Awaji Reconstruction on February 15, 1995, to advise the prime minister 
on reconstruction priorities and funding (Mitsui 2014). Shimokobe Atsu-
shi, an architect who had worked on the Postwar Reconstruction Board 
and was then the chairman of the board of directors of the Tokyo Marine 
Research Institute, chaired the committee, whose seven members included 
prominent city planning scholars, business leaders, the governor of Hyogo 
Prefecture, and the mayor of Kobe (Edgington 2010). Gotoda Masaharu, 
former director general of the National Police Agency and a prominent 
member of the Diet, was appointed as a special advisor to the committee 
(Mitsui 2014).
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Near the end of February, the committee released its first report on 
reconstruction priorities, calling for national- government assistance for 
the removal of all debris and cleanup operations, construction of 30,000 
temporary housing units, and immediate formulation of a 10- year recon-
struction plan (Edgington 2010). According to Mitsui (2014), the national 
government never set up a recovery planning committee or developed a 
comprehensive recovery plan. Many ministries developed their own plans, 
but comprehensive recovery planning responsibility resided with the local 
governments.

Between February and October 1995, the committee met regularly (at 
least once a month) and submitted additional recommendations for recon-
struction, including full reconstruction of Kobe’s port, approaches for job 
creation and business recovery, and strategies for rebuilding the region’s 
road network. Once Hyogo Prefecture and the City of Kobe had drafted 
their reconstruction plans, the committee reviewed the plans and offered 
feedback. It generally approved the overall approach, but it stressed the im-
portance of citizen communication during reconstruction and recom-
mended that high priority be given to improving medical care, addressing 
employment losses, meeting long- term needs for public housing, and en-
hancing transportation and communication proj ects to ensure better flex-
ibility of movement in  future disasters (Edgington 2010). It also cautioned 
that national- government funding arrangements might be less generous in 
the long term, which might affect a range of development proj ects that 
 were planned to commence  after 2000. The prime minister’s participation 
in the committee meetings drew media attention that helped communi-
cate deliberations to the general public more quickly (Mitsui 2014).

Taking advice from the reconstruction committee, the vari ous minis-
tries in the national recovery headquarters developed bud gets and an ar-
ray of legislation, policy, and program exceptions and changes, all designed 
to address the vari ous needs arising from the earthquake. A host of opin-
ions have been shared about the pros and cons of the national government’s 
governance approach. Some characterized it as the most efficient approach 
and as consistent with the decentralization movement  under way in the 
Japa nese government at the time;  others saw it as an ad hoc and incremen-
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tal approach that would limit national influence and extraordinary mea-
sures (Edgington 2010; Mitsui 2014; Sorensen 2002).

The Ministry of Transportation and the Ministry of Construction, 
both of which are now part of MLIT, oversaw much of the government 
funding for the restoration proj ects and the rebuilding of the region’s road 
network, port facilities, and public housing. Ministry staff worked with the 
City of Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture to determine the size and location of 
specific restoration proj ects. The Special Mea sures for Recovery of Affected 
Urban Areas Law, enacted on February 22, 1995, helped relax many of the 
national planning and building laws and facilitate the development of lo-
cal recovery planning proposals for national government funding (Na-
kayama 2008). Most impor tant, it broadened local controls on rebuilding 
 under the Building Standards Law (Section 84), allowing cities to limit re-
building (except for temporary structures) for up to two years (Edgington 
2010). It also allowed for reductions in the size requirements for land read-
justment proj ects and road widths.

The earthquake struck near the end of Japan’s 1994 fiscal year on 
March 31, 1995. Both  houses of the Diet passed a supplementary bud get of 
¥1.022 trillion (US$ 102 billion) on February 28, 1995, that mainly funded 
disaster- related rescue ser vices of the national government and initial res-
toration work on roads and the Port of Kobe (Edgington 2010). The ma-
jority of recovery funding came in two supplementary bud gets  adopted in 
the 1995 fiscal year. The first, for ¥1.429 trillion (US$14.3 billion), was fast- 
tracked and passed on May 19, 1995, and covered shelter, waste disposal, 
public works, business recovery loans, and other subsidies; the second, 
for ¥1.5 trillion (US$15 billion), was passed on October 18, 1995, to cover 
government- funded construction work related to the earthquake (Edging-
ton 2010). Additional allocations over the next two years brought the 
national government’s funding total to more than ¥5.8 trillion (US$58 
billion) to reconstruct basic infrastructure, housing, and other physical 
facilities (Z. Ito 2004). The quick funding is also credited with accelerating 
national- government approval of major proj ects that ordinarily would 
have taken up to 10 years to approve (Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 
2006).
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In the initial months  after the earthquake, the national govern-
ment maintained its long- held position of not providing direct loans or 
grants to individuals. However, special financial assistance legislation 
was promulgated on March 1, 1995, providing short- term assistance to 
small businesses, homeowners, and local public authorities, including 
reduced local taxes, postponement of local tax collections, temporary na-
tional tax exemptions, special public works proj ects that hired displaced 
workers, and favorable lending terms for rebuilding owner- occupied 
earthquake- damaged housing (Kinmokusei 1999). Consolation money 
was provided to families of  those killed or injured and to  children whose 
parents had been killed, and the national government also provided 
¥100,000 (US$1,000) each to families whose housing had been totally 
destroyed.

To help overcome some of the restrictions in national legislation and 
prevailing policy sentiment, the national government helped the City of 
Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture establish a special loan fund in April 1995, the 
 Great Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake Disaster Reconstruction Fund, modeled 
on a smaller fund initially created  after the 1993 Mt. Unzen eruption in 
Nagasaki Prefecture (Kinmokusei 1999). Its purpose was to provide for 
special activities beyond  those covered by the Basic Disaster Relief Act and 
other national programs, such as support to victims; housing reconstruc-
tion; restoration of industry, education, and culture; and other restoration 
proj ects.

The emphasis of the fund was on rebuilding lives and facilitating a 
stable, comprehensive, and long term recovery (City of Kobe 2012). For ex-
ample, the fund provided living support to 370,000 families and a total of 
¥128 billion (US$1.28 billion) to 133,000 families whose housing was at 
least half destroyed and whose income was less than ¥6 million (US$60,000). 
Residential and commercial loans up to ¥5 million (US$50,000)  were 
awarded to more than 30,000 businesses and  house holds. Other programs 
included job- creation proj ects, support workers for  house holds of el derly 
 people, an interest subsidy to help earthquake victims rebuild or purchase 
homes, rent subsidies for private rental housing, interest subsidies for loans 
for small and medium- sized businesses and for reconstruction of private 
schools, proj ects to assist small- scale operators to reopen businesses, and 
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assistance with events to revive retail areas and with arts and cultural ac-
tivities in damaged areas (City of Kobe 2003).

The Reconstruction Fund was established in cooperation with a pri-
vate banking syndicate that provided long- term loans to the City of Kobe 
and Hyogo Prefecture, repayable over 10 years. The banking syndicate is-
sued bonds to provide the loans, and the national government backed the 
loans and paid the interest (Tsuruki 2004). The initial total value of the 
loan fund was ¥600 billion (US$6 billion), which was expanded to ¥900 
billion (US$9 billion) in March 1997 (City of Kobe 2003).

Hyogo Prefecture and the City of Kobe made annual interest payments 
to the banking syndicate, reflecting remaining balances for proj ects funded 
by the Reconstruction Fund loans. Local- government accounts showed the 
interest payments and portions of the costs of the construction proj ects as 
losses. The national government offset  these costs through block grants 
of local tax- allocation subsidies in amounts covering interest payments 
(Homma 2004). Local tax- allocation subsidies are a routine local- 
government financing method in Japan whereby the national government 
uses allocation formulas to pay a portion of locally collected taxes back to 
local governments.

Through the Reconstruction Fund, the national government was able 
to provide extra financial assistance to Hyogo Prefecture and the City of 
Kobe for extraordinary recovery costs while reducing the attention and 
potential opposition of local governments outside the earthquake area. 
This fund, which mainly supported victims and community proj ects, was 
sizable but was relatively modest in comparison with the total costs of in-
frastructure and building reconstruction (in the trillions of yen, or tens of 
billions of dollars) to the national government and Hyogo Prefecture.

Hyogo Prefecture

Immediately  after the earthquake, Hyogo Prefecture established its emer-
gency headquarters and undertook emergency mea sures, such as lifesaving 
and firefighting. It also or ga nized initial programs to procure emergency 
provisions and basic living supplies and ensure routes for their delivery to 
provide living assistance for displaced persons and to deal with aftershocks. 
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Hyogo Prefecture estimated direct losses of ¥9.93 trillion (US$99 bil-
lion) (Hyogo Prefecture 1999a). As conditions began to stabilize, the 
prefectural- government agencies began to focus on restoring essential 
ser vices, including the construction of temporary housing, financial assis-
tance to victims to reestablish normal lives and reopen businesses, mea-
sures to prevent secondary disasters due to aftershocks and weather, and 
the restoration of electricity,  water, gas, and public transit systems.

Governor Kaihara Toshitami established a working team to consider 
the most appropriate procedures and approaches for the reconstruction ef-
forts, and he ordered staff to gather documents and reports on the 1923 
 Great Kanto Earthquake, as well as recent earthquakes in the San Francisco 
Bay Area (1989) and Los Angeles (exactly one year earlier, on January 17, 
1994) (Z. Ito 2004). When national- government officials  were considering 
 whether to create a national agency to lead recovery and reconstruction— 
similar to the one that had been established  after the 1923 earthquake— 
Governor Kaihara advocated that the reconstruction should proceed  under 
local autonomy and requested national- government support for locally 
based planning and implementation (Z. Ito 2004; Kaihara 2014). Planning 
for reconstruction was done locally through parallel efforts  under the 
leadership of Hyogo Prefecture for the smaller cities and of the City of Kobe, 
in consultation with the national- government ministries that would be 
providing funding for the recovery proj ects and with stakeholder input that 
came through a number of diff er ent channels, mostly indirect rather than 
direct (Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 2006).

Governor Kaihara established the Study Group for Urban Regenera-
tion Strategy to provide a vision for reconstruction planning; it was chaired 
by Niino Kojiro, a renowned economist and former president of Kobe 
University (Z. Ito 2004). Professor Niino was also part of the advisory 
committee established by Kobe’s mayor, which helped provide linkage 
and coordination across the prefecture’s and the city’s planning work 
(Niino 2014). The study group was composed of leading planning and engi-
neering scholars, business leaders, and other stakeholders from the pre-
fecture. Although it is customary in Japan to establish deliberative councils 
to help devise local comprehensive plans, given the time constraints, this 
group’s charge was more narrowly focused on helping craft a vision to 
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guide reconstruction planning (Z. Ito 2004). It held a series of meetings 
beginning on February 1, 1995, and issued its first report, “A Strategic Vision 
for Reconstruction from the Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake,” on March 1, 1995 
(Z. Ito 2004). Input to this committee pro cess came from surveys of earth-
quake victims, as well as ideas submitted by residents’ reconstruction coun-
cils, academic and professional organ izations, and municipal and pre-
fectural community associations.

In tandem with the study group’s efforts, the prefecture established a 
restoration headquarters on January 30, and the planning section began 
drafting basic concepts for a reconstruction plan, aligned with the planning 
charge and priorities provided by the national reconstruction committee 
led by Shimokobe and including Governor Kaihara (Z. Ito 2004; UNCRD 
1995). Hyogo Prefecture and affected cities  were  under  great pressure to 
submit proposals to the national government for financing major infrastruc-
ture and development proj ects in anticipation of the April 1 beginning of 
the 1995 fiscal year. The bud gets for fiscal year 1995 had been authorized 
by the national government many months earlier and did not reflect earth-
quake reconstruction needs. Thus, Hyogo Prefecture and cities needed to 
develop new requests for national- government proj ect subsidies as quickly 
as pos si ble.

“Basic Concepts for the Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake Reconstruction 
Plan” was released in April 1995 and identified the areas that had suffered 
the heaviest damage as priority restoration districts.  These districts would 
be the primary focus of large- scale national- government investments. The 
plan also reflected input from the smaller cities and townships affected by 
the earthquake and their reconstruction planning efforts, as well as the 
 future planning vision already set forth in the prefecture’s “Hyogo 2001 
Plan,” the result of a recent master- plan pro cess.

Responding to heavy public criticism of the lack of public participa-
tion in planning decisions, Hyogo Prefecture, during the first six months 
 after the earthquake, began to encourage cities to establish machizukuri 
citizen- participation pro cesses (Kobayashi 2007). Legislators felt that it 
was impor tant to include  people in the formulation of plans and building 
restrictions. In many cases, the remedies developed by the citizens under-
scored flaws in city- led plans.
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In an effort to fast- track another round of input into the planning pro-
cess, the prefecture established the Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake Recon-
struction Planning Policy Study Committee on May 11, 1995, chaired by 
the president of the Kobe University of Commerce, Miki Shin- ichi (Z. Ito 
2004). Over the next month, this committee of experts and representatives 
of vari ous groups and associations held 3 meetings of the full committee 
and 13 meetings of vari ous subcommittees on industry and employment, 
insurance, healthcare and welfare, lifestyle, culture and education, and 
urban affairs.

The prefecture issued the first version of the Hanshin- Awaji Disaster 
Reconstruction Plan, named the Hyogo Phoenix Plan, on July 31, 1995. 
This 10- year plan contained 1,680 proj ects, costing ¥12 trillion (US$120 
billion), and integrated all the city planning efforts in the prefecture (Edg-
ington 2010). A stated purpose of the plan was to rebuild the region with a 
view to the  future. This meant recognizing the aging of Japa nese society 
and providing for aging  people’s welfare, enhancing culture and other 
life amenities in the region, creating new industries in the international 
economy, improving disaster re sis tance, and developing a multicentered 
metropolitan region (Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake Reconstruction Fund 
1999). Within the prefecture,  there  were 18 land readjustment proj ect 
areas and 12 urban redevelopment areas. The plan also called for the pro-
vision of 125,000 new housing units within three years (Hyogo Prefecture 
1999a). Of  these, 80,000  were to be financed by public funds and 45,000 by 
private funds.

Hyogo Prefecture and the cities helped promote a wide variety of ex-
isting national- government housing support programs as incentives for 
housing reconstruction. Construction of replacement housing occurred 
much faster than expected. Public housing proj ects that normally required 
several years of review by the Ministry of Construction took far less time 
 because of the urgency of providing replacement housing. A national sub-
sidy covering 75  percent of construction costs helped lower rents for newly 
constructed public rental housing (Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 
2006).

In general, throughout the recovery, the prefectural government pro-
vided information, coordination, and technical support to restore public 
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facilities, as well as financial support for certain kinds of housing. The na-
tional Housing and Urban Development Corporation, the nation’s largest 
housing supplier, was commissioned by Hyogo Prefecture to execute 82 
housing development proj ects in smaller cities in the prefecture, some 
of which had been initiated before the earthquake. Together, the Hyogo 
Housing Corporation, the Housing and Urban Development Corporation, 
and the Kobe City Housing Corporation formed the Disaster Public Hous-
ing Association to coordinate housing proj ect tenant application and 
se lection (Kinmokusei 1999). Priority was given to el derly  house holds, as 
well as to  those with infants or persons with handicaps.

Hyogo Prefecture, which had not previously supported machizukuri 
activities, followed the City of Kobe’s lead in enhancing public informa-
tion and consultation by supporting the formation of machizukuri groups 
in nearby smaller cities and helped establish two new machizukuri centers 
where citizens could obtain information about the reconstruction plans and 
implementation pro cesses. The centers  were funded partly by the Greater 
Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake Reconstruction Fund and partly by the City 
of Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture, and the national government.

In an effort to better understand the needs of individuals and the ef-
fectiveness of vari ous government programs for individual recovery, Gov-
ernor Kaihara established the Committee to Support Individual Recovery 
(Kaihara 2014). He assembled a team from the prefectural government and 
the public to investigate complaints, systematically gather community in-
put, and feed it back into the prefecture’s planning and implementation 
efforts. Hyogo Prefecture also acted as an intermediary between the national 
government and nine smaller cities and 10 rural townships, particularly 
in  funding  matters, and it helped  these local governments with recon-
struction planning and implementation. The City of Kobe operated more 
in de pen dently of Hyogo Prefecture  because of its status as a semiautono-
mous city, although it was  under the national government’s oversight.

In 1998, Hyogo Prefecture estimated its total costs for reconstruction 
 after the 1995 earthquake at about ¥4.75 trillion (US$47.5 billion) (Hyogo 
Prefecture 1999b). Some of the major expenditures  were for urban infra-
structure, public housing and housing assistance, port recovery and recon-
struction, and retrofit of public buildings and bridges. The funding sources 
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 were primarily reserve money and national- government supplemental 
bud gets (Hyogo Prefecture 1999b).

The City of Kobe

Immediately  after the earthquake struck, Kobe’s vice mayor, Tsuruki Koi-
chi, drove to the home of Kobe’s mayor, Sasayama Yukitoshi, and they em-
barked together on a survey of the city. Sasayama  later recalled, “I conducted 
my own damage assessment by 7 a.m. that morning on my way into work. 
Our first priorities  were to address the immediate needs of residents. . . .  
But, I also started thinking then about the kinds of procedures that would 

Kobe’s old city hall, built in 
1960, was among the many 
older, reinforced concrete 
buildings that collapsed 
mid- floor in the magnitude 
6.9 earthquake. A few city 
departments  were still located 
in this building in 1995. How-
ever, many had moved into the 
new city hall (in the back-
ground of this photo) built in 
1989, which came through the 
earthquake unscathed. The old 
city hall was eventually re-
paired by removing the upper 
floors and strengthening a now 
shorter, five- story building. 
Photo by Laurie Johnson (1995).
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be needed to implement my vision of the rebuilt city” (Sasayama 2009). He 
had served for many years as a city planner rebuilding Kobe’s neighbor-
hoods  after World War II. In his words, he knew where the damage would 
be, given the geologic conditions and his knowledge of the neighborhoods 
that had been reconstructed properly  after the war (Sasayama 2009). The 
debris and road congestion  were so bad that it took Sasayama and Tsuruki 
almost two hours to go 5 km (3 miles) and then to city hall. Once Sa-
sayama arrived at city hall, he did not leave again for over two months.

The city established its Disaster Management Headquarters at roughly 
7 a.m. and si mul ta neously began formulating its recovery plan (City of 
Kobe 2010). Within the first day of the earthquake, Sasayama ordered a 
rapid damage assessment to understand the rebuilding needs and deci ded 
to pursue implementing a moratorium on post- disaster reconstruction in 
the city’s hardest- hit areas, as is allowed  under Section 84 of the Buildings 
Standards Law (Sasayama 2009).

On January 26, 1995, nine days  after the earthquake, Sasayama for-
mally announced the establishment of Kobe’s earthquake restoration 
headquarters, which he would head, and outlined his basic vision for recov-
ery (Edgington 2010). The “New Kobe City Basis Concept” was to “build a 
disaster- safe model city where citizens can live and work in a safe and se-
cure manner” and “create a new Kobe that  will become a civic- minded cre-
ative city interacting with the world” (City of Kobe 2010, 12). Sasayama 
added that the city would quickly formulate its recovery plan and “would 
not only restore the affected areas to their original states but also make 
life and the environment better than it was before the earthquake” (City 
of Kobe 2010, 12). The planning staff in the restoration headquarters was 
intentionally kept small, around 17 members, and included staff from many 
of the city agencies that had recently been involved in revising the Kobe 
City Master Plan.

The City of Kobe estimated total damage of ¥6.9 trillion (US$69 bil-
lion) (City of Kobe 2012). Although this figure was not yet known in the 
early days  after the earthquake, city officials anticipated that the city’s 
economy would be hit hard  because of the significant damage to the port 
and other major employment centers, and that  there would be substantial 
impacts on city revenues. Financial pressures, in  great part, motivated the 
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city to accelerate its planning pro cess in order to submit a funding request 
to the national government as soon as pos si ble in the new fiscal year, which 
started on April 1, 1995.

To combat the time pressures, Kobe devised a two- phase planning 
pro cess (City of Kobe 2010). In the first phase, the city deci ded on restora-
tion proj ects for which the national government was willing to provide 
funds in fiscal year 1995. In the second phase, it worked out details of  these 
proj ects with the citizens of Kobe. Although this approach was primarily 
aimed at land readjustment areas, the city also generally followed it in 
other planning areas.

The first phase, from mid- January to mid- March 1995, determined the 
basic citywide design for arterial streets and major parks, referred to as the 
Kobe City Restoration Plan Guidelines. The second phase featured review 
and modification of plans for internal street systems, land parcel layouts, 
park locations, and other design ele ments through machizukuri organ-
izations. The second phase often generated additional subprojects. The Kobe 
City Restoration Plan was created during the second phase, but detailed 
planning within the specific proj ect areas continued thereafter as well.

The Kobe City Restoration Plan Guidelines

The first phase of the City of Kobe’s planning focused on basic citywide 
plans for major centers, trunk roads, and parks, both within and outside 
priority restoration districts. Although the first planning phase lasted only 
two months, it had significant and enduring effects on the physical, eco-
nomic, and social fabric of the city.  Because of time constraints, previous 
planning activities strongly influenced the planning policies and physical 
bound aries selected for the restoration promotion districts. The districts 
included areas that had previously been identified as hazardous and obso-
lete; large- scale redevelopment proj ects already  under way next to the 
railroad stations at Shin- Nagata and Rokkomichi; and new waterfront 
proj ects that originated in waterfront reuse plans developed in the 1980s. 
The city also relied heavi ly on proposals and concepts defined in its city 
master plan, which had just under gone a major review in the months be-
fore the earthquake.
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The city established a restoration planning committee to lead the 
development of the restoration plan guidelines (City of Kobe 2010). The 
committee’s 27 members  were administrative officials and scholars from 
wide- ranging sectors, including the economy, law, social welfare, social 
psy chol ogy, disaster prevention, engineering, and the environment. About 
half the members had also been members of the committee established to 
guide the city’s recent master- plan review. The committee first met on Feb-
ruary 7, 1995, and members  were assigned to one of three subcommittees: 
urban infrastructure, citizens’ affairs, or safe- city standards.  There  were at 
least 14 full committee or subcommittee meetings during the two months 
of the first phase.

During this time, the city also began formalizing its enforcement of 
building restrictions. On February 1, 1995, the city published its proposed 
policies for restricting rebuilding  under Section 84 of the Building Stan-
dards Law, mostly in parts of the inner city that had suffered some of the 
greatest damage from the earthquake and subsequent fires (Edgington 
2010). This moratorium was initially for one month and was  later extended 
for two months in six districts with a total area of 244 hectares (603 acres). 
On March  17, 1995, the city planning department formally designated 
 these six districts as areas to be rebuilt as  either land readjustment or re-
development proj ects (Kinmokusei 1999).

In addition, when the national government passed special legislation 
allowing greater flexibility in local rebuilding controls, the city expanded 
its priority redevelopment areas to cover about 1,225 hectares (3,025 acres) 
(Edgington 2010).  These areas included the six original districts, which 
would remain  under the stricter controls outlined in Section 84 of the 
Building Standards Law, and in which the moratorium was now extended 
to two years, and 18 other areas where any rebuilding activities would re-
quire city notification  under the special legislation. This decision was for-
malized in the Emergency Earthquake Reconstruction Ordinance, enacted 
on February 16, 1995 (Kinmokusei 1999). This ordinance established goals 
and princi ples, such as resisting  future disasters, providing good- quality 
housing, and working cooperatively with citizens. Most of the urban area 
of Kobe, totaling nearly 5,900 hectares (14,600 acres), was designated as a 
“disaster restoration promotion area,” within which all construction of 
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buildings greater than two stories was regulated. Within this area, 24 dis-
tricts  were identified as priority restoration districts. Several other cities 
followed suit, and moratoriums  were declared for heavi ly damaged areas 
across the prefecture. The availability of national- government subsidies in-
fluenced both the definition of moratorium bound aries and the se lection 
of priority proj ects.

Parts of Kobe’s disaster restoration promotion area  were commonly 
classified as black, gray, or white zones, depending on the degree of public 
agency- led planning, funding, and regulation.

• Black zones  were areas with high public agency- led planning, regula-
tion, and funding for reconstruction and included land readjustment 
proj ects and land redevelopment proj ects. They constituted 2.9  percent 
of the restoration promotion area in Kobe.

• Gray zones had less public agency involvement and covered areas where 
vari ous types of voluntary assistance programs  were provided  under 
local ordinances, and where certain reconstruction subsidies could be 
applied. They constituted 17.9  percent of the city’s restoration promo-
tion area.

• White zones had very  little public agency involvement, and residents 
and businesses within  these areas had to rely mainly on their own re-
sources to rebuild, although some did receive some technical assistance 
from the city. White zones constituted 79.2  percent of the city’s restora-
tion promotion area.

The draft planning decisions  were announced on February 21, 1995, 
 were displayed for general inspection for two weeks, beginning on Febru-
ary 28, as required  under the City Planning Law, and  were then sent to the 
municipal and prefectural city planning commissions for review (Edging-
ton 2010). A public meeting held at city hall on March 14, 1995, to discuss 
the proposal was met with public protests.  Because of the short time frame 
for planning, the city had limited public participation; furthermore, some 
residents had been displaced to other areas, and it was difficult to commu-
nicate with them. Protesters expressed concerns about their lack of in-
volvement in the planning pro cess. Some affected residents also challenged 
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the land readjustment decisions, particularly the conditions to reduce their 
land size and relocate within the proj ect area and the moratoriums on re-
building (Mitsui 2014).

 After the March 14 meeting, Sasayama held a press conference and an-
nounced a commitment to enhance public consultation and establish lo-
cal planning committees (machizukuri kyogikai or machi- kyo) in the next 
phase of planning (Edgington 2010). The draft planning decisions  were 
confirmed on March 17, and the Kobe City Restoration Plan Guidelines 
 were released on March 27, ending the first phase of planning (City of Kobe 
2010).

The Kobe City Restoration Plan

In the second phase of planning, the city selected 100 persons to serve on 
an earthquake restoration planning council and advise on the transforma-
tion of the restoration plan guidelines into a draft recovery plan (City of 
Kobe 2010). The council members included 40 academic experts; 1 city as-
sembly member from each of the promotion districts; 43 representatives 
of vari ous resident, business, and  labor organ izations; 8 officers from na-
tional and prefectural government- related organ izations; and 3 vice mayors 

City- funded machizukuri planning con sul tants met regularly to share best practices and 
establish common protocols and approaches to assist local planning committees in interpreting 
guidelines for rebuilding city neighborhoods. Photo by Laurie Johnson (1995).
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of the city. The members formed a series of subcommittees to examine the 
plan from the viewpoint of vari ous interests and areas of expertise and offer 
feedback and guidance to the  whole committee. City departments com-
mitted to integrating their plans and bud get requests for  water and waste-
water restoration, port repairs, housing, and other ele ments of recovery 
into the pro cess.

During this phase, the City of Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture worked to 
expand local input on planning and helped establish machi- kyo. Specifi-
cally, the City of Kobe established a single one- stop office to help form 
and support new machi- kyo and dispatch expert con sul tants to assist the 
machi- kyo in dealing with rebuilding issues (Tsuruki 2004). The city called 
on citizens to help re- create a feeling of community by participating in the 
machi- kyo; however, some neighborhoods responded better than  others. 
Some opposed the initial plans, whereas in other places, citizens worked 
together with the city to develop detailed plans. Vice Mayor Tsuruki  later 
commented, “The largest achievement in recovery from the earthquake 
was expanding the voice of the  people through the machizukuri pro cess. 
The national government was opposed to this approach. It wanted to stick 
to traditional top- down recovery methods required  under the Basic Disas-
ter Law” (Tsuruki 2004).

The Kobe City Restoration Plan was published on June  30, with a 
bud get of ¥9 trillion (US$90 billion) (City of Kobe 1995). Its goals em-
phasized building quality housing, creating a safe and pleasant living 
environment, restoring transportation infrastructure, and building a 
safer city. It contained 1,000 proj ects, of which 17 symbolic high- priority 
proj ects  were identified. They included housing reconstruction, the land 
readjustment and urban development proj ects, the new eastern city cen-
ter at HAT Kobe, rebuilding of the Port of Kobe, and construction of a 
new airport. The Kobe Reconstruction Emergency Three- Year Plan for 
Housing was published a week  later, on July 7, and called for 82,000 hous-
ing units and the creation of a rent- reduction system (Kinmokusei 1999). 
 These two plans  were general policy statements rather than detailed land 
use or proj ect plans. They essentially established the framework for re-
covery actions and provided the basis for obtaining national- government 
funds.
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NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Land Readjustment and Redevelopment Proj ects

The City of Kobe established six land readjustment proj ect areas with a 
total of 11 separate city- sponsored proj ects covering 126 hectares (311 acres) 
of urban land (City of Kobe 2012). Criteria for defining post- earthquake 
land readjustment areas included damage levels, fire and safety goals, and 
economic opportunities.

The machizukuri citizen- participation pro cess was required for land re-
adjustment proj ect areas both to provide a forum for residents to discuss the 
plans and to help the city in developing the  actual proj ect plan. City staff 
working in the local ward offices helped residents, coordinated community 
organ izations, and located residents who had moved outside the proj ect ar-
eas in order to involve them in the appropriate machizukuri pro cess.

In order to provide for wider roads and parks, each property owner 
received a new parcel that was proportionately smaller than the original 
parcel. Where streets  were added or realigned, an own er’s new parcel was 
not necessarily in the same place. When it could, the city purchased land 
from willing sellers who chose to leave the area; this helped add available 
land and minimize parcel reductions for  those who remained. City expenses 
involved land purchase, road construction, and administrative expenses, 
including payments to the consulting planners assigned to work with the 
machi- kyo. In some cases, buildings that had survived the earthquake 
needed to be purchased and relocated to provide for improved road, land 
parcel, and park configurations.  These purchases added to the cost.

The City of Kobe also established two large earthquake restoration ur-
ban redevelopment proj ects created  under the Urban Redevelopment Law. 
 These  were located in south Shin- Nagata and in Rokkomichi and totaled 
26 hectares (64 acres). Both reflected the pre- earthquake city master plan 
and  were configured to create major new urban subcenters along the Japan 
Rail line west and east of Sannomiya, the center of Kobe.

A third urban renewal proj ect was the New Eastern City Center, called 
HAT Kobe, also reflecting Kobe’s pre- earthquake plan. This proj ect was 
created by land readjustment of old industrial land rather than by the 
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Urban Redevelopment Law (City of Kobe 2012). Over 3,500 public housing 
units  were constructed in HAT Kobe to help meet the urgent housing 
demand  after the earthquake. HAT Kobe also includes a World Health 
Organ ization center, several regional and international disaster prepared-
ness offices, an earthquake museum and research center, and the prefec-
tural art museum, designed by noted architect Tadao Ando. HAT Kobe was 
one of the key symbolic proj ects identified in the Kobe Restoration Plan.

A major complicating  factor in reconstruction was Japan’s land tenure 
system, which allows separate owner ship and rental of land, buildings, and 
space within buildings.8 All  these parties  were  legal participants in land 
readjustment and redevelopment proj ects, although renters had a much 
more limited right than land or building  owners.  These complex land ten-
ure conditions  were major impediments to rapid on- site restoration of 
individual housing for small- parcel and building  owners and posed sig-
nificant difficulties for renters.

Roads like this one in the Shin- Nagata land readjustment area  were widened throughout Kobe 
as part of the post- earthquake rebuilding effort. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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Reconstruction in the land readjustment areas proceeded more slowly 
than in other areas. As of midsummer 1999, city officials estimated that 
the land readjustment proj ects  were only 43  percent complete (Olshansky, 
Johnson, and Topping 2006). Resolution of property rights was time con-
suming, and extensive surveying was needed to adjust survey points on 
property bound aries altered or distorted by ground deformation. The re-
development proj ects at Shin- Nagata and Rokkomichi also took more than 
a de cade to complete. Even so, both of  these proceeded much faster than 
typical urban redevelopment proj ects in Japan (Japan Ministry of Con-
struction, City Bureau 2000).

Machi- kyo also proliferated in the white zones outside the priority res-
toration districts and helped facilitate the small- scale planning activities 
that  were needed to rebuild neighborhoods. The Kobe machizukuri center, 
which had existed in central Kobe since April 1992, reopened with more 
ser vices on July 7, 1995 (Nakayama 1999). By late 1995, more than 100 
machi- kyo existed in the city of Kobe (Evans 2001). Between 1995 and 1997, 
80  percent of the 98 machi- kyo registered with the City of Kobe received 
financial assistance for a variety of proj ects and communication expenses 
(Nakayama 1999).

Housing and Economic Recovery

In June 1998, the City of Kobe established the Restoration and Rejuvena-
tion Promotion Council, composed of local academic experts from a range 
of disciplines, to evaluate restoration pro gress and long- term issues (City 
of Kobe 2012). Over the next 18 months, the council conducted detailed 
studies and surveys of the overall recovery, socioeconomic rehabilitation, 
city safety, housing and urban reconstruction, the economy, the port, and 
culture; a series of self- organized workshops where citizens could express 
and discuss their opinions; and several public hearings. In January 2000, 
the council presented a series of proposals to the mayor for consideration. 
Among them, the council emphasized the need to bolster the economy and 
ensure a full recovery by focusing on countermea sures to the recession, 
promoting the creation of new industries, and providing greater support 
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for construction of a variety of types of housing to meet the diversity of 
residential needs and lifestyles.

Over time, the City of Kobe, as well as Hyogo Prefecture and smaller 
cities, promoted a number of approaches and incentives to facilitate housing 
reconstruction, including joint housing, bonus systems, cooperative hous-
ing, and collective housing.9 The City of Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture also 
developed a wide variety of housing assistance programs, including rental 
subsidies and subsidized interest for housing loans. Private housing recon-
struction was supported in vari ous ways by the Hanshin- Awaji Earthquake 
Restoration Fund and other government- sponsored housing loan programs.

Condominium reconstruction posed complex reconstruction chal-
lenges  because laws required that all parties with an interest in the proj ect, 
including unit  owners and landowners, reach a consensus on repairing or 
rebuilding damage.10 If the  owners could not reach unan i mous agreement, 
the decision had to be made according to a special- majority rule of the laws 
that regulated the reconstruction of jointly owned buildings destroyed 
in the earthquake. Consensus was difficult to achieve  because some  owners 
had been displaced from the area,  others did not fully understand their 
choices, and disagreements arose among  owners. In July 1995, Kobe set up 
a system for dispatching specialists from the city’s Housing and Urbaniza-
tion Personnel Center to help condominium residents reach consensus on 
rebuilding and repair decisions (Yajima 1999). Over the course of recon-
struction, city and prefectural housing bureaus and machizukuri con sul-
tants substantially helped build consensus and facilitate condominium 
repair or reconstruction. Over time, the national government allowed the 
level of consensus to vary and developed a variety of government- backed 
financing programs for condominiums and joint housing.

In the first two years  after the earthquake, housing construction lagged 
 behind other recovery efforts  because of prob lems with financial resources, 
property rights issues, and housing needs (Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 
2006). Both the public and the private sector used a variety of strategies, 
aimed at many levels of the population, to ensure that replacement hous-
ing would get built. The result was that by about the third and fourth years 
 after the earthquake, more housing had been built than had been lost. 
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During 2000 and 2001, as land readjustment and redevelopment proj ects 
continued, housing starts by the private sector remained at levels similar 
to  those of 1999.

In terms of the total number of units, housing reconstruction was a 
 great success. By October 2011, 296,874 housing starts had been reported 
in the city of Kobe since the 1995 earthquake (City of Kobe 2012). This 
demonstrates the scale of change that took place in Kobe, which had a to-
tal of 540,200 housing units in 1993 (Ikeguchi and Yamamoto 1999). How-
ever, not enough affordable housing was built in the locations that needed 
it most. Reconstruction was highest in the upper- income areas of eastern 
Kobe, whereas Nagata Ward, a lower- income area in western Kobe that 
was the most severely damaged, rebuilt only 66  percent of its units by 1999 
(Olshansky, Johnson, and Topping 2006). New private housing did not 
meet the needs of lower- income and el derly residents of the older parts of 
the city. For many of them, public housing became the only option, but 
 there was not enough of it in some areas that lost low- cost housing.

In October 1995, Kobe’s population had declined by nearly 100,000 
 people from its January 1, 1995, estimate of 1,520,365  people (City of Kobe 
2003). By the October 2010 national census, however, it was only 1.8  percent 
less than the pre- earthquake population, and, as of January 2016, the city’s 
population was 1,550,831 (Japan Statistics Bureau 2016). The population 
distribution, however, has changed. The population in several wards, mainly 
in eastern Kobe, has increased, whereas that in  others, especially in western 
Kobe, continues to be lower.

An ongoing series of random- sample surveys taken in Kobe in 1999, 
2001, and 2003 provides additional insights on personal and  house hold re-
covery of earthquake victims (Tatsuki 2007). The surveys identified housing 
as the most impor tant ele ment of life recovery, followed closely by social 
ties. The third most impor tant ele ment, land use planning, was markedly 
lower in importance, followed closely by physical and  mental health, pre-
paredness, economic and financial situations, and relation to government.

The 2001 survey showed a strong correlation between the degree of 
housing damage in the earthquake and the deteriorated condition of  family 
or personal finances  after the earthquake, such as decreased incomes and 
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savings and increased expenditures. Residents’ feelings about their earth-
quake experiences improved over time. However, even in 2003, eight years 
 after the earthquake, a notable 18   percent of survey respondents still 
thought of themselves as earthquake victims.

During the post- earthquake period, economic recovery in Kobe and 
Hyogo Prefecture proceeded unevenly, influenced by the poor per for mance 
of Japan’s economy in the 1990s and the early years of the 21st  century. By 
early 1998, 58  percent of Kobe businesses surveyed by the Kobe Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry had recovered by at least 90  percent (Chang 
2001). By 1999, Kobe’s economy had recovered 75 to 90   percent of pre- 
event capacity, depending on the sector (City of Kobe 2012; Hyogo Pre-
fecture 1999a). Retail businesses and tourism  were generally at 90  percent 
of pre- earthquake levels, and much of the gap was due to the national 
economy rather than the earthquake. Industrial production was generally 
at 100  percent of pre- earthquake levels (manufacturing output had recov-
ered by the end of 1996); however, the synthetic- shoe industry and the sake 
industry never recovered and  were both  under 50  percent of pre- earthquake 
levels of production in 2010–2011 (City of Kobe 2012). All major port facili-
ties  were reconstructed by March 1997, although Kobe’s port dropped from 
the world’s sixth- busiest container port in 1994 to seventeenth in 1997. From 
2007 to 2010, the number of container ships handled at the port annually 
hovered around 80 to 90   percent of pre- earthquake levels (City of Kobe 
2012).

The earthquake stimulated new initiatives to restructure the economy 
over the long term to meet  future competitive challenges from other 
regions. The City of Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture, and  others in public-  and 
private- sector economic leadership positions sought to generate new sec-
toral growth through redevelopment that would create added value in jobs, 
income, and investment beyond pre- event levels. Many small businesses 
obtained interest- free long- term loans from the  Great Hanshin- Awaji 
Earthquake Reconstruction Fund. A variety of programs  were directed at 
generating new industrial growth, and the City of Kobe pursued several 
economic revitalization initiatives to assist local industries and promote 
tourism.
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One national- government response to the economic slump of the 1990s 
was to increase spending, particularly on public works; some of  these 
public works investments  were made in Kobe  after the earthquake. As a 
result, however, government indebtedness soared to about 125  percent of 
GDP in 2001, and the local governments’ share increased from 15  percent 
of GDP in 1990 to 37  percent by 2000 (Sorensen 2002). Although the earth-
quake’s exact impact on the economy is difficult to mea sure, it clearly added 
to the nation’s economic and financial difficulties and put severe financial 
pressure on local governments.

Indebtedness and reductions in national- government subsidies across 
Japan have been long- term concerns for both the City of Kobe and Hyogo 
Prefecture. For example, the cities of Kobe, Ashiya, and Nishinomiya 

Kobe’s central business district rises up from the harbor along Osaka Bay. The damaged port 
of Kobe is fully restored, but has never regained the volume of cargo shipping it had before the 
1995 earthquake. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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experienced substantial financial difficulty  because of earthquake- related 
debt and insufficient subventions from the national government. In 2004, 
the City of Kobe had an extremely large amount of debt— approximately 
¥290 billion (US$2.9 billion)— and had to respond by cutting staff, reor ga-
niz ing, lowering salaries, and reducing social welfare programs (Tsuruki 
2004). The city also tried to raise new revenues from land and asset sales. 
Like all local governments in Japan, Kobe likely would have faced financial 
shortfalls even if the earthquake had not occurred, but the large earth-
quake debts certainly added to Kobe’s deficits early in the 21st   century. 
Debt prob lems extended to individuals as well. Many disaster victims and 
business  owners had difficulty repaying disaster recovery loans.

On January 17, 2017, residents of Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture gathered 
at 5:46 a.m. to remember  those who had passed away 22 years earlier, just as 
they have each year on this day. In the city of Kobe, this gathering takes 
place at the park next to city hall, which  today is surrounded by many new 
upscale residential and commercial developments that have been built since 
1995. To most visitors, Kobe is a vibrant, cosmopolitan city, completely re-
covered from the disastrous earthquake of January 17, 1995. The infrastruc-
ture and downtown  were rebuilt within a few years of the earthquake, and 
Sannomiya is once again a thriving commercial center with few vacancies.

Most neighborhoods have been rebuilt, although pockets of vacant or un-
derused land remain, particularly in the less affluent parts of western Kobe. 
Housing and commercial buildings reconstructed  under post-1980 seismic 
safety standards of the Building Standards Law have created generally safer 
conditions, especially in combination with improved  water systems for fire-
fighting. The construction of massive clusters of tall buildings had varying 
effects on both the landscape and lifestyles. The earthquake also created many 
community- level opportunities for improvement: parks, safer buildings, mul-
ticore development, and road widening. The rebuilding pro cess brought 
basic physical, social, and economic changes to Kobe and nearby cities.

Disaster Management Reforms

Starting almost immediately  after the 1995 earthquake, Japan’s national 
government made a number of reforms to the country’s disaster man-
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agement framework to better prepare for large- scale natu ral disasters, 
acts of terrorism, and other events requiring the protection of lives or 
assets. At all levels of government, more emphasis was placed on emer-
gency response and relief planning as part of disaster management 
planning.

In 1998, the position of deputy chief cabinet secretary for crisis man-
agement was created as a specialized central coordinator, and the Office 
for Crisis Management was subsequently established in the Cabinet Secre-
tariat to support policy planning, along with the Cabinet Information Col-
lection Center to enhance national- level emergency information and data 
collection and decision making in large- scale disasters and serious acci-
dents. In 2001, the position of minister of state for disaster management 
was created, integrating for the first time a number of disaster manage-
ment functions that had previously been spread across several government 
agencies, to ensure better integration and coordination of disaster man-
agement policies carried out by numerous ministries and agencies (Japan 
Cabinet Office 2011a). The director general for disaster management is 
mandated to undertake the planning of basic disaster management pol-
icies and response to large- scale disasters, as well as to conduct overall 
coordination.

Enhancing assistance to disaster victims has been another area of pol-
icy change since the 1995 earthquake. In 1998, the national government 
enacted the Act on Support for Livelihood Recovery of Disaster Victims 
to provide up to ¥1 million (US$10,000) per  house hold to replace damaged 
 house hold goods and belongings (Japan Cabinet Office 2011a). The act was 
revised and expanded in 2004 to provide up to ¥2 million (US$20,000) to 
cover expenses for housing de mo li tion and stabilization of living condi-
tions. This assistance is available only to disaster victims whose homes are 
severely damaged by a natu ral disaster and who face economic or other 
personal difficulties as a result of the disaster.

Legislation  adopted in 1995 and expanded in 2004 aims to encourage 
seismic retrofitting of high- occupancy buildings, structures critical for 
emergency response and  human ser vices, public facilities, such as munic-
ipal offices, and private buildings.  There are requirements for local govern-
ments to develop plans and priorities for seismic strengthening in their 
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communities, financial subsidies for building analy sis and retrofit work, 
and tax incentives for the retrofit of private residences and commercial 
buildings.

THE 2011  GREAT EAST JAPAN EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI

The Tohoku region of Japan is renowned for its abundance of agricultural 
and fishing resources, geographic remoteness, and mountainous terrain. It 
consists of six prefectures, three of which (Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima) 
face the Pacific Ocean. However, many of the region’s 9.6 million residents, 
as well as its rail lines and roadways, are concentrated in the inland valleys, 
and the coasts are more sparsely populated. The majority of the region’s 
development occurred between the 1970s and the late 1990s, commensurate 
with the nation’s strong economic growth. Since that time, the region has 
endured increasing economic decline, employment challenges, and popula-
tion decline from aging and out- migration; coastal communities have been 
particularly affected (Ubaura 2015).

Ten  percent of Otsuchi’s 16,000 residents, including the town’s mayor and nearly 50 town em-
ployees, perished in the tsunami in March. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2011).
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The Pacific coastline of this region is also the historic location of some of 
Japan’s largest and deadliest tsunamis. The 1896 Meiji Sanriku earthquake 
and tsunami killed 22,000  people; the 1933 Showa Sanriku earthquake and 
tsunami caused 3,000 deaths; and the 1960 Chile tsunami took 142 lives 
along this part of the coast (Japan Cabinet Office 2011b). Researchers have 
been studying the Jogan Sanriku earthquake of 869 and the Keicho Sanriku 
earthquake of 1611, which caused massive tsunamis, but insights from that 
work were not yet incorporated into the region’s tsunami hazard assump-
tions and emergency planning in early 2011 (Central Disaster Management 
Council 2011).

On March 11, 2011, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake off the Pacific coast of 
the Tohoku region generated tsunami waves with rec ord heights of 9.3 me-
ters (30.5 feet) and run-up heights of 35 meters (115 feet) that inundated 
over 560 square kilo meters (216 square miles) of coastal land (Central Di-
saster Management Council 2011). Together, the  Great East Japan Earth-
quake and Tsunami and the subsequent nuclear disaster are one of the 
world’s worst modern catastrophes. In all, 15,880  people perished, and 
2,694 are officially reported as missing; over 1.1 million buildings  were 
damaged, of which nearly 400,000  were  either completely destroyed or se-
verely damaged; and the direct financial damage to buildings, utilities, 
and social infrastructure was estimated at ¥16.9 trillion (US$169 billion) 
(Reconstruction Agency, Government of Japan 2016b).11 Nearly half a mil-
lion  people evacuated in the first week, and although the last emergency 
shelter closed in February 2012, approximately 140,000  people  were still 
displaced as of October 2016 (Abe 2014; Reconstruction Agency, Govern-
ment of Japan 2016a).

Evacuees from Fukushima Prefecture have faced a much more 
complex and long- term evacuation, with a more uncertain  future. Early 
on, residents within a 20-km (12.4-mile) zone  were forced to evacuate.  Later, 
 people even farther away  were affected as the contamination spread. The 
evacuation order lasted for about six months.  After several revisions, con-
taminated areas  were separated into three zones based on the level of ra-
diation and their  future potential for reoccupancy (Reconstruction Agency, 
Government of Japan 2016a).
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ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

The National Government

As the ground motions  were being felt in Tokyo, national leaders  were as-
sembling in vari ous ministries and at the prime minister’s office to begin 
gathering information on the disaster and determining appropriate re-
sponses (Okamoto 2014). Within the first hours, the national Extreme Di-
saster Management Headquarters was convened for the first time in the 
nation’s history and began defining national- level relief and recovery re-
sponsibilities for the earthquake and tsunami disaster. The National Nuclear 
Emergency Headquarters for the nuclear incident was also established, 
headed by the prime minister (Okamoto 2014). The government began 
dispatching inspection teams to the Tohoku region by nightfall.

During the first weeks and months  after the March 11, 2011, disaster, 
the focus was appropriately on the urgent  matters of search and rescue, 

In September 2011, families visited a school near Onagawa where  children had perished in the 
tsunami. The land elevation of much of the Tohoku coastline subsided as the earthquake 
shifted the earth’s crust, increasing coastal flooding. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2011).
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mass care, shelter of the Tohoku region’s populace, emergency repairs to 
lifelines and critical facilities, and removal of the massive fields of debris 
left in the tsunami’s wake. Government and ser vice organ izations faced 
enormous obstacles in offering relief assistance  because of the large area 
affected, limited accessibility, difficult weather conditions, and the ongo-
ing crisis at the Fukushima nuclear power plant.

However, in parallel with  these urgent activities and amid the unpre-
ce dented challenges of the devastation, government leaders and residents 
began the difficult pro cess of determining just how and where to rebuild. 
Shortly  after the disaster, a small task force was established to help prepare 
a suite of new legislation to facilitate recovery and support national plan-
ning efforts (Nagai 2011). Its initial staff of about 10  people came from the 
Cabinet Office, the national disaster management agency, and cabinet 
ministries, but it grew quickly over the next weeks and months to become 
the nation’s unofficial reconstruction agency. For the first time, national- 
government field offices  were established in Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima 
Prefectures and staffed with representatives from prefectural-  and national- 
government agencies;  these offices coordinated responses and informa-
tion reporting among the national, prefectural, and local governments 
(Nagai 2011).

The national government officially designated the earthquake and tsu-
nami as a “disaster of extreme severity” on March 1 and authorized na-
tional relief programs and subsidies  under the Basic Disaster Relief Law 
and the Act on Support for Livelihood Recovery of Disaster Victims (Ja-
pan Cabinet Office 2011b).  Under  these and other emergency mea sures, the 
national government distributed far greater aid to individuals and small 
businesses than in previous disasters, including grants for housing recon-
struction, unemployment and job support, and assistance for the agriculture 
and fishing industries.

On April  27, 2011, Japan’s Central Disaster Management Council 
established a technical investigation committee for the March 2011 disas-
ter. This committee led the national government’s investigations of the 
disaster’s impacts, lessons learned, and recommendations for  future risk 
management strategies (Central Disaster Management Council 2011).
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The Reconstruction Design Council

One month  after the disaster, Japan’s prime minister established the Re-
construction Design Council, which was charged with developing general 
concepts and strategies for recovery and rebuilding. Its 15 members came 
from academia, business, and religious groups, along with the governors 
of Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures. This was the first such 
national- level post- disaster planning committee since the  Great Kanto 
Earthquake of 1923. In addition to the main council, a 19- member study 
group was established to provide technical support. Both the council and 
its study group held a series of meetings; most took place in the Cabinet 
Office and  were closed to the public, but their work was posted on the 
Cabinet Office website (Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2011).

The council released its national recovery vision, titled “ Towards Recon-
struction: ‘Hope Beyond the Disaster,’ ” on June 25, 2011 (Reconstruction 
Design Council 2011). The vision pres ents general concepts and strategies 
for physical recovery; ideas for job creation and regional economic recov-
ery; and proposals for sustaining and ultimately resolving the Fukushima 
nuclear crisis, repositioning Japan in the global economy, and promoting 
long- term research on recovery. Most sections of the vision underscore 
the importance of local governments in leading recovery, with one nota-
ble exception: Section 3 gives the national government lead responsibility 
to deal with the nuclear incident and the associated recovery.

The council’s vision was the first document to introduce the concept 
of disaster reduction into planning for recovery from the March 2011 disas-
ter. It called for a two- level approach to  future tsunami risk management 
and was derived in part from recommendations of the Central Disaster 
Management Council’s investigation committee (Japan Ministry of For-
eign Affairs 2011). At the first level, hard mea sures, like levee construction, 
 were recommended to address more likely  future tsunami heights. At the 
second level, softer mea sures, such as controlling land uses in the rebuild-
ing and enhancing evacuation planning and drills,  were recommended 
to deal with extraordinary and less likely tsunamis. Five schemes of  future 
land use patterns to reduce the impact of tsunamis  were presented, each 
reflecting diff er ent geographic and damage characteristics, with a mix of 
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relocation, large- scale land elevation, and levees. Altogether, the council’s 
vision represented a fundamental shift in disaster- related policy making in 
Japan, which has traditionally focused on disaster prevention to avoid di-
saster damage altogether. It was also an impor tant signal of the long- term 
and large- scale transformation and commitment to reconstruction that 
Japan’s national government would make (Iuchi, Johnson, and Olshansky 
2013).

 After this, MLIT led a 10- month, Tohoku- wide survey to assess the 
overall damage and develop rebuilding strategies to fit local conditions 
(MLIT 2012b). The survey targeted 62 disaster- affected local governments 
in six prefectures and developed basic land use recommendations for re-
building for 32 coastal local governments. Tsunami simulations incorpo-
rating diff er ent potential designs for coastal protection  were conducted as 
part of this survey with the goal of identifying tsunami- vulnerable areas 
in each locality. The concept of defining level one (L1) and level two (L2) 
tsunamis emerged during the course of MLIT’s work. On the basis of his-
toric tsunamis in the Tohoku region, an L1 tsunami was defined as an 
event occurring once  every 10 to 100  years (or having a greater than 
1  percent annualized probability of occurrence), and an L2 tsunami was 
defined as an event occurring once  every several hundred to 1,000 years 
(or having less than a 1  percent annualized probability of occurrence). The 
March 2011 tsunami was classified as an L2 tsunami. A policy consensus 
emerged that large- scale structural mea sures, such as levees, would be 
designed and built to defend and protect land and  people against L1 tsu-
namis, while nonstructural mea sures, mainly land use patterns and evacu-
ation plans, would be implemented in addition to levee defenses to secure 
 human lives against L2 tsunamis (MLIT 2012a).

MLIT hired national con sul tants to help local governments develop 
land use plans that incorporated the L1 and L2 tsunami protection con-
cepts along with the land use strategies envisioned in the national recov-
ery vision. The national con sul tants ran tsunami simulations to identify 
potential inundation areas from L2 tsunamis. Since prefectures are the 
government level responsible for coastal management in Japan, they made 
the official decision about where levees would be constructed and to what 
heights. Levee heights for rebuilding  were established in 24 bays in Iwate 
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Prefecture, 22 bays in Miyagi Prefecture, and 14 bays in Fukushima Pre-
fecture, with recommended levee heights as high as 15.5 meters (51 feet) 
in Iwate Prefecture and as low as 2.4 meters (8 feet) in Fukushima Prefecture 
(MLIT 2011). In many bays, the levee heights exceeded the pre- earthquake 
levee heights.

 After the prefecture- designated levee heights  were included, MLIT 
con sul tants modeled the potential inundation areas if tsunamis over-
topped the proposed levees, and from this, they developed a proposed 
land use plan for each local government that avoided rebuilding residen-
tial areas in the potential inundation areas. Five generalized land use strat-
egies emerged from  these analyses: (1) relocate inland away from the 
tsunami inundation areas; (2) consolidate residential areas in nearby safer 
locations; (3) consolidate residential areas on artificially raised lands; (4) 
partially relocate residential areas inland and partially consolidate residen-
tial areas on raised lands; and (5) rebuild on- site (MLIT 2012b; figure 4.1). 
Armed with this information, local and prefectural governments, together 

FIGURE 4.1.
Pictured are four of the five types of generalized land use patterns proposed by the national 
government for recovery in the Tohoku region. The fifth type involves rebuilding on- site and 
did not include an illustration. Source: Reconstruction Design Council (2011).
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with MLIT and other national- government agency staff, began the more 
arduous pro cess of consulting with citizens and planning for rebuilding.

The Reconstruction Agency

The national recovery headquarters explored several governance models 
for managing the recovery (Okamoto 2014). One approach was to have the 
headquarters in the prime minister’s office lead the national- level recon-
struction, as had been done  after the 1995 Hanshin- Awaji earthquake. In 
this case, the vari ous ministries would maintain and implement their own 
bud gets. Another approach was to establish a reconstruction ministry and 
integrate the bud gets and functions of diff er ent ministries into it. The scale 
and complexity of the disaster, the vast number and the varying gover-
nance capacity of the more than 200 local governments, and the multiprefec-
tural governance arrangements  were all  factors that had to be considered 
and differed from the 1995 Hanshin- Awaji or 1923 Tokyo experiences. 
The approach selected was a combination of the 1995 and 1923 approaches, 
with the establishment of the national Reconstruction Agency reporting 
to the prime minister, managing the overall recovery bud get, and transfer-
ring funds  either to diff er ent national ministries or directly to local govern-
ments (Okamoto 2014).

On June 20, 2011, just a day before the council released its recovery 
vision, Japan’s Diet approved special legislation calling for the immediate 
establishment of a national, Cabinet Office headquarters for recovery 
(Matsuo and Takamoto 2011). It recommended that this headquarters be 
responsible for developing recovery strategies and policies along with the 
national Reconstruction Design Council illustrations of the reconstruction 
concepts for tsunami- resilient communities. Shortly thereafter, the prime 
minister appointed a minister for the provisional agency, but Japan’s Diet 
did not approve the formal establishment of a national reconstruction 
agency  until December 2011 (M. Ito 2012). The Reconstruction Agency fi-
nally made its official debut on February 10, 2012, 11 months  after the 
March 2011 disaster.

The national Reconstruction Agency encompasses many of the previous 
organ izations and task forces established  after the March 2011 disaster. It 
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has a national headquarters, three offices— one each in Iwate, Miyagi, and 
Fukushima Prefectures— and eight branch offices, predominantly in the 
heavi ly affected communities along the coast. The agency is charged with 
helping speed the pro cess of rebuilding by working across the vari ous 
national government ministries that oversee diff er ent reconstruction pro-
grams (M. Ito 2012). It also serves as a focal agency in administering re-
covery activities so that the local administrative procedures for affected 
local governments can be reduced. The agency has a staff of more than 400 
 people and about 30 section man ag ers (Okamoto 2014). Several national- 
government ministries provided staff to the Reconstruction Agency, includ-
ing staff in the local bureaus, who have helped with horizontal coordination 
among the ministries, as well as vertical coordination between the diff er-
ent levels of government. The agency is authorized to run  until at least 
October  2020. An oversight committee, the Reconstruction Promotion 
Council, composed of experts and government leaders, was established 
to monitor reconstruction quality.

Over the course of 2011, Japan’s Diet approved three supplementary 
bud gets totaling ¥15.16 trillion (US$ 151.6 billion) (Iuchi, Maly, and John-
son 2015). Much of the first two supplementary bud gets of ¥4.01 trillion 
and ¥1.91 trillion (US$59.2 billion in total) was for emergency response 
and early rehabilitation and reconstruction activities. The third supple-
mentary bud get of ¥9.24 trillion (US$92.4 billion) focused more on fund-
ing longer- term rebuilding. It allocated ¥1.9 trillion (US$19 billion) for the 
establishment of a recovery fund that was approved in September 2011 to 
help provide ongoing subsidies to local governments to manage local re-
covery and reconstruction costs (MLIT 2012a). The Reconstruction Agency 
monitors the fund.

The national government developed a framework of reconstruction 
guidelines and policies, and local governments must submit applications 
that are aligned with the national guidelines in order to obtain recovery 
funds (Reconstruction Agency, Government of Japan 2012). The national 
government initially defined over 40 programs related to basic infrastruc-
ture rebuilding for which local governments could apply for funding. Special 
legislation eliminated the local- government contribution that is normally 
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required  under the Disaster Countermea sures Basic Act, so local govern-
ments have an incentive to apply to use  these programs since the national 
government covers all costs. The Reconstruction Agency also manages 
recovery funds for other types of programs, such as the construction of 
levees and breakwaters, in collaboration with responsible ministries.

The key national recovery programs that address the physical rebuild-
ing of local areas are the collective relocation program, the land readjust-
ment and raising program, the public housing program, and a special 
tsunami recovery zone program (Iuchi, Johnson, and Olshansky 2013). 
The collective relocation program was initially established in 1972  under 
the Act on Special Mea sures for National Finance Regarding the Collec-
tive Relocation Program for Disaster Prevention and has traditionally 
been used to promote the relocation of disaster- prone communities before 
disasters. The program was used on a much smaller scale in prior disas-
ters, such as the 2004 Chuetsu earthquake, to relocate communities to less 
hazardous areas. In the Tohoku region, its proposed use is for relocating 
communities from tsunami hazard zones to less hazardous areas.

The land readjustment and large- scale land elevation program is 
being applied in areas that are rebuilding in place. Its main focus is 
land elevation, rather than just road widening, parcel realignments, and 
the creation of open space, for which it was used  after the 1923 and 1995 
earthquakes.

The public housing program for disaster victims was originally estab-
lished  under the Act on Public Housing of 1951. It was listed as one of the 
national recovery programs so that local governments could provide sub-
sidized rental public housing for disaster survivors without the financial 
capacity or ability to rebuild their own  houses.

The special tsunami recovery zone program was established through 
national legislation passed in October 2011 that allows for the establish-
ment of special zones in which more flexibility in rebuilding is provided 
than in traditional planning programs.  These zones can be established in 
 either urban or rural areas, and funds can be used for both industrial and 
residential purposes, as well as mixed- use redevelopment. This program 
funds redevelopment of the basic urban systems in devastated localities if 
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facilities that help reduce  future tsunami impacts are also built  there. This 
program also aims to reduce complex land use procedures by allowing ur-
ban development on agricultural land.

The Reconstruction Agency established a procedure for local and pre-
fectural governments to follow in applying for and receiving national 
recovery funds for  these programs (Iuchi, Maly, and Johnson 2015). The 
procedure includes several exchanges among local governments, relevant 
ministries, and the Reconstruction Agency. A local government must first 
complete a recovery plan that is reviewed by the Reconstruction Agency. 
It can then submit applications for specific recovery proj ect funding to the 
Reconstruction Agency, but to qualify for evaluation,  these applications 
must include detailed designs and implementation plans for the programs. 
The Reconstruction Agency then manages the funding decisions and al-
locations to relevant ministries and notifies local governments about the 
approval decisions and funding amounts.  There is no limit on the number 
of applications local governments can submit.

On March 2, 2012, the Reconstruction Agency announced that the 
first allocation of recovery subsidies, totaling ¥251 billion (US$2.5 billion), 
would be distributed to 59 local governments in seven prefectures (Sankei 
Newspaper 2012). Responses  were mixed  because the amounts allocated to 
local governments varied significantly. For example, local governments in 
Miyagi Prefecture received only 58  percent (¥116 billion, US$1.4 billion) 
of their total request, while  those in Iwate Prefecture received 94  percent 
(¥79.8 billion, US$ 1 billion) of their total request (Iuchi, Johnson, and 
Olshansky 2013). Over time, 67 local governments have been awarded na-
tional recovery program funding (Reconstruction Agency, Government of 
Japan 2016a).

Prefectures

Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures are the three prefectural gov-
ernments most heavi ly affected by the March  2011 disaster. Generally 
speaking, all three prefectures have instituted similar recovery governance 
structures and followed similar planning pro cesses; however,  because of 
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the large- scale evacuation and contamination issues in Fukushima Prefec-
ture, its efforts have progressed more slowly.

Shortly  after the disaster, each prefecture established its own recon-
struction bureau to lead prefectural- level planning and implementation 
and support the reconstruction work, as well as recovery committees 
to advise on the recovery pro cesses. Similar to the national Reconstruc-
tion Design Council, each of  these committees was composed of local- 
government, industry, and community leaders, as well as academics.

Iwate Prefecture completed its draft reconstruction plan on June 9, 
2011, and, over the summer months, focused on developing local recovery 
plans and gathering input from cities and residents. The final plan was 
published on August 11, 2011 (Iwate Prefecture 2011). It sets goals to protect 
lives, live with the sea and the earth, and strengthen community well- 
being in Iwate and Sanriku, and its princi ples include promoting safety, 
resilient cities, tsunami mitigation, coastal- protection facilities, and city 
facilities. It also includes a set of recommended reconstruction patterns 
that are generally consistent with the national reconstruction vision. Some 
specific policies and proj ects proposed in the plan include completing 
a disaster- resisting trunk road network; providing financial support for 
housing reconstruction; rebuilding medical systems; moving urban func-
tions to higher ground while keeping neighborhoods together; and revital-
izing the economy, both through improving existing industries, including 
fishing and tourism, and through new activities, such as the creation of a 
new national technology research center. The plan sets a nine- year time 
frame for rebuilding, with the caveat that a significant commitment of 
national funds is needed.

By June 2011, Miyagi Prefecture had developed planning concepts, 
which it called a reconstruction proposal, that it was sharing with cities 
and residents. Cities in the prefecture  were si mul ta neously developing 
their own plans using the prefecture’s concepts and  were formulating more 
specific policies and approaches to implementation. Miyagi Prefecture in-
corporated this local feedback into its reconstruction plan, which was for-
mally  adopted on October  19, 2011 (Miyagi Prefectural Government 
2011b). Two patterns of reconstruction are featured in the plan: (1) for 
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urban areas, moving housing  toward the hillsides and moving industry 
closer to the  water, but  behind tsunami levee protection structures; and 
(2) for rural areas, adding tsunami protections, like elevated highways or 
rail lines, to protect agricultural areas. The plan also includes a variety of 
infrastructure and economic development concepts, such as developing 
better linkages between urban areas; promoting tourism; thinking more 
strategically about cooperation in port reconstruction; and promoting en-
ergy efficiency and ecoindustrial park development. Miyagi Prefecture 
estimated total costs for reconstruction at ¥12.83 trillion (US$128 billion) 
over 10 years.

Fukushima Prefecture completed its draft plan by the end of Decem-
ber 2011  after complications and delays resulting from the nuclear incident 
(Fukushima Prefectural Government 2011). Aomori Prefecture in far east-

The post- disaster recovery plan for the city of Rikuzentakata proposed relocating residential 
development into the hillsides (yellow) and placed commercial and industrial development on 
raised land (pink) away from the coastal plain, which would be converted into parks and per-
manent open space (light and dark green). Source: Disaster Recovery Plan, City of Rikuzen-
takata, Japan (2011).
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ern Honshu developed a recovery plan by December 2011; far less of its 
coastal area was affected by the March 2011 disaster than the coastal areas 
in the other three prefectures.

Local Governments

Amid the chaos in the weeks  after the March 11, 2011, disaster, local govern-
ments along the Tohoku coast began organ izing for long- term recovery. 
Many had lost a tremendous number of staff in the disaster. Prefectures 
dispatched staff to affected cities, and in some instances,  these staff served 
in top leadership positions for an extended period. Several governors in 
the Kansai region banded together to offer staff assistance through a na-
tional support network. National- government ministries sent staff and ex-
perts to work with associated ministries in the prefectures and the se-
verely damaged cities and towns; and for the first time ever, MLIT pro-
vided funds to affected cities and prefectures to hire con sul tants to assist 
with damage assessment and recovery planning (Iuchi, Johnson, and Ol-
shansky 2013). Many academics served on prefecture and local recovery 
committees; some academics served on more than one committee.

Although specific plan contents varied, almost all plans featured princi-
ples and policies for planning land use, promoting industry and economic 
revitalization, managing and reducing disaster risk, and protecting lives and 
the environment; all set 7-  to 10- year targets for rebuilding. The local plan-
ning pro cesses also shared many similarities: establishing local advisory 
committees, integrating national and prefectural reconstruction concepts 
into local plans, and involving citizens in the planning. However, the pace 
of planning varied considerably. Some cities initiated efforts soon  after the 
disaster and announced plans within the first two months.  Others took 
much longer and, in some cases, required technical support from outside 
planning professionals and prefectural- government staff. Technical assis-
tance for planning came from professionals with diff er ent affiliations and 
lengths of involvement.

The levels and methods of citizen involvement, the ways in which their 
input and priorities  were considered, and approaches to considering  future 
tsunami risk management also varied by locality. Some localities shared 
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information and collected citizen input through surveys, workshops, and 
newly created machizukuri committees. As in Kobe, machi- kyo have been 
established in most tsunami- affected communities in the Tohoku region 
and are facilitating resident and business- community input into recovery 
plans and specific recovery proj ects like land readjustments and collective 
relocation programs. Often, the machi- kyo conducted their own outreach 
and developed recovery plan concepts concurrently with the government 
efforts, which helped integrate citizen input early in the planning pro cess 
that was subsequently incorporated into draft local plans. Other localities, 
particularly larger cities, conducted more limited outreach, mostly via 
early- stage questionnaires and public hearings at a midpoint in draft plan 
preparation. As the draft plans neared completion, public pre sen ta tions fo-
cused on sharing information rather than soliciting feedback.

 After the prefectures released their advisory levee heights in Septem-
ber and October 2011, local governments enlisted the help of academics 
and con sul tants to model the depth and extent of inundation from 1,000- 
year tsunami scenarios in combination with the recommended L1 protec-
tions. In most localities, areas that  were modeled as having less than 2 
meters (6.6 feet) of tsunami inundation  were designated as safe for 
rebuilding— another policy concept that has arisen out of national- level, 
post- disaster investigations (Central Disaster Management Council 2011). In 
most local plans, safe lands are recommended for rebuilding of residences, 
and industrial uses are proposed predominantly in the potentially unsafe 
areas. If safe areas are unavailable for residential uses, homes are proposed 
in potentially unsafe areas if the land is artificially elevated. Thus, most 
local land use plans show industrial, ecological, and park- related uses closer 
to the coastline, and residential uses farther from the coastline or on arti-
ficially elevated lands.

Local land use decisions  were not based solely on the tsunami simula-
tions and levee heights proposed by the prefectures; other community pri-
orities for rebuilding  were also influential. In some cases, localities proposed 
higher levees to increase safety, while  others wanted lower heights, mainly 
to account for community concerns for aesthetics and  future coastal access. 
Decisions on where and how to rebuild—in safe, higher- elevation areas 
or on artificially elevated lands— and  whether to move collectively or in 
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smaller groups, as well as the notion of collective community relocation, 
have been sources of continuing debate (Ubaura 2015). Most local plans 
propose rebuilding residential areas through collective relocation of com-
munities to higher- elevation areas or by artificially elevating lower- lying 
lands using the land readjustment program. Some communities are reluc-
tant to rebuild in place even if the land is artificially raised. But many of 
 these localities are geo graph i cally constrained by surrounding steep slopes 
and lack available, safe lands for relocation.  Others view collective rebuild-
ing of merged neighborhoods as potentially sustaining communities previ-
ously facing long- term population decline.

Some localities have restricted private reconstruction for extended 
periods. Like Kobe and other cities in Hyogo Prefecture  after the 1995 

In January 2014, massive land- raising operations  were  under way in the city of Rikuzentakata, 
Japan, as well as many other coastal communities affected by the 2011 earthquake and tsu-
nami. Earth was excavated to prepare new housing sites in the hillsides and was conveyed 
downhill to elevate land along the harbor. Photo by Iuchi Kanako (2014). Reprinted with per-
mission.
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earthquake, most have used Section 84 of the Building Standards Law to 
initially issue two- month moratoriums and then have worked with their 
prefectural governments to extend them  until recovery plan restrictions 
and program conditions are in place (Iuchi, Johnson, and Olshansky 2013; 
Miyagi Prefectural Government 2011a). A few localities designated certain 
areas as hazardous  under Article 39 of the Building Standards Law to per-
manently prohibit rebuilding. In addition to wanting to prevent ad hoc re-
building, many localities instituted the moratoriums to pres ent a sense of 
urgency to the national government so it would act quickly in designing 
and funding recovery programs (Kahoku Newspaper 2011).

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

As the second anniversary of the March 2011 disaster neared, criticism 
mounted over the slow pace of recovery in the Tohoku region, particularly 
in housing reconstruction and decontamination of radiation- polluted ar-
eas. In February  2013, Prime Minister Abe Shinzo outlined a series of 
major reforms to both the Reconstruction Agency and the recovery pro-
grams with the goal of accelerating reconstruction in the region (Nemoto 
2014).  Until then, the Reconstruction Agency had its headquarters solely 
in Tokyo and was supported by regional operations throughout the To-
hoku region. Prime Minister Abe established a second headquarters in 
Fukushima to work in parallel with the newly established Tokyo Head-
quarters for Fukushima Reconstruction and Revitalization based at the 
Reconstruction Agency to help provide more onsite focus and accelerate 
decontamination and recovery efforts in that region. The Fukushima Head-
quarters for Reconstruction and Revitalization integrates the work of the 
Reconstruction Agency’s regional bureau with that of the Fukushima Office 
for Environmental Restoration, which coordinates decontamination efforts, 
and the local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, which manages 
evacuation zoning in and around the Fukushima nuclear power plant.12 
The national government also dispatched personnel from other local gov-
ernments across the country, retired public officials, and citizens with 
practical experience to work on recovery implementation in disaster- 
affected communities (Nemoto 2014).
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A task force to accelerate community and housing reconstruction was 
established  under the minister of reconstruction. It compiled a series of 
recovery funding and implementation mea sures intended to help acceler-
ate recovery. One such mea sure was to increase the flexibility of national 
recovery programs. In 2013, the Reconstruction Agency began allowing 
local governments to apply for funding with diff er ent ideas that are related 
to the national recovery programs but not explic itly covered by them. Since 
2013, local governments have been applying for and implementing proj-
ects such as construction of evacuation routes, rebuilding workshops, and 
other programs necessary for the local areas. However, local governments 
must bear 20   percent of the total cost of  these proj ects, and the Recon-
struction Agency cannot allow  these proj ects to exceed 35  percent of the 
bud gets allocated though the principal recovery programs (Iuchi, Maly, 
and Johnson 2015).

Despite the reforms and broader program definitions, getting funds to 
local governments and into  actual implementation continues to be a chal-
lenge. The Reconstruction Agency has blamed  labor shortages, shortages 
and surging prices of materials, and difficulties in securing storage sites for 
contaminated soil materials and in coordinating the reconstruction plans 
with residents (Kyodo 2013, 2014). Closer examination showed that over 
half of ¥1 trillion ($10 billion) in the 2013 fiscal year bud get for post- disaster 
restoration went unspent, partly  because of the lack of local agreement on 
seawall heights, as well as for other reasons; in some cases, construction 
companies canceled contracts  because of the soaring material costs (Kyodo 
2014).

Furthermore, the recovery proj ects implemented  under the national 
programs are numerous and complex and simply require time to complete. 
Collective relocations involve careful interactions with residents and land-
owners to gain consensus and minimize the negative consequences of 
relocation. Consolidation and reapportionment of lands in consultation 
with residents and landowners take time. Adopting a new program for 
tsunami recovery zones requires detailed land use planning in consulta-
tion with residents and landowners. The Reconstruction Agency esti-
mates that nearly all the 20,000 new housing units in the collective reloca-
tion areas, as well as the 30,000 new public housing units in disaster- affected 
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communities,  will be completed by March 2018 (Reconstruction Agency, 
Government of Japan 2016a). Of the 67 local governments that have re-
ceived national recovery funding, 48 are scheduled to complete their 
housing- related recovery proj ects by March  2017, and the other 19 are 
scheduled to complete theirs by March 2019.

By March 2015, the national recovery bud get of ¥25.5 trillion ($255 bil-
lion) for the first five years had been spent, and the Reconstruction Agency 
estimates that an additional ¥6.5 trillion ($65 billion)  will be needed to 
complete the work planned for the second five years of Tohoku’s recovery 
(Reconstruction Agency, Government of Japan 2016a). The Reconstruction 
Agency’s priorities are to complete housing reconstruction; help ensure 
business recovery so that more  people do not move away to Tokyo and 
elsewhere in search of employment; and provide for the physical and 
 mental health of disaster victims, especially the el derly. The act authoriz-

In December, fishing industry families gathered to celebrate the launch of a rebuilt fishing boat 
in Minami Sanriku, Japan. All along the Tohoku coast, aquaculture, ports, fishing fleets, and 
fish pro cessing facilities  were destroyed by the 2011 tsunami. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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ing the Reconstruction Agency sets a sunset date of October 2020, and for 
now, the national government remains committed to completing the re-
covery efforts in Iwate and Miyagi prefectures by that date. The recovery 
in Fukushima Prefecture  will take much longer, however, and the gover-
nance mechanism and the long- term commitment to work on the nuclear 
incident remain unclear.

LESSONS

In three of Japan’s most significant earthquake disasters, the primary 
mechanisms for targeting national- government funds to disaster- affected 
communities have been national land use planning programs primarily 
designed for nondisaster situations, such as land readjustment, redevelop-
ment, and collective relocation.  These programs have traditionally been 
used to create more rational land use patterns, construct roads and urban 
infrastructure, and promote economic development. Therefore, their 
application in post- disaster recovery has emphasized infrastructure re-
building and economic stabilization first, ahead of housing and social re-
covery. Use of  these programs as the primary mechanism for community 
recovery has also led to large- scale replacement and rebuilding, rather 
than repair of damaged structures. The emphasis on reconstruction cre-
ates new, safer buildings and infrastructure, but it also  causes significant 
physical changes to the urban environment. Furthermore, in the case of 
Kobe, if substantial repair assistance had been available early in the recov-
ery, housing recovery in many areas might have proceeded more rapidly 
and at less cost.

 These programs are also challenging to implement  after a disaster for 
several reasons. They require consensus from all property rights holders, 
which can entail lengthy negotiations and can be especially difficult when 
rights holders have been displaced by the disaster. Consensus is also diffi-
cult to sustain in the face of adversity and especially in post- disaster re-
covery. Many health, financial, and po liti cal pressures can undermine and 
erode multiparty agreements over time, and implementation takes a long 
time. Furthermore, the emphasis on existing land use programs means 
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that, at least initially, the government neglects other aspects of recovery. 
Once the major physical planning programs, such as land readjustment, 
are  under way, the government identifies remaining recovery gaps and fills 
them, but in an ad hoc manner.

Japan’s disaster management and policy framework, like that of many 
other countries, emphasizes a tiered and shared governance arrangement 
in which local governments are primarily responsible for post- disaster re-
sponse and recovery. However, Japan’s strongly centralized governance 
structure in non- disaster times operates in post- disaster recovery situa-
tions as well, particularly in the areas of policy and finance. Japan also has 
a locally led and decentralized approach to disaster management. Only re-
cently has a national disaster management agency been established in the 
Cabinet Office; however, its main responsibilities are planning, prepared-
ness, and, to a lesser extent, emergency response.  There is no permanent, 
centralized agency or framework for post- disaster recovery, and, as  these 
disasters have shown, new institutional arrangements have had to be made 
to manage large- scale disasters, each of which has involved complex, mul-
tilevel governmental collaborations in which the national government 
maintains strong control over public policy and finances.

Recovery  after the 1923 Tokyo, 1995 Kobe, and 2011 Tohoku earth-
quakes all required both significant amounts of national- government re-
sources, especially money, and technical and legislative assistance. The na-
tional government’s governance approach to the reconstruction  after the 
2011 disaster is in many ways a hybrid of the 1923 and 1995 approaches. 
The national Reconstruction Agency has a minister of reconstruction who 
reports directly to the prime minister, and it manages the overall recovery 
bud get, from which it can distribute funds  either to vari ous national min-
istries or directly to local governments. In this way, the Reconstruction 
Agency has considerable authority to cut across traditionally rigid and 
separate agency structures and programs and provide a more integrated 
bundling of programs and ser vices to disaster- affected communities. But 
establishing this new institution and the recovery program has taken time, 
and  these delays have caused considerable criticism and frustration. 
 Because of reforms made by the Abe administration in 2013 to accelerate 
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the recovery and provide a more holistic and integrated solution for af-
fected communities, the Reconstruction Agency anticipates that most 
of the nationally funded recovery proj ects  will be completed by March 
2019.

As previously noted, the scale and complexity of the 2011 disaster, the 
vast number and varying governance capacity of the more than 200 affected 
local governments, and the multiprefectural governance arrangements 
 were all  factors that  were considered in determining the Reconstruction 
Agency’s authorities and design. Across Tohoku, a fairly rural region, gov-
ernance sophistication and capacity are not comparable to  those in Tokyo, 
Kobe, or other large metropolitan areas. Furthermore, the Tohoku region 
was already struggling with long- term population and economic decline 
before the disaster. The significant loss of local leaders and staff in the di-
saster and the long- term post- disaster population displacements have fur-
ther complicated and limited local governance capacity for recovery in the 
region. Therefore, it is still unclear  whether  there is a need for such a 
centralized and nationalized approach to recovery in  future large- scale 
disasters.

 After the 1995 earthquake, local leaders made a convincing case to the 
national government that responsibility for both recovery planning and 
implementation had to reside with local governments in the Kansai region. 
Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture, and even the smaller cities had sophisticated staff, 
experienced in working with national- government ministries and the 
national planning and building regulations, such as land readjustment 
and redevelopment, which would serve as the mechanisms for providing 
national- government funding for recovery.  These staff persons also built 
long- term relationships. Thus, national- government leaders could feel 
more confident that their funding would be well managed.

In 1995, the Kobe earthquake’s occurrence on January 17, only two 
months before the start of a new fiscal year on April 1, significantly influ-
enced the planning pro cess. It rushed planning decisions that might other-
wise have involved more citizen input. The necessity of submitting special 
bud get requests to the national government for assistance with reconstruc-
tion proj ects before March 31, and the end of the fiscal year, drove most of 
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the decision making during the two months of first- phase planning. This, 
in turn, conditioned the more detailed decisions made with the help of 
machizukuri organ izations in the second planning phase. It also created 
tension with citizens and likely gave rise to a greater level of citizen organ-
ization and participation in post- disaster decision making that has carried 
over to more recent disasters. Both local and national leaders in Japan are 
more accepting of the machizukuri pro cess and the critically impor tant 
role that  these organ izations have played in reestablishing community fab-
ric  after disasters. Furthermore, machi- kyo meetings provide a focus for 
 house holds forced to temporarily live elsewhere in the region.

Last, the national government’s policy responses to the March 2011 di-
saster are a sharp departure from traditional Japa nese government stances 
on local government and individual responsibility in disaster recovery. For 
the first time, local governments in the Tohoku region do not have to share 
in recovery program costs for land readjustment, collective relocation, and 
other programs administered by the Reconstruction Agency. As already 
noted, many of  these local governments  were already struggling before the 
disaster, but so have other Japa nese cities  after disasters. It has taken Kobe 
nearly 20 years to pay back its debt burden for rebuilding  after the 1995 
earthquake. Some worry that a lack of financial responsibility in disasters 
 will translate into a reduced local stake in the recovery plans and the pro-
cess in the Tohoku region.

Similarly, compensation of victims for home rebuilding, long- term 
displacement, and unemployment  after the March 2011 disaster signals a 
fairly significant departure from prior national policy on self- responsibility 
in post- disaster recovery.  After the 1995 earthquake and other disasters, 
a substantial burden was placed on individuals to finance their recovery. 
Residents had to combine resources or rebuild smaller spaces in order to 
finance reconstruction and depleted their savings in the pro cess, with 
long- term economic effects. Some residents could not afford to rebuild or 
buy replacement structures in their former neighborhoods and  were per-
manently displaced.  There  were also many hidden long- term costs, includ-
ing tax deferrals and bond payments, which ultimately have affected local 
finances and individual taxpayers.
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It is still too soon to fully evaluate the results of  these policy changes 
in the Tohoku region or their long- term influence on Japan’s overall policy 
and approach to disaster management. It may be that a costly pre ce dent 
has now been set without full consideration of the tremendous financial 
burden this  will place on the national government and citizens nationwide 
when the inevitable Tokyo earthquake, the Nankai- Tonankai- Tokai mega- 
earthquake and tsunami,13 or some other major metropolitan- area disas-
ter occurs.

NOTES

 1. Following individual field investigations in the months  after the January 17, 1995, 
earthquake in Kobe, the authors began collaborating with colleague, Ken Top-
ping, on a long- term comparative study of rebuilding following the 1994 North-
ridge, California, and 1995 Kobe earthquakes. They received funding for the study 
from the National Science Foundation, and collaborated with Murosaki Yoshit-
eru and Ohnishi Kazuyoshi of Kobe University; Koura Hisako of Osaka Univer-
sity; and planning con sul tant Kobayashi Ikuo. In subsequent years, the authors 
also received research support from Kyoto University and Tohoku University and 
have collaborated with Hayashi Haruo and Maki Norio of Kyoto University and 
Iuchi Kanako and Liz Maly of Tohoku University on the study of recovery fol-
lowing the 1995 and 2011 earthquakes.

 2. The first step of the land readjustment pro cess is to notify property  owners 
and develop an acceptable concept plan, deci ded by the local government, for 
the layout of streets and parks. The second step is to determine the bound aries 
of public facilities and the percentage of land per parcel given to public im-
provements, as well as the amount of reserve land. Each person’s property is 
reduced in size by the same rate. When the local government approves the 
public facilities plan, a board that includes  owners and specialists is created to 
supervise the delineation of new lot lines (replotting). Construction of roads 
and utilities can begin at this point. When all the  owners in a block agree, the 
temporary replotting is complete, and they can rebuild. If the board approves 
the replotting, it becomes official, even if some  owners are opposed. Once all 
blocks are complete, final replotting legally completes the land readjustment 
proj ect, and the implementing agency goes through a pro cess to ensure that 
the value of each parcel is at least the same as before. If the final value is less 
than the pre- readjustment value, the implementing body subsidizes the dif-
ference.

 3. The concept of a home ministry was introduced during the Meiji period (1968–
1912) to provide centralized oversight of prefectural and local governments 
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(Sorensen 2002).  After World War II, the ministry became the Ministry of 
Construction, and now part of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, 
and Tourism (MLIT).

 4. ¥ = Japa nese yen. In 1923, the currency conversion rate was about US$1 = ¥2; thus, 
about US$20 million of the nearly US$120 million of donations (in 1923 dollars) 
was used for this purpose. This would be about $278 million of the $1.667 bil-
lion in donations (in 2015 dollars), using a 2015 currency conversion rate of 
US$1 = ¥122.

 5. An average 1995 currency conversion rate of US$1 = ¥100 is used for the financial 
data related to the Kobe earthquake.

 6. At the time, only 7.2  percent of Japa nese  house holds had earthquake insurance, 
and the rate was much lower in Kobe, about 3  percent (Evans 2001). Some of the 
reported residential insurance payouts  were for fire- related damage caused by 
the earthquake.

 7. The secretary is the second- level administrative person  after the vice minister; the 
minister is a po liti cal appointee.

 8. Three types of rights are involved in this system: (A) the land property right held 
by the owner of the land; (B) the land use right held by the owner of the building 
(who may rent the land); and (C) the inhabitant right held by the occupant ( either 
owner or renter) of the building.

 9. Landowners who could not rebuild individually  because of nonconforming lot- 
size and street- width situations  under the Building Standards Law  were often 
able to join with adjacent  owners to build joint housing proj ects and receive some 
government financial assistance for design and common- area costs. The City of 
Kobe’s comprehensive bonus system allowed building  owners to add floor area, 
and hence value, in return for providing accessible open space; it was applied 
in many older, densely developed neighborhoods. Cooperative housing com-
bined several parcels into one building site and relaxed the building side- yard 
setback restrictions to provide for rebuilding at the property boundary, effec-
tively creating row housing. Collective housing featured clusters of units with 
common meeting, kitchen, and bathroom areas and provided a more affordable 
housing alternative for residents with special needs, particularly single el derly 
persons.

 10.  Under this law, unit  owners have title to their individual units, plus a share of to-
tal floor area for the proj ect. They do not necessarily own the land. Unit rental 
occupants have no rights in this decision pro cess.

 11. The currency exchange rate between the Japa nese yen (¥) and the U.S. dollar fluc-
tuated considerably between the start of 2011 and the end of 2016. An average 
valuation of US$1 = ¥100 is used for financial data related to the 2011 disaster.

 12. Cleanup of the power plant is the responsibility of Tokyo Electric Power Com-
pany and the Ministry of International Trade and Industry. The Ministry of the 
Environment is responsible for cleanup of private land, and victim compensation 
is being led by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technol-
ogy (Okamoto 2014).
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 13. Offshore subduction zone earthquakes in the Tokai- Tonankai- Nankai region  will 
be accompanied by a massive tsunami, similar to the one that struck in the Tohoku 
region in 2011. However, a major Tokai- Tonankai- Nankai earthquake and tsu-
nami  will affect the most densely populated and eco nom ically critical corridor of 
Japan,  running from the Osaka- Kansai region eastward to Tokyo, and could 
result in more than 300,000 deaths (Asahi Shimbun 2012).



L ong- term recovery policies in India have developed primarily at the state 
level, first in the state of Maharashtra  after the 1993 Latur earthquake 

and most fully in the state of Gujarat  after its enormous 2001 earthquake. 
Recovery  after both the 1993 and 2001 earthquakes emphasized housing 
reconstruction, and both states implemented innovative owner- driven 
methods that  were or ga nized at the highest levels. A significant innovation 
in Gujarat was a partnership between the state government and nongov-
ernmental organization (NGO) networks; this model was subsequently used 
on a smaller scale in Tamil Nadu  after the tsunami. In addition to a variety 
of secondary sources, this chapter is based on field visits by Olshansky over 
a de cade of collaboration with Indian colleagues.1

PRE- DISASTER INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY SETTING

India has a federal system of government. Disaster response is the respon-
sibility of state governments, but the government of India provides finan-
cial support for post- disaster relief (Vatsa 2002). At the time of the 2001 
Gujarat earthquake, the government of India had a very small natu ral di-
saster management division in the Ministry of Agriculture that provided 
disaster assistance to states when needed. The location of this administra-
tive agency illustrates that emergency management in India traditionally 
involved responding to crop damages from floods or drought. The earliest 

5 India
State- Managed Recovery with NGO Involvement
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governmental involvement in disaster relief grew out of the  great famine 
of 1876–1878, in which 5.25 million  people died.  Because of the focus on 
famine and public health issues, neither disaster mitigation nor reconstruc-
tion was mentioned in the constitution or national policies (Chandrasekhar 
2010).  After the 1993 Latur earthquake and the 1999 Orissa cyclone, the 
Indian government began to change its approach to disaster preparedness. 
By 2001, the government of India had established the Crisis Management 
Group in the cabinet, as well as the Natu ral Calamity Fund to help sup-
port state governments. Changes in the government’s approach continued 
 after the 2001 earthquake (Chandrasekhar 2010). But none of the new ini-
tiatives addressed the pro cesses of recovery and rehabilitation or how they 
could be used to reduce disaster risks.

THE 2001 GUJARAT EARTHQUAKE

Earthquake Damage

On January 26, 2001, a magnitude 7.7 earthquake struck wide areas of the 
state of Gujarat and particularly devastated the urbanized areas of Bhuj, 
Gandhidham, Anjar, Bhachau, and Rapar (Murty et al. 2005). In Bhuj, for 
example, almost 6,500 buildings collapsed, half the buildings and infra-
structure inside its walled city  were damaged, and 7,000  people died. This 
was the deadliest earthquake to strike India since 1935, and it was “the first 
major earthquake to hit an urban area of India in the last 50 years” (Jain 
et al. 2002, 2). The devastation of Bhuj “was unpre ce dented in the history 
of urban India” (Balachandran 2010, 160). The earthquake affected 21 of 
the 25 districts of Gujarat, killed 13,805  people, and damaged over 1.1 mil-
lion homes up to 400 km from the epicenter (Murty et al. 2005). According 
to the State of Gujarat, 233,660  houses  were completely destroyed (GSDMA 
2002). The most affected area was Kutch District, where approximately 
70   percent of the buildings  were destroyed and 89   percent of the earth-
quake fatalities occurred.2 The old central areas of the cities, most notably 
the walled city of Bhuj,  were especially affected.

The earthquake caused widespread damage to essential infrastructure 
and public ser vices. Over 5,000 health facilities and 12,000 schools  were 
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damaged or destroyed, and government buildings, along with their official 
rec ords and government employees,  were severely affected. The earthquake 
devastated urban and rural  water systems— over 240 small earthen dams 
 were damaged— roads, power systems, and telecommunications, and 
thousands of small businesses  were destroyed or damaged (Murty et al. 
2005; World Bank and Asian Development Bank 2001).

Direct damage to assets was initially estimated at Rs. 9,900 crore ($2.1 
billion), and the cost of rebuilding to higher disaster- resistance standards 
was estimated at Rs. 10,600 crore ($2.3 billion) (World Bank and Asian De-
velopment Bank 2001). About half of  these costs  were due to housing dam-
age. Although the loss of economic output was only about 2 to 3  percent of 
Gujarat’s gross domestic product, the earthquake was devastating to com-

The January 2001 earthquake was the deadliest to strike India since 1935, and the scale of 
urban devastation, shown  here in the city of Bhuj, was unpre ce dented in modern Indian his-
tory. Source: Photo graph taken by team members of Environmental Planning Collaborative, 
Ahmedabad, during the preparation of Development Plan for Bhuj in 2001. Reprinted with 
permission.
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munities in the affected area, and it harmed the livelihoods of 19,000 hand-
icraft artisans and several thousand salt farmers; in addition, about 20,000 
 cattle died (World Bank and Asian Development Bank 2001).

Gujarat is one of the wealthier Indian states— third in per capita in-
come, and a leader in manufacturing and trade— but the area affected by 
the earthquake has high levels of poverty and a high proportion of “sched-
uled caste”3 residents, who tend to be segregated (World Bank and Asian 
Development Bank 2001). Most of Kutch is a sparsely populated, arid re-
gion that relies on labor- intensive agriculture, salt mining along the coast, 
handicrafts, and trade. Only 31  percent of the population lived in urban 
areas at the time of the earthquake; the largest urban centers  were Bhuj 
(121,000), Gandhidam (104,000), and Anjar (51,000).

The Initial Governmental Response

Immediately  after the earthquake, numerous countries sent rescue and 
medical teams and relief supplies (Vatsa 2002).  Because of the unpre ce-
dented scale of the disaster, the government of Gujarat was initially 
overwhelmed. The UN immediately sent a team from the Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA), and a UN disaster 
management team, along with UN Development Programme (UNDP) 
staff, established an on- site operations coordination Center at the District 
Collector’s Office in Bhuj to coordinate UN activities (World Bank and 
Asian Development Bank 2001).4 Many international NGOs also  were in-
volved in relief efforts.

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

The Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority

Approximately two weeks  after the earthquake, on February 8, 2001, the 
state of Gujarat established the Gujarat State Disaster Management Au-
thority (GSDMA), a cabinet- level agency headed by the chief minister of 
Gujarat and tasked with planning and implementing response and recovery. 
The GSDMA was also asked to lead the state in developing an emergency 
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management system for  future events (Thiruppugazh and Kumar 2010). 
It was modeled on the Orissa State Disaster Mitigation Authority, which 
had been created  after a 1999 cyclone in Orissa (Murty et al. 2005). The 
first task of the GSDMA was to develop policies for post- earthquake re-
construction.  Because the GSDMA is a cabinet- level agency, its decisions 
carry the authority of the chief minister; therefore, it is difficult for other 
departments to decline to cooperate (Thiruppugazh 2007).

One reason for establishing the GSDMA was to have an in de pen dent 
agency  free of normal government procedures (Thiruppugazh 2007). An-
other was to create a single entity to receive international funds, thus 
providing assurance that the funds would not be diverted to non- disaster 
purposes. Fi nally, the GSDMA played an impor tant coordination role as 
the agency whose sole responsibility was implementing reconstruction while 
interacting with over 20 state- government departments, as well as the gov-
ernment of India, international funding agencies, UN agencies, and NGOs.

The GSDMA planned, coordinated, and monitored work by several 
implementing agencies that provided goods and ser vices (GSDMA, n.d.). 
 Because the GSDMA received funds from international agencies, as well 
as from the government of Gujarat, it created a standardized financial 
management system with offices in over 150 locations in the affected area 
and quarterly audits by an in de pen dent auditor (GSDMA, n.d.). One way 
the GSDMA monitored recovery pro gress was through continuous social 
impact assessment, contracted through a local university. This pro cess 
helped the GSDMA identify issues and address them in a timely manner.

The GSDMA was assisted by an advisory committee made up of prom-
inent citizens, representatives of NGOs, and technical experts (Thirup-
pugazh 2007). In addition, a central implementation review group, with 
members from vari ous line agencies and major stakeholder groups, peri-
odically reviewed recovery pro gress (GSDMA, n.d.). A variety of technical 
con sul tants also assisted the GSDMA. For example, the GSDMA engaged 
the National Council for Cement and Building Materials, the Central 
Building Research Institute, and the Indian Institute of Technology, Bom-
bay, to oversee the technical audit of housing construction and issue com-
pletion certificates (GSDMA, n.d.; Murty et al. 2005).
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In 2003, the Gujarat State Disaster Management Act established the 
GSDMA as a permanent body consisting of 14 specified ministers and state 
officers, with the chief minister as chairperson, and described the broad 
responsibilities of the GSDMA, other government departments, district 
collectors, local authorities, and local community organ izations (Govern-
ment of Gujarat 2003). This was the first such act for an Indian state and 
was seen as a model for  others to follow (Murty et al. 2005).

As of 2005, the GSDMA was managing the recovery and disaster man-
agement activities with a staff of 63 agency employees, assisted by staff 
from line departments with relevant responsibilities; in addition, many 
government employees at district, taluka, and village levels had responsi-
bilities that  were primarily oriented  toward disaster recovery in the years 
 after the earthquake (Murty et al. 2005).5 The core of the permanent agency 
consists of about 20 officers from the Indian Administrative Ser vices; 
many ser vices are delegated to other agencies or contracted out to the pri-
vate sector (GSDMA, n.d.). In short, the GSDMA created policy, designed 
programs, monitored pro gress, and coordinated the substantive work of 
other organ izations.  Because of its status in representing the chief minis-
ter, it had the authority to coordinate the activities of state agencies.

Reconstruction Programs

Despite the unpre ce dented and widespread damage, the government of 
Gujarat managed to conceptualize and initiate a comprehensive strategy 
in just three months (Balachandran 2010). The recovery pro cess was 
designed to include the following major ele ments: housing, livelihoods, 
infrastructure, social infrastructure, community participation, and disas-
ter management capacity building (Murty et al. 2005). Within weeks  after 
the earthquake, the state, supported by the World Bank, determined that a 
decentralized pro cess of owner- driven housing in situ would be the most 
effective and fastest means of reconstruction (Thiruppugazh and Kumar 
2010). The government intended that communities and  house holds would 
lead the reconstruction, and that the government and NGOs would provide 
technical support (Murty et al. 2005). Immediate assistance to support the 
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livelihoods of vulnerable  house holds, such as cash- for- work programs 
for debris removal, was also an early priority (World Bank and Asian 
Development Bank 2001).

Within a month, the government of Gujarat conducted an initial dam-
age assessment, and three weeks  after the earthquake, it announced a set 
of four rehabilitation and reconstruction policy packages:6

(a) Grant assistance— for land, housing, and public facilities— “for reloca-
tion of 256 villages where more than 70  percent of the housing stock” 
was destroyed;

(b) “in situ reconstruction or repairs of housing in villages and towns lo-
cated in areas declared as the worst affected” in seismic hazard zones 
IV and V;7

(c) “in situ construction for destroyed or damaged housing in the less af-
fected” seismic zone III; and

(d) “a package of grant- based compensation in urban areas” which even-
tually provided funds for residents of damaged/collapsed high- rise 
buildings to repair or rebuild. (World Bank and Asian Development 
Bank 2001, 31–32; Gupta et al. 2002)

A special fifth package was still to be developed for the four badly affected 
urban areas in Kutch district: Anjar, Bhachau, Bhuj, and Rapar.

Within the first year, the government of Gujarat and the government 
of India, with assistance from the World Bank and the Asian Development 
Bank, developed a more complete three- stage reconstruction:

• Immediate phase (phase I), over two years, for “immediate housing re-
construction needs, and laying the groundwork for establishing a sus-
tainable disaster management capacity in the state”;

• Medium term phase (phase II), over three years, to reconstruct “public 
infrastructure, assist in social capital restoration and take the next step 
in establishing disaster management capability, by building a profes-
sional emergency preparedness and response system”; and

• Long term phase (phase III), over 5 years, for “the long term institution-
alization of comprehensive disaster management planning as part of 
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Gujarat’s overall development pro cess,” including “hazard mitigation, 
knowledge management and risk transfer.” (GSDMA 2002, 3)

The early emphasis was on housing reconstruction, with public ser-
vices and emergency preparedness capacity building to come  later. The 
immediate phase began in March 2001 with the reallocation of $400 mil-
lion previously awarded from the World Bank now to be used for recon-
struction of housing and schools, emergency repairs to  water tanks and 
roads, and repair of public buildings (GSDMA 2002). The government of 
Gujarat  later developed the comprehensive Gujarat Emergency Earthquake 
Reconstruction Project,  under which a variety of donors covered dam-
ages beyond housing (World Bank 2009). For example, the Asian Devel-
opment Bank, the Eu ro pean Commission, The Netherlands and other 
countries, and numerous NGOs conducted other recovery proj ects for 
health and educational facilities and infrastructure (GSDMA 2002).

Restoration

Village organ izations completed debris removal by March 2002, with com-
pensation from the government of Gujarat. The government constructed 
temporary shelters in the four main urban areas in Kutch and distributed 
materials for shelter construction elsewhere. According to the GSDMA, all 
256,369 families who needed temporary shelter  were provided with ac-
commodation. Minor repairs of nearly 1,800 public buildings  were com-
plete by March 2002, but major repairs of public buildings and cultural 
properties took longer (GSDMA 2002). Infrastructure repairs  were seen as 
an opportunity to update and improve many community and regional in-
frastructure systems (Murty et al. 2005).

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Nongovernmental Organ izations

Gujarat had a strong NGO network at the time of the earthquake, and 
 these NGOs played key roles in immediately helping restore livelihoods 
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(World Bank and Asian Development Bank 2001). As of November 2001, 
about 63 NGOs already  were active in 211 villages, and they had memo-
randums of understanding (MOUs) in place for building over 32,000 
 houses (Gupta et al. 2002).

Kutch Nav Nirman Abhiyan (hereafter Abhiyan), a local network of 
29 NGOs, coordinated NGO activities and established 25 local subcenters 
(setus) to coordinate assistance and information, with formal endorsement 
and support by the government (Abhiyan and UNDP 2001). Abhiyan had 
grown out of experiences from the 1998 Kandla cyclone in Gujarat,  after 
which several NGOs realized that they could be more effective if they 
worked collectively (Murty et al. 2005).  After the Gujarat earthquake, the 
setu centers served 400 villages spread over 10 talukas. During the relief 
phase, the setus set up local resident committees to ensure that the relief 
was effective and fair, and in the recovery phase, they took on a variety of 
roles: information centers, communication between the government and 
the public, bridges between villages and implementing organ izations, a 
governance level between villages and talukas, monitoring of construction 
materials, technical support and training for the community- based recon-
struction,  legal assistance, and monitoring of health issues (Abhiyan and 
UNDP 2001). Through frequent reports from the setus, Abhiyan was able 
to synthesize the needs assessments produced by the NGOs in all the vil-
lages, as well as to provide periodic updates of temporary housing needs; 
this information helped identify ser vice gaps and prioritize subsequent ac-
tivities by the government and NGOs. Setus  were also valuable locally as 
neutral sources of information (Murty et al. 2005).

NGOs  were also involved in housing reconstruction. Eighty NGOs 
conducted reconstruction and rehabilitation work in 280 villages, built over 
41,000  houses and associated infrastructure, and reconstructed school and 
healthcare buildings (GSDMA, n.d.). An interested NGO would apply to the 
GSDMA and district authorities to adopt a village.  After government ap-
proval, the NGO would then obtain the consent of the village gram sabha 
(all the adult members of a village) (GSDMA, n.d.). The GSDMA coordi-
nated and monitored all NGOs involved in reconstruction.
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Housing for  Owners

Money was provided for housing reconstruction through two options: 
an owner- driven plan and a public- private partnership plan (Murty et al. 
2005). In both cases, the government funded construction only of the core 
 house; any additions  were the responsibility of the owner. The emphasis on 
owner- driven reconstruction as the preferred mode was profound and 
unpre ce dented. It had rarely been used as a housing method in India, and it 
certainly had never been applied on such a large scale (Thiruppugazh 2007).

In the owner- driven plan, chosen by about 82   percent of affected 
 house holds, funding was provided directly to  owners to rebuild on- site, 
 either by themselves or through contractors (Murty et al. 2005). The amount 
of assistance depended on the seismic zone, the type of  house, and the lo-
cal cost of construction. The government disbursed the funds directly to 
 owners’ bank accounts in three stages: 40  percent as an advance, 40  percent 
 after completion and inspection of the plinth, and 20  percent  after the cer-
tificate of completion. In order to accomplish this, the government needed 
to help residents open bank accounts, which  were new to most of them. It 
achieved the opening of 660,000 bank accounts in four months (Thirup-
pugazh 2011).

Despite the success of the owner- driven approach, 16,000  houses  were 
not completed,  either  because they  were never started  after  owners received 
the first installment, or  because  owners stopped construction  after receiv-
ing the second installment (Thiruppugazh 2011). In many cases, this was 
due to personal hardships, such as needing to spend the first installment 
on medical expenses or on restarting livelihoods. In Bhuj, it was estimated 
that 20 to 25  percent of  owners spent the first installment and could not 
continue reconstruction without additional assistance; in the urban areas, 
 there  were fewer NGOs to provide supplementary financial and technical 
assistance (Murty et al. 2005).

The public- private plan— typically, but not always, for village 
relocation— involved 50-50 funding by the government and NGOs, which 
 were also encouraged to rebuild public infrastructure (Murty et al. 2005). 
The government paid the NGO, and NGO engineers supervised the con-
struction.
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Owner- driven reconstruction helped foster construction quality 
 because the  owners could monitor the pro cess, which decreased the like-
lihood of poor construction practices. The pro cess also served to educate 
 owners about practices of earthquake- resistant construction and their 
importance. One result, documented by a survey of 500 owner- added ex-
tensions to homes in Bhachau, was that 45   percent of the additions to 
owner- driven  houses had seismic features, whereas only 8  percent of the 
additions to NGO- built  houses had such features (Thiruppugazh 2011). 
Owner- driven reconstruction also was a success in terms of  house hold 
satisfaction and cost. A study four years  after the earthquake confirmed 
that for owner- driven reconstruction, 94.5  percent of  house holds  were fully 
satisfied with the location, size, and quality of their home (Barenstein 2006). 
In contrast, the contractor- driven approaches  were much less popu lar: 
71.8  percent of  house holds  were satisfied with in situ reconstruction, and 
only 22.8  percent  were satisfied with relocation (prob lems included con-
struction quality and lack of participation); the last approach was also by 
far the most expensive (Barenstein 2006).

To ensure transparency, lists of beneficiaries and assistance provided 
 were displayed in the villages and  were publicly available in local govern-
ment offices and on the GSDMA website (GSDMA, n.d.). Reportedly, 
93  percent of villages complied with the requirement to publish the list of 
beneficiaries (World Bank 2009). Another successful means of providing 
a voice to beneficiaries was a grievance procedure, which received 40,000 
claims.

By mid-2003, just two and a half years  after the earthquake, 97  percent 
of damaged homes in villages had been repaired, and 87   percent of 
completely destroyed  houses had been reconstructed (Murty et al. 2005). 
Eventually, over 911,000  houses  were repaired, and over 201,000  were re-
constructed (GSDMA 2006).

Mukherji (2008) argues that the pro cess could have been even more 
effective if it had proceeded at a more deliberate pace. She claims that 
the pressure for speed was based more on the interests of the World Bank 
to stick to its established proj ect schedule and on the interests of Gujarat 
to meet the World Bank’s deadlines than it was on meeting the  actual hous-
ing needs of the residents. Sanderson and Sharma (2008) note that this was 
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a par tic u lar prob lem with NGO- built housing, which was designed more 
to meet the needs of NGOs to show quick results than it was to meet the 
needs of residents. Lower- income homeowners had difficulty making the 
first housing payment. Furthermore, the bank’s schedule did not ade-
quately recognize that urban areas would need to complete urban planning 
before being able to build housing. The result was that the state government 
rushed the urban planning pro cesses to meet the World Bank’s deadlines. 
Also, the housing program and the planning pro cesses  were out of sync: 
urban homeowners received their first installment long before they could 
get permission to rebuild. According to Mukherji, the World Bank wanted 
the government to disburse the money quickly so that it would not divert it 
to other purposes, but the result was that homeowners diverted it for other 
purposes.

The municipality of Bhachau is pictured  here 10 years  after it was devastated by the 2001 
earthquake. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2011).
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Housing for Renters

The government’s initial housing assistance packages  were for  owners and 
did not directly address the prob lems of renters. The government provided 
reconstruction funds to the  owners of rental buildings, but some  owners 
who lived far away did not use the government funds they received to re-
build rental housing (Murty et al. 2005). In many cases,  owners of rental 
properties  were glad to lose their rent- controlled units, where long- term 
occupants  were paying rents below current market rates, so they could use 
their land for more profitable purposes (Mukherji 2010). Some NGOs 
stepped in to build owner ship housing for former renters on relocation 
sites, and Bhuj subsequently initiated some programs to help  settle former 
renters in  these locations (Murty et al. 2005). Mukherji (2010), in a study 
of housing recovery in Bhachau, shows how renters’ needs  were overlooked.

Housing Relocation

All reconstruction decisions emphasized community participation. Ac-
cording to the GSDMA, the “Village Gram Sabha which consists of all the 
adult members in the village has been given the complete power to decide 
about the relocation or in situ reconstruction of a village” (GSDMA 2002, 
16). The government relied on the setus as communication links with the 
villages, and it established grievance pro cesses to ensure that the needs of 
 women, scheduled castes, and other vulnerable groups  were met.

Although relocation was a major topic shortly  after the earthquake— 
according to a variety of accounts, the government had initially assumed 
that all villages with more than 70  percent damage would relocate, with 
the help of NGOs—it became apparent that this would be needed only for 
some of the worst- affected urban areas. The relocation approach was based 
on the policy of Maharashtra  after the 1993 Latur earthquake, but most 
towns in Gujarat strongly resisted it (Barenstein 2006). The World Bank, 
which ultimately provided most of the funding for the reconstruction pro-
gram, also resisted relocation.

Some villages, however, voluntarily chose to relocate. If at least 50  percent 
of the  house holds chose to relocate, the government allowed them to move to 
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the new site; the remainder could rebuild in situ  either through an NGO or 
on their own (GSDMA, n.d.). Ultimately, of 484 earthquake- affected vil-
lages, 24 villages (5,720  houses)  were fully relocated to a new site, and 37 
villages (10,014  houses)  were partially relocated (Murty et al. 2005).

Most relocated villages  were built on government land,  either entirely 
by NGOs or through 50-50 partnerships of NGOs and the government 
(GSDMA 2002). The latter  were funded by an Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) housing loan. Some relocated villages  were already  under construc-
tion in March 2002.

Relocation had some advantages for residents (Murty et al. 2005). Re-
location housing was of high quality and was constructed by contractors 
to higher seismic standards. Relocated villages also had new infrastructure 
and community centers. Although  owners had to surrender title to their 
original land, in most cases their new land was larger. The disadvantage 
was that relocation involved moving to a new location and a housing con-
figuration that differed from the traditional cluster (fadia) system of the 
older villages. In some cases, relocation disrupted livelihoods. Relocations 
took a bit longer than on- site reconstruction, but as of March 2004, 15,734 
 houses had been rebuilt at relocation sites, representing 96   percent of 
planned relocation housing (Murty et al. 2005).

Reconstruction of Urban Areas

 Because the four urban areas— Bhuj, Bhachau, Anjar, and Rapar— would 
require considerable infrastructure investments in addition to reconstruc-
tion of housing, the government of Gujarat deci ded to develop individual 
planning studies before making reconstruction decisions (Murty et  al. 
2005).  After consultation with international agencies and local institutions, 
the Gujarat Urban Development Department in May 2001 announced a 
framework for urban reconstruction, which constituted the fifth earth-
quake rehabilitation package:

• The “government created Area Development Authorities (ADAs) in 
Bhuj, Bhachau, Anjar, and Rapar  under the provisions of the Gujarat 
Town Planning and Urban Development Act, 1976.”
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• “The government negotiated a Rs 500- crore loan [about $110 million] 
from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to fund urban reconstruc-
tion.”

• “The government designated the Gujarat Urban Development Com pany 
Limited (GUDC) as the implementing agency for the proj ect. The 
GUDC is a Special Purpose Vehicle established by the government (be-
fore the earthquake) for conceptualising and implementing urban 
development proj ects.”

• “To support the ADAs and GUDC, the government deci ded to hire con-
sul tants to carry out town and infrastructure planning, and to scruti-
nise applications for building permissions.” (Balachandran 2010, 163)

The GUDC was the key to success  because it was a preexisting agency 
with experienced professionals, and  because it was given considerable au-
tonomy. Completion of a citywide development plan normally takes two 
years, but the plans for the four cities, which  were more detailed and in-
cluded more public involvement than any other plans in India,  were com-
pleted in six months, from initial data collection in May to final approval 
in December (Balachandran 2010). The Gujarat Town and Urban Devel-
opment Act of 1976 specifies a two- step pro cess: publication of a land use 
development plan and formulation of town planning schemes (detailed 
implementation plans for specific sites) (Gupta et al. 2002).

 Because most of the earthquake deaths occurred in the dense centers 
of Bhuj, Anjar, and Bhachau, which had old buildings of poor construc-
tion and congested access, the urban- area plans emphasized safety 
 improvements (Gupta et al. 2002). Some features of  these reconstruction 
proj ects  were road widening to improve access, provision of open spaces, 
relocation of some public places to reduce congestion, and extension of in-
frastructure to include adjacent areas. The government restricted building 
heights to two stories in the Kutch region to facilitate improved construc-
tion standards (Balachandran 2010). Although damaged  houses could be 
repaired, reconstruction of collapsed  houses in the four towns could be-
gin only  after approval of the development plans.

Bhuj, the largest city in the region, was particularly hard hit, and in 
the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, its  future was uncertain. Ideas 
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ranged from total relocation to complete reconstruction in situ; turning 
the old city into an earthquake museum was also seriously considered 
(Balachandran 2010).  Because the old walled city was historically and cul-
turally significant, public sentiment strongly favored rebuilding it while 
preserving as many of the old buildings as pos si ble.  After considering all 
the options, the government included the rebuilding of Bhuj— which in-
volved a combination of reconstruction, redevelopment, and relocation—
in the urban reconstruction package released in May  2001. Before the 
earthquake, 35,000  people— one- fourth of the city’s population— lived in 
the 1 km2 area of the walled city, and the other 90,000 Bhuj residents  were 
spread over 20 km2. The planning concept involved restriction of heights 
and floor area, which would cause the city to further expand laterally, and 
an offer of parcels in tentatively proposed relocation areas for  house holds and 
businesses that wanted to leave the city center.

The old town of the historic city of Bhuj was rebuilt  after the devastating Gujarat earthquake 
in 2001. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2011).
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Private planning con sul tants, some of whom had already been working 
informally in the affected areas,  were hired to do the plans for Bhuj and 
Bhachau; a team of seven planners in the Gujarat State Planning Department 
drew up the plan for Anjar (Murty et al. 2005).  Because the state of Gujarat 
provided both con sul tants and area development authorities (ADAs), the 
municipal planning agencies  were able to continue with their normal work.

The con sul tants for the Bhuj ADA began work in May 2001, gathering 
data for a planning area of 56 km2 that could provide for the expansion of 
Bhuj; the last previous plan had been prepared in 1976.8 The work included 
land suitability analy sis, demographic and market studies, an assessment 
of infrastructure, and a detailed topographic and cadastral survey. Recon-
ciling the maps with the land rec ords was particularly time consuming. 
The plan was a pioneer in India in several ways: in addition to planning for 
land use regulation and infrastructure layout, it addressed strategic plan-
ning for the overall physical and economic development of the city, and it 
also catalyzed a heritage protection effort. Despite this comprehensive 
approach, in the end, the government placed the highest priority on rapid 
construction of public infrastructure.

Public involvement was extensive, including a survey of 2,500 
 house holds and several hundred commercial establishments and two 
rounds of stakeholder consultations: the first round with opinion leaders 
and key stakeholder groups, and the second round through a series of pub-
lic meetings, concluding with an invitational citywide workshop. From 
this pro cess, two prob lems emerged: a wide range of public opinions con-
cerning reconstruction and a lack of strong local leadership.

The conceptual development plan, based on stakeholder meetings, was 
presented to public meetings in July and August 2001, and the draft devel-
opment plan was published in September for two months of public com-
ment. The plan was finalized in December 2001 and immediately approved 
by the state government.

Staffing in this tight time frame was a challenge. The Bhuj Area Devel-
opment Authority (BHADA) was initially made up of staff drawn temporar-
ily from other state agencies. Con sul tants  were hired to review building 
applications. It took  until October  2001 for BHADA to establish offices, 
hire permanent staff, and acquire equipment, and a full- time director did 
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not arrive  until April 2002. Thus, during the creation of the plan in 2001, 
the con sul tants took the lead, and BHADA was barely vis i ble.

The draft development plan proposed seven pos si ble relocation sites, 
primarily ones where existing government land was available. By Octo-
ber 2001, BHADA took owner ship of the sites, and it completed preliminary 
layouts by December. Residents could then apply for  these lots. Vari ous 
complications, however, delayed the allocation of the relocation lots; as a 
result, some  people who might have relocated instead opted to stay in the 
walled city.

 Because the high density of unsafe buildings in the city centers had 
caused many deaths in the earthquake, and the debris- filled narrow streets 
had impeded emergency access, the plan aimed at creating more open 
spaces and easing accessibility. At the same time, however, street realignment 

This map shows the plan for housing relocation areas on the outskirts of Bhuj. Plan prepared 
by team members of Environmental Planning Collaborative, Ahmedabad, during the prepa-
ration of Development Plan for Bhuj in 2001. Reprinted with permission.
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and open spaces would erase much of the town’s character.  Because wid-
ening the existing street network would have meant wide- scale destruc-
tion of existing buildings, planners deci ded instead to improve layouts 
and create new streets, using now- vacant plots of land where buildings 
had collapsed.  Owners gave up some of their land, proportional to the size 
of their lots, so that streets could be widened in  these areas. This was sim-
ilar to the land readjustment pro cess used in Kobe, Japan,  after the 1995 
earthquake. Thus,  house holds and shops did not need to be permanently 
displaced from the old city.

Introduction of the town planning scheme was a pathbreaking plan-
ning decision  because “urban renewal in such a complex situation had 
never been attempted before in India” (Balachandran 2010, 185). What was 
“perhaps the most complex physical planning exercise ever attempted in 
India” (186) involved over 12,000 plots involving owner ship claims by over 
30,000  people, and it was done  under the time pressures of post- disaster 
recovery,

The plan was first proposed in July 2001, and the government took 
three months to approve it. But a new Gujarat chief minister took office in 
October 2001, and the new government did not approve the scheme  until 
November 2002.

The first stage consisted of a draft plan that allowed the transfer of 
roads and public spaces to BHADA. The second stage involved negotiation 
of final plot bound aries, facilitated by a town planning officer. The third 
stage consisted of implementation on the ground and resolution of fi-
nancial issues. This pro cess began in February 2002, and the plan was 
finalized in February 2003. The pro cess was complicated by the need to 
resurvey much of the area. Eight draft schemes  were presented to the pub-
lic at over 20 meetings let by BHADA and the con sul tants. An NGO, the 
Bhuj Development Council, helped by establishing offices in each scheme 
area, where it displayed plans and solicited comments; some neighbor-
hoods also established committees. The state finalized and approved the 
draft schemes in August. The speed of the pro cess presented many chal-
lenges: building de mo li tion and debris clearance  were occurring si mul ta-
neously, BHADA staff  were working at the same time on the relocation 
sites, and government decisions sometimes overturned policies— such as 
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 those that defined the amount of public open space— that stakeholders 
had already agreed on.

Final layouts  were presented to the BHADA board in January 2003, 
and the pro cess of transferring the final plots was carried out in February 
and March 2003. This pro cess, too, faced prob lems resulting from pressure 
from the government to complete it as early as pos si ble. The hearing pro-
cess “became somewhat a formality and got wrapped up in the shortest 
pos si ble time” (Balachandran 2010, 195). Serious errors in the final plot 
allocations sometimes created inaccessible plots and led to months of hard-
ships and delays for many  owners.

Infrastructure construction in the walled city was difficult  because ex-
isting infrastructure systems  were still in use, and many occupied struc-
tures stood in the way of construction. Once the road system was approved 
in mid-2002, design began, and all infrastructure networks  were complete 
by late 2004, nearly four years  after the earthquake.

In 2004, a sewer line was laid in Saraf Bazaar in the heart of the old city of Bhuj as part of the 
land- readjustment pro cess. Source: Photo graph by B. R. Balachandran, Environmental Planning 
Collaborative, Ahmedabad, during the preparation and implementation of Town Planning 
Schemes for Bhuj in the period from 2001 to 2004. Reprinted with permission.
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At several points in the pro cess, pro gress depended on the capabilities, 
dedication, and leadership of a lead planner or engineer with energy and 
vision, such as the chief town planner at BHADA. Conversely, frequent 
changes of personnel in key administrative leadership positions significantly 
slowed the pro cess.9 In mid-2003, a dynamic district collector took over, who 
sped up the reconstruction pro cess and brought about amenities such as 
streetscaping, public space, and reconstruction of town gates.

Bhuj  today is a city that has benefited from public investments that far 
exceeded anything done in the past, and it is now better configured to ac-
commodate  future growth. Although the old center is less dense, it is still a 
vibrant urban area and is safer than before. In addition, earthquake- resistant 
construction practices have become ingrained in the building culture.

Livelihood Programs and Economic Development

Livelihood programs helped  people restart their businesses, including over 
70,000 artisan businesses, 183,793 farming units, 18,284 industrial units, 
and 13,373  women’s businesses (GSDMA 2006). For artisans and masons, 
the government provided over 50,000 tool kits, 3,400 looms, 16,000 loans 
and subsidies, and marketing assistance. The government also helped small 
businesses and industries, giving subsidies to over 13,000 small shops, and 
helped over 46,000 farmers rehabilitate farm structures and over 78,000 
farmers repair their irrigation systems.

It developed a strategy to stabilize the cost of building materials by 
distributing cement at subsidized prices through 1,082 material banks and 
providing tax exemptions to manufacturers in Kutch (Thiruppugazh 2011). 
 These policies served to stabilize prices, maintain the supply of raw mate-
rials when demand was high, and increase employment in Kutch.

Seismic Safety, Public Fa cil i ty Improvements, and Emergency Management

The post- earthquake reconstruction pro cess provided the opportunity to 
improve seismic safety of buildings, as well as governmental emergency 
management practices. The pro cess involved training of engineers, edu-
cational programs, construction of public facilities, and new emergency 
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management procedures and policies. Over 1,600 trained engineers helped 
ensure implementation of earthquake re sis tance; over 29,000 masons and 
6,200 engineers  were trained in hazard- resistant construction (GSDMA 
2006). This required considerable organ ization; the government created an 
engineering division and trained deputy engineers to inspect each build-
ing before release of second and third payments (Thiruppugazh 2011). The 
GSDMA also “carried out a massive public- information campaign using 
pamphlets, films, folk dances, buses, street plays, posters, exhibitions, stu-
dent competitions, radio jingles, and even jokes to convince  people in some 
3,000 villages to use earthquake- resistant reconstruction” (Thiruppugazh 
2011, 76–77). Thus, owner- driven reconstruction as carried out in Gujarat 
demanded an enormous investment of money,  labor, and technical re-
sources by the state.

Some opportunities to improve building quality  were lost  because 
of the urgency of reconstruction. Paradoxically, trying to go too fast may 
have impeded early success (Murty et al. 2005). But construction compli-
ance improved over time as masons, engineers, and technical staff received 
training and became more familiar with the program (World Bank 2009). 
Not all the long- term risk- reduction strategies  were as successful as hoped. 
Certifying masons did not work as well as expected  because of a lack of 
long- term commitment by every one involved (Thiruppugazh 2011). Powell 
(2011), in a study of a small sample in 2010, also expressed some concerns 
about long- term disaster risk- reduction knowledge and practices of home-
owners who had participated in the owner- driven reconstruction.

In addition to the improved seismic safety of new and retrofitted build-
ings, post- earthquake reconstruction brought other significant improve-
ments that would not have occurred other wise: improvements to rural and 
urban infrastructure, regional economic development initiatives, a new 
culture of disaster risk reduction, and, for many, a sense of empowerment 
(Thiruppugazh 2007). Improvements to the port, roads, and regional in-
frastructure helped better position the region for economic growth (Gupta 
et al. 2002).

Healthcare facilities  were reconstructed with seismic and wind re sis-
tance; 430 buildings  were completed (GSDMA, n.d.). While all schools 
stayed in operation in tents and temporary structures, the government re-
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paired 42,678 damaged schoolrooms, reconstructed 8,812 destroyed school-
rooms, and built 3,938 new rooms, all with hazard re sis tance. The collapsed 
hospital in Bhuj was reconstructed with an earthquake- resistant base- 
isolation foundation funded by the Prime Minister’s Office at a cost of Rs. 
100,000,000 (about $2 million).

By 2006, Gujarat had made considerable pro gress in improving emer-
gency management practices. Disaster management plans  were prepared 
for the state, all 25 districts, 10,375 villages, 97 urban local bodies, and 144 
talukas (GSDMA 2006; World Bank 2009). The Gujarat Institute of Disas-
ter Management and the Institute of Seismological Research had been es-
tablished. Furthermore, the Gujarat Hazard Risk and Vulnerability Atlas 
was released in 2006, and enactment of the Gujarat Professional Civil En-
gineer’s Bill, 2006, raised standards of structural design practice. At the 
community level, in association with the UNDP, the Community Based 
Disaster Management Program was initiated in 4,000 villages to develop 
preparedness plans and building capacity at all administrative levels, with 
a special focus on  women.

The Gujarat experience also led to changes at the national level. For 
example, in July 2002, the Ministry of Home Affairs shifted from its pre-
vious emphasis on disaster response and initiated the Disaster Risk Man-
agement Program and the Urban Earthquake Vulnerability Reduction 
Program (Murty et al. 2005). The national and state governments began 
numerous other initiatives to improve the capacity of India to manage 
natu ral hazards. In 2005, a few months  after the Indian Ocean tsunami 
struck India, the National Disaster Management Act was passed, which 
established the National Disaster Management Authority to coordinate 
national disaster management activities and the National Institute of Di-
saster Management to train government staff (Thiruppugazh 2007). This 
act created a three- tiered institutional framework at national, state, and 
district levels (Chandrasekhar 2010).

Financing

Gujarat had intended from the outset to finance a massive reconstruction 
program on its own, but the availability of World Bank and ADB funds 
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provided the state with the additional resources it needed to expand recon-
struction to include new infrastructure, retrofitting of undamaged public 
buildings, and a disaster risk- reduction program (Thiruppugazh 2007). 
The cost for phase I, including housing, social sectors, infrastructure, com-
munity participation, and capacity building, totaled $473.9 million, of 
which the World Bank provided $400 million, and the state government 
provided the balance (Gupta et al. 2002). The World Bank also provided 
funding for the Gujarat Emergency Earthquake Reconstruction Proj ect, 
which would extend the phase I work (World Bank 2009).  Table 5.1 dis-
plays total recovery funding as of 2005. This was considerably less than the 
initial cost estimates. Initially, the government of Gujarat had a calamity 
relief fund of Rs. 892 crore (Rs. 8,920,000,000, or about $200 million) (Gupta 
et al. 2002). In addition,  because of the severity of the disaster, the state had 
access to the National Calamity Contingency Fund; Gujarat received in-
stallments of Rs. 500 crore (about $110 million) and Rs. 330 crore (about $73 
million) from this fund.  After an additional assessment, the government of 
India advanced an additional Rs. 637 crore (about $141 million).

THE 1993 LATUR EARTHQUAKE

Recoveries  after disasters that occurred in India in 1993 and 2004 provide 
context for understanding the significance of India’s approach to recovery 

TABLE 5.1  Recovery Funding

Organ ization Type of Funding
Amount in Rs. Crore  

(US$ in Millions)

Government of Gujarat Grant 2,603 (578)
Government of India Grant 490 (109)
World Bank Loan 3,044 (675)
Asian Development Bank Loan 1,697 (377)
Eu ro pean Commission Grant 172 (38)
The Netherlands Grant 170 (38)
 Others (NGOs, other governments) Grant 320 (70)

TOTAL 8,496 (1,885)

Source: Murty et al. 2005, 10,  table 2.1.
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 after the 2001 Gujarat earthquake. The roots of India’s post-2001 policy 
changes can be attributed to the actions of the state of Maharashtra  after the 
1993 Latur earthquake, which provided the testing ground for community- 
based reconstruction, as well as some impor tant lessons regarding com-
munity relocation. The recovery from the 2004 tsunami provided the first 
test of some of India’s new disaster policies  after the Gujarat earthquake.

The magnitude 6.4 Latur earthquake struck a rural part of the state of 
Maharashtra on September 30, 1993, killing over 8,000  people, completely 
destroying 67 villages, and leaving over a million  people homeless (Nikolic- 
Brzev et al. ca. 1999). Although Maharashtra is an industrialized state, the 
area struck by the earthquake was an underdeveloped agricultural area 
with high illiteracy rates and had been the target of development initiatives 
to reduce disparities between it and the rest of the state.

The Maharashtra Emergency Earthquake Rehabilitation Proj ect

Within one week of the earthquake, the government of Maharashtra 
signed an MOU with the World Bank for a reconstruction program that 
emphasized the improvement of infrastructure and housing, including 
earthquake- resistant construction. The World Bank also required full par-
ticipation of the affected population, which had never been done on this 
scale in India (Jigyasu 2002).

The total cost of what was officially titled the Maharashtra Emergency 
Earthquake Rehabilitation Proj ect (MEERP) was $350 million, of which 
the World Bank provided $246 million as a credit to the government 
of Maharashtra (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999).10 The housing component 
accounted for 58  percent of the cost and involved (1) relocation of 52 vil-
lages; (2) complete reconstruction in place of another 22 villages; and (3) 
reconstruction, repair, and strengthening of housing in over 2,400 vil-
lages. The other components of the MEERP included infrastructure, eco-
nomic and social rehabilitation, technical assistance, and development of 
a disaster management plan.

The MEERP had a three- tier management structure, created in De-
cember 1993 (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999). At the top, a cabinet subcom-
mittee, chaired by the chief minister, was responsible for overall policy. The 
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second level was a steering committee called the Central Implementation 
Group, composed of all secretaries of the state. At the third level, imple-
mentation was led by the Proj ect Management Unit (PMU), headed by the 
secretary and special commissioner of earthquake relief and rehabilitation 
and staffed with experienced administrators and technical professionals 
from the government of Maharashtra, assisted by a variety of con sul tants. 
The PMU had full administrative and financial authority over the proj ect, 
as well as the power to coordinate and supervise the work of other agencies 
and hire con sul tants and contractors.

The district collector was the agent of the PMU at the district level, as-
sisted by an additional collector who worked full- time on the MEERP. Field 
engineer teams also worked at the district level. At the peak of construction, 
173 state engineers  were working in the two districts, assisted by an addi-
tional 700 contract engineers (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999). Villages had 
village- level committees for communication and dispute resolution;  these 
 were most active in relocated villages.

Village Relocations

The decision to relocate the most damaged villages (more than 70  percent 
of housing uninhabitable) was based on the cost of debris removal, the op-
portunity to develop well- planned villages without caste segregation, and 
the feeling of residents that the old sites  were uninhabitable (Nikolic- Brzev 
et al. ca. 1999). According to Nikolic- Brzev et al., the impetus for reloca-
tion came from the residents: villa gers strongly demanded the relocations, 
and the government deci ded that it would be too difficult to persuade them 
other wise.11 In the end, “a comprehensive survey of  every beneficiary in the 
relocation villages found a high level of satisfaction with the new  houses” 
(Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999, 17). In a survey of 23,498 beneficiaries, 
77   percent of respondents said that the design of the new village was 
better than that of the old one. Notably, however, beneficiaries in relocated 
villages  were not as confident about the seismic re sis tance of the construc-
tion as  were beneficiaries who  were directly involved in the repairs.

In contrast, Salazar claims that the relocation plan was proposed by 
the government, and that it “was met with months of opposition by NGOs” 
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(Salazar ca. 2001, 6). He observes that the early wave of NGOs, quickly 
building concrete and steel housing, caught the attention of villa gers who 
perceived that  these modern buildings must be safer than the stone build-
ings that had collapsed (Salazar 1999). He also cites a 1998 Ahmedabad 
Study Action Group report that describes limited participation by benefi-
ciaries, inappropriate design of the new  houses, and construction deficien-
cies, all common prob lems with relocation housing.

It should be noted that post- disaster village relocation has been a con-
troversial issue in all the Indian disaster cases described in this chapter. It 
is difficult at this point to evaluate the relocations in Maharashtra, but they 
 were obviously contentious at the time. Rebuilding relocation villages 
took longer than rebuilding in place, residents did not gain the same em-
powerment benefits as did  those involved in reconstruction in situ, and 
they  were not as confident about the safety of the new buildings; how-
ever, reportedly, they  were satisfied with their new villages. Eight years 
 later, given this experience, Gujarat considered and then rejected both 
village relocation and contractor- led reconstruction. In Tamil Nadu  after 
the 2004 tsunami,  because of the spatial dimensions of the tsunami and 
the coastal zone regulations, relocation was again used, as was contractor- 
led reconstruction, and, in retrospect, both of  these appear to have been 
problematic.

Most (19,513) of the relocation  houses in Maharashtra  were constructed 
 under the supervision of the government, and NGOs and donor agencies 
constructed the other 8,406, typically in the smaller villages, usually initiat-
ing their work before the World Bank program began (Nikolic- Brzev et al. 
ca. 1999). Once the World Bank funding arrived, the government typically 
retained the NGOs as contractors.

Land acquisition, which took approximately one year, slowed reloca-
tion. According to Vatsa (2001), the relocation pro cess took five years, in 
part  because of World Bank and government insistence on public involve-
ment and review of plans, which  were often contentious and lacked con-
sensus; some of the earlier, NGO- initiated villages  were built more quickly, 
without such involvement.

For village layout and plot allocation, the PMU hired community- 
participation con sul tants. The involvement of  owners in the repair pro cess 
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was highly innovative and served to educate them about earthquake- 
resistant building methods (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999).

The Reconstruction, Repair, and Strengthening Programme

The Reconstruction, Repair, and Strengthening Programme (RRSP) repaired 
or rebuilt 189,000  houses in 2,400 villages. Beneficiaries received a fixed 
amount of financial assistance, according to two levels of damage (Nikolic- 
Brzev et al. ca. 1999). The government provided training for the beneficiaries, 
local masons, and engineers who provided technical assistance. The ju nior 
engineers played a key role as the face of the program in the villages (Nikolic- 
Brzev et al. ca. 1999). Each one was assigned to one or more villages, and they 
lived in or near to the villages where they worked. They provided technical 
assistance to individual beneficiaries, helping them make reconstruction 
choices. They also held training sessions for local masons and acted as inter-
mediaries between the villages and the government.

The government took care to develop procedures for the disbursement 
of benefits, both cash and building materials, in order to make sure that 
they  were used for reconstruction (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999). Payments 
 were made in three installments: 20  percent deposited into the beneficiary’s 
bank account upon initial approval, 70  percent (a mixture of cash and of 
coupons for cement and steel) upon preparation of the construction site, 
and 10  percent upon construction up to the lintel level.

The program also included a full- time quality- control and technical 
auditing team, which commissioned several studies of program per for-
mance and participant satisfaction. A survey of RRSP program beneficia-
ries found that 95  percent  were satisfied overall with the construction or 
repair work, and 93  percent believed that the result was earthquake resis-
tant (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999).

Another major innovation of the program was its emphasis on em-
powering  women, which had lasting effects (Nikolic- Brzev et al. ca. 1999). 
Furthermore, the community- based organ izations assisting the villages 
worked not only on reconstruction but also on other development issues, 
which helped the government’s larger goals of improving the area’s stan-
dard of living.12
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THE 2004 TSUNAMI IN TAMIL NADU

The  great Sumatra earthquake of December 26, 2004, produced a tsunami 
that affected the coastline of the Indian Ocean far from the earthquake’s 
epicenter. The tsunami hit 2,260 km of coastline of mainland India, 
primarily in the state of Tamil Nadu, but also in the  union territory of Pondi-
cherry and the states of Kerala and Andhra Pradesh (Murty et  al. 2006). 
Maximum tsunami run-up heights ranged up to a maximum of 12 meters in 
Nagapattinam, where the tsunami also inundated areas up to 3 kilo meters 
inland as it washed away  houses, damaged harbors and bridges, and in-
undated farmland (Maheshwari, Sharma, and Narayan 2006).

The death toll in India was 12,405, and over 235,000  houses  were de-
stroyed (Government of India 2005).13 The tsunami inundated over 200 
km2 of agricultural land with salt  water. Most of the losses  were concen-
trated in Tamil Nadu, where 470,000  people  were displaced. The hardest- 
hit district was Nagapattinam, where over 6,000 lives  were lost, 196,000 
 people  were displaced, and over 28,000  were  housed in relief camps (Prater 
et al. 2006). Fishing communities lost both their homes near the ocean and 
their fishing boats and nets, on which their livelihoods depend.

The government of Tamil Nadu acted quickly and cleared all the de-
bris within five days (Murty et al. 2006). On December 31, the state gov-
ernment asked three prominent NGOs— the South Indian Federation of 
Fishermen Socie ties from Trivandrum, Nav Nirman Abhiyan from Bhuj, 
and Action for Community Organisation, Rehabilitation and Development 
(ACCORD) from Nilgiris—to set up an NGO coordination center outside 
the district collector’s office in Nagapattinam. This facilitated the match-
ing of community needs with NGO capabilities, and eventually 419 NGOs 
 were involved in Nagapattinam (Prater et  al. 2006). This coordination 
center, the first of its kind  after a disaster in India, was enormously helpful 
in assessing needs and coordinating the provision and distribution of 
relief material.

On December 28, the chief minister of Tamil Nadu announced a relief 
package that included compensation of Rs. 100,000 ($2,200) to the  family 
of  every deceased person, as well as promises of shelter (Prater et al. 2006). 
The government also immediately announced an assistance package to 
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restore livelihoods, offering to replace 30,000 gill nets, 10,000 motorized 
boats, and 20,000 wooden boats (Murty et al. 2006).

The government of India received aid offers from over 700 interna-
tional NGOs for relief and rehabilitation (Chandrasekhar 2010). At the 
request of the government of India, the ADB, the United Nations, and the 
World Bank conducted an initial damage and loss assessment in early Feb-
ruary 2005 (Asian Development Bank, United Nations, and World Bank 
2005). In addition to numerous national and international NGOs, the UN, 
through UNICEF as its lead agency to coordinate relief, expanded exist-
ing programs in India.

The government did not ask for any immediate relief assistance from 
multilateral agencies, but it did seek assistance for long- term rehabilitation 
and reconstruction, primarily for livelihoods, housing, and infrastructure 
(Government of India 2005). It received $528.5 million from the World 
Bank, $200 million from the ADB, $30 million from the International 
Fund for Agricultural Development, and $7.5 million from the Japan Fund 
routed through the World Bank.

In June 2005, the government of India announced its intent to take the 
“opportunity to put in place a level of infrastructure and ser vices in the 
affected areas of a level which would be far higher than that destroyed by 
the Tsunami” (Government of India 2005, 7). The government established 
the Core Group on Reconstruction, Management, and Monitoring for Tsu-
nami Affected Areas in the Planning Commission, which, by June, had de-
veloped a plan for rehabilitation and construction to be implemented over 
three years, ending in March 2008. Infrastructure redevelopment was led 
by the district administrations, along with village governments, and was 
funded by the World Bank’s Emergency Tsunami Reconstruction Proj ect, 
as well as the Asian Development Bank’s Tsunami Emergency Assistance 
Proj ect (Chandrasekhar 2010). Agriculture rehabilitation consisted of 
provision of materials, such as gypsum and seeds, by the state and district 
administrations and of technical assistance by NGOs for land remediation.

For permanent housing, the state and district governments initially con-
sidered providing money, rather than constructed housing, directly to home-
owners, but this was rejected  after it became apparent that many residents 
had used previous relief funds to purchase alcohol (Chandrasekhar 2010). 
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When it became clear early on that NGOs had sufficient capacity to provide 
for initial housing needs, the state government deci ded to reduce its initial 
role and participate only where communities  were underserved by NGOs. 
The government of Tamil Nadu issued a set of government  orders (GOs) to 
guide NGO activities in recovery for vari ous sectors, such as housing, infra-
structure, and agriculture (Chandrasekhar 2010). The GOs described needed 
actions, actors, funding, and standards. NGOs invited to participate signed 
an MOU defining state and NGO responsibilities. The district administra-
tion allocated NGOs to villages, and the state government set standards for 
housing construction, infrastructure, and land acquisition.  Under existing 
coastal zone regulations, no  houses  were allowed within 200 meters of the 
high- tide line; all  owners in this zone, regardless of damage, would be given 
a  free home in a location farther inland.14  Owners could rebuild in situ in the 
coastal zone but would receive no assistance. The district administration se-
lected relocation sites in consultation with leaders of each village.

According to the Tamil Nadu government, as of July 31, 2009, out of 
the planned 19,736  houses for phase I in the Nagapattinam district, 18,333 
had been constructed, and virtually all of them had been turned over to 
their new  owners; NGOs had built 17,701 of them (Chandrasekhar 2010). 
Few of  those  owners who  were required to relocate, however, had moved 
out of their old homes as of April 2008. The reasons for this included the 
need for fishing  house holds to stay close to the sea, poor construction qual-
ity, incomplete infrastructure in the new location, and fear that once they 
vacated the coastal location, the state would encourage new resort devel-
opments that would limit their access to the sea.

In contrast to the generally positive housing reconstruction experience 
in Gujarat, as well as post- tsunami experiences in Indonesia, Tamil Nadu 
chose not to use an owner- driven model of housing reconstruction. 
The reasons for this, expressed by vari ous parties, included governmental 
mistrust of the skills and commitment of local residents, fears that the men 
would squander the money on alcohol, widespread availability of interna-
tional NGOs willing to donate housing, governmental dislike of traditional 
housing types, lack of government  will to take effective control and make 
 people full partners, and a lack of governmental capacity to manage an 
owner- driven pro cess effectively (Barenstein 2008; Chandrasekhar 2011).
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Although the contractor- driven model initially promised rapid recon-
struction, it resulted in a slow pro cess; furthermore, partly  because of the 
initial fast pace of the pro cess, it lacked sufficient public involvement to en-
sure widespread user satisfaction with the results (Chandrasekhar 2010). In 
retrospect, this model prob ably was not the most effective choice. According 
to Barenstein, an owner- driven model could have been quicker and more ef-
fective and would also have been well suited to local conditions: “Indeed, lo-
cal communities had a strong housing culture and building capacity, the 
local construction industry was not affected by the tsunami, construction 
materials and skilled  labour  were locally available, and the number of  houses 
that needed replacement was significantly below the official estimates” 
(Barenstein 2008, 9). Furthermore, the policy goal of replacing most  houses 
with hazard- resistant designs may not have been appropriate. Traditional 

Despite memories of the 2004 tsunami, fishermen and their families in Nagapattinam, Tamil 
Nadu,  were reluctant to move too far from the source of their livelihood, the beach, where they 
kept their boats and nets and dried their catch. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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 houses  were safe and well adapted to the local climate. It is unclear how 
much of an improvement the new  houses represented.

A positive institutional aspect of the recovery was the creation of the 
Tamil Nadu Tsunami Resource Center (TNTRC) in August 2005 as a joint 
initiative of the government of Tamil Nadu, the UNDP, UNICEF, and 
international NGOs, including Oxfam, World Vision, Christian Aid, Car-
itas India, Save the  Children, and Catholic Relief Ser vices (United Nations 
Team for Recovery Support 2006). The TNTRC helped coordinate recov-
ery activities, maintained databases of proj ects and resource providers, 
and monitored pro gress and was connected to district- level resource 
centers, such as the NGO Coordination and Resource Center (NCRC) in 
Nagapattinam (United Nations Team for Recovery Support 2006). The 
NCRC was also an innovation that helped affected villages network. No-
tably, it was created by staff experienced in working with Abhiyan in Bhuj 
(George 2008).  After beginning as a means of coordinating relief activi-
ties, it evolved into a recovery organ ization and subsequently into a per-
manent organ ization called Building and Enabling Disaster Resilience of 
Coastal Communities (www . bedroc . in). Both the TNTRC and the NCRC 
 were well respected by a broad range of stakeholders,  were accepted and 
supported by the state and district governments, and provided effective 
bridges between villages, NGOs, and multiple levels of government.

LESSONS

India experienced a series of major disasters over a  little more than a de-
cade, from 1993 to 2004.  These events catalyzed the rapid development of 
an emergency management system at both the national and the state level. 
 There have been no major events since 2004, however, that would test this 
system.

Owner- Driven Housing Reconstruction

The 1993 Latur earthquake introduced the innovation of owner- driven 
housing reconstruction and repair. Although this did not cover all housing 

http://www.bedroc.in
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reconstruction,  owners successfully rehabilitated thousands of  houses, 
and much was learned in the pro cess.

 After the 2001 earthquake in Gujarat, the state government boldly 
committed to supporting owner- driven housing reconstruction. The GS-
DMA supported the reconstruction of over 200,000 housing units and the 
repair of over 900,000. In most cases,  owners  were actively involved, which 
was a considerable achievement. Over 70  percent of all repair and recon-
struction work was completed within two years of the earthquake (Baren-
stein 2006). Approximately 87  percent of destroyed homes  were rebuilt by 
their  owners in “the biggest housing reconstruction programme ever un-
dertaken, both in terms of the number of  houses and geographic area. The 
Gujarat experience was also the first time in history that owner- driven re-
construction was facilitated by a government through financial, material 
and technical assistance on such a large scale” (Barenstein 2006, 5). Public 
involvement  after the Gujarat earthquake went beyond owner- driven 
housing reconstruction to include community decisions about relocation, 
the public consultation pro cesses in the urban area plans, and the advocacy 
and networking work of NGOs.

Tamil Nadu, in contrast, three years  later shied away from the commit-
ment of staff and orga nizational effort needed to support owner- driven re-
construction, unlike Indonesia, which has embraced the idea of community- 
based reconstruction, including community infrastructure planning.  There 
is consistent evidence of the effectiveness of this approach, but it requires 
commitment, staff, and information infrastructure.

The Role of NGOs in Reconstruction

Another innovation introduced in Gujarat was the partnership between 
the state government and NGO networks. This official recognition helped 
create broad- based, self- organized networks of stakeholders, such as the 
setus, that accomplished more than the government alone could have done. 
Pioneered by Abhiyan in Gujarat, this idea spread to both the state and 
district levels, with the TNTRC and the NCRC in Tamil Nadu State and in 
Nagapattinam District. Such organ izations increase the collective effec-
tiveness of NGOs in serving community recovery needs.
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High- Level Management Structures

India’s experience also demonstrates the usefulness of high- level man-
agement structures to facilitate recovery. Organ izations such as the GS-
DMA in Gujarat and the PMU in Maharashtra  were linked to the highest 
state- level executive, so they could require the cooperation of all other 
state agencies. Such a streamlined system, however, risks emphasizing 
speed to the detriment of meaningful community involvement. To ac-
complish community involvement in such circumstances, the recovery 
organ izations in Gujarat and Maharashtra created a network of commit-
ted agents and advocates as part of the system at the local level. They also 
built periodic monitoring, auditing, and social welfare surveys into their 
programs.

The Pros and Cons of Speed

By March 2006, five years  after the Gujarat earthquake, virtually all the re-
construction goals had been accomplished, and considerable pro gress had 
been made on improving the emergency management capability of Gujarat 
at a variety of levels. To some degree, however, the speed of reconstruction 
impeded resident participation (Murty et al. 2005). In addition, some re-
searchers have observed that the initial negotiation of the rehabilitation 
packages by government officials and international agencies could have ben-
efited from stakeholder input before the packages  were finalized. To some 
degree, the pressure for speed may have been artificial, based more on the 
needs of the World Bank than on meeting resident housing needs (Mukherji 
2008)

Still, by all accounts, the recovery pro cess  after the 2001 Gujarat earth-
quake was a remarkable achievement (e.g., Murty et al. 2005), and most 
observers agree that the positives far outweigh the negatives (Sharma 
2009). It was “perhaps the largest rehabilitation proj ect ever undertaken in 
the country,  either as a part of disaster management or other wise” (Gupta 
et al. 2002, 125).
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Urban Versus Rural Reconstruction

Rural reconstruction, which was carried out via decentralized means, used 
owner- driven reconstruction of  houses, and relied heavi ly on NGOs to 
facilitate responses to other needs, could occur rapidly, but urban recon-
struction was more complex. It required planning to ensure smart investment 
in infrastructure and appropriate coordination between infrastructure 
and new land uses, as well as collective decisions regarding land use loca-
tion and intensity, infrastructure location and quality, and relocation. Al-
though urban reconstruction took longer than its rural counterpart, the 
planning, redevelopment, and relocation pro cesses  were still completed 
remarkably swiftly. Nevertheless, despite abundant data and considerable 
public involvement, haste meant that not all the results  were optimal.  There 
 were winners and losers at the end of the reconstruction.

Bhuj was reconstructed  after a comprehensive planning and land- readjustment pro cess. 
Although the old center is now less dense, it is still a vibrant urban area. Photo by Robert Olshan-
sky (2011).
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Improvements in Disaster Management

Reconstruction from the Gujarat earthquake has resulted in improved 
seismic safety of buildings, more reliable infrastructure, and a new culture 
of disaster risk reduction. The national government, as well, now has a Na-
tional Disaster Management Authority, created in 2005. The positive lessons 
learned from Gujarat also have influenced disaster recovery pro cesses in 
other places. In the words of the World Bank, “The proj ects approach to the 
reconstruction of housing (the homeowner based approach, the cash grant 
transfer pro cess, the damage assessment, the grievance redressal pro cess, 
the third part audits) are now standard across South Asia disaster manage-
ment housing reconstruction programs and has influenced housing recon-
struction in Aceh, Indonesia” (World Bank 2009, 18).

NOTES

 1. In Gujarat, Venkatachalam Thiruppugazh (GSDMA) and B. R. Balachandran 
 were generous hosts and provided Olshansky with original sources on the re-
building of Gujarat state and Bhuj, respectively. This chapter also benefited from 
field research conducted by Illinois doctoral student Divya Chandrasekhar on the 
recovery of Nagapattinam, Tamil Nadu, following the 2004 tsunami. Some of the 
travel was supported by the University of Illinois Research Board.

 2. Writers spell the name of this district in vari ous ways; a common spelling is 
Khachchh. This chapter adopts the spelling Kutch, which state and district gov-
ernment websites use.

 3. “Scheduled caste” is the official term for the lowest caste in India, commonly 
called “untouchables.”

 4. In India, the district is an impor tant subdivision of the state. It is led by a deputy 
commissioner, or collector, who is appointed by the state governor (an appointee 
of the national government) (Chandrasekhar 2010). In colonial times, the district 
collector was responsible primarily for collecting revenue.  After in de pen dence, 
collectors  were recruited through the Indian Administrative Ser vice, and they 
now manage most state- funded development schemes. The district administra-
tion can be involved in rural development, public works, social welfare, public 
health, education, police, forestry, agriculture, fisheries, and land development.

 5. A taluka is an administrative grouping of several villages.
 6. Mukherji (2008) describes the po liti cal economy of the reconstruction packages. 

The government needed to rebuild housing quickly in order to satisfy its middle- 
class constituency. It also had long wanted to develop Kutch to attract industry, but 
 because of Kutch’s small population, it never could justify the large infrastructure 
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investments that would be needed. The earthquake provided a reason to improve 
roads and ports, as the government had long wanted to do. The party in power in 
Gujarat at the time was the same as that in national power, so it was able to per-
suade the national government to request a sizable loan from the World Bank. 
India had previously avoided international aid but had recently changed its pol-
icy as a result of the 1993 Latur earthquake. According to Mukherji, India re-
quested the loan even before providing the loss- assessment and rehabilitation 
package.

 7.  These are the seismic hazard zones from the 1998 Seismic Zoning Map of India. 
Zone V is the highest and stands for “very high” damage risk; zone IV is “high”; 
and zone III is “moderate.” The area with the highest damage was in zone V, and 
Ahmedabad is in zone III (World Bank and Asian Development Bank 2001, 8).

 8. This account of the planning pro cess in Bhuj is based entirely on Balachandran 
(2010).

 9. This was a prob lem in Gujarat in general, where  there  were frequent changes of 
se nior staff, such as the Kutch district collector, and GSDMA staff had multiple 
administrative assignments (Murty et al. 2005) In addition,  because of the po liti-
cal importance of the Bhuj recovery, the state government exercised close control 
over the Bhuj authority and changed the CEO whenever po liti cal priorities 
changed (four times between October 2001 and August 2003) (Mukherji 2008).

 10. Details regarding the MEERP can be found at http:// mdmu . maharashtra . gov . in 
/ pages / meerp / index . htm.

 11 .  Vatsa supports this claim with evidence of a government survey, as well as 
 accounts of local village governments, rightly or wrongly, asking for relocation. 
“When a local Panchayat (Village Council) asks for relocation, supported by a 
plenary village meeting, is it not a representative demand through a legitimate 
demo cratic pro cess?” (Vatsa 2001, 4). “The fact remained that the villa gers  were 
unwilling to live on the old site. They  were completely against the use of stones in 
their walls. They wanted new and planned settlements. Relocation therefore 
emerged as the most feasible alternative” (Vatsa 2001, 12).

 12. Jigyasu (2002), however, questions the sustainability of the mason training now 
that the engineers and training centers no longer exist.

 13. Of the deaths, 107  were in Andhra Pradesh, 177 in Kerala, 8,009 in Tamil Nadu, 
599 in Pondicherry, and 3,513 in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, according 
to the Prime Minister’s Office (Government of India 2005).

 14.  Owners of  houses between 200 and 500 meters from the high- tide line could 
choose between a  free new  house in place or farther inland;  owners of partially 
damaged pucca (concrete) homes would receive a grant for repairs only (Chan-
drasekhar 2010). Beyond 500 meters from the high- tide line,  owners of damaged 
 houses had the same benefits as  owners of  houses between 200 meters and 500 
meters from the line, but they would not need to relocate.

http://mdmu.maharashtra.gov.in/pages/meerp/index.htm
http://mdmu.maharashtra.gov.in/pages/meerp/index.htm


T he Indonesian archipelago consists of 17,000 islands, one- third of which 
are inhabited, stretching for over 5,000 km from Aceh in the west to 

Papua in the east, all within a highly seismically active region. Indonesia 
is subject to a variety of natu ral hazards, including earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, tropical cyclones, and frequent floods and landslides.  Because 
of nearby large offshore faults, the area is highly prone to tsunamis. A se-
quence of huge disasters, beginning with the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, 
led Indonesia to quickly develop highly effective recovery management 
organ izations and innovative, community- driven planning and implemen-
tation practices. This chapter pres ents a series of accounts of Indonesia’s 
experiences with post- disaster recovery. In addition to a variety of second-
ary sources, this chapter is based on two extended field visits by Olshan-
sky and several years of collaboration with Indonesian colleagues.1

PRE- DISASTER INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY SETTING

Despite Indonesia’s hazardous location, during 54 years of in de pen dence 
before 2004, it experienced no  great natu ral disasters. Only four events 
during that time caused more than 1,000 fatalities; the deadliest was a 1992 
earthquake that killed 4,944 (BNPB 2012). Thus, Indonesia’s experience 
had been with localized disasters, and governmental policies emphasized 
short- term response. In 1966,  under Presidential Decree 256, Indonesia 

6 Indonesia
Centrally Managed, Community- Driven Approaches 
to Reconstruction
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established the Natu ral Disaster Management Advisory Center, which, for 
the first time, emphasized relief from natu ral disasters rather than from 
wars (Pacific Disaster Management Information Platform 2012). Begin-
ning in 1979, the National Coordinating Agency for Disaster Management 
(Bakornas PB) coordinated disaster response, recovery, and preparedness 
activities (Bappenas 2005). In 2001, it became the National Coordinating 
Agency for Disaster and Refugee Management (Bakornas PBP), which was 
the organ ization that existed at the time of the 2004 tsunami.

Bakornas PBP coordinated the work of existing ministries rather than 
leading operations itself. Chaired by the vice president and  under the co-
ordinating minister of  people’s welfare, it had a core staff of about 40  people 
in 2004 (Bappenas et al. 2006), but it mostly relied on its member line 
ministries— Home Affairs, Social Affairs, Health, Settlement and Regional 
Infrastructure, Communications, and the chief commander of the armed 
forces and police— for implementation.  Because of all the diff er ent minis-
tries, the reporting lines  were sometimes unclear in an emergency (UNDP 
and BNPB 2009). Bakornas controlled a limited bud get of its own; each 
member line ministry had a contingency bud get that the Ministry of Finance 
could release when needed. Bakornas had  little authority over spending deci-
sions  after disasters.

THE 2004 SUMATRA EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI

The 2004  great Sumatra- Andaman earthquake, which struck on Decem-
ber 26, 2004, was one of the largest earthquakes ever recorded, with a 
magnitude of 9.1 to 9.3 (Kanamori 2006). It also generated the most devas-
tating tsunami, in terms of loss of  human life, in recorded history. North-
western Sumatra, including the city of Banda Aceh, about 250 km from 
the epicenter, was the closest inhabited area to the fault rupture that gen-
erated both the earthquake and tsunami, so it was by far the most severely 
affected area in this  great international disaster. On March 28, 2005, a mag-
nitude 8.6 earthquake occurred near Nias Island to the southeast and 
also generated a damaging tsunami.

Maximum flow depths from the December tsunami exceeded 13 m 
along a 135 km stretch of the northern Sumatran coast, and the largest 
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mea sured heights, at Lhoknga, 15 km southwest of Banda Aceh,  were 
greater than 30 m (Jaffe et al. 2006). The destruction was im mense, extend-
ing 1,500 m or more inland. In addition to buildings and infrastructure, 
the tsunami destroyed vital port facilities;  because of the area’s mountain-
ous terrain, much of its industrial and transportation infrastructure was 
in coastal areas.

The December 26 tsunami resulted in 128,645 deaths, 37,063 missing 
 people, and 532,898 displaced  people in Indonesia, according to the Indo-
nesian government (USAID 2005).2 Approximately a third of the city of 
Banda Aceh was stripped bare up to 4 km inland, and 90,000  people died 
in the city and its immediate vicinity (Bearak 2005). The World Bank’s six- 
month report estimated lost productivity at $1 billion, with half of that in 
fisheries (World Bank 2005).

The epicenter of the  great Sumatra- Andaman earthquake was close to the coast of Aceh. 
Source: BRR (2009e).
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Preexisting Armed Conflict

The governmental response to the disaster was complicated by the ongo-
ing armed conflict in Aceh, nearly three de cades old, between the  Free 
Aceh Movement (Gerakan Acheh Merdeka, GAM) and the Republic of 
Indonesia (Kingsbury 2007).3 Approximately 35,000  people had already 
been displaced by the conflict at the time the tsunami struck (Bappenas 
2005), and rural areas had few social ser vices  because of safety concerns. 
Furthermore,  because of the destruction of courts and  legal offices, the jus-
tice system was essentially non ex is tent, and corruption was rampant. This 
limited governmental capacity was exacerbated  after the disaster by the de-
struction of public buildings and casualties of public officials: of 76,655 
persons employed by local governments in Aceh, 2,992, including the 
mayor of Banda Aceh, died, and 2,274  were missing (Republic of Indone-
sia 2005). The post- disaster status of law and order cannot be overstated: 

This boat was thrown inland from the coastline during the 2004 tsunami and was kept in 
place as a reminder of the disaster. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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 legal institutions, police, and detention facilities  were totally absent, and 
reportedly, judges had fled from the area (Bappenas 2005).

The disaster, plus a recent change in president— Susilo Bambang Yud-
hoyono had just been elected to the post in September 2004— however, of-
fered an opportunity for peace (Waizenegger and Hyndman 2010). Not 
only was a peace agreement needed in order to allow the Indonesian gov-
ernment and outside organ izations to support tsunami recovery, but also 
Yudhoyono had previously stated his interest in ending the conflict, and 
he assigned Vice President Muhammad Jusuf Kalla to communicate with 
the GAM. Shortly  after the tsunami, a cease- fire was announced. Accord-
ing to one well- researched account, “The tsunami was a key catalyst, not 
a cause, of the MoU. It accelerated and amplified the prevalent social 
and po liti cal dynamics  towards peace on the ground” (Waizenegger and 

The earthquake and tsunami caused extensive damage along the coast of Aceh and in the city 
of Banda Aceh. Source: BRR (2009f).

Map source : Biro Pusat Statistik (BPS) Data, 
Peta Rupabumi Bakosurtanal, Executing Agency of 
Rehabilitation and Reconstruction (BRR) for Aceh-Nias. 
Datum WGS 1984, Geographic Coordinate System.
Map is created January 2009.
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Hyndman 2010, 789). The tsunami also created an environment for peace 
within Aceh: the parties  were tired of fighting and of all the suffering, now 
increased by the tsunami. In the short term, the cease- fire was critical 
 because it allowed international aid to flow into the region.

The Initial Governmental Response

This catastrophic disaster dwarfed any natu ral event that Indonesia had 
experienced since its in de pen dence, and it had no mechanism to react to 
it. On December 27, the president declared the earthquake and the tsunami 
a national disaster, with associated directives to the entire cabinet. On De-
cember 30, the national government established the Special Coordinating 
Unit for Aceh, chaired directly by the vice president and the coordinating 
minister of social welfare, who went to Aceh to coordinate the relief effort 
(Republic of Indonesia 2005); this new unit absorbed the existing Bakor-
nas staff, and it functioned as the Jakarta counterpart to the Bakornas of-
fice in Banda Aceh (Bappenas 2005). The deputy governor implemented 
the recovery effort at the provincial level, operating out of the governor’s 
office.

At least 13 countries had mobilized to provide assistance by the end of 
the first week (Bappenas 2005). It took a few days before international aid 
workers  were allowed into Aceh, and even then, they  were limited to Banda 
Aceh and Meulaboh  because, despite the official cease- fire, fighting con-
tinued in some areas (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Recon-
struction Fund 2012). The response of private charities was unpre ce dented. 
By six months  after the tsunami, it was reported that the Red Cross and 
the Red Crescent alone had raised $1.8 billion, with hundreds of millions 
more dollars coming from other aid organ izations;  these amounts  were 
similar to  those provided by official donors and Indonesian public sources 
(World Bank 2005).

To strengthen the provincial- level response, the national government 
issued Decree Number 3 on January 18, which appointed the coordinat-
ing minister of social welfare as the chair of the provincial coordinating 
agency (Satkorlak) and the army deputy chief of staff and the deputy gov-
ernor of Aceh as vice chairs, charged with restoring governmental func-
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tions (Republic of Indonesia 2005). Emergency response tasks included 
evacuation, burial, refugees, sanitation and  water supply, debris, and tem-
porary dwellings. In addition, the Ministry of Home Affairs sent 156 staff 
to assist local governments  under the direct coordination of the Aceh dep-
uty governor.

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

Initial Plans

The government of Indonesia understood that the first impor tant step was 
a damage and loss assessment to gain an initial understanding of the re-
construction challenges facing it (Hadi 2008). One week  after the tsunami, 
Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional  (Bappenas), the national 
development planning agency, was asked to lead this effort, which required 
coordination of multiple government agencies, as well as numerous inter-
national agencies, foreign governments, and international NGOs (Bappe-
nas 2005).

The purpose of this effort was to provide a preliminary assessment for 
the International Consultative Group of Indonesia meeting on January 
19–20, which was the first step in the pro cess coordinated by the World 
Bank of requesting reconstruction funds from international donors. This 
rapid assessment of such a large and often inaccessible disaster area was a 
significant achievement that involved “information from line ministry as-
sessments, relief, donor and NGO agencies on the ground, satellite imagery 
and aerial photography, and intensive use of what was known about the 
area before the disaster from survey data (village survey data,  house hold 
survey data, satellite imagery, government data and other data compiled 
by the national statistical agency)” (Bappenas 2005, ii). This pro cess also 
helped lay the foundation of working relationships needed for the recon-
struction work.

The preliminary assessment estimated $4.45 billion in losses; direct 
damage costs  were two- thirds of this amount, and losses to income flows 
 were one- third (Bappenas 2005). Half the roads in Aceh province  were af-
fected. Although the effect on Indonesia’s national GDP was small— about 
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0.1   percent to 0.4   percent— the total damage represented 97   percent of 
Aceh’s annual GDP. Aceh’s total population was 4.4 million, of which 2.8 
million  were affected by the disaster. Beyond the numbers, the disaster had 
devastating effects on the personal livelihoods of the population: “The 
damage and loss assessment demonstrates that it is the private livelihoods 
of  people and communities that have been most hard hit by the earthquake 
and tsunami disaster. . . .  Addressing the impact of the disaster on the live-
lihoods of the survivors should constitute the crucial part of the recon-
struction effort” (Bappenas 2005, 75),

The next step for Bappenas, was to complete a blueprint for a master 
recovery plan. Suprayoga Hadi, a deputy director of Bappenas charged 
with coordinating all the donor agencies and ministries, emphasized the 
critical importance of completing the blueprint as rapidly as pos si ble in 
order to allow the reconstruction funding and planning pro cesses to be-
gin (Hadi 2008). The scope and speed of completion of both the assess-
ment and the blueprint efforts  were unpre ce dented, even for the experi-
enced United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) technical staff 
and con sul tants who assisted. The 12- volume blueprint was released on 
March 26 as the Master Plan for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction of the 
Regions and Communities of the Province of Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam 
and the Islands of Nias, Province of North Sumatera (Republic of Indone-
sia 2005). Meanwhile, the government had been meeting with potential 
donors, and by the release date of the plan, the Indonesian government 
already had signed MOUs with the Australian government, the Asian De-
velopment Bank, and the World Bank (Republic of Indonesia 2005).

With the release of the master plan, the government declared the end 
of the “Emergency Response” period and the initiation of the 9- month 
“Rehabilitation Stage,” the main goal of which was “to enhance public 
ser vices up to an acceptable level,” with additional goals to “solve vari ous 
issues related to the  legal aspect through settlement of rights on land, 
and to the psychological aspects through the  handling of disaster vic-
tims’ trauma” (Republic of Indonesia 2005, II-10). The subsequent “Recon-
struction Stage” was expected to begin in July 2006 and be completed 
by  December 2009.
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Recovery Princi ples and Community- Driven Development

The January 19 loss assessment established a set of key princi ples under-
lying the subsequent recovery strategy:

• A people- centered and participative pro cess, in which the administra-
tion would listen to and understand the feelings and aspirations of the 
 people.

• A holistic approach— rebuilding based on a comprehensive strategy.
• Effective coordination for consistency and effectiveness among sectoral 

and regional programs at national and local levels.
• A distinction between rehabilitation— achieving minimum standards— 

and reconstruction, with a clear strategy for each.
• A focus on ser vices and institutions rather than proj ects.
• Incorporation of fiscal transparency and effective monitoring into the 

rehabilitation and reconstruction programs. (Bappenas 2005, 94)

The master plan further elaborated on  these princi ples, emphasizing a par-
ticipatory community- oriented pro cess, a holistic and integrated recovery 
strategy, transparency and accountability, evaluation, and special attention 
to  those most vulnerable and  those who had lost the most (Republic of In-
donesia 2005, III-2). It contained policies for reconstructing the commu-
nity (including the education, health, and  legal sectors and religious and 
traditional institutions), the economy, infrastructure and housing, and 
governance. The expected outcomes  were restoration of public ser vices, 
livelihoods, and governance.

Along with fighting corruption and professionalizing the recovery 
pro cess, Indonesia was determined to support community- driven recov-
ery, even given the risk that it might slow the recovery pro cess. Using a 
community- based approach as the central princi ple of recovery was a bold 
step at the time, but the plan’s authors recognized that “participatory pro-
cesses are often slower than top- down alternatives but are more effective 
over the long term  because the plans have full community support” (BRR 
2005, 7). While emphasizing hazard risk reduction, the policies also pri-
oritized resident choice: “Residents have the right to decide where they  will 
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live, namely to: return to their place of origin or move to another location. 
The Local Governments should provide information, regulations, facilities 
and infrastructure including protective and escape facilities for  those 
wishing to live in a potentially unsafe zone” (Republic of Indonesia 2005, 
V-1– V-2).

The plan described a goal of equality among “the government, the 
community and the business world (citizens)” while recognizing that ca-
pacity did not currently exist (Republic of Indonesia 2005, VII-1– VII-2). It 
called on the government to facilitate the pro cess, but it also recognized 
the need for NGOs and universities to fill the gaps where local capacity did 
not exist. It recommended a development council of multiple stakeholders 
at each governmental level and specified the responsibilities of  these coun-
cils in implementing, monitoring, and evaluating development plans (Re-
public of Indonesia 2005, VII-4).

Indonesia, and Aceh in par tic u lar, had pioneered community- driven 
development (CDD) proj ects before the tsunami.  These programs  were 
readily adapted for post- tsunami recovery. The Kecamatan Development 
Proj ect (KDP), “one of the world’s largest CDD programs” (World Bank 
2005, 28), had been operating in Indonesia since 1998 and at the time of 
the tsunami was active in about half of Aceh’s subdistricts (kecamatan) 
and 17 of 21 subdistricts in Nias. This program, funded by the World Bank, 
provided block grants to subdistricts, and villages deci ded how to use the 
funds (e.g., for infrastructure or for livelihoods). As a result, in Aceh at the 
time of the tsunami, an orga nizational infrastructure existed, including 
196 facilitators, who had in turn or ga nized about 8,000 voluntary village 
facilitators (World Bank 2005). The Urban Poverty Proj ect (UPP) applied 
a similar method to urban areas. Despite this previous experience, the ap-
proach still caused some confusion and delays during the first few months 
of its post- tsunami application  because of insufficient numbers of trained 
facilitators for this expanded effort; the KDP recruited an additional 350 
facilitators by June 2005 (World Bank 2005). The World Bank, in its six- 
month report, recognized the inherent “trade- off between wanting to de-
liver results and building capacity of local  people and institutions.  These 
trade- offs are limiting the pace of community reconstruction  today, but 
hopefully enhancing its sustainability” (World Bank 2005, 28).
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Financial and Land Resources in Recovery

The April 2005 master plan prioritized funding for public facilities over re-
imbursement to persons for private losses with the intention of addressing 
preexisting ser vice and infrastructure deficiencies and building a “better” 
Aceh and Nias (World Bank 2005, xv). Regarding private losses, the govern-
ment “deci ded to compensate private losses only up to a limit, to target the 
poor and  middle class and avoid moral hazard” (World Bank 2005, 52).

The master plan established the basic policy for housing assistance:

The government plans to make a contribution for a 36 square meters 
type  house namely Rp. 28 million for a  house that is totally destroyed 
and Rp.10 million for a lightly and moderately destroyed  house. The aid 
may be used to build a core  house on the location of the  house before the 
earthquake and tsunami disaster or at resettlement locations made 
available by the government for  those  people who wish to be resettled. 
(Republic of Indonesia 2005, VI-1– VI-2)

For homes on inundated lands, the government proposed to provide 200 
square meters of land in a new location and to take owner ship of the pre-
vious land. The plan also established a set of grant and loan programs to 
help individuals, communities, and enterprises resume or start economic 
activities.

Land title was an issue, given the inundation of lands and the disrup-
tion of boundary markers, and was complicated by the fact that only 
10  percent of the tsunami survivors could produce the official government- 
issued land documents to prove that they owned a piece of land before the 
tsunami (BRR 2009b). The master plan provided policies for vari ous pos-
si ble combinations of circumstances of land owner ship and recognized the 
special property rights issues faced by  women.

As a result of the rapid assessment and Indonesia’s systematic ap-
proach, the April 2005 master plan already identified several sources of 
funding:

• 2 trillion Rp ($200 million) from the 2005 state bud get.
• 3.9 trillion Rp ($390 million) from an international debt moratorium 

(debt postponed for five years, offered at the meeting of Paris Club on 
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March 9, 2005), in return for which Indonesia would lose some other 
grants.

• 8.0 trillion Rp ($800 million) in foreign grants from bilateral donors.
• 7.7 trillion Rp ($770 million) in foreign grants from multilateral donors.
• 13.5 trillion Rp ($1.35 billion) in estimated grants from the private 

sector.
• 2.49 trillion Rp ($249 million) from reallocation of offshore loans from 

the Islamic Development Bank, the World Bank, and the Asian Devel-
opment Bank for proj ects in pro gress.

• New offshore “soft loans,” such as one from the Australian government 
amounting to AU$500 million with a repayment period of 40 years, a 
grace period of 10 years, and 0  percent interest. (Republic of Indonesia 
2005, VIII-6– VIII-7)

The balance would come from continued solicitations of donors, NGOs, 
and reallocations of local- government bud gets.

Recovery Organ izations

The master plan set in motion the establishment of two key recovery organ-
izations: a multidonor trust fund to collectively manage international do-
nations and a ministerial- level recovery management organ ization within 
the Indonesian government. The two new organ izations  were designed to 
work together to plan and implement recovery proj ects.

Shortly  after completion of the master plan, on April 12, 2005, the 
World Bank voted to establish the Multi- Donor Trust Fund for Aceh and 
North Sumatra (MDF), which officially began on May 10 with the approval 
of US$250 million worth of proj ects (Multi- Donor Trust Fund for Aceh 
and North Sumatra 2005). The purpose of the MDF was to pool the funds 
of donors, which could then be applied to proj ects via a prescribed decision 
pro cess; individual contributors could not dictate the use of their funds. 
Members or groups of members donating at least $10 million would become 
voting members, and funding decisions would be made collectively through 
the Steering Committee, which represented donors, the government of 
Indonesia, and Aceh civil society.
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The trust fund considered only proj ects consistent with the govern-
ment’s master plan; in practice, this meant that it considered only proj ects 
proposed by the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Agency (Badan Reha-
bilitasi dan Rekonstruksi, BRR), which was established at the same time. 
Initially, the MDF designated three partner agencies— the International 
Development Association, the Asian Development Bank, and three United 
Nations agencies (the UNDP, UNICEF, and the World Health Organ ization 
[WHO])— whose role would be to help define, supervise, and evaluate proj-
ects. As of October 26, 2005, the MDF had received pledges of $529.61 mil-
lion from 15 donors (Multi- Donor Trust Fund for Aceh and North Sumatra 
2005). Notably, some donors chose not to participate in the MDF, preferring 
to maintain direct bilateral relationships with the Indonesian government 
(Masyrafah and McKeon 2008).

Chapter 10 of the master plan outlined the structure of a new rehabilita-
tion and reconstruction agency to report directly to the president, equivalent 
to a ministerial- level agency. This was the pivotal moment in organ izing 
the recovery. The new organ ization grew logically out of the blueprint and 
assessment pro cesses and became the key to shaping the recovery pro cess 
over the next four years.

The BRR was officially established on April 30 in accordance with the 
princi ples laid out in the master plan (World Bank 2005). Its mission was 
“to restore livelihoods and strengthen communities in Aceh and Nias by 
designing and implementing a coordinated, community- driven reconstruc-
tion and development program with the highest professional standards” 
(World Bank 2005, 20). As laid out in the master plan, the BRR consisted of 
three entities, each reporting directly to the president: (1) a full- time imple-
menting agency (Badan Pelaksana or Bapel); (2) a 15- member advisory 
board (Dewan Pengarah), composed of central- government ministers, pro-
vincial governors, and prominent members of Aceh and Nias’s civil society; 
and (3) a 9- member oversight board (Dewan Pengawas) to monitor and 
evaluate the BRR and  handle public complaints (World Bank 2005). A key 
aspect of the oversight board was its in de pen dence; it was responsible for 
presenting regular reports and in de pen dent audits to the president.

The implementing agency’s first director was Pak Kuntoro Mangku-
subroto, a former minister of mines and energy. Some of its key functions 
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 were to formulate policy, prepare an action plan, conduct reconstruction 
activities, collect and disseminate information, or ga nize recovery activi-
ties of other entities, request assistance from other government agencies, 
oversee financial flows and prevent corruption, and promote a community- 
driven recovery. Another key aspect of the BRR was its broad authority 
to assem ble a professional team by hiring the best personnel available and 
to engage the ser vices of local and international organ izations as needed to 
ensure speed, integrity, and high reconstruction standards. (World Bank 
2005)

The BRR began work on April 30 with an initial staff of 12 and coop-
eration from international agencies, an office borrowed from the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, and a computer donated by the 
U.S. Agency for International Development, but without any funds (Pur-
wanto 2008).  After two weeks with no furniture, donors and NGOs began 
to contribute. The government money fi nally became available in Septem-
ber 2005.

One of the BRR’s first tasks was to quickly review existing proj ects and 
donations to ensure that they met minimum standards and  were consis-
tent with the goals of the master plan.  Because so many diff er ent outside 
organ izations  were involved in reconstruction activities, the BRR’s coor-
dination role was seen as crucial to matching resources with needs. At the 
same time, the BRR set out to reduce red tape for external aid organ izations 
(World Bank 2005).

The BRR’s primary goals at first  were to reconstruct housing and in-
frastructure and to build local government capacity (World Bank 2005). 
In real ity, it emphasized housing— and only the simplest cases, with no 
relocations— during the remainder of 2005, with the intention of focusing 
more on infrastructure and livelihoods in 2006 (BRR 2005).

Placing the BRR at the center of coordination was designed not only 
to increase transparency but also to shift accountability back to the Indo-
nesian and Acehnese governments. Post- tsunami Aceh was ripe for cor-
ruption and misuse of funds intended for recovery: “A large part of the 
challenge in Aceh is that large amounts of funds begin to flow from mul-
tiple sources and bound by diff er ent sets of rules, at a time when weak con-
trol systems, government structures and law enforcement have been 
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weakened further by the impact and the demands of the disaster” (World 
Bank 2005, 24). Conversely, the desire of many NGOs to tightly control 
their funds was counterproductive  because it threatened transparency and 
fueled mistrust. According to a review by the Tsunami Evaluation Co ali-
tion, “Huge amounts of funding encouraged a virtual obsession with ‘up-
ward’ accountability to donors, the media and the public in donor coun-
tries. This discouraged accountability to disaster- affected populations and 
‘lateral’ accountability to other agencies and the governments of affected 
countries. It also resulted in competition, duplication and waste” (Cos-
grave 2007, 11).

The BRR spent its first six months getting or ga nized as a new agency. 
Key actions included initiating a proj ect approval system for recovery 
agencies, conducting outreach to determine community needs, establish-
ing an anticorruption unit, setting standards, building relationships with 
other government agencies, and identifying specific needs (BRR 2005). The 
members of BRR appreciated the difficult balance they needed to maintain 
in this “bold venture” to transform the province through broad participa-
tion and with a long- term view: “To ensure all stakeholders have a chance 
to be heard entails extensive, and therefore time- consuming, consultation. 
However, if the deliberations take too long this unique opportunity may 
be lost. So the challenge for planning the long- term strategy must be to 
‘make cautious haste’ ” (BRR 2005, 173).

Managing the Recovery Pro cess

During its first two years, the BRR faced challenges as it tried to rebuild 
hundreds of devastated villages, coordinate the activities of large numbers 
of local and international NGOs, acquire and disburse funds, and restore 
infrastructure while operating in a difficult governance environment. By 
midsummer of 2005, Aceh was overwhelmed with aid organ izations: 
124 international NGOs, 430 local NGOs, dozens of international donor 
organ izations, UN agencies, and several Indonesian governmental agen-
cies (World Bank 2005). For the first six months, infrastructure work fo-
cused on humanitarian assistance and emergency repairs to roads and 
power and communication systems (World Bank 2005). All major emergency 
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sanitation and  water needs  were met, and temporary water- treatment plants 
 were in operation; the emergency relief work managed to prevent any 
major disease outbreaks (World Bank 2005).

An impor tant moment in long- term recovery planning was the Au-
gust  15, 2005, signing in Helsinki of the peace agreement between the 
GAM and the government of Indonesia. The immediate impact of this 
agreement was that relief and reconstruction organ izations could now ac-
cess all areas in Aceh (BRR 2005). Post- conflict recovery also would re-
quire additional funding  because  there  were affected areas throughout 
Aceh, beyond the tsunami- affected areas. Furthermore, elections for a new 
Acehnese government in 2006 would create new sets of challenges. By the 
end of 2005, this broader effort had not yet raised sufficient resources (BRR 
2005).

Initially, NGOs in de pen dently led planning in each village, and the 
BRR was limited to coordination (BRR 2009b). In June 2005, the BRR is-

This collection of signs illustrates the large number of international NGOs operating in Aceh 
 after the tsunami. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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sued guidelines for village organ ization and development that provided 
initial minimum standards for  these planning efforts. Several diff er ent 
NGOs and governmental organ izations  were involved in early housing 
construction; their proj ects ranged from cash support to provision of 
building materials to prefabricated  houses (World Bank 2005). The gov-
ernment’s primary housing strategy was to use programs developed by 
the KDP and the UPP. To facilitate land titling, many communities had 
already begun community mapping, facilitated by NGOs. This involved 
developing lists of  owners and heirs and sketches of land bound aries. Once 
a community reached agreement, the National Land Agency promised to 
validate and survey the area within a month and publicly announce the 
results. As of mid-2005, about 60 villages had begun this pro cess, mostly 
within Banda Aceh (World Bank 2005). By 2006, the BRR began to take a 
more active role in village planning in order to assist villages that other 
agencies had not reached. It appointed a deputy for housing and settle-
ments and, with the assistance of con sul tants, used funds from its bud get 
to implement planning in  these villages.

This example of a village plan was created by a participatory planning pro cess with signed 
approval by residents and stakeholders. Source: BRR (2009g).
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Financing remained a challenge in mid-2005, however,  because “new 
procedures that became effective nationwide on January 1st, as part of the 
new Finance Law to ensure greater efficiency and accountability, resulted 
in additional delays due to lack of familiarity with the new system” (World 
Bank 2005, xv) This, in turn, slowed village planning pro cesses. The 
World Bank identified at least 13 administrative blocks in the pipeline 
of reconstruction funds in 2005.  Because of  these delays, by late 2005, 
the MDF, with the agreement of the president, began to approve many proj-
ects off- budget, that is, not through the bud get of the government of Indo-
nesia, if it saw this as a more effective route (Multi- Donor Trust Fund for 
Aceh and North Sumatra 2005). In addition, in October 2005, the BRR 
established the Recovery of Aceh and Nias Trust Fund (RAN- TF), using 
its powers to provide alternative funding routes for donors. The BRR part-
nered with five international commercial banks to administer the funds. 
By the end of the year, several corporations had donated, as well as Greece 
and China (BRR 2005).

During the first year, confusion continued regarding the relative roles 
of international NGOs and the BRR in reconstruction. Although the BRR’s 
goal was to build the capacity of local governments, local officials tended 
to defer to the NGOs, which, at that time, had direct access to more funds 
than did government- sponsored entities. The NGOs, however, constituted 
“a multitude of actors, with wildly differing styles, mandates and levels of 
effectiveness. This adds to the urgency of effective coordination, but de-
tracts from the possibility of realizing it” (World Bank 2005, 48). Thus, 
 because of the limited capacity of local governments, the BRR began to 
contract directly for housing to fill identified needs, and it also began 
to provide block grants to district governments (BRR 2005).

Considerable pro gress was made during the first year  after the tsu-
nami. Through the use of temporary facilities, 90  percent of  children  were 
able to return to schools by mid-2005, and a basic healthcare system had 
returned to most places (World Bank 2005). Temporary work programs 
 were employing 35,000 workers, although unemployment was still high 
(World Bank 2005). Nevertheless, by the end of 2005, 67,500  people  were 
still living in tents (BRR 2005); it was not  until mid-2006  until all displaced 
 people  were in temporary housing (BRR and Partners 2006).
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At the conclusion of the first year, the BRR determined that the total 
costs of reconstruction would amount to $8 to $10 billion (BRR 2005, 138). 
This included the initial estimate of $5.8 billion to rebuild the lives of the 
 people of Aceh and Nias, plus additional funds to ensure that previously 
inadequate facilities would be rebuilt better. The Parliament approved the 
2006 bud get on October 27, 2005, including US$583 million that would be 
available to the BRR in January  2006 for immediate disbursement to 
BRR- funded construction proj ects (BRR 2005). Donations also provided 
impor tant financial resources. By the end of October 2005, the MDF had 
committed $314 million for proj ects and concepts (Multi- Donor Trust 
Fund for Aceh and North Sumatra 2005), mostly for KDP and UPP 
community- based proj ects. The MDF also provided technical support to 
the BRR, as well as priority infrastructure proj ects directed at rebuilding 
of critical roads, flood mitigation, and port repair. Timely and effective ap-
plication of the funds continued to be a challenge, however. For example, 
although, by the end of 2006, approximately 75  percent of the $8 billion of 
total commitments (the government of Indonesia, NGOs, and interna-
tional donors) was allocated to proj ects, only $2 billion had been disbursed; 
NGOs had disbursed 60   percent of their allocations, the government of 
Indonesia 28  percent, and bilateral donors 31  percent (BRR and Partners 
2006). Furthermore,  there  were concerns that the remaining 25  percent 
would be insufficient to meet significant needs, such as  those in Nias.

The evolving nature of the massive reconstruction effort required the 
BRR to continually adjust its ser vices and priorities. The BRR reor ga nized 
in late 2005, dividing into four sections— infrastructure, housing and set-
tlements, economic and business development, and institutional and 
 human resource development— each of which was headed by a deputy di-
rector. In addition, the BRR sought to decentralize from its Jakarta and 
Banda Aceh offices into seven regional offices throughout Aceh. The BRR 
also saw housing provision as a priority and took a more active role in it in 
2006. It promised to “closely support and monitor the twenty largest hous-
ing programs (which are expected to build well over 80   percent of the 
planned  houses)” (BRR 2005, 163); if necessary, the BRR itself was prepared 
to build up to 40,000  houses. To accomplish this, in early 2006, it prequal-
ified 1,200 small contractors to construct small packages of 5 to 14  houses 
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each (BRR 2009b). Numerous housing prob lems— including compensation 
for renters, choices for  those who opted not to return to their village, joint 
land titling between husband and wife, and equity among recipients— 
also required the BRR to play an active role. In addition, it became clear 
that  because of permanent topographic changes, almost 12,000  house holds 
would have to be relocated; this would require land acquisition and more 
complex planning and consensus pro cesses (BRR and Partners 2006). All 
 these prob lems, as well as continuing limitations in transportation infra-
structure, slowed the pace of reconstruction.

Prob ably the greatest challenge the BRR faced was managing the 
tension between taking a more active role and trying to increase local- 
government capacity  because it appreciated that it would dissolve in 2009. 
A similar tension existed between meeting the need to create permanent 
livelihoods and supporting the temporary construction- based economy 

Most of the damaged housing in Banda Aceh was reconstructed within five years of the tsu-
nami. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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(BRR 2005). The BRR evolved over its four- year life from coordination in 
2005 to coordination and implementation (“implementer of last resort”) 
in 2006, regionalization in 2007, and transfer of its functions to permanent 
agencies in 2009 (BRR 2009d, 6).

From an initial staff of 15 in April 2005, the BRR grew to 300 employ-
ees by December 2005 and reached a maximum of 1,576 in December 2007, 
three years  after the tsunami (BRR 2009c). In late 2008, the BRR began to 
close its regional offices and transfer its responsibilities to local governments. 
In April 2009, the BRR ceased to exist, and its responsibilities passed to 
local- , provincial- , and central- government agencies.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Community- Based Development

The Community- Based Settlement Rehabilitation and Reconstruction 
Proj ect (Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi Pemukiman Berbasis Komunitas, 
Rekompak) was an innovative reconstruction program that contractually 
involved a community throughout the entire reconstruction pro cess. In-
donesia has since followed this model in post- disaster reconstruction. Sup-
ported by the MDF starting in September 2005, Rekompak provided $85 
million in grants to 125 communities to rebuild and repair  houses and im-
prove community infrastructure (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias 
2006). The program paid for housing and infrastructure repair and recon-
struction deci ded by community members. It particularly targeted tsunami 
survivors who had not received aid from other parties (BRR 2009b). The 
following is a concise description of how Rekompak functions:

The Rekompak community- driven approach places responsibility for re-
building settlements in the hands of the communities. Groups of 10–15 
families  were formed to take charge of rebuilding their own  houses. The 
groups deci ded in what order to distribute funding to each  family and 
all members of the group contributed to the rebuilding pro cess. A key 
component of the approach is the development of a community spatial 
plan by each village to serve as the guiding document for rebuilding. Vil-
lage teams  were formed to rebuild priority infrastructure. Facilitators 
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trained by the Ministry of Public Works  were assigned to help commu-
nities prepare and implement their proj ects. Grants from the MDF and 
the Java Reconstruction Fund  were deposited directly into community 
accounts.4 Funds  were released in installments based on pro gress as de-
fined by agreed- upon milestones. (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias 
and Java Reconstruction Fund 2012, 60)

The group aspect of Rekompak furthers the princi ples of transparency 
and accountability.5 It is also impor tant to appreciate the many roles of the 
facilitators beyond providing technical assistance and acting as teachers 
and guides. Facilitators represented a two- way communication link between 
communities and the government, both explaining government policies 
to the residents and advocating for the needs of the community. Having a 
facilitator stationed in the village gave residents an enormous sense of 
comfort (Soraya 2008).

The BRR  later reported that “community- managed proj ects  were 
30  percent cheaper than contractor- managed proj ects, and 96  percent of 
 people  were satisfied with the quality” (BRR 2009d, 45). Furthermore, 
 these pro cesses offered long- term benefits for community decision mak-
ing and financial management. Empowering communities took considerable 
resources, but this pro cess not only generated a product that was accept-
able to community members but also developed new skills.

Rekompak was initiated when the government of Indonesia and the 
international donors deci ded that a community- based approach was the 
most effective way to apply international funds to reconstruction. Its roots 
 were in the KDP and the UPP, and it represented an expansion of  these 
programs to include private housing. It also included a much larger set of 
villages. The Multi- Donor Fund Steering Committee approved funding in 
May 2005. Given the unpre ce dented scale of the damages, a community- 
based approach was somewhat risky, and  there  were many dissenters at the 
time (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction Fund 
2012). What began as an experiment grew into a highly successful method 
for reconstruction that has been applied to a succession of Indonesian di-
sasters over the past de cade. The Indonesian community- based approach 
to disaster reconstruction, in turn, owes its origins to successful experi-
ences in other places, most notably  after the 2001 earthquake in Gujarat, 
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India (see chapter 5), as well as  after Hurricane Mitch in Nicaragua in 1998 
(Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction Fund 
2012).

Data Management, Transparency, and the Anticorruption Program

Information management was a critical part of the BRR’s operations. Ef-
fective coordination and assurance of transparency both depended on the 
BRR’s role in collecting, assembling, and publicly sharing data. A priority 
for the BRR was to become a data center that could document and coordi-
nate all the disparate recovery activities. Early in the pro cess, the BRR ini-
tiated a number of project- reporting and tracking systems, assisted by the 
Office of the United Nations Recovery Center, a body created to be a single 
point of contact between the BRR and 27 UN agencies (BRR and Partners 
2006). In an attempt to coordinate nearly 500 recovery organ izations, the 
BRR initiated an approval pro cess for  every proj ect, created a database of 
proj ects, and held a coordination forum in October 2005. In 2006, the BRR 
established the Spatial Information and Mapping Center, funded by the 
government of Norway. A unique management challenge was the influx of 
foreign goods and personnel, which needed to go through immigration 
and customs procedures. The BRR established the Tim Terpadu (external 
ser vices) team in December 2005 to streamline immigration, customs,  legal, 
and consular ser vices; in 2006, it pro cessed over 7,000 immigration requests 
(BRR and Partners 2006).

It was difficult at first to get all NGOs to provide information for the 
database, and compliance was less than 50  percent in 2006 (BRR 2009d). 
Gradually, this improved. International agencies had to be registered in the 
system to be eligible for Tim Terpadu ser vices. In addition,  because the 
database was public, it placed pressure on agencies from their constituents, 
national audit agencies, and donors to be transparent and accountable.

One of the BRR’s first administrative tasks was to establish the Anti-
corruption Unit in September 2005. It pro cessed over 1,000 complaints 
during its first year, and the BRR continued to work on improving train-
ing and monitoring of construction activities (BRR and Partners 2006).
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Aceh Reconstruction Outcomes

At the conclusion of BRR’s four- year life, in April  2009, it published a 
15- volume book series that documented its activities, its challenges, and 
lessons learned.  Table 6.1 summarizes the BRR’s view of its achievements 
in four years.

Planning accomplishments included 670 village spatial planning doc-
uments, spatial planning for 21 subdistricts, and regional spatial planning 
for 14 districts or cities (BRR 2009b). The BRR also purchased 514 hectares 
of land for public use, 461 hectares for housing relocation, and 11 hectares 
for renters who received settlement assistance. Approximately 39  percent 
of the housing units constructed  were built by the BRR as part of the 
Indonesian government bud get, and 61   percent  were built off- budget by 
approximately 140 NGOs and international agencies, which the BRR reg-
istered and tracked (BRR 2009b).

TABLE 6.1.  BRR Achievements

Disaster Impact Recovery Achievement

635,384  people displaced
127,720  people killed
93,265  people missing
104,500 small or medium- size 

 enterprises destroyed
155,182 laborers trained and 195,726 

 enterprises assisted
139,195  houses destroyed 140,304 permanent  houses built
73,869 hectares of agricultural land 

destroyed
69,979 hectares of agricultural land 

reclaimed
1,927 teachers killed 39,663 teachers trained
13,828 fishing boats destroyed 7,109 fishing boats built or provided
1,089 religious facilities destroyed 3,781 religious facilities built or repaired
2,618 km of road destroyed 3,696 km of road constructed
3,415 schools destroyed 1,759 schools built
517 health facilities destroyed 1,115 health facilities constructed
669 government buildings destroyed 996 government buildings constructed
119 bridges destroyed 363 bridges constructed
22 ports destroyed 23 ports constructed
8 airports or airstrips destroyed 13 airports or airstrips constructed

Source: BRR 2009c, xiii.
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Economic development was a continuing challenge in Aceh (BRR 
2009a). The construction industry boomed in 2006, but many of the work-
ers came from other parts of Indonesia. Similarly, restaurant and  hotel 
business increased in 2006 but then began to slowly decline. The poverty 
rate in 2008 was slightly less than before the tsunami, but the mismatch of 
local skills to employment needs was a longer- term prob lem. One bright 
spot was agricultural production, which, by 2008, exceeded pre- tsunami 
levels. The BRR focused its economic development activities on existing 
livelihoods, such as fishponds and rice fields, and left it to other agencies 
to lead longer- term economic development initiatives (BRR 2009d). Live-
lihood initiatives included microfinance programs, such as ones through 
the Aceh Microfinance Center or one led by the Asian Development Bank, 
and agricultural development programs. Fisheries infrastructure was a 
continuing concern (BRR and Partners 2006). Importantly, on December 11, 

Less than four years  after the tsunami, the fishing harbor and market  were vibrant places 
again. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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2006, Aceh held its first demo cratic election (BRR and Partners 2006). 
This meant that for its final two years, the BRR was working directly with 
officials from an elected provincial government.

In de pen dent Evaluations of the Aceh Recovery Pro cess

By early 2008, some organ izations had started to conduct evaluations of 
the effectiveness of post- tsunami assistance. In 2006, Universitas Syiah 
Kuala, in cooperation with UN- Habitat and with the encouragement of the 
BRR, evaluated over 60 housing programs that had provided 23,000  houses 
in 161 villages in Aceh (BRR and Partners 2006). It found that most  houses 
did not fully meet government building code requirements, although they 
 were not unsafe. It also found that quality varied among NGOs and their 
partners, as did efforts to improve training and construction quality.

In early 2008, the BRR and the World Bank published a review of the 
impact of all the tumultuous events of recent years on poverty in Aceh 
(BRR et al. 2008). This study found that the poverty rate in Aceh increased 
slightly  after the tsunami, from 28.4  percent to 32.6  percent in 2005, com-
pared with declining poverty levels in the rest of the country. But in 2006, 
it fell to 26.5   percent, which was below pre- tsunami levels, though still 
higher than in the rest of Indonesia. The study found that poverty in Aceh 
remained mostly in rural areas, which  were suffering most from the three 
de cades of conflict, and it became clear that development strategies needed 
to focus on increasing farm production and improving rural infrastruc-
ture, as well as helping rural populations successfully move to urban areas.

The Aceh Community Assistance Research Proj ect (ACARP), a group 
supported by multiple donors and led by the Australian Agency for Inter-
national Development (AusAID), involved 27 Acehnese social science re-
searchers in a qualitative study of 18 tsunami- affected villages in mid-2007 
(ACARP 2007). This was a systematic, scientific study— including village 
case studies,  house hold surveys, and focus groups— performed by trained 
Acehnese researchers and focused on small villages, where most of the 
Acehnese population lives. Findings on the community- based approach 
 were generally positive. For example, successful villages  were  those that 
had broad leadership groups and leaders who facilitated rather than con-
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trolled; frequent village meetings also correlated with successful recovery 
implementation. Generally, the study found that many, though not all, vil-
lage governments during this period  were moving  toward greater trans-
parency and accountability.  There was also more formal participation by 
 women in village decision making about recovery. Livelihood recovery was 
still in pro gress at the time of the study, but, importantly, basic  house hold 
needs  were being met in all the surveyed villages. Village spatial plans 
 were successful in villages where they  were followed,6 but, in general, land 
owner ship issues continued to complicate and impede housing recovery. 
Fi nally, housing reconstruction programs continued to be problematic 
 because of delays and “poor communication between the housing provid-
ers and intended recipients” (ACARP 2007, xii). On the other hand, the few 
housing construction programs that involved residents from the begin-
ning proceeded more quickly and with fewer complications.

A 2008 study by the Brookings Institution looked at prob lems with 
266 housing reconstruction programs managed by 120 diff er ent housing 
agencies (Masyrafah and McKeon 2008). Housing construction by NGOs 
lagged  behind that by the government and donors. The researchers found 
that  because many NGOs  were unable to deliver on their promises, the 
BRR needed to fill the housing gap. The Brookings study also looked at 
coordination challenges among the 435 NGOs, 27 donors, and the BRR, 
which collectively implemented over 2,000 proj ects. The top 15 actors 
accounted for 80  percent of reconstruction funding, which facilitated co-
ordination. Both the BRR and the MDF played impor tant roles in facili-
tating coordination and minimizing potential administrative costs. In 
contrast, NGOs missed an opportunity to create a coordinating body, 
which could have improved efficiency and provided synergies. Information 
management is vital, and the BRR’s requirement of NGO reporting “was 
critical to the success of the overall reconstruction effort” (Masyrafah and 
McKeon 2008, 40).

The Aceh Model  after the 2006 Java Earthquake

On May 27, 2006, while Indonesia was still overwhelmed by the recovery 
of Aceh and Nias, an earthquake struck central Java near the culturally 
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impor tant city of Yogyakarta. Although its magnitude was only 6.3, it 
caused considerable shaking damage to buildings in the districts of Ban-
tul in Yogyakarta Province and Klaten in Central Java Province. The mon-
etary losses  were estimated at US$3.1 billion, which ranked this earth-
quake “among the most costly natu ral disasters in the developing world 
over the past ten years” (Bappenas et al. 2006, ix), higher than the costs 
from the 2004 tsunami in Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand and similar to 
the 2001 Gujarat, India, earthquake and the 2005 Kashmir earthquake. 
Private homes and private- sector assets accounted for most of the losses. 
Approximately 154,000  houses  were destroyed, and 260,000 had some 
damage; this meant that more  houses would have to be replaced or repaired 
than in Aceh and Nias (Bappenas et al. 2006). In addition, 30,000 enterprises 
 were affected, and job loss was another major cost of this earthquake. This 
was a concern  because of the large number of poor  house holds in the 
affected region. Although the  house hold and livelihood impacts of the earth-
quake  were severe, the recovery pro cess was not as difficult as in Aceh, pri-
marily  because infrastructure remained intact and local government offices 
suffered only minor losses (Bappenas et al. 2006).

One of the most notable features of the recovery was the immediate 
decision, based on the experiences in Aceh, to emphasize community- 
based housing reconstruction, using the Rekompak model. The Indonesian 
government’s Action Plan for Post- disaster Rehabilitation and Reconstruc-
tion in Yogyakarta and Central Java (described in UNDP and Bappenas 
2006) consisted of three ele ments: (1) housing recovery, with the goal of 
eliminating the need for tents by the end of 2007; (2) public infrastructure 
recovery to support redevelopment of the region; and (3) economic recov-
ery, using tools such as microfinance to create employment opportunities.7

On July 21, Presidential Decree No. 9/2006 created the Coordination 
Team for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction for Yogyakarta and Central 
Java (Tim Teknis Nacional, TTN) to coordinate, monitor, and evaluate 
implementation of the action plan, with a life of two years (Hadiwigeno 
2008). The TTN had two parts: (1) a steering team for formulating policy, 
chaired by the coordinating minister for economic affairs and represent-
ing relevant ministries and governors; and (2) an implementing team for 
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formulating strategic actions, chaired by the governor of each province 
and established in each of the three affected provinces. It was charged with 
coordinating with local governments and reported directly to the presi-
dent (UNDP and Bappenas 2006).

In effect, the TTN was the equivalent of the BRR, applied in a setting 
of existing governance institutions. It was funded by the national govern-
ment, and its role was to improve coordination and communication be-
tween the national and local governments (Hadiwigeno 2008). It helped 
keep locals informed of national policies, and it monitored local imple-
mentation issues.  Because the recovery policies emphasized local initia-
tive, it was impor tant to keep local communities well informed. In the 
opposite direction, the TTN received complaints, investigated, and then 
reported the prob lems to central- government agencies. It also issued 

In Yogyakarta, new homes  were constructed adjacent to  those that had been damaged by the 
2006 earthquake. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2008).
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regular pro gress reports (Hadiwigeno 2008). The TTN was a new ap-
proach that was pioneered in this case and was improved and refined in 
two subsequent disasters.

As part of the UNDP’s continuing development role in Indonesia, its 
staff provided valuable technical assistance to the government of Indone-
sia and the provinces in developing and implementing the recovery plan. The 
UNDP began as the leader of the early recovery cluster, which coordi-
nated UN agency activities related to early recovery and restoration in the 
weeks  after the earthquake (UNDP and Bappenas 2006). This was an 
impor tant aspect of this recovery management pro cess  because the avail-
ability of UNDP resources and expertise allowed the national and provin-
cial governments to expand their capabilities.

Replicating the successful organ ization of the MDF, at the request of 
the minister of finance, six international donors— the Eu ro pean Commis-
sion, The Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Canada, Denmark, and 
Finland— established the Java Reconstruction Fund (JRF) to manage and 
coordinate the application of reconstruction funds (Java Reconstruction 
Fund 2012). The JRF began operation in October 2006. Like the MDF, the 
JRF was governed by a steering committee, which consisted of representa-
tives from the TTN, the contributing donors, and the World Bank as 
trustee. The committee was cochaired by the Indonesian government rep-
resentative, the Eu ro pean Commission, and the World Bank. In 2008, the 
Asian Development Bank joined the fund; with its contribution of $10 mil-
lion, the total amount pledged to the JRF was $94.06 million. The JRF also 
covered areas of West Java struck by a tsunami in July 2006 (Java Recon-
struction Fund 2008). The original plan was that the JRF would dissolve 
in three years, in October 2009, but  because of subsequent disasters, its life 
was  later extended to December 2011 and then to December 2012 (Multi-
Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction Fund 2012).

 Because of the success of Rekompak in Aceh, when the earthquake 
struck central Java in 2006, the government of Indonesia selected the 
Rekompak approach as the basis of its post- earthquake reconstruction ef-
forts (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction Fund 
2012). This approach applied to the housing programs supported by the 
JRF, as well as by the government of Indonesia. It began with a pi lot pro-
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gram, implemented through the UPP, which targeted the poorest  house holds 
in the most affected urban areas. Lessons learned from Aceh  were used to 
refine the pro cess in Java, for example, by better integrating disaster risk 
reduction into all activities.

By the  middle of 2008, the Indonesian government had disbursed Rp 
5.4 trillion ($540 million) to rebuild 279,000  houses and rehabilitate 
253,000 more (Java Reconstruction Fund 2008).8 In addition, through the 
JRF, the Community- Based Settlement Reconstruction Proj ect (JRF- 
Rekompak) rehabilitated 15,153  houses (Java Reconstruction Fund 2008). 
As a result, 97  percent of earthquake victims had new earthquake- resistant 
homes two years  after the earthquake, and 300,000  houses had been com-
pleted, “making this one of the fastest housing reconstruction proj ects in 
the world” (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction 
Fund 2012, 104).9 Despite the speed, studies showed that most of the new 
government- funded  houses  were generally well constructed, although many 
did not meet all the desired seismic design princi ples (International Recov-
ery Platform 2009).

Formalization of Disaster Management

In 2007, Act No. 24/2007 on Disaster Management and Presidential De-
cree No. 8/2008 created a new national disaster management agency, the 
Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana (BNPB) (Pacific Disaster Man-
agement Information Platform 2012). In addition, Indonesia mandated 
that all provinces and municipalities establish regional disaster manage-
ment agencies, Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana Daerah (BPBD). 
This new structure added disaster risk reduction to the previous emphasis 
on emergency response (BNPB ca. 2010). In 2006, the national government 
had made disaster risk reduction one of its national development priori-
ties, and the BNPB provided a platform for facilitating it (BNPB et al. 
2009). The new laws specified the BNPB’s role in post- disaster recovery 
(both reconstruction and rehabilitation), defined recovery functions, and 
described bud get responsibilities. They empowered the BNPB to coordi-
nate loss assessment and the implementation of rehabilitation and recon-
struction (UNDP and BNPB 2009).
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The BNPB began operation in January 2008. The head of the BNPB 
reports directly to the president, and the BNPB works with the Ministry 
of Home Affairs to create provincial and local disaster agencies (UNDP 
and BNPB 2009). The Ministry of Home Affairs and the BNPB issued 
guidelines for the establishment of provincial- level BPBD agencies, and as 
of October 2009, 16 of the 33 provinces had established a BPBD (BNPB 
2009).

THE 2009 WEST SUMATRA (PADANG) EARTHQUAKE

On September 30, 2009, a magnitude 7.6 earthquake struck the province 
of West Sumatra, causing 1,100 deaths and affecting 13 of the province’s 
19 districts (BNPB et al. 2009). The worst- affected areas  were the cities of 
Panaman and Padang; the latter is the province’s largest city and capital, 
with a population of about 900,000. Damage and losses  were estimated at 
Rp 21.6 trillion (about $2.2 billion). Many government buildings collapsed, 
especially in Padang. This affected the government’s ability to lead the re-
sponse and recovery efforts; many offices operated out of temporary build-
ings and tents. Trade was severely affected  because Padang is the region’s 
major trading center.

By any mea sure, the disaster was enormous  because of the loss of life 
and extensive damage to the most impor tant economic center in West 
Sumatra. The 2009 earthquake provided an opportunity for Indonesia to 
demonstrate its new skills in disaster recovery and test its policy and ad-
ministrative innovations  after the 2004 and 2006 earthquakes. Both the 
Indonesian president and the vice president visited the area shortly  after the 
quake, and the government initially provided Rp 100 billion ($10 million) in 
emergency relief funding and promised Rp 6 trillion ($600 million) soon 
(BNPB et al. 2009).

From October 9 through October 17, the government, led by Bappe-
nas and the BNPB, and partners conducted a comprehensive damage as-
sessment, using the systematic methodology developed over the past few 
disasters in Indonesia (BNPB et al. 2009). The results  were published Oc-
tober 30, just one month  after the earthquake.
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Economic recovery and reconstruction relied on funds from the na-
tional bud get, along with private- sector funding. International assistance 
was used for public and social facilities and for infrastructure proj ects. The 
BNPB, along with Bappenas and the Ministry of Finance, coordinated all 
the funds (BNPB et al. 2009). Disaster risk reduction was a priority in the 
reconstruction, especially through seismic- resistant construction of new 
buildings, retrofitting of existing public buildings, and tsunami warnings 
and evacuation plans.

The new BNPB led coordination of all the recovery and rehabilitation 
activities, and the provincial governments led implementation. The BNPB 
formed a technical support team (TPT) on November 20, 2009, to assist 
the governor of the province of West Sumatra (Pranoto et al. 2011).10 It was, 
in effect, an extension of the national BNPB in the province, and its tasks 
 were similar to  those of the BRR in Aceh, as well as  those of the TTN in 
Yogyakarta. TPT members came from the BNPB, the local- government 
task force, and universities. Its responsibilities  were to advise on policy, de-
velop action plans to accelerate reconstruction, assist the governor in co-
ordinating activities, and monitor and evaluate. In a way, the TPT was the 
culmination of orga nizational innovation begun with the BRR in Aceh 
and refined in the TTN in Yogyakarta. But with the inception of the BNPB 
and the new provincial BPBDs, in the  future, in provinces with a well- 
established BPBD, an organ ization like the TPT  will be less necessary, and 
provincial and district BPBDs should be sufficient to lead rehabilitation 
and reconstruction; the role of the BNPB  will be to “provide technical as-
sistance in order to strengthen the provincial/districts BPBD” (Pranoto 
et al. 2011, 80).

The stated goal was to complete reconstruction activities within two 
years. The action plan and the BNPB bud get  were established to exist for 
two years, although this period was  later extended one additional year 
(Fauzon 2012). A visit to Padang in October 2012, however, showed that 
although most of the city had recovered, not all reconstruction was com-
plete. Only about half of the approximately Rp 6 trillion allocated by the 
action plan had ever materialized. Some of the housing programs  were not 
yet funded, and reconstruction of public buildings was incomplete. Several 
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schools and one hospital had been reconstructed through funds from in-
ternational donors (Aryadi and Asnulza 2012). The BNPB had paid for the 
rebuilding of six provincial- government buildings, as well as police and 
court buildings, a hospital, and university buildings (Fauzon 2012). But the 
city government’s buildings, including city hall,  were still awaiting repairs.

THE 2010 ERUPTION OF MOUNT MERAPI

Merapi is a highly active volcano approximately 17 miles north of the city 
of Yogyakarta, and it has erupted regularly for hundreds of years. Increased 
activity in April and May 2006 led to evacuations of thousands of resi-
dents. On October  26, 2010, Merapi dramatically erupted, immediately 
causing 38 deaths and the evacuation of 70,000  people from the danger 
zone (IMDFF- DR 2012). The largest eruption occurred on November 5, and 
officials widened the evacuation zone to 20 km from the crater (IMDFF- DR 
2011). The continuing series of eruptions ultimately cost 339 lives, displaced 
over 500,000  people, and destroyed 5,059  houses in four districts of the 
provinces of Yogyakarta and Central Java.

 After the eruption, lahar debris flows posed a continuing hazard as 
floodwaters carried volcanic ash farther down the slopes. This pro cess, 
commonly called cold lava, affected scores of communities and destroyed 
farmland (IMDFF- DR 2012). In contrast to Indonesia’s 2004 and 2006 tsu-
nami and earthquake disasters, reconstruction and recovery from the 
2010 Merapi eruptions  were constrained by the ongoing hazard.

The Indonesian Volcanology and Geological Disaster Mitigation Cen-
ter produced a Merapi Hazard Map; Hazard Zone III was not recom-
mended for  human settlement. The population of Zone III before the 
eruption was approximately 79,600, according to the June 2011 Action Plan 
for Rehabilitation and Reconstrution (IMDFF- DR 2011). In marked con-
trast to the recovery  after the 2006 earthquake, the primary recovery pro-
gram  after the 2010 eruption involved population relocation and resettle-
ment rather than reconstruction in place. The government offered several 
voluntary options for resettlement from Hazard Zone III, ranging from 
government buyout and relocation to allowing residents to remain in place, 
but with no government protection.
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The goals of the reconstruction pro cess  were to provide housing and 
infrastructure in safe locations, compensate  owners for loss of property, 
and rehabilitate economic development infrastructure and provide live-
lihood assistance. The plan emphasized the importance of integrating 
“hazards identification, risk assessment, mitigation mea sures and pre-
paredness actions” into the local pro cesses, with the risk map “obligatory 
as a strategic tool to reduce loss of life and property” (IMDFF- DR 2011, 6). 
In addition, it sought to revitalize the health, education, and social infra-
structure in the area.

The post- earthquake community reconstruction programs in Java 
 were mostly complete in 2010 when the most severe Merapi eruptions 
occurred and affected some of the same areas, including 45 villages with 
JRF- funded proj ects (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Re-
construction Fund 2012). The JRF Steering Committee agreed to extend 

Volcanic ash and lahar debris from Mount Merapi buried farms and agricultural villages, 
but  these damaged areas are still surrounded by highly fertile lands. Photo by Robert 
 Olshansky (2012).
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the JRF  until December 2012 and allocated $3.5 million of its remaining 
funds to Rekompak for villages affected by the Merapi eruptions.

The governors of Central Java and Yogyakarta  were responsible for the 
recovery actions, supported by a technical assistance team (Tim Asistensi 
Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi Wilayah Pascabencana Erupsi Gunung 
Merapi) that was established by presidential decree and cochaired by the 
coordinating minister for economy and the BNPB (IMDFF- DR 2011). The 
BNPB supervised and funded the operation of the technical assistance 
team, and the director of the BNPB appointed its members. An impor tant 
role of the team was to improve communication between the central gov-
ernment and local governments (Bayudono 2012). It advised the BNPB on 
how to more effectively implement its policies in the local- government en-
vironment and provided technical assistance and training to build the ca-
pacity of local organ izations. As a quasi- governmental body, it was also 

This hazard map of the slopes of Mount Merapi shows that Zone III (red) is too dangerous for 
 human habitation. Source: Indonesia Multi-Donor Fund Fa cil i ty for Disaster Recovery (2011).
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able to coordinate the activities of NGOs, which played a key role in pro-
viding facilitators to the villages. The technical assistance team held fre-
quent coordination meetings, often more than once a week.  These  were 
designed to solve specific coordination prob lems that had surfaced in the 
less frequent BNPB- led coordination meetings.

A key aspect of the Merapi recovery was the livelihoods program. The es-
sence of the Merapi recovery is the relocation of villages from the high- hazard 
areas to land purchased from other villages, generally village trust lands. 
This means that farmers are moved into dense villages, with only 100 square 
meters of land for each  house hold. The key to making this pro cess work is to 
provide new livelihood opportunities for residents who formerly depended on 
farmland. The Merapi livelihoods program built on the JRF livelihoods pro-
gram  after the 2006 earthquake, which, through 2011, had assisted over 
15,000 small enterprises in 42 villages (Java Reconstruction Fund 2011).

New housing in dense villages was constructed for families relocated from the volcanic hazard 
zones. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2012).
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It is still too early to evaluate the success of this experiment in com-
munity livelihood transformation.  Because of bureaucratic delays, reloca-
tions did not begin  until early 2012. To monitor the pro cess over time, the 
BNPB and the UNDP are leading a longitudinal study of the effect of the 
Merapi eruption on  house holds and communities (Sikoki 2012). Beginning 
in 2012, researchers sampled  house holds over time in areas with diff er ent 
levels of damage, as well as nearby control areas, and this study  will help 
monitor and advise the recovery pro cess in case of  future eruptions.

In one sense, the recovery from the Merapi eruption built seamlessly 
on the Rekompak lessons learned in Aceh and developed fully in Yogya-
karta. The need for relocation and new livelihoods, however, made the 
pro cess much more complex  because of the administration of land acqui-
sition and development and the  house hold disruptions involved in relocat-
ing and changing livelihoods

LESSONS

The recovery of Aceh and the role of the BRR have several remarkable as-
pects. The scale of the disaster was im mense throughout Aceh, and the 
ongoing conflict between the government of Indonesia and the GAM com-
plicated relief and recovery. The disaster attracted an unpre ce dented out-
pouring of international donations, the largest international post- disaster 
recovery effort to date. The enormous amount of recovery resources 
provided both opportunities and challenges.  Those who managed  these 
 resources had a  great responsibility to Aceh, Indonesia, and the world 
community. Some of the notable features of Indonesia’s management of 
the recovery included the following:

• An emphasis on community- based planning, with repeated insistence 
that communities make their own decisions regarding spatial planning 
and allocation of resources.

• Transparency, accountability, and professional program management, 
including aggressive anticorruption efforts, as well as publicly accessi-
ble web- based project- tracking tools.
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• Extensive data collection and management.
• Complex systems for adjudicating land owner ship in an environment 

with few  legal rec ords, land subsidence, obliteration of landmarks, and 
thousands of deceased landowners. The introduction of joint titling be-
tween husband and wife was an impor tant achievement.

• Frequent monitoring and evaluation by both internal and external en-
tities. As a result, recovery policies and priorities evolved based on doc-
umented needs, and the BRR reor ga nized its structure  every 6 to 12 
months. The continuing pro cess of self- reflection also led to repeated 
innovation.

By all accounts, the recovery of Aceh was remarkably successful, al-
though imperfect, as the BRR has freely admitted. One mea sure of the suc-
cess was the continuing flow of commitments and donations over the life 
of the BRR; international donors saw that this was a pro cess they could 
trust. At the time of this writing, Aceh is generally peaceful and has a much 
stronger economy and a more capable government than at the time of the 
disaster.

The BRR and associated organ izations served as valuable incubators 
of ideas about post- disaster recovery. The pro cess was a valuable learning 
experience for Indonesia, the World Bank, UN agencies, and other inter-
national organ izations. Its lessons have directly informed subsequent di-
saster recovery operations in Indonesia and have influenced the work of 
international organ izations elsewhere in the world.

 Because of all the external donors, as well as the immensity of the chal-
lenge, the BRR’s work in Aceh was well documented. Not only  were  there 
numerous external evaluations, but also the BRR itself, conscious of its pi-
oneering efforts, was remarkably reflective regarding the strengths and 
weaknesses of its efforts. The 15- volume book series published in 2009 
tells the story in  great detail and openly discusses some of the strug gles 
and dilemmas along the way.  Eager to share its hard- earned lessons, the 
BRR also published 10 Management Lessons for Host Governments Coor-
dinating Post- disaster Reconstruction (BRR 2009d), grouped into three 
categories:
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OR GA NIZE

 1. Quickly establish a coordinating agency with adequate powers.
 2. Appoint a strong, experienced leadership team to gain full support of 

other government agencies and the donor community.
 3. Maintain a crisis mind- set throughout the entire reconstruction 

 effort.
 4. Build a strong implementation capability for the coordinating agency 

to fill reconstruction gaps.

EXECUTE

 5. First meet basic needs, fill supply chain gaps, build a coordination war 
room, and involve affected communities in reconstruction.

 6. Build back better at  every opportunity.
 7. Utilize key partner agencies to play supporting coordination roles.
 8. Manage beneficiary and donor expectations about pace and pro gress 

of reconstruction through constant communication.

FUND

 9. Ensure integrity and accountability of funds to gain donor confi-
dence and support.

 10. Mix diplomacy, authority, and flexibility to ensure that funding flows 
meet  actual needs.

The BRR’s reflections on the crisis mind- set provide valuable advice. 
For example, one impor tant approach was to manage pro cesses in parallel 
rather than sequentially (BRR 2009d). The BRR also offered advice on bal-
ancing speed against its costs:

Be explicit in acknowledging the inevitable trade- offs between speed and 
quality. It was one of BRR’s strongest operating princi ples that it could 
not afford the luxury of letting the perfect become the  enemy of the 
good. Both donors and disaster victims demanded decisive action from 
BRR, and that at times led to proj ects being approved with fewer reviews 
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and checks than would be typical in more normal circumstances. For 
example, BRR’s early, laissez faire approach to approving donor- funded 
housing proj ects sometimes resulted in poor quality structures that the 
beneficiaries rejected and left vacant. However, this was accepted by BRR 
as the price for speed— better to have 100,000  houses built and rectify 
 mistakes for a few thousand than to have 20,000 perfect  houses. BRR 
also learned from its early  mistakes in the housing sector and subse-
quently set housing standards to ensure that the quality improved. The 
trade- off between speed and quality is also a dynamic one, and must be 
continually re- assessed. With smaller, short- term proj ects, speed may 
be  the paramount concern, but quality becomes more impor tant for 
longer- term proj ects. (BRR 2009d, 27)

A unique aspect of the BRR was that, although it emphasized its role 
as a coordinating agency, it took on direct implementation when it became 
clear at the end of the first year that critical reconstruction actions 
 were lagging. The BRR was responsible for the on- budget Indonesian gov-
ernment funds, and so it acted to more directly control the application of 
 those funds. An impor tant lesson from Aceh is that  after a large and com-
plex disaster, a coordinating agency may need the flexibility to act on its 
own to fill critical gaps.

The success of the community- based proj ects in Aceh provided posi-
tive models for Yogyakarta and Central Java  after the 2006 earthquake. By 
all evidence, the rapid recovery  after the 2006 disaster was a remarkable 
success, and in de pen dent evaluations concur (International Recovery 
Platform 2009). Some of the reasons stemmed from preexisting condi-
tions: the survival of most of the critical infrastructure needed to support 
reconstruction and the strength of existing local and provincial institu-
tions. But the design and implementation of the post- disaster programs 
 were also critical to the success. The widespread provision of transitional 
housing on or near existing homesites helped facilitate rapid recovery. Not 
only was this a success of physical construction, but also surveys indicate 
widespread satisfaction with the community- based reconstruction plan-
ning pro cess (International Recovery Platform 2009). Thus, in this case, 
building back better included not only improved construction practices 
but also transparent community learning and decision pro cesses and the 
acquisition of new skills.
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The subsequent Merapi recovery, also in Yogyakarta and Central Java, 
encapsulated two impor tant aspects of the rapid evolution of Indonesia’s 
emergency management and disaster recovery systems. First, the Merapi 
recovery program shows how quickly the concepts of poverty alleviation 
and disaster risk reduction have become intertwined in Indonesia, and both 
are being implemented through community- based planning and commu-
nity empowerment. Second, the Merapi situation has presented new chal-
lenges, and the strug gle to relocate communities and reinvent the lives of 
residents is ongoing.

Fi nally, the recovery from the West Sumatra earthquake illustrates 
several aspects of Indonesia’s still- evolving disaster recovery system. First, 
it shows the value of the technical support team as a policy and oversight 
body; its ability to draw on lessons from other recent disasters made it all 
the more valuable. Second, the recovery also shows the growing role of the 
BNPB and the provincial BPBDs, which in time  will prob ably supplant the 
technical support team. This means that a professional organ ization, tested 
by the experiences of several disasters, is prob ably the best way to manage 
recovery. Third, despite Indonesia’s ongoing success in improving its di-
saster practices, it shows the continuing role of international NGOs in 
filling gaps in humanitarian needs and the continuing need for technical 
assistance and capacity building provided by UN agencies, particularly 
as Indonesia continues to build a nationwide professional emergency 
management system. Fourth, this case illustrates what happens when the 
money runs out. Although West Sumatra benefited from many interna-
tional donations and from technical assistance from abroad, Indonesia 
cannot expect huge sums of international aid, as happened in Aceh and 
Yogyakarta. The West Sumatra case shows that difficult choices must be 
made—to provide essential funds to the most heavi ly damaged  houses, to 
repair lifeline systems, and to strategically prioritize reconstruction and 
repair of government buildings over time.

NOTES

 1. Suprayoga Hadi (Bappenas) and Pungky Sumadi (Bappenas) provided firsthand 
information regarding the initial phase of recovery in Aceh, and Togu Pardede 
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(Bappenas) served as collaborator, host, tour guide, and information broker for 
the multiple disasters that struck Indonesia in the years following 2004. Travel 
was supported by the University of Illinois Research Board and by Kyoto Univer-
sity.

 2. The March 28 earthquake caused an additional 626 deaths and displaced 34,000 
 people, according to the UN (USAID 2005). According to the World Bank’s six- 
month report, 127,000  houses  were destroyed in Aceh, and about as many  were 
damaged; in Nias, 35,000  houses  were destroyed or damaged (World Bank 2005).

 3. The initial catalyst was a contract signed by the Indonesian government regarding 
export of offshore liquefied natu ral gas, but Acehnese autonomy had been a long- 
standing issue; for this reason, the Jakarta government had granted “special ad-
ministrative status” to Aceh in 1959 (Kingsbury 2007, 170). From 1989 to 1998, 
approximately 10,000 to 26,000  people  were killed in the conflict. In January 2001, 
 after peace talks in Switzerland, Aceh was made a “special administrative region”; 
at that time, the GAM controlled about 60  percent of Aceh and was responsible for 
providing basic ser vices to  those areas (Kingsbury 2007, 171). In December 2002, 
the two parties signed the Cessation of Hostilities Agreement, which was followed 
by vari ous competing claims.  After peace talks broke down in May 2003, the cease- 
fire ended, and the Indonesian government declared martial law and then launched 
its largest military operation since the invasion of East Timor in 1975. Aceh was 
closed to all outsiders, and up to 125,000  people  were displaced by the fighting 
(Waizenegger and Hyndman 2010). Martial law was reduced in May 2004 to a state 
of civil emergency.

 4. The Java Reconstruction Fund was a fund similar to the MDF that was established 
 after the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake, described  later in this chapter.

 5. Not only  were all the rebuilding pro cesses in a community vis i ble to  every com-
munity member, but Rekompak also maintained public websites that listed  every 
beneficiary (Multi-Donor Fund for Aceh and Nias and Java Reconstruction Fund 
2012).

 6. By the  middle of 2008, the BRR had finalized 641 village plans; about an addi-
tional 100  were still to be completed (Fahmi 2008).

 7. The Action Plan was released on July 17, 2006, the same day on which a magni-
tude 7.7 offshore earthquake triggered a tsunami on the south coast of West Java, 
displacing 29,000  people and taking more than 650 lives; over 1,900  houses  were 
destroyed, and 514  were heavi ly damaged (Java Reconstruction Fund 2008). This 
event was eventually covered by the same recovery programs that  were initiated 
 after the May 2006 earthquake. The National Disaster Management Agency (Ba-
kornas), led by the vice president, coordinated the response, and the government 
immediately designated funds for response and recovery.

 8. The government program involved 3,000 facilitators, and many more  were needed 
(Saptadi 2008). Each village had at least two facilitators, one technical and one 
social. Each facilitator was also responsible for reporting for three to five groups 
of 8 to 15  house holds each. The JRF program used five- person facilitator teams 
representing a range of disciplines. The government hired nine con sul tants to 
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manage the facilitators, with approximately one con sul tant for  every 20,000 
 house holds. Out of a total bud get of Rp 3.4 trillion ($340 million) for the govern-
ment program, it spent about Rp 10 billion ($1 million) for con sul tants and about 
Rp 15 billion ($1.5 million) for facilitators (Saptadi 2008).

 9. Another related source says that “280,000  houses  were reconstructed in less than 
two years” (Java Reconstruction Fund 2011, 7).

 10. In October 2010, at almost the same time as the eruption of Merapi volcano, an 
earthquake and tsunami struck the Mentawai Islands of West Sumatra, not far 
from Padang. The same BPBD and TPT team already working in West Sumatra 
also oversaw the recovery programs  after this disaster.



O ne of the long- standing princi ples of federalism and disaster assistance 
policy in the United States has been that disaster response and recov-

ery are primarily the responsibility of local and state governments. From 
this premise, it follows that federal assistance should supplement, not sup-
plant, nonfederal efforts. Within a de cade, three large- scale, catastrophic 
urban disasters— the 2001 terrorist attacks, Hurricane Katrina in 2005, 
and Hurricane Sandy in 2011— demonstrated significant gaps in the di-
saster policy framework that had evolved over 50 years.  These disasters 
led to the centralization of post- disaster recovery governance and man-
agement at both the national and state levels. This shift may have some 
perverse long- term effects by reducing the recovery authority of local gov-
ernments and the influence of local citizens. In addition to a variety of 
secondary sources, this chapter is based on nearly three de cades of recov-
ery research and consulting by the authors within the United States.1

U.S. disaster response and recovery governance structures and policy also 
are a reflection of American federalism (U.S. Constitution, Amendment 
X), which re spects the sovereignty of the states and the power of governors 
to direct activities and coordinate efforts within their states. In disaster 
response, the princi ples of federalism have been interpreted to view the 
federal government’s role as support for “state and local governments— who 

7 United States
An Evolving Recovery Policy Centralized at Federal  
and State Levels
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know the unique requirements of their citizens and geography and are 
best positioned to respond to incidents in their own jurisdictions” (White 
House 2006, 11). Thus, although federal laws and regulations for disaster 
management have been created top- down and apply to the nation as a 
 whole, federal agencies have traditionally not been allowed to dictate 
what state or local officials must do in emergency management. State 
and local governments have significant disaster management responsibili-
ties in their own right, and many of  these overlap with federal- level respon-
sibilities.

U.S. disaster management works as a shared system in which the over 
88,000 local general- purpose governments, special districts, and Native 
American tribal governments are primarily responsible for supplying re-
sponse and recovery resources; regional, state, and national agencies pro-
vide support as requested. The system is triggered from the bottom up and 
requires extensive coordination and cooperation among all levels of gov-
ernment, as well as the many private organ izations involved in preparing 
for and responding to disaster. States aid local governments as needed, and 
the federal government, in turn, aids both.

The primary law that defines the U.S. system, as well as the federal 
government’s role in disaster response and recovery, is the Disaster Relief 
Act of 1974. It was substantially amended in 1988 and titled the Robert T. 
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act). 
Amendments since 1988 have largely responded to lessons learned  after 
disasters.  Under the Stafford Act, the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) is the lead agency in coordinating the federal govern-
ment’s role in preparing for, preventing, mitigating the effects of, respond-
ing to, and recovering from all domestic disasters,  whether natu ral or 
human- made, including acts of terror. FEMA also administers the federal 
government’s core recovery- related programs defined by the Stafford Act: 
Individual Assistance, Public Assistance, and the Hazard Mitigation Grant 
Program (HMGP). Other federal agencies with potentially significant roles 
and resources in recovery include the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD), the Small Business Administration (SBA), the 
Economic Development Administration, and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT).
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The governor of a disaster- stricken state typically triggers federal in-
volvement in disaster management through the Stafford Act by requesting 
that the president declare a major disaster or emergency. According to the 
Stafford Act, the governor must find that the disaster is of such severity and 
magnitude that effective response is beyond the capabilities of the state and 
the affected local governments, and that federal assistance is necessary to 
supplement the efforts and available resources; must confirm execution of 
the state’s emergency plan; and must certify adherence to cost- sharing re-
quirements (FEMA 2013). The president must then determine that the 
state’s resources are indeed overwhelmed or are incapable of addressing 
the disaster in order for the federal government to respond. A presidential 
disaster declaration opens the door to federal assistance for both disaster 
response and recovery activities.

In the aftermath of presidentially declared disasters, the U.S. Congress 
has also used a variety of funding options and programs to supplement the 
Stafford Act allocations in helping states and local governments finance 
recovery efforts. One rapidly growing piece of Congress’s disaster recovery 
tool kit is the HUD Community Development Block Grant– Disaster 
Recovery (CDBG- DR) program, which Congress first used in 1993 to pro-
vide supplemental disaster recovery funds  after Hurricanes Andrew and 
Iniki and Typhoon Omar. Congress has appropriated over $48.6 billion to 
the program for post- disaster relief; the three largest appropriations have 
been for the September 11, 2001, attacks ($3.483 billion); Hurricanes Ka-
trina, Rita, and Wilma in 2005 ($19.7 billion); and Hurricane Sandy in 
2012 ($16 billion) (HUD 2014).

Congress can readily apply CDBG funding to post- disaster recon-
struction if it closely meets one of the program’s three objectives, to “meet 
particularly urgent community development needs  because existing con-
ditions pose a serious and immediate threat to the public” (Boyd 2010, 1). 
Also,  because of their flexibility, CDBG- DR funds can be used in a variety 
of ways to supplement FEMA funding  after disasters, such as restoration 
of essential ser vices and mitigation of the effects of  future disasters; but the 
grants have also moved beyond traditional disaster relief by funding long- 
term recovery and reconstruction of businesses, homes, community facili-
ties, and infrastructure.
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The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is prob ably the largest 
federally funded disaster recovery program, although it is, in princi ple, 
funded by  owners of flood- prone properties. Nearly 6 million policy 
holders pay an estimated $3.6 billion in annual premiums for flood in-
surance (King 2013). In addition to providing insurance settlements to 
property  owners for their flood losses, the NFIP plays another impor tant 
role in recovery  after floods by providing funds for buyouts of flood- 
prone properties.

 Under  U.S. federalism, states have the power to plan and regulate 
land use development and redevelopment and building construction and 
safety. In turn, most states delegate this regulatory authority to local gov-
ernments.2 State planning and zoning laws guide local authorities, but 
local governments are generally allowed to pass and interpret planning 
and zoning policies and regulations according to individual community 
conditions.3 Most states adopt some form of building codes and then look 
to local governments to review construction plans to ensure code compli-
ance and to conduct field inspections to ensure consistency of construc-
tion quality with building plan requirements. Property taxes are a major 
source of revenue for most states, counties, municipalities, and special 
districts.

THE 2001 WORLD TRADE CENTER DISASTER

The terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, that targeted the World Trade 
Center in Lower Manhattan and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and 
also resulted in a downed jet airplane in Pennsylvania, killed 2,977  people, 
and many more  people suffered long- term  mental and physical health ef-
fects. The attacks caused over $100 billion in direct and indirect economic 
losses to the U.S. economy, and total insurance claim payments exceeded 
$35 billion, including property, life, and liability insurance claims (Val-
verde and Hartwig 2006). Arguably, September 11, 2001, was also a major 
turning point in U.S. disaster management that substantially  shaped the 
nation’s response and recovery efforts following Hurricanes Katrina and 
Sandy and is still influencing disaster policy and actions  today.
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ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

The Federal Government

The federal government was a primary funder of the World Trade Center 
(WTC) recovery and rebuilding effort. Its commitment and approach to 
providing post- disaster assistance to the New York City area  were swift, 
innovative, and flexible. Within days, President George W. Bush pledged 
at least $20 billion in federal relief and recovery assistance for the Septem-
ber 11 attacks, and Congress authorized the same level of federal assis-
tance, designating about $3 billion specifically for the New York City area 
in a bill passed by Congress and signed by President Bush on September 18, 
2011 (GAO 2003; Mammen 2011). This was the first time in U.S. history 
that Congress made an expedited and specific appropriation for a specific 

Reconstruction is pictured  here at the site of the World Trade Center. Photo by Laurie Johnson 
(2010).
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disaster instead of supplementing funds in FEMA’s Disaster Relief Fund. 
Over the next 11 months, Congress enacted three more supplemental ap-
propriations of approximately $15.5 billion in direct federal assistance, as 
well as an estimated $5 billion in tax benefits, for specific application in 
the New York City area (GAO 2003). To help ensure that all the appropri-
ated funds  were spent within the New York City area, Congress also had 
to authorize several disaster assistance program exceptions, broaden tra-
ditional program eligibility guidelines, and allow federal agencies to pro-
vide other forms of nontraditional assistance.

Of the $20.5 billion total, about $11.35 billion went to rebuilding and 
development in Lower Manhattan, $7.28 billion went to emergency re-
sponse efforts, and $1.88 billion went to general bud getary relief for New 
York State and New York City (NYCIBO 2011). Together, FEMA, HUD, 
and the DOT provided $14.65 billion (over 95  percent of the direct federal 
aid) to the New York City area. This was the largest level of assistance that 
each agency had ever provided for any single disaster. Fourteen other fed-
eral agencies administered the remaining $816 million in direct federal aid 
(GAO 2003). In addition, Congress approved up to $9.8 billion in awards 
through the Victims Compensation Fund, established to compensate sur-
vivors, relatives, and businesses that suffered losses in the September 11 
attacks (NYCIBO 2011).

FEMA had overall responsibility for coordinating the federal efforts. 
The National Response Plan defined a federal coordinating officer (FCO) 
position, and FEMA also appointed a deputy FCO for long- term recovery 
responsible for identifying the needs of the community, coordinating with 
other federal, state, and local agencies to address  those needs, and devel-
oping FEMA’s long- term recovery plans (Picciano 2006). The deputy FCO 
for long- term recovery chaired the Federal Task Force to Support New 
York City, which consisted of representatives of 11 federal agencies and met 
weekly for many months to develop an understanding of local-  and state- 
government recovery needs and devise comprehensive federal solutions to 
address  these needs. Working with the state of New York, FEMA also es-
tablished the Infrastructure Recovery Workgroup, which included federal, 
state, local, and private- sector participants, to coordinate the restoration 
of public and private infrastructure (Picciano 2006).
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FEMA was authorized to distribute $8.8 billion in federal aid, and it 
distributed $7.4 billion of this amount through the Public Assistance 
program (GAO 2003). Although  there  were 191 applicants for the pro-
gram, New York City, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 
and New York State (more than 50 agencies, including the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority [MTA]) received about 95  percent of the fund-
ing (Picciano 2006). President Bush authorized 100  percent funding of all 
eligible costs for both emergency and permanent work in the Public As-
sistance program, thereby eliminating state and local cost sharing, which 
normally can be as much as 25  percent of total proj ect costs. Conversely, 
Bush capped the available funding for the FEMA HMGP at 5   percent 
of the total disaster spending instead of the customary 15  percent (GAO 
2003).

Despite broadened eligibility guidelines and authorizations for certain 
activities,  there  were not enough eligible proj ects in the New York City area 
to reach FEMA’s $8.8 billion target assistance level. Thus, Congress autho-
rized FEMA to reimburse associated costs that it other wise could not have 
funded  under the provisions of the Stafford Act. This provision enabled 
FEMA to close out the disaster in 2003, only two years  after the declara-
tion (GAO 2003).

The DOT administered $2.34 billion in grants through the Federal 
Highway Administration and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
to restore transportation infrastructure directly damaged in the disaster 
and enhance the overall Lower Manhattan transportation system (GAO 
2003). Additionally, FEMA established an interagency agreement with the 
DOT and transferred $2.75 billion of its funds to the FTA (GAO 2003). 
New York’s governor and vari ous state agencies helped set the transporta-
tion restoration and enhancement funding priorities. The three priority 
proj ects  were reconstruction of the Port Authority Trans- Hudson (PATH) 
Terminal station under neath the WTC; creation of the Fulton Street Tran-
sit Center hub for the MTA subway system; and improvements to the 
South Ferry Subway Station (GAO 2003). The FTA established the separate 
Office of Lower Manhattan Recovery and partnered with state and city 
transportation agencies to complete the work. Congress also eliminated 
the state and local matching requirement for DOT assistance for the 
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entire disaster relief effort, thus providing considerable savings to New 
York City and the state.

As reported in Mammen (2011), as the federal aid package was being 
developed,  there  were diff er ent views in Washington, D.C., about how the 
federal aid should be distributed. Some federal leaders wanted to set up an 
office of World Trade Center attack claims, but the White House bud get 
director prevailed in dictating that much of the money be distributed by 
HUD and its CDBG- DR program, which would give local authorities 
greater flexibility in using the funds. HUD provided $3.48 billion through 
the CDBG- DR program to fund economic revitalization— economic re-
covery programs, short- term capital proj ects, memorial and cultural fa-
cilities, and long- term planning— and to aid businesses and individuals 
(GAO 2003; Mammen 2011). Congress passed some first- time and unique 
directives for the use of  these funds, including grant programs for busi-
nesses and publicly and privately owned utilities. Pressured by New York 
State and the White House, HUD also waived some standard CDBG 
regulations, including the determination of overall benefit and environ-
mental clearances, and modified  others, for example, by allowing a more 
streamlined citizen- participation requirement (Mammen 2011).

In addition to the direct federal aid, in March 2002, Congress autho-
rized seven provisions of tax benefits primarily targeting businesses and 
economic development proj ects in the impact area defined as the Liberty 
Zone in Lower Manhattan (IRS 2014). The Liberty Zone tax benefits  were 
the first geo graph i cally targeted tax program authorized by Congress in 
response to a disaster (GAO 2003). One provision specified that up to $8 
billion in bonds could be used to finance the acquisition, construction, 
reconstruction, and renovation of commercial and residential real prop-
erty, as well as utilities primarily inside the Liberty Zone, and the interest 
income on the bonds was exempt from federal taxes (GAO 2003). By 2011, 
nearly all the Liberty Bonds had been allocated; just over $700 million re-
mained and was earmarked for rebuilding Tower 1 and shops at the WTC 
site (NYCIBO 2011). About 60  percent of the bonds have been used to re-
build structures on the former WTC site, including Towers 1, 2, 3, and 4 
and 7 World Trade Center (NYCIBO 2011).
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The State of New York

New York’s State Emergency Management Office led the state’s emergency 
response to the September 11 terrorist attacks. It also executed the key 
FEMA programs authorized by the presidential disaster declaration, in-
cluding the Public Assistance program.

New York State had some extensive, direct interests in the recovery 
and rebuilding of Lower Manhattan. Most notably, the World Trade Cen-
ter had been built and was owned by the Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey, a bistate public corporation.4 The Port Authority was a major 
partner in the planning and rebuilding of the WTC site. In July 2001, just 
months before the attacks, the Port Authority had entered into a 99- year 
lease of the Twin Towers and other WTC buildings with Silverstein Prop-
erties, which would also have a major role in the site’s reconstruction. The 
Port Authority also owned and managed the PATH commuter rail line 
 running from New Jersey to Manhattan, and it led the WTC transporta-
tion planning pro cess and the rebuilding of the WTC transportation hub. 
It also led the rebuilding of the September 11 memorial complex and the 
World Trade Center 5 building and retained one- third owner ship of 
the WTC site, World Trade Center 1 (the Freedom Tower), and World 
Trade Center 5 once they  were completed. It was a major recipient of fed-
eral aid via FEMA, HUD, and the DOT, as well as significant state funds.

The MTA, the State Department of Transportation, and the Battery 
Park City Authority  were other state agencies that had damaged property 
or infrastructure in Lower Manhattan. All of them partnered with city, state, 
and federal agencies on rebuilding. The MTA and the State Department of 
Transportation  were major recipients of federal aid from FEMA and the 
DOT. The MTA led the construction of the Fulton Street Transit Center.

In the initial months  after the September 11 attacks,  there was much 
speculation about how authority for reconstruction would be managed be-
tween New York State and New York City, as well as the federal govern-
ment and New Jersey State (Mammen 2011; Perez- Pena 2001b). At the 
end of November 2001, Governor George Pataki, Mayor Rudy Giuliani, and 
Mayor- Elect Michael Bloomberg together announced the chairman and 
members of the board of directors of the newly formed Lower Manhattan 
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Redevelopment Corporation,  later renamed the Lower Manhattan Devel-
opment Corporation (LMDC). The LMDC was established as a subsidiary 
of New York State’s leading economic development agency, the Empire 
State Development Commission (ESDC). Before 2001, the ESDC had es-
tablished subsidiaries throughout New York City and the state; notably, the 
ESDC’s 42nd Street Redevelopment Corporation was viewed as a success-
ful state- city partnership that revitalized Times Square.

The LMDC was charged with revitalizing and rebuilding Lower Man-
hattan south of Houston Street, including overseeing construction and de-
velopment of the areas affected by the terrorist attacks, transportation and 
other infrastructure improvements, and the attraction and retention 
of business in the area. To achieve this, the LMDC, through its parent 
corporation, the ESDC, was granted a broad array of statutory authority, 
including the ability to condemn property, issue tax- exempt and non- 
tax- exempt bonds, and act as an agent for federal subsidies and grants.

 After Bloomberg took office as New York City’s mayor in January 2002, 
he and Governor Pataki announced a change in the LMDC’s bylaws to 
expand the board of directors to 16 members, half appointed by the gover-
nor and half by the mayor (LMDC 2002b). In early January  2002, the 
LMDC Board of Directors approved the appointment of Louis R. Tomson 
as executive director (LMDC 2002a). Tomson had an extensive public ser-
vice  career, mainly in the state government, that included serving as first 
deputy secretary to Governor Pataki, with responsibility for policy devel-
opment for the state’s more than 60 public authorities. Staffing of the 
LMDC progressed quickly in the first half of 2002.

In February 2002, the LMDC also formed a general advisory commit-
tee composed of government officials, business leaders, and heads of major 
civic organ izations, as well as a series of advisory councils to help provide 
for public input and participation to the LMDC. At least six advisory 
councils  were eventually formed, each with about 20 members, including 
two LMDC board members. They included the advisory councils for the 
Families of September 11th; Residents; Restaurants, Retailers, and Small 
Business; Arts, Education, and Tourism; Commuters and Transportation; 
and Development.
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Together, the ESDC and the LMDC managed the administration of 
the three CDBG appropriations totaling $3.48 billion. The ESDC devel-
oped the action plan, designed and implemented programs, and adminis-
tered funds for the first CDBG- DR appropriation of $700 million. The 
LMDC handled the second and third CDBG- DR appropriations, totaling 
$2.78 billion, developed the action plans, created programs, and collabo-
rated with other agencies to fulfill implementation (NYCIBO 2011). The 
programs funded by the CDBG- DR included a residential grant program 
to encourage residents to remain in, or relocate to, Lower Manhattan 
($236.2 million); affordable- housing initiatives ($54 million); a business re-
covery grant program ($572 million); a Lower Manhattan job- creation 
and retention grant program ($447 million); planning, land acquisition, 
site preparation, and construction costs at the WTC site ($842 million);5 
grants to investor- owned utilities to rebuild and enhance Lower Manhat-
tan infrastructure ($483 million); and funds for parks, streetscape and 
transportation improvements, education facilities, and community and 
cultural enhancement proj ects in Lower Manhattan ($600 million) (NYC-
IBO 2011).

The World Trade Center Proj ect Plan included the creation of a per-
manent memorial and redevelopment of the 16- acre (6.5- hectare) WTC 
site and adjacent areas (LMDC 2007). The design concept by Daniel Libe-
skind for redevelopment of the WTC site was selected in February 2003, 
and the September 11 Memorial design by architect Michael Arad and 
landscape architect Peter Walker was announced in January 2004.

In 2004, the LMDC completed the environmental review pro cess on 
the World Trade Center Proj ect Plan, which, despite several amendments, 
remains the master planning guide for rebuilding in the WTC area. Mam-
men (2011) documents the details of the WTC planning pro cess between 
2002 and 2004.

Although the LMDC was touted as a city- state corporation, it was 
technically a state corporation, and the combined management by the 
LMDC and the ESDC of the CDBG- DR funds gave the state and Gover-
nor Pataki a  great deal of influence over the planning and rebuilding 
of the WTC site and many other key aspects of Lower Manhattan’s re-
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covery. It also meant that the state legislature was not an essential deci-
sion maker or authorizing agent for much of the program development 
and spending.

In late November 2004, the State of New York and New York City es-
tablished the Lower Manhattan Construction Command Center to coor-
dinate all the construction proj ects and construction personnel in Lower 
Manhattan in order to meet the ambitious rebuilding timeline while min-
imizing the impact of this construction activity on the community. In 
May 2005, amid criticism about delays, security, and financial uncertainty 
of the World Trade Center rebuild, Governor Pataki appointed his long-
time chief of staff, John Cahill, to serve as a downtown czar to help over-
see and coordinate the state agencies involved in rebuilding and to lead the 
negotiations with Silverstein Properties and other private developers on 
the WTC site (Mammen 2011).

Surrounding buildings are reflected in one of the twin pools at the World Trade Center Me-
morial Park. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2015).
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New York City

New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani was dubbed “Amer i ca’s Mayor” for 
his vis i ble leadership in the hours and days  after the September 11, 2001, 
attacks. For a short time, Mayor Giuliani and his supporters considered 
challenging the city’s two- term mayoral limit, and he also lobbied for a 
three- month emergency extension of the end of his term from January 1 
to April 1, 2002 (Perez- Pena 2001a). However, the November 2001 elections 
proceeded as planned, and it was the next city’s mayor, Michael Bloom-
berg, who provided strong leadership and influence on the rebuilding of 
Lower Manhattan. Mayor Bloomberg eventually chaired the Memorial 
Foundation charged with raising funds and managing the September 11 
memorial complex, and he provided significant vision and exerted consid-
erable po liti cal influence on the complex public- private partnership among 
the Port Authority, Silverstein Properties, and  others involved in the rebuild-
ing of the WTC site.

The New York City Economic Development Corporation oversaw sev-
eral CDBG- DR programs for business recovery and economic develop-
ment in Lower Manhattan. The New York Department of Transportation 
had responsibility for all streets and sidewalks in the WTC site redevelop-
ment and was a major recipient of federal funding to redesign and rebuild 
 these ele ments. New York City’s Department of City Planning and Depart-
ment of Buildings  were involved in land use, zoning, and building con-
struction related to redevelopment of the WTC site. However,  because of 
the Port Authority’s status as an interstate agency, which exempted it from 
normal city development pro cesses, the city’s community boards, the city 
planning commission, and the city council did not control the public hear-
ing and approval pro cesses for the WTC site (Mammen 2011).

In addition to federal aid, New York City also benefited from the state’s 
provision of working capital while it awaited reimbursement for expenses 
from federal and state agencies. New York State approved a special autho-
rization for the city to borrow $2.5 billion through the New York City 
Transitional Finance Authority (TFA) (NYCIBO 2011). Debt ser vice was 
paid from New York City personal income taxes, and the pledge of taxes 
provided collateral for the bonds. The bonds issued by the TFA allowed the 
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city to meet its immediate cash- flow needs for cleanup and recovery and 
 were also used to cover general operating expenses in 2003.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Rebuilding the World Trade Center Complex and Lower Manhattan

The LMDC and the Port Authority faced im mense criticism over the years 
as construction costs and timelines  were both extended far beyond origi-
nal estimates. The 2008 financial banking crisis and the subsequent  great 
recession reduced the demand for office space in Lower Manhattan and 
significantly affected city and state bud gets for WTC site redevelopment. 
In 2008, Mayor Bloomberg called for the LMDC to complete the memo-
rial complex and totally redesign the transit hub and then disband (Bagli 
2008). In late 2016, the LMDC remained in operation and was still man-
aging programs defined and funded with federal recovery dollars.

 After many rounds of negotiations and reassessments of financial and 
market realities, the financing and owner ship of the commercial compo-
nents of the WTC complex have shifted, and the Port Authority, the State 
of New York, and New York City have more financial responsibility than 
was initially proposed. The overall development cost for the rebuilding of 
the WTC complex is estimated at $30 billion, despite some downsizing 
from the original master plan proposed by Daniel Libeskind (WTC 2016).

Seven World Trade Center was the first building in the former WTC 
complex to be rebuilt; it opened in 2006. In 2011, on the 10th anniversary 
of the September 11 attacks, the National Memorial was dedicated in a 
ceremony for the victims’ families. The National September 11 Memorial 
Museum opened on May 21, 2014, and includes 100,000 square feet (9,290 
square meters) of exhibition space. Four World Trade Center opened in 
November 2013, and 1 World Trade Center— the Freedom Tower— opened 
in November 2014. Work on the $4 billion World Trade Center Transpor-
tation Hub was completed in 2016, and the 80- story World Trade Center 3 
tower is  under construction. Planning and construction of the 88- story 
World Trade Center 2 tower and the performing- arts center are also  under 
way.
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Lower Manhattan’s economy and functions have also diversified sig-
nificantly since 2011, in part stimulated by the proj ects resulting from the 
federal, state, and local recovery funds and tax credits. Although Lower 
Manhattan is still one of the world’s financial hubs, its economy is also at-
tracting technology, advertising, and media businesses.  Hotel and residen-
tial units have nearly tripled since 2001, and retail space has expanded by 
1.5 million square feet (140,000 square meters) (WTC 2016). Lower Man-
hattan now boasts a residential population of 61,000 (NYCEDC 2014).

Impor tant Federal Reforms

The September 11 terrorist attacks generated a policy shock wave in Wash-
ington, D.C., and across the disaster management field as major po liti cal 
bodies conducted post- disaster investigations into failures of the federal 

Rising 1,776 feet, World Trade 
Center Tower 1, or the Free-
dom Tower, is the tallest 
structure in the rebuilt World 
Trade Center complex. Photo 
by Robert Olshanksy (2015).
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intelligence and response systems.  These examinations identified a need 
for “a true national response system that can integrate the efforts of local, 
state, and federal civilian and military response forces” (Harrald 2012, 
173). The resulting wave of legislative changes and orga nizational reforms 
was relatively swift and dramatically altered the nation’s disaster manage-
ment landscape.

In 2002, Congress created the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS), and the DHS secretary was officially designated as the principal 
federal official to manage domestic incidents. FEMA and many other fed-
eral agencies  were absorbed into DHS. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 
charged DHS with responsibility for consolidating existing federal re-
sponse plans into one plan, creating an intergovernmental national incident 
management system (NIMS) to enable seamless communication among 
responders, and aiding disaster recovery (Harrald 2012; U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives 2006).

In December 2004, the DHS released the new National Response Plan, 
which integrated the previous functions of FEMA within a new multi- 
organizational and all- hazards national framework. The new plan also 
created many critical new response positions and coordinating bodies, 
including the required designation of a primary federal official as an 
on- scene representative of the president, in addition to the FCO. Together, 
NIMS and the National Response Plan created, for the first time in the 
United States, one disaster management structure and doctrine for all lev-
els of response organ izations to follow.

The 2004 National Response Plan also instituted two new emergency 
support functions (ESFs). One of  those, ESF-14, Long- Term Community 
Recovery and Mitigation, was the first explicit initiative by FEMA to system-
atize federal agency support of long- term community recovery in disaster- 
affected communities and states. FEMA used it to help empower communities 
to determine their own recovery needs through a post- disaster pro cess of 
“establishing a community- based, post- disaster vision and identifying proj-
ects and proj ect funding strategies best suited to achieve that vision, and em-
ploying a mechanism to implement  those proj ects” (FEMA 2005, 5).

 After the September 11 attacks, the DHS and FEMA also launched ca-
tastrophe planning efforts across the country. One conducted in Baton 
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Rouge, Louisiana, in July 2004, centered on the New Orleans metropoli-
tan region and known as the Hurricane Pam exercise, was designed to 
respond to a slow- moving, category 3 hurricane that produced over 20 
inches (0.5 meters) of rain, resulting in 10 to 20 feet (3 to 6 meters) of flood-
ing in New Orleans, over 50,000 fatalities and 100,000 casualties, 1 mil-
lion homeless metropolitan- region residents, and damage to or destruction 
of 80  percent of structures in 13 parishes (Louisiana counties) (McQuaid 
and Schleifstein 2006). The final report on the exercise recommended nu-
merous reforms and outlined the basic lines of responsibility, resource 
allocation, and response time frames for  future storms.  After the exercise, 
smaller groups continued to meet  until the 2005 hurricane season. The 
Hurricane Pam exercise is credited with having helped train responders 
to do many  things that  were done very well in Hurricane Katrina.

THE 2005 HURRICANES KATRINA AND RITA

The 2005 storm season was the most active in recent U.S. history, with 27 
named storms, of which 15 reached hurricane strength. But it was the 11th 
named storm of the season, Hurricane Katrina, that substantially tested 
the new national response system and the value of the  great investment 
that had been made since 2001 to ensure that the nation was capable of 
dealing with a catastrophic event.

Katrina became a named storm on August 24, 2005, and passed over 
southern Florida with category 1 hurricane– strength winds on the eve ning 
of August 25. National, state, and local emergency preparations and massive 
evacuations ensued over the next few days  until Katrina made landfall 
near Buras, Louisiana, on the morning of August 29, 2005.  After grazing 
the Louisiana coastline with category 3 hurricane– strength winds and a 
category 5 hurricane– strength storm surge, it came onshore again near 
Pearlington, Mississippi, a few hours  later and maintained hurricane- 
intensity winds almost 100 miles (161 km) inland.

In Mississippi, Hurricane Katrina directly affected more than a third 
of the state’s 3 million residents. Many Louisiana residents who had 
evacuated northward into Mississippi  were also caught in the storm’s path. 
Across Mississippi,  there  were more than 230 deaths, and over 60,000 
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homes  were seriously damaged or destroyed (Office of Governor Haley 
Barbour 2009). Much of that damage was concentrated in three coastal 
counties (Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson), where storm surges of up to 26 
to 28 feet (7 to 8.5 meters) hit structures, infrastructure, and the natu ral 
environment and penetrated inland at least 6 miles (9.7 km) (NWS 2006).

In southeast Louisiana, storm surges of 10 to 15 feet (3 to 4.6 meters) 
inundated low- lying coastal areas. Breaches in the massive hurricane 
protection system of levees and flood walls around the New Orleans met-
ropolitan area began on August  29, and within a few days, floodwaters 
inundated more than 80  percent of the city of New Orleans.6

Less than a month  later, on September 24, 2005, Hurricane Rita made 
landfall in Sabine Pass, Texas, near the Louisiana border. In Louisiana, the 
worst of the storm’s wind- related damage occurred in the western part of 
the state, but another wave of flooding inundated low- lying areas along the 
Louisiana coast, including parts of New Orleans. Also, the sixth major 
hurricane of the 2005 season, Hurricane Wilma, made landfall in south-
ern Florida on October 24, 2005. Although it did not affect Louisiana, it 
did add to the recovery costs and challenges of the very destructive 2005 
hurricane season.

Together, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita caused over 1,800 deaths, de-
stroyed over 300,000 housing units, and affected 400,000 jobs, including 
one of the region’s major employers, the oil and gas industry (GAO 2007). 
The Congressional Bud get Office estimated capital losses from Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita at $70 billion to $130 billion, and other estimates  were 
over $150 billion (GAO 2007). Private insurers paid out over $46 billion 
for claims related to  these two storms and more than $57 billion for claims 
related to the entire 2005 hurricane season (III 2016). In addition, the NFIP 
paid out over $16.7 billion for flooding claims related to  these two storms 
(King 2013). By nearly  every mea sure, Hurricane Katrina was the most de-
structive and costliest natu ral disaster in American history, and some es-
timate that Rita was the third- costliest U.S. disaster at the time.

Within Louisiana, 2 million residents in 22 parishes  were affected by 
the two storms, which killed more than 1,100  people, displaced 785,000 
residents, and caused over $150 billion in statewide losses (LRA 2010). An 
estimated 215,000 homes and 81,000 businesses  were damaged, and ex-
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tensive damage to educational and health facilities and public infrastruc-
ture disrupted commerce nationwide and resulted in the loss of 220,000 
jobs across the state (Kopplin 2007). The storms also caused massive envi-
ronmental damage. An estimated 217 square miles (562 square kilo meters) 
of coastal land  were destroyed, and the impact on the state’s agriculture, 
forestry, wildlife, fishing, and recreation industries exceeded $1 billion 
(LRA 2010).

In New Orleans, Katrina’s flooding initially displaced over 90  percent 
of the city’s approximately 455,000 residents. Over 80  percent of all build-
ings in the city sustained some damage from wind and  water, and more 
than 100,000  house holds (50   percent of the city’s total) had more than 
4 feet (1.3 meters) of floodwater (UNOP 2007).7 Much of New Orleans’s in-
frastructure and economic, institutional, and social systems were damaged 
or destroyed; most of them  were already fragile in 2005  after de cades of 
population and economic decline, sprawling development patterns, and 
underinvestment. The damage only added to the blight conditions caused 

As seen in October  2005, storm surges and levee failures from Hurricane Katrina flooded 
homes and cars throughout New Orleans and neighboring St. Bernard Parish. Photo by Laurie 
Johnson (2005).
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by an estimated 40,000 vacant lots or abandoned residential properties in 
the city before the storm (UNOP 2007).

Within two months, most of New Orleans was dewatered, with the 
exception of the Lower 9th Ward, but over half of the city’s  house holds 
 were still without power. The majority of the remaining residents lived in 
the higher- elevation areas of the city along the Mississippi River. Outside 
downtown and the French Quarter, the city was nearly empty. The city’s 
six major universities closed for the fall semester, displacing 44,000 stu-
dents (Konigsmark 2006). By January  2006, best estimates suggested a 
population of 135,000, and only a few of the city’s public schools  were open 
(GCR and Associates 2007). By July 2006, estimates  were that about half 
(223,388) of the city’s former population had returned; by July 2007, the 
city’s estimated population was 288,113 (GNOCDC 2009).

ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

Much has been written about the Katrina- related failures and prob lems of 
emergency response and relief at all levels of government. Some of the key 
challenges arose from a lack of familiarity with the new National Response 
Plan and its first full- scale implementation in the 2005 hurricane season, as 
well as the broader challenges of such a large- scale, multistate coordination 
effort  after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (DHS 2006; Harrald 2012).

The Federal Government

The presidential disaster declaration area for Hurricane Katrina covered 
90,000 square miles (230,000 square kilo meters) across parts of Florida, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. The declarations  were revised 
multiple times to expand the number of declared localities and types of 
assistance available and reduce the percentage of assistance funded by state 
cost sharing. Nearly  every state in the nation and the District of Columbia 
received emergency declarations to support Hurricane Katrina evacuees. 
Major disaster declarations  were issued for parts of Louisiana and Texas 
in response to Hurricane Rita, and for parts of Florida in response to Hur-
ricane Wilma.
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In all, the federal government committed more than $110 billion in 
response and recovery assistance for the 2005 hurricanes (GAO 2007). 
 There  were six federal supplemental disaster appropriations, the first two 
of which came quickly in September 2005 and totaled $62.5 billion in aid 
directed to emergency and short- term needs. Federal funding for rebuild-
ing housing and infrastructure did not come  until a third supplemental 
appropriation of $29 billion was passed on December 23, 2005, which 
included $11.5 billion in HUD CDBG- DR funds, $2.9 billion for levee 
repairs, and $2.75 billion to repair roads and bridges. In late Decem-
ber 2005, Congress passed and the president signed the Gulf Opportunity 
Zone Act of 2005, which, like the Liberty Zone tax benefits, provided a 
range of tax incentives for individuals and businesses in the 2005 hurri-
cane disaster declaration areas (GAO 2008c).

On January  24, 2006, the federal administration announced that it 
would use the HUD CDBG- DR program to distribute federal rebuilding 
funds to the states in order to ensure more localized control (Walsh 2006). 
It also prescribed that the CDBG- DR funding would mainly be used to fund 
residential homeowners to repair damaged housing. Additional supplemen-
tal appropriations for HUD CDBG- DR funds and other disaster recovery 
funding  were included in defense spending bills approved on June 15, 2006, 
and November 13, 2007. FEMA HMGP funding to elevate repaired and re-
built housing and improve the resilience of repaired and rebuilt public 
facilities and infrastructure across the Gulf Coast was also provided. Con-
gress’s passage of the 2007 Water Resources Development Act provided 
funds for long- term hurricane flood- protection proj ects across the region.

The recognition that large sums of federal funding would be necessary 
for recovery  after the 2005 hurricanes, coupled with awareness of the lega-
cies of corruption in Louisiana, stimulated calls from Capitol Hill, former 
politicians, the news media, and  others for Congress and the president to 
exercise caution and ensure strict accountability and oversight of the fund-
ing. Some members of Congress recommended the appointment of a 
cabinet- level czar to administer the federal recovery programs, and several 
models  were proposed.8

On November 1, 2005, President Bush halted the debate by issuing Ex-
ecutive Order 13390, which created the position of coordinator of federal 
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support for the recovery and rebuilding of the Gulf Coast region (White 
House 2005). President Bush selected Donald Powell, a former Texas 
banker and the chair of the board of directors of the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation, for the position, which reported to the secretary for 
homeland security. To support the position, the Office of the Federal Co-
ordinator for Gulf Coast Rebuilding (OFC) was created within the DHS. 
The OFC maintained a small staff of 26  people or fewer, with offices in the 
Gulf Coast and Washington, D.C. Both the OFC and the federal coordi-
nator  were given a broad mandate to lead the pro cess of developing princi-
ples to govern the federal recovery efforts; serve as the principal point of 
contact among the executive branch, Congress, and key stakeholders; and 
monitor the implementation of specific recovery policies (GAO 2009b).

FEMA also established the position of deputy director for Gulf Coast 
recovery to manage its efforts and coordinate FEMA program delivery to 
the five states.  Under the new orga nizational structure, the FEMA deputy 
director for Gulf Coast recovery was responsible for field implementation 
of FEMA’s traditional recovery and mitigation programs for Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita, while the OFC coordinated the long- term recovery of the 
Gulf Coast region among all federal departments and programs.

Over its four and one- half years of existence, the OFC is credited with 
providing cross- agency coordination and intervention in program- specific 
issues to remove recovery obstacles; providing a central hub for collecting 
recovery information and disseminating it to federal, state, and local stake-
holders; encouraging federal-  and state- level stakeholders to make deci-
sions on stalled recovery proj ects; and raising recovery issues to top 
administration officials and advocating for policies and funding (GAO 
2009b). It also received considerable criticism for lacking decision-making, 
funding, and statutory authority and influence, given its indirect report-
ing relationship to the president; overstepping its coordination role among 
federal agencies; and interfering inappropriately in the administration of 
specific federal recovery programs for which it lacked specific knowledge 
and experience.
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The State of Mississippi

Within weeks of Katrina’s landfall, Mississippi governor Haley Barbour 
appointed the Commission on Recovery, Rebuilding, and Renewal, a pri-
vately funded, nonprofit organ ization in which over 40 local officials and 
business leaders served as chairs and committee leaders (Governor’s Com-
mission on Recovery, Rebuilding, and Renewal 2005). It was supported by 
a small staff of about 10  people but also included over 500 volunteers serv-
ing on numerous committees.

In mid- October 2005, the commission held a six- day meeting, called 
the Mississippi Renewal Forum, with teams of local and out- of- state pro-
fessionals working alongside community leaders to design and plan for the 
Gulf Coast (Mississippi Renewal Forum 2005). The commission then pro-
cessed input from the forum and developed its final report, titled “ After 
Katrina: Building Back Better than Ever,” which was released on Decem-
ber 31, 2005, and contained over 230 recommendations in a variety of ar-
eas, including infrastructure, economic development, and  human ser vices 
(Governor’s Commission on Recovery, Rebuilding, and Renewal 2005). 
The commission effectively ended at this point, but its work and recom-
mendations  were instrumental in shaping the state’s recovery agenda.

In early 2006, the Mississippi legislature and the governor established 
the Governor’s Office of Recovery and Renewal to design the state’s vari-
ous recovery programs and shape its overall approach to rebuilding (GAO 
2009a; G. Smith 2011). Among its responsibilities, the office coordinated 
recovery efforts among federal and state agencies, specifically the Missis-
sippi Development Authority (MDA) and the Mississippi Emergency 
Management Agency (MEMA), and other public and private entities. Its 
primary objectives included obtaining as much federal funding as pos si-
ble and maximizing the use of credit in lieu of cash, advising the governor 
and state agencies and formulating policies, providing technical assistance 
and outreach to local governments, and facilitating the implementation of 
recommendations made by the Governor’s Commission (G. Smith 2011). 
The office issued annual reports with updates on the state’s recovery ef-
forts (Office of Governor Haley Barbour 2009).
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Mississippi received about $5.5 billion in federal CDBG- DR funds pro-
vided through three congressional allocations in 2005, 2006, and 2007. 
The Disaster Recovery Division was established in the MDA to manage the 
CDBG- DR funds and implement policies established by the Governor’s 
Office of Recovery and Renewal. The Disaster Recovery Division initially 
had a staff of about 20  people and eventually grew to about 50 employees 
(GAO 2009a). Contractors  were also hired as needed to  handle the day- to- 
day management of key recovery programs, such as the state’s housing 
grant program. Mississippi’s CDBG- DR funds  were mainly directed to 
housing recovery, infrastructure, and economic development proj ects.

The MDA Disaster Recovery Division continues to administer and 
provide federally required monitoring of the CDBG- DR funds. MEMA 
continues to collaborate with FEMA on the administration of funds within 
the state. As of July 2015, FEMA had provided more than $1.3 billion in 
Individual Assistance funds in Mississippi and $3.1 billion in FEMA Pub-
lic Assistance funds to rebuild Mississippi’s infrastructure and reimburse 
the state for emergency mea sures  after Hurricane Katrina (FEMA 2015b).

The State of Louisiana

Early in September  2005, Louisiana governor Kathleen Blanco began 
organ izing for long- term recovery. The governor’s office helped establish a 
mechanism for receiving donations, which eventually led to the creation of 
the Louisiana Disaster Recovery Fund, and with the assistance of Stefan 
Pryor, executive director of the Lower Manhattan Development Corpora-
tion, Louisiana leaders began to design a state- level organ ization to over-
see recovery (Olshansky and Johnson 2010).

On October 17, 2005, Governor Blanco issued an executive order to 
create the Louisiana Recovery Authority (LRA) and charged it with secur-
ing funding and other resources, establishing princi ples and policies 
for redevelopment, leading long- term community and regional planning 
efforts, ensuring transparency and accountability, and communicating pro-
gress, status, and needs of the recovery to officials, community advocates, 
and the public (Blanco 2005; LRA 2010).  Until the Louisiana legislature for-
malized the LRA on February 23, 2006, it operated out of the governor’s 
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office. The LRA’s first employee and founding executive director was the 
governor’s chief of staff, Andrew Kopplin.9 Over time, the organ ization 
developed a small staff of about 20 to 30 professionals in administration, 
communications, intergovernmental affairs, policy, and planning, many 
of whom came from other state agencies. It also outsourced work to con sul-
tants as needed.

The LRA was led by a board of directors whose 33 members  were se-
lected to be bipartisan, socioeco nom ically and racially diverse civic and 
national leaders who originated from affected communities.  These volun-
teers met consistently nearly  every month over the five- year life of the LRA, 
and the agency issued quarterly reports on its work, as required by the 
Louisiana legislature. The LRA also formed a series of task forces to 
develop and guide policy for a host of recovery issues, including housing, 
economic and workforce development, infrastructure and transportation, 
public health and healthcare, the environment,  human ser vices, education, 
coastal protection, and long- term community planning.

Although the structure of the board and the task forces was loosely 
modeled on the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, the LRA 
functioned as a coordinating and planning body for the State of Louisiana. 
It established spending priorities and plans that  were subject to approval 
of the state legislature.  After developing the general program design, LRA 
staff typically coordinated with federal funding agencies and other state 
agencies that served as recipients of the funding and implemented and 
managed vari ous recovery programs.

Two key recovery program management agencies  were the Louisiana 
Office of Community Development (OCD) and the Governor’s Office of 
Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP). The Louisi-
ana OCD established the Disaster Recovery Unit with lead responsibility 
for the administration of the CDBG- DR funds; GOHSEP had lead respon-
sibility for administration of the FEMA programs. To supplement staff, 
contractors  were hired as needed, many of whom handled the day- to- day 
management of key recovery programs.

The LRA defined priorities for both short-  and long- term recovery is-
sues and developed spending plans for $13.4 billion in CDBG- DR funds 
for Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The OCD mostly implemented and 
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managed the resulting programs and ser vices (LRA 2010). Similarly, the 
LRA established priorities for over $1.15 billion in FEMA HMGP funding 
 after the 2005 hurricanes (LRA 2010), but GOHSEP maintained responsi-
bility for the management of other FEMA programs. However, the LRA 
worked with GOHSEP and FEMA to identify ways to streamline the Pub-
lic Assistance pro cess and also advocated for regulatory and administra-
tive policy changes (Rainwater 2009).

The LRA’s spending priorities for the CDBG- DR and FEMA HMGP 
funds  were housing, economic development, and infrastructure rebuild-
ing, and it provided leadership for long- term recovery planning across the 
state. Even  after the priorities  were set, however, the pro cess of obtaining 
and spending the federal recovery dollars was frustrating and contentious 
for Louisiana state officials, especially during the first years of recovery. In 
congressional testimony, state officials cited numerous examples of federal 
regulations that  were hampering the state’s abilities to more expeditiously 
structure and implement recovery programs (Fraiche 2007; Kopplin 2007; 
Rainwater 2009). The LRA’s executive director noted, “The constant hag-
gling required by state and local officials to secure resources, eliminate red 
tape, and secure waivers and extensions has led to uncertainty that has 
slowed the recovery and undermined public confidence” (Kopplin 2007, 2).

In January 2008, newly elected governor Bobby Jindal issued an execu-
tive order expanding the LRA’s oversight to include FEMA Public Assistance 
and HMGP funds, as well as HUD CDBG- DR funds, an action that was  later 
approved by the Louisiana legislature (LRA 2010).10 Governor Jindal also ap-
pointed Paul Rainwater as LRA executive director and as the governor’s au-
thorized representative for the state’s FEMA and HUD disaster recovery 
programs. This appointment provided better alignment and closer coordina-
tion across the programs and improved the working relationship between 
the state and the federal government. In all, the state of Louisiana received 
approximately $72.5 billion in federal recovery funds, about half of which 
was used to fund immediate disaster relief, while $35 billion was available for 
long- term rebuilding (LRA 2008). By September 2008, $50.9 billion of the 
federal funding had been spent, and an estimated $4.6 billion in state funds 
had also been dedicated to recovery (LRA 2008).
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In September 2008, Hurricanes Gustav and Ike struck much of the 
state, resulting in 51 deaths, over 12,000 flooded homes, and as much as 
$20 billion in physical damage, including $1.7 billion in uninsured housing 
losses (LRA 2010). In addition to the Stafford Act– related programs, Con-
gress appropriated $1.058 billion in CDBG- DR funds to Louisiana, and 
the LRA set the funding priorities for its use. More than half ($565.5 mil-
lion) was apportioned to the 53 affected parishes for a menu of housing, 
infrastructure, and economic development programs that they could choose 
to implement. The remaining funds helped state- led programs for afford-
able rental housing; assistance to businesses, agriculture, and fisheries; 
infrastructure; and coastal restoration (LRA 2010).

The LRA ceased operation on June 30, 2010, the sunset date originally 
prescribed in its establishing legislation. The staff of the LRA merged with 
the OCD’s Disaster Recovery Unit, which continues to administer and pro-
vide federally required monitoring of the CDBG- DR funds. It also contin-
ues to work with GOSHEP on the administration of FEMA disaster- related 
funds.

The City of New Orleans

Before Katrina’s landfall, New Orleans city man ag ers set up an emergency 
operations center in a  hotel across from city hall, but once the flooding 
started, much of the se nior staff temporarily relocated to Baton Rouge.  After 
a few weeks, the core staff returned to city hall, and the office of the city’s 
chief administrative officer (CAO) became the hub of federal, state, and city 
recovery activities. Throughout the recovery, the CAO’s office and its Capi-
tal Proj ects group oversaw most of the city’s insurance claims and FEMA- 
related activities, particularly its Public Assistance applications.11 The De-
partments of Building Permits and Safety and Public Works  were also active 
in recovery.

On September 30, 2005, Mayor C. Ray Nagin announced the forma-
tion of the 17- member Bring New Orleans Back (BNOB) Commission and 
charged it with overseeing the development of a rebuilding plan for New 
Orleans by the end of 2005. The New Orleans City Council also created an 
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ad hoc recovery committee to screen and package recovery- related items 
for the full council’s consideration.

In early October, shortly  after Hurricane Rita, Mayor Nagin an-
nounced that the city would be making drastic bud get cuts  because of a 
considerable reduction in sales and property tax receipts  after the storms 
and anticipated declines in other revenue sources; neither the state nor the 
federal government had promised loans or major grants. Cuts  after the 
storm reduced citywide operations by 30 to 60  percent and the adminis-
trative workforce (excluding public safety positions) by 50  percent (City of 
New Orleans 2006). The city’s bond rating was also downgraded and the 
city was no longer able to sell voter- approved bonds.

Olshansky and Johnson (2010) chronicle the post- disaster recovery 
planning efforts in New Orleans during the first two years of recovery. The 
BNOB Commission’s controversial report, released in January 2006, en-
dorsed the idea of shrinking the city’s urban footprint and replacing certain 
low- lying neighborhoods with green space (Nagin and BNOB 2006). It 
also recommended that more detailed, neighborhood- based planning be 
conducted to evaluate the long- term viability of heavi ly damaged neigh-
borhoods; that a moratorium be placed on the issuance of new building 
permits  until that planning pro cess was completed; and that a New Or-
leans recovery corporation be created to oversee the city’s recovery.  Under 
strong community pressure, Mayor Nagin rejected the BNOB report, but 
the concept of neighborhood- based planning endured. Planning efforts led 
by the New Orleans City Council, FEMA’s ESF-14 plan for Orleans Parish, 
and numerous neighborhood and academic groups ensued in 2006 and 
 were also considered in subsequent planning efforts.

In late August 2006, Mayor Nagin, the New Orleans City Council, the 
New Orleans City Planning Commission, and the LRA signed a memo-
randum of understanding to support the development of the philanthrop-
ically funded Unified New Orleans Plan (UNOP), which produced both 
the Citywide Strategic Recovery and Rebuilding Plan (UNOP 2007) and a 
series of district recovery plans for each of the city’s 13 planning districts 
(administrative areas delineated by the city planning commission during 
the 1980s). In all, UNOP identified 95 priority recovery proj ects totaling 
more than $14.3 billion to be completed over a 10- year period.  These proj-
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ects filled the gaps in the estimated $40 billion in public and private funds 
already allocated to New Orleans’s recovery. The UNOP citywide and dis-
trict plans  were officially submitted to the city planning commission on 
January 30, 2007.

As UNOP was being completed, Mayor Nagin reor ga nized New Or-
leans’s city government and established the Office of Recovery Manage-
ment (ORM)— the first management organ ization focused on recovery 
within city government. The mayor charged it with delivering technical 
solutions and management to the recovery effort and overseeing the fi-
nancing and implementation of all public recovery initiatives. The ORM 
began operation in January 2007 and geared up over the next year to a staff 
of about 20, assembled from city departments and from outside city gov-
ernment. Philanthropic organ izations helped supplement the city’s funds 
for the staff.

While the UNOP review was  under way, the ORM developed a recov-
ery planning implementation vision that it released on March 29, 2007. The 
City of New Orleans’s Target Area Plan identified $1.1 billion in obtain-
able funding sources and proposed to use public recovery funds in 17 recov-
ery zones located in business corridors around the city to spur redevelopment 
and private investments and also enhance quality of life in  these areas. 
Also, during this period, the New Orleans City Council passed an ordinance 
adopting a program known as “Lot Next Door” that allowed homeown-
ers to purchase publicly owned lots adjoining their own lots before  these 
 were offered to other buyers.

The ORM and city planning commission staff packaged the Target 
Area Plan and the UNOP plans into the New Orleans Strategic Recovery 
and Redevelopment Plan, which the city council and the LRA approved in 
June 2007. At its meeting, the LRA allocated $117 million of CDBG- DR 
funds to New Orleans for recovery proj ects in the 17 target areas.

As the review and approval pro cess for the New Orleans Strategic Re-
covery and Redevelopment Plan was nearing completion, in May 2007, the 
New Orleans City Council granted authority to the New Orleans Redevel-
opment Authority (NORA) to expropriate abandoned or blighted properties 
in the 17 target areas, as well as in other parts of the city, if rigid criteria 
could be met (Donze 2007). Mayor Nagin had begun revamping NORA 
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in late 2006 with a new and more influential board of directors, enhanced 
authority and funding, and a new executive director (Winkler- Schmidt 
2007). NORA hired a staff of redevelopment specialists and began devel-
oping new rules, procedures, and internal controls for acquiring and dis-
posing of properties, implementing the council- approved Lot Next Door 
program, becoming the agent for the City of New Orleans to receive prop-
erties purchased by the state’s Road Home program, and reshaping itself 
to undertake more residential and commercial development and redevel-
opment, particularly affordable housing (Winkler- Schmidt 2007).  Because 
of the lack of any meaningful funding from the city and the delays in al-
locations of recovery funding, the agency had to tap into its reserves and 
turned to philanthropic organ izations for funding support.

On September 27, 2007, the ORM released its draft Target Area Devel-
opment Plan, that more specifically identified the public facilities, hous-
ing, commercial, parks and recreation, and infrastructure proj ects in each 
of the 17 target areas, as well as critical citywide education and innovation, 
public fa cil i ty and institution, and environmental proj ects (City of New 
Orleans 2007). But  because the ORM was largely a planning and policy 
advisory office to the mayor, it had to collaborate with other city agencies, 
such as the CAO’s office, which was  handling the FEMA Public Assistance 
application pro cess, and Economic Development, which had access to non- 
disaster CDBG funds, to help fund the proj ects.

In October 2007, the ORM merged with other city agencies to become 
the Office of Recovery Development and Administration (ORDA). In ad-
dition to the former ORM, the ORDA included the former departments 
and agencies of Economic Development, Workforce Development, Hous-
ing and Neighborhood Development, Code Enforcement, and Safety and 
Permits, the Historic District Landmarks Commission, the Vieux Carré 
Commission, and the city’s offices of Business Retention and Arts and 
Tourism. It was anticipated that this merger could help the city more ef-
fectively define specific recovery proj ects and develop and bundle appro-
priate program and policy responses to implement the Strategic Recovery 
and Redevelopment Plan, including the city’s non- disaster and disaster- 
related CDBG funds.
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In December 2007, the LRA confirmed that the city’s CDBG- DR alloca-
tion would be increased to $411 million, including $150 million for eco-
nomic development. The ORDA worked to structure the pro cess, applica-
tions, and plans for use of  these funds. The LRA also embedded staff 
members within the city to increase strategic planning capabilities, assist in 
streamlining state program requirement reporting, and help speed up the 
city’s implementation of recovery proj ects. The ORDA also worked with 
other parish- wide agencies and FEMA to secure Public Assistance program 
funding, where applicable, for critical recovery proj ects and to integrate the 
recovery proj ects into the city’s capital bud gets. The city also now had access 
to $200 million in bond funds established by the State of Louisiana for the 
city to pay recovery proj ect– related costs  until it obtained reimbursements 
from FEMA’s Public Assistance program (OIG 2010).

The locations of 17 areas targeted for recovery investments are identified in the City of New 
Orleans Target Area Development Plan, Draft, September 27, 2007. Source: City of New Or-
leans (2007).
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To help increase its proj ect management capacity to deal with an 
unpre ce dented volume of recovery proj ects, the city also established the 
Proj ect Delivery Unit (PDU)  under the coleadership of the ORDA and the 
CAO’s office to manage an integrated program for repair and rehabilita-
tion of city- owned buildings, facilities, and streets (Blakely 2012). The PDU 
was composed of personnel from the ORDA, the CAO’s capital proj ects 
group, and the Public Works Department, and an outside contractor was 
hired to manage the 394 capital proj ects, with work that included proj ect 
scoping, supervision of architects in proj ect design, and putting the proj-
ects out for bids (OIG 2010).12

The ORDA also developed guidelines and financing programs to help 
homeowners improve blighted property conditions and to redevelop the 
estimated 40,000 pre-  and post- storm abandoned and blighted properties 
across the city (Holbein 2009). In early 2008, the city launched an en-
hanced code enforcement program to combat blight and give the city the 
power to institute fines and, in the worst cases, seize a property for de mo-
li tion or resale.

In December 2007, the city council and the State of Louisiana approved 
NORA’s redevelopment and disposition plan to become the lead agency to 
manage the 7,000 properties sold to the state through the Road Home pro-
gram (NORA 2007). NORA’s plan focused on making properties available 
for sale to adjacent property  owners through the city’s Lot Next Door 
program; bundling Road Home properties with other city- owned tax- 
delinquent and adjudicated properties for rapid redevelopment to create 
more affordable housing and promote economic growth; creating commu-
nity gardens and other alternative uses on hard- to- sell lots; and ensuring 
community participation in the planning pro cess (NORA 2007). The city 
council also approved over $8 million in funding to cover NORA’s 
 outstanding expenses and undertake the work of assembling non– Road 
Home properties in the city’s 17 target zones and around the proposed site 
of a new biomedical and hospital complex (Winkler- Schmidt 2007).

Thus, by the end of 2007 (over two years  after Katrina’s landfall), New 
Orleans’s recovery governance structure was fi nally in place; the ORDA 
and the PDU  were leading the charge on recovery proj ect design, imple-
mentation, and funding, and NORA was leading on land reuse and rede-
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velopment. But even though the recovery implementation pipeline was es-
tablished, funding was still slow to come. Together, the ORDA and NORA 
 were working to embed hazard mitigation into the recovery: elevating 
buildings, purchasing permanent open space in low- lying areas, obtaining 
public title to flood- prone lands through land swaps, and improving con-
struction techniques.

Funding for recovery continued to trickle into the city throughout 
2008. By October 2008, the city was managing $1.1 billion in recovery 
proj ects, 73  percent of all planned proj ects  were  under way, and the city 
was expecting to receive and control about $2 billion in funding (City of 
New Orleans 2008). This was far less than the $14.3 billion of recovery 
needs estimated by UNOP. FEMA had allocated only $353 million in Pub-
lic Assistance funds, about half of which was reimbursement for response- 
related activities, and the city had received less than $10 million of the 
state’s $411 million in CDBG- DR funds allocated to the city (City of New 
Orleans 2008).

At the end of 2008, both New Orleans’s and the state’s economies  were 
showing signs of recovery and strength. The city’s sales,  hotel and motel, 
and motor vehicle taxes  were at 96  percent of pre- Katrina values, and the 
Port of New Orleans had exceeded its pre- Katrina volume and expected to 
be at 80  percent of its pre- Katrina cruise- line business by the end of 2009 
(City of New Orleans 2008). As the rest of the country plunged into reces-
sion, New Orleans’s real estate market and economy remained relatively 
strong, buffered in large part by recovery- related construction and the Gulf 
Coast’s thriving petroleum sector (Liu and Plyer 2009). A variety of large 
public and private recovery proj ects had been initiated, including the 
redevelopment of public housing sites and a new medical campus of Loui-
siana State University, Tulane University, and the U.S. Veterans Adminis-
tration hospital. Business Week named New Orleans one of the 10 “Safest 
Cities in Which to Ride- Out the Recession” (GNO Inc. 2010).

The optimism translated into a general view among residents and lead-
ers that it was time to move beyond disaster recovery. In November 2008, 
New Orleans voters approved two impor tant amendments to the city 
charter (Liu and Plyer 2009). The first gave the city’s master plan teeth by 
requiring all zoning and land use requirements to conform to it. This 
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provided predictability, market confidence for development, and a more 
transparent and or ga nized pro cess for public participation. The second 
mea sure authorized a dedicated revenue source for the Inspector General’s 
Office created  after Katrina, giving it the steady resources necessary for 
accountability in the wake of pervasive public mistrust, waste, and fraud.

In September 2009, months before the end of his second term, Mayor 
Nagin dissolved the ORDA. The ORDA departments dealing with hous-
ing and economic development became part of the new Office of Commu-
nity Development, and the PDU continued to oversee the city’s recovery 
proj ects. On February 6, 2010, New Orleans elected a new mayor, Mitch 
Landrieu, who structured his leadership team as a series of deputy mayors.13 
Many of the former agencies and departments that had been part of the 
ORDA, as well as most of the city’s ongoing recovery proj ects and fund-
ing from the FEMA PA and CDBG- DR programs,  were placed  under the 
leadership of the deputy mayor for facilities, infrastructure, and commu-
nity development.

The 2010 census confirmed that New Orleans’s population was now 
over 70  percent of its 2000 level, but blight remained the most vis i ble evi-
dence of Katrina’s wrath. Mayor Landrieu announced an aggressive blight- 
reduction strategy in October 2010 with an ambitious goal of reducing the 
blight count in New Orleans by 10,000 units by 2014, which the city ex-
ceeded by January 2014 (City of New Orleans 2014).14 In 2010, NORA was 
awarded $30 million in federal stimulus funds directed to HUD for the 
Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) to help stabilize communities 
that had suffered from foreclosures and abandonment as a result of the  great 
recession (Hammer 2010). NORA joined with 10 nonprofit and neighbor-
hood organ izations to restore housing stock and build new affordable hous-
ing in key neighborhoods hit hard by Hurricane Katrina. In 2014, NORA 
was engaged in the final stages of a second NSP proj ect focused on provid-
ing financing for over 470 units of affordable housing across the city, pro-
moting commercial redevelopment, and undertaking a third wave of the 
city’s successful Lot Next Door program (City of New Orleans 2014).

In April 2010, New Orleans and Louisiana faced yet another challenge. 
The explosion of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig claimed 11 lives and poured 
millions of barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico. Temporary moratoriums 
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on offshore oil leases and drilling and impacts on fisheries and wildlife, 
many of which  were long term, all negatively affected the economies of 
New Orleans, Louisiana, and the Gulf Coast.

Since 2010, the national economy has improved, and so has the avail-
ability of private capital and community investment opportunities in New 
Orleans. The city earned back an investment- grade bond rating from each 
of the rating agencies in 2009, which strengthened public investment in 
infrastructure. New Orleans’ Plan for the 21st  Century, commonly referred 
to as the New Orleans 2030 Master Plan (City of New Orleans 2010) and the 
Greater New Orleans Urban  Water Plan (Waggoner and Ball Architects 
2013) are helping guide new investment and growth. The city also  adopted 
a new comprehensive zoning ordinance in 2015.

In 2014, New Orleans residents reelected Mayor Landrieu to a second 
term and witnessed the conviction of former mayor Nagin on 20 counts 
of corruption- related crimes and given a 10- year prison sentence. Nagin’s 
crimes involved bribery and helping businesses secure no- bid contracts 
from the city as part of its recovery program. For many residents and gov-
ernment officials, the mayor’s conviction undermines the value of all the 
hard work done by so many in the city’s first years of recovery; for  others, 
it is an affirmation of doubts they had from the moment Katrina struck 
 whether the City of New Orleans could ever be trusted to manage large 
sums of federal recovery and rebuilding funds.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Post- Disaster Recovery Planning

The 2005 hurricanes marked the first real use of the National Response 
Plan’s ESF-14 Long- Term Community Recovery and Mitigation program. 
In 2005 and 2006, FEMA, along with a cadre of planning contractors, 
worked with communities across the Gulf Coast disaster- affected region, 
typically in a 6-  to 12- week intensive planning pro cess, to develop a post- 
disaster vision, identify recovery proj ects and proj ect funding strategies 
best suited to achieve that vision, and employ a mechanism to implement 
 those proj ects (FEMA 2005).
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In Louisiana, the FEMA ESF-14 community recovery plans  were 
designated as the parish- planning component of the state’s long- term 
community planning initiative, known as Louisiana Speaks.15 Initially 
funded by private foundations, including the Rocke fel ler Foundation, 
the Louisiana Speaks program was overseen by a long- range community 
recovery planning task force established by the LRA board, as well as 
urban planning staff hired by the LRA. The program defined a set of re-
covery planning princi ples with which all parishes in the state had to 
comply. Each parish had to submit its recovery plan to the LRA for re-
view and ac cep tance, and the LRA then allocated $700 million in CDBG-
 DR funds for public facilities and infrastructure repairs and community 
improvement proj ects to parishes with LRA- accepted, long- term com-
munity recovery plans.  After this, the LRA, together with the OCD, de-
veloped the three- year, $3 million Parish Planning Capacity Building 
Program, which covered the cost of hiring a full- time planner to design 

This rebuilt home sits next to the repaired 17th Street Canal, which failed during Hurricane 
Katrina and flooded the adjoining Lakewood district of New Orleans. The empty lot next door 
is likely owned by the adjoining homeowner and purchased  under the Lot Next Door pro-
gram, which allowed homeowners to purchase publicly owned lots adjoining their own land 
before the lots  were offered to other buyers. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2014).
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and implement recovery programs in the 13 hardest- hit parishes (LRA 
2010).

The LRA also led a regional planning pro cess for southeastern Louisi-
ana that was completed in May 2007. The Louisiana Speaks Regional Plan 
emphasizes smart growth and investment in coastal restoration and also 
advocates for thinking regionally about economic development to create 
a  more stable and robust economy (LRA 2007).16 Its extensive citizen- 
participation component included a balloting pro cess in 35 parishes, as 
well as a web- based poll and phone survey. It specifically cites support for 
other key plans, including the development of a master plan for the newly 
created Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority and New 
Orleans’s recovery plan.

Large- Scale Housing Repair Programs

Mississippi and Louisiana used large portions of the CDBG- DR funds for 
housing repairs. Mississippi directed nearly 70  percent ($3.85 billion) of its 
CDBG- DR funds to housing recovery (Office of Governor Haley Barbour 
2009). The Mississippi Homeowner’s Assistance Program paid more than 
$2 billion in individual grants to over 27,750 homeowners and provided 
over 1,100 home- elevation grants totaling $46.5 million. A small rental 
program ($226.9 million) helped fund repairs to over 4,000 rental housing 
units; a long- term workforce- housing program ($329.5 million) helped fund 
rehabilitation, new construction, and homebuyer assistance for more than 
1,700 affordable housing units; and a tax- credit program ($25 million) 
helped facilitate construction of 700 affordable housing units. An insur-
ance rate management program ($440 million) was also established to help 
to offset increased residential insurance costs  after Katrina.

Louisiana’s $10 billion housing program, called the Road Home, paid 
more than $8.53 billion directly to approximately 128,000 homeowners to 
make repairs or to sell the property to the state (LLT 2015; LRA 2010). This 
included more than $876 million from a combination of CDBG- DR and 
FEMA HMGP funds to elevate homes. Approximately 9,800 homeowners 
opted to sell their homes to the state, almost half of which  were located in 
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Orleans Parish and had added to the city’s pre- storm blight challenges. The 
Louisiana legislature formed the Louisiana Land Trust as a nonprofit 
organ ization responsible for managing all the properties purchased  under 
the Road Home Program with broad powers to receive and dispose of 
properties, accept funds from any sources, borrow against properties, and 
obtain payment for  these obligations.17 Also, a $521 million rental housing 
program combined CDBG funds with investment tax credits to subsidize 
affordable housing units as part of larger market- rate proj ects. A piggyback 
program used $333 million to create 6,237 rental housing units, including 
4,226 affordable units. A small rental program paid $158.4 million directly 
to landlords to repair about 6,000 rental units.

Impor tant Federal Reforms

In the aftermath of the 2005 hurricane season, numerous federal and state 
agencies, academic institutions, and media organ izations launched inves-
tigations into the failings of the local, state, and national responders. The 
post- Katrina studies concluded that  there was an absence of strong leader-
ship, and that the subordination of FEMA to DHS  after the 2001 terrorist 
attacks and the focus on terrorism had severely affected the nation’s capa-
bility to respond to natu ral disasters (U.S. House of Representatives 2006; 
White House 2006). They called for a flexible federal response and a larger 
federal role in planning for catastrophes.

Orga nizational changes in the DHS and FEMA began soon  after Ka-
trina as  these agencies faced im mense media and po liti cal pressure to correct 
prob lems before the start of the 2006 hurricane season. FEMA developed a 
new National Response Framework focused on all hazards as the successor 
to the National Response Plan (FEMA 2008). It considered catastrophic inci-
dents, all levels of government, and all sectors of communities with the in-
tention of unifying and simplifying command and clarifying roles and re-
sponsibilities.

Evaluations of the effectiveness of the federal government’s major 
recovery funding programs in the 2005 hurricanes— the FEMA Public 
Assistance and HUD CDBG- DR programs— found that neither was 
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well suited to large- scale disasters, and that they did not work well together, 
which delayed recovery (GAO 2008b, 2009a). The program approval 
pro cesses  were described as slow, complex, inflexible, and bureaucratic.

In October 2006, Congress passed the Post- Katrina Emergency Man-
agement Reform Act (PKEMRA), which confirmed FEMA’s place within 
DHS but also gave it increased authority and autonomy (GAO 2008a). Re-
sponsibility for comprehensive emergency management and preparedness 
for both natu ral and man- made disasters was returned to FEMA. The 
PKEMRA also directed the FEMA administrator to lead a coordinated 
federal agency effort to develop both a national disaster housing strategy 
and a national disaster recovery strategy.

In January 2009, FEMA released the finalized National Disaster Hous-
ing Strategy (FEMA 2009), which aimed to clarify roles and responsibili-
ties, establish key princi ples, and set a new course for sheltering, interim 
housing, and permanent housing. It designated HUD as the lead agency 
in providing permanent housing.

In 2011, FEMA released the National Disaster Recovery Framework 
(FEMA 2011)— the first statement of national recovery policy— which spe-
cifically identified an approach for multilevel government coordination 
and local empowerment and partnership in planning and managing re-
covery. It defined the position of federal disaster recovery coordinator 
(FDRC), appointed by FEMA, who reports to the FCO in a presidentially 
declared disaster, and it also called for the establishment of state disaster 
recovery coordinators, local disaster recovery man ag ers, and local recov-
ery organ izations to provide a central point of contact for organ izing, co-
ordinating, and advancing disaster recovery operations. The framework 
also defined six recovery support functions (RSFs), each led by a federal 
supporting agency with the appropriate technical expertise. One of  these 
RSFs, Community Planning and Capacity Building, replaces and expands 
the FEMA long- term community recovery planning functions of ESF-14 
with the goal of improving state and local capacity by coordinating appro-
priate federal programs and leveraging the many partners that can sup-
port local recovery management.
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THE 2012 HURRICANE SANDY

Hurricane Sandy provided the first substantial opportunity to apply some 
of the post- Katrina lessons, notably through the first full- scale, multistate 
implementation of the National Disaster Recovery Framework. It is still far 
too early to assess long- term recovery outcomes  after Sandy, but it is 
useful to look at some of the governance and funding decisions that  were 
made in the first few years of recovery. Although the effects of Hurricane 
Sandy  were felt across a  great part of the country, this study focuses on 
recovery responses at the federal level, in New York and New Jersey, the 
two most heavi ly affected states, and in New York City.

Sandy made landfall in southern New Jersey on the eve ning of Octo-
ber 29, 2012, and wreaked havoc across much of the northeastern United 
States through heavy rain, strong winds, and rec ord storm surges. In all, 
the storm resulted in 159 deaths; cut power to 8 million customers; closed 
roadways, transit and rail lines, airports, and ports for extended periods; 
displaced 26,000  people in 16 states into temporary shelter; damaged over 
650,000 homes; and caused long- term housing displacement of an esti-
mated 200,000  people (Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2013; Lo-
chhead 2014; Nimmich 2013). Total damage estimates exceeded $70 
 billion, with private insurance covering an estimated $35 billion in losses 
(Freedman 2013).

In New Jersey, Hurricane Sandy destroyed more than 346,000 homes 
and businesses, eroded hundreds of miles of shoreline and beaches, and 
generated statewide losses in excess of $35 billion (Christie 2012). In the 
state of New York, Sandy caused more than 60 deaths and $30 billion in 
damages (Cuomo 2013c). In New York City, Sandy’s storm surge and flood-
waters inundated low- lying neighborhoods, roads, and transit systems 
and knocked out power in  every borough; fires also ensued in parts of 
Long Island. Forty- four residents died, 60,000 housing units  were dam-
aged, and thousands of residents and businesses  were displaced, many for 
extended periods (PlaNYC 2013). The city estimated total damage at $19 
billion and housing- related damage at $3.2 billion (Gair 2013; PlaNYC 
2013).
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ORGAN IZING FOR RECOVERY

Thirteen states and four tribal organ izations received major disaster dec-
larations, opening the doors for FEMA Individual Assistance, Public 
Assistance, and HMGP funds and for a large- scale, shared governance 
approach to recovery.

The Federal Government

President Obama was explicit about FEMA’s authority as the lead agency 
for both the National Response Framework and the National Disaster Re-
covery Framework. In New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, FEMA ac-
tivated all six RSFs outlined in the recovery framework and established 
over 70 disaster recovery centers to support residents and communities in 
accessing resources for recovery (Nimmich 2013). FRDCs  were appointed 

Hurricane Sandy caused major damage to homes and infrastructure on Staten Island, as seen 
in January, three months  after the storm. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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for the hardest- hit states and worked with federal emergency support func-
tion leaders for the disaster to share information about impacts and pro-
vide assistance (Fugate 2013).18 FEMA also convened the Hurricane Sandy 
Catastrophic Disaster Housing Task Force to support the state- led task 
forces to plan both temporary and long- term housing needs (Nimmich 
2013).

On November  15, 2012, President Obama announced that he had 
asked HUD secretary Shaun Donovan, the former commissioner of the 
New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development, to 
work closely with governors, mayors, and local officials of New Jersey and 
New York and “coordinate the federal support as states design their rede-
velopment plans, identify priorities, and over time begin implementation 
of their plans” (White House 2012b). On December  7, 2012, President 
Obama issued an executive order forming the Hurricane Sandy Rebuild-
ing Task Force and formalizing Donavan’s post- Sandy position as its 
chair, stating, “A disaster of Hurricane Sandy’s magnitude merits a com-
prehensive and collaborative approach to the long- term rebuilding plans 
for this critical region and its infrastructure” (White House 2012a). The 
task force consisted of representatives of all relevant federal agencies, with 
an advisory group of elected leaders from the most affected areas (Hur-
ricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2013). The executive order also reaf-
firmed FEMA’s overall leadership of the recovery efforts and specified that 
Secretary Donovan and the task force would work closely with FEMA 
and coordinate rebuilding efforts with the National Disaster Recovery 
Framework.

The task force was charged with providing the coordination that 
was necessary to “address economic conditions and the region’s aged 
infrastructure . . .  and identify the requirements and resources necessary 
to bring  these systems to a more resilient condition given both current 
and  future risks” (White House 2012a). More specifically, within 180 days 
of its first convening of members, the task force was to prepare a strategy 
that included a summary of task force activities; a long- term rebuilding 
plan that included input from key governmental stakeholders and was in-
formed by an assessment of current and  future risks; specific outcomes, 
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goals, and actions, as well as any proposed legislative, regulatory, or other 
mea sures; and a plan for monitoring pro gress.

Much to the frustration of state and local leaders, particularly in New 
Jersey and New York, Congress did not act on recovery funding before it 
adjourned for the holidays in December 2012. The Disaster Relief Appro-
priations Act 2013 was passed by Congress and signed into law on Janu-
ary 29, 2013, and included two parts (Brown, McCarthy, and Liu 2013). The 
first, Division A, provided a $50.5 billion package of disaster assistance 
largely focused on response and recovery activities and included $16 bil-
lion in HUD CDBG- DR funds; $13 billion to the U.S. DOT for repairs to 
highways, railways, and public transport; $11.5 billion to fund programs 
authorized  under the Stafford Act; $5.4 billion to the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers to repair, restore, and rehabilitate coastal protections; $545 mil-
lion to the SBA; and $3.3 billion distributed across many other agencies 
(Painter and Brown 2013). The second part, Division B— referred to as the 
Sandy Recovery Improvement Act— contained a series of amendments to 
the Stafford Act with the stated goal of improving the efficiency and qual-
ity of disaster assistance provided by FEMA (Brown, McCarthy, and Liu 
2013).

Additionally, Congress increased the NFIP’s borrowing authority by 
$9.7 billion (from $20.725 billion to $30.425 billion) (Brown, McCarthy, 
and Liu 2013). As of November 30, 2014, the NFIP had paid out over $7.8 
billion on 128,615 claims related to Hurricane Sandy (FEMA 2015a). A 
 great deal of flood- related damage from Sandy, however, was uninsured 
and occurred outside the FEMA- mapped flood zones, in part  because the 
maps had not been updated in New Jersey and New York in over 25 years 
(Dixon et al. 2013; Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2013).

During the spring of 2013, federal agencies established spending 
guidelines for federal disaster recovery funding. HUD determined that five 
states and one city would be allowed to apply directly to HUD for the $16 
billion in CDBG- DR funds: the State of New York ($3.811 billion); the State 
of New Jersey ($3.293 billion); New York City ($3.22 billion); the State of 
Connecticut ($137.82 million); the State of Mary land ($28.64 million); and 
the State of Rhode Island ($19.24 million) (HUD 2014). Secretary Donovan 
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also established a proj ect management office for the task force (the Sandy 
PMO),  housed within HUD and jointly staffed by FEMA and HUD, to 
monitor the federal supplemental funding and serve as a central source 
of information on the funding activities being undertaken by federal 
agencies.

In August  2013, the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force pub-
lished 69 policy recommendations designed to align funding with local 
rebuilding priorities, eliminate barriers to recovery while ensuring effec-
tiveness and accountability, coordinate across levels of government, facili-
tate a region- wide approach to rebuilding, and promote resilient rebuild-
ing so that the region  will be better able to withstand the impacts of existing 
risks and  future climate change (Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 
2013). The recommendations  were or ga nized into seven theme areas and 
included developing a sea- level rise risk assessment tool and incorporat-
ing  future flood risk into rebuilding efforts; creating a design competition 
to develop innovative, resilient solutions to address the region’s most sig-
nificant vulnerabilities; encouraging hazard mitigation in rebuilding; im-
proving NFIP policyholder awareness and acting on well- documented 
changes in the NFIP;19 and implementing and supporting regional rebuilding 
initiatives that would promote multijurisdictional approaches to prob lem 
solving.

The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force disbanded on Septem-
ber  30, 2013. However, the Sandy PMO continued tracking the supple-
mental funding and implemented a pro cess to track implementation of the 
69 recommendations of the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Strategy. In Oc-
tober 2014, the Sandy PMO published an implementation update noting 
that 50 of the 69 recommendations had been completed; 7  others  were to 
be completed by the end of 2014, and the remaining 12  were to be com-
pleted in 2015 or  later (Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2014). The 
Sandy PMO and its remaining responsibilities  were transferred from HUD 
to FEMA’s Office of Federal Disaster Coordination in late 2014. FEMA 
maintains recovery field offices in New York and New Jersey.
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The State of New Jersey

On November 28, 2012, Governor Chris Christie established the Gover-
nor’s Office of Recovery and Rebuilding and named his former executive 
assistant attorney general, Marc Ferzan, to be the executive director (Chris-
tie 2012). The office was charged with developing recovery priorities and 
objectives to address the storm’s impact on New Jersey communities 
and businesses and to work with federal, state, and local agencies to fund 
and implement recovery programs.

New Jersey developed an action plan of 50 recovery and rebuilding 
programs and initiatives for an initial allocation of $1.83 billion in 
CDBG- DR funds, which HUD approved in late April 2013 (Christie 2013). 
Of this, $1.159 billion was targeted specifically for housing, and 80  percent 
of the CDBG- DR funds  were required to be spent in the state’s nine hardest- 
hit counties. New Jersey’s action plan for the second round of CDBG- DR 
funds, totaling $1.46 billion, was approved in June 2014; half of the allotted 
amount was designated for homeowner, renter, and small- business assis-
tance (Christie 2014). The state’s action plan for the third and final round of 
$501.9 million in CDBG- DR funds was approved in April 2015; all the funds 
 were to supplement the ongoing homeowner and rental housing programs 
(New Jersey Department of Community Affairs 2015). The main program 
areas of the state’s CDBG- DR funding  were housing recovery, economic 
development, community planning, and infrastructure.

New Jersey’s Department of Community Affairs (DCA) has been the 
lead agency for the state’s housing recovery programs.20 The DCA has 
worked with the state’s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) on 
the elevation component of the housing repair programs. The state’s resi-
dential buyout program is a joint effort of the DEP, the state’s Office of 
Emergency Management (OEM), and FEMA. The DEP has administered 
all home purchases, and the OEM has handled the financing through 
FEMA. The DEP has also led the state’s de mo li tion program and coordi-
nated the disaster cleanup on behalf of the state, as well as many of the 
state’s planning and infrastructure programs. The New Jersey Economic 
Development Authority has led the state’s economic development programs 
and the administration of the CDBG- DR funds allocated to support the 
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recovery of affected businesses. Contractors have been hired as needed to 
supplement staff and, in some cases, to  handle the day- to- day implemen-
tation of key recovery programs.

The New Jersey OEM has been the lead agency to coordinate with 
FEMA and administer Public Assistance and HMGP funds. The OEM es-
tablished the Disaster Recovery Bureau to provide technical assistance to 
county and local governments, as well as other eligible private nonprofits, 
in applying for FEMA Public Assistance grants and managing them.

The state’s recovery program has been heavi ly criticized for its slow-
ness in distributing federal funds; its lack of transparency; its use of funds 
for affordable- housing proj ects in nonimpacted areas; overreliance on out-
side contractors and poor contractor per for mance in executing the state’s 
housing repair program; and limited consideration of  future risks, includ-
ing climate change (Friedman and O’Neill 2014; Tanfani 2014). Governor 
Christie has criticized the federal bureaucracy for delays. In late 2016, the 

A home in Highland, New Jersey, damaged by Hurricane Sandy, bears the message of climate 
change, which  will increase the vulnerability of communities along the entire U.S. coastline. 
Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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state reported that it had disbursed over $2.1 billion in funding, including 
nearly all the $1.1 billion for the homeowner repair program (New Jersey 
Department of Community Affairs 2016).

The State of New York

In November  2012, New York governor Mario Cuomo established four 
commissions to help distill key lessons from Sandy (Cuomo 2013c).21 The 
commissions’ reports, issued in January  2013, helped shape, in part, the 
state’s recovery policy and programs. They included updating the state build-
ing code to promote smarter, resilient building per for mance, as well as in-
creased survivability; providing financial assistance to property  owners in 
vulnerable areas to mitigate  future threats to their damaged properties or 
buying  these properties as part of a voluntary buyout and relocation pro-
gram; ensuring that healthcare facilities  were resilient; and hardening the 
state’s infrastructure to better withstand  future major storms.

HUD approved New York’s action plan for an initial allocation of $1.7 
billion in CDBG- DR funds in late April 2013 (Cuomo 2013a). At that time, 
New York governor Cuomo unveiled the Community Reconstruction 
Zone Program (now called the NY Rising Community Reconstruction 
Program) to provide additional rebuilding and revitalization assistance to 
communities severely affected by Hurricane Sandy, as well as the 2011 
Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee; communities affected by the 2013 
flooding  were added  later. In June 2013, Governor Cuomo established the 
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR) to centralize the state’s storm 
recovery and rebuilding efforts, and he appointed Jamie Rubin, se nior ad-
viser to HUD secretary Shaun Donovan, as the director of the NY Rising 
Community Reconstruction Program (Cuomo 2013b). The GOSR man-
ages approximately $4.4 billion in CDBG- DR funds paired with additional 
federal funding that has been awarded to other state agencies (GOSR 2016). 
 There are four main program areas: housing recovery, economic develop-
ment, community planning and local recovery and resiliency proj ects, 
and infrastructure and the environment.

Since Hurricane Sandy, the New York State Division of Homeland 
Security and Emergency Ser vices has worked with FEMA to manage the 
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distribution of Individual Assistance, Public Assistance, and Hazard Mit-
igation funds, all of which are critical to recovery. The state has received 
over $550 million in Public Assistance funding to rebuild infrastructure 
and reimburse local governments for emergency mea sures (GOSR 2016).

New York City

In addition to undertaking relief and restoration activities, Mayor Bloom-
berg charted a two- pronged approach to the city’s recovery policy that 
largely continued into the new administration of Mayor William de Blasio 
in 2014. Priorities have been housing and incorporating long- term resil-
ience into the recovery pro cess. New York City was the only Sandy- affected 
city that could apply directly to HUD for CDBG- DR funds.22 New York 
City anticipates receiving $13 billion of federal funding for Hurricane Sandy 
(NYC Recovery 2016). The city received approval for its action plan to spend 
$4.2 billion in CDBG- DR funds, which have come through three allocations, 
and the city also anticipates receiving $8.4 billion in reimbursements for 
emergency operations and repairs to public infrastructure and facilities from 
FEMA’s Public Assistance program.

Just days  after the storm, Mayor Bloomberg established the Housing 
Recovery Office and appointed the city’s former deputy commissioner for 
the New York City Office of Emergency Management and a former FEMA 
recovery official, Brad Gair, as director of operations.23 Gair was charged 
with developing a comprehensive inventory of transitional and temporary 
housing options, overseeing the transition of displaced New Yorkers to 
temporary housing, and marshaling resources and coordinating efforts to 
repair and rebuild long- term housing for  those most in need. At the same 
time, the mayor appointed four high- level man ag ers in his administration 
to serve as community recovery directors and the primary points of 
contact for residents, community groups, and elected officials in the hardest- 
hit communities.

The New York Housing Recovery Office partnered with philanthropic 
organ izations to provide a mold remediation program and worked with 
FEMA to implement a pi lot program that FEMA called STEP (Sheltering 
and Temporary Essential Power) (New York City called it Rapid Repairs), 
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which restored heat, hot  water, and electricity to nearly 20,000 residential 
units in the first 120 days  after the storm (Gair 2013). New York City di-
rected $2.5 billion in CDBG- DR funding to housing recovery and over $1.4 
billion in CDBG- DR funds to improve infrastructure systems and invest 
in resiliency mea sures across the city (NYC Recovery 2016).  These funds 
are coordinated by the new Office of Recovery and Resiliency established 
by Mayor de Blasio.

NOTABLE RECOVERY FEATURES

Large- Scale Housing Repair Programs

New York City and the states of New York and New Jersey designed and 
implemented housing repair programs with their CDBG- DR funds. New 
Jersey’s housing recovery program has operated  under the name “ReNew 
Jersey Stronger.” The Rehabilitation, Reconstruction, Elevation, and Miti-
gation program provided eligible homeowners up to $150,000 for recovery 
(New Jersey Governor’s Office of Recovery and Rebuilding 2014). The 
Homeowner Resettlement Program has provided grants of up to $10,000 to 
encourage homeowners to remain in the nine most affected counties. The 
New Jersey Blue Acres Buyout program has combined CDBG- DR funds 
with FEMA HMGP funds to purchase flood- prone  houses from willing sell-
ers. Other programs include a large multifamily restoration program, a pi lot 
program to improve blighted neighborhoods, a small rental repair program, 
affordable- housing rental offset incentives, a homebuyer assistance program, 
a special- needs housing fund, and low- interest loans for the predevelopment 
costs of affordable housing.

The State of New York has allocated over $2 billion in CDBG- DR funds 
for housing recovery (GOSR 2016). The recovery programs are for single- 
family homeowner repairs, rehabilitation, mitigation, and elevation ($1.056 
billion); home buyout and acquisition ($621.2 million); assistance to  owners 
of multifamily rental properties, cooperatives, condominiums, and  owners’ 
associations ($232.5 million); and supplemental housing assistance through 
an interim mortgage and housing assistance program ($49 million). As of 
October  2016, over $1 billion had been awarded to repair single- family 
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homes; 11,000  house holds had been assisted in rebuilding and repairs; 
1,200 home elevations had begun; and 610 properties had been purchased 
and converted to permanent open space (GOSR 2016).

New York City has used $2.5 billion in CDBG- DR funds for its Build 
It Back housing recovery program, which serves single- family homeown-
ers, rental building  owners, and very low income renters; the remainder of 
the housing funds have been targeted at improvements to public housing 
infrastructure. The Build It Back Single  Family Program has been designed 
to assist  owners of properties with one to four units who  were initially of-
fered three options, all to be completed by city contractors: minor repairs, 
major repairs with home elevation to comply with new flood elevation 
standards, or a complete rebuild. The city launched the program in 
June 2013 and received nearly 20,000 applications by the cutoff date in De-
cember 2013, but only 110 applicants had reached an agreement with the 
city by that time (Durkin 2014). The de Blasio administration made sev-
eral adjustments to help expedite and improve the program, including two 

In October 2013, housing repairs involving floor elevations to mitigate  future flood risks  were 
 under way in the Borough of Sea Bright, New Jersey. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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additional options: reimbursement for repair expenses made by  owners in 
absence of a city settlement, and voluntary acquisition in conjunction with 
the State of New York’s program (Goldstein, Peterson, and Zarrilli 2014). 
As of December  2016, reimbursements had been made to repair 5,846 
single- family homes and 448 multifamily units (NYC Recovery 2016).

Innovative Federal, State, and Local Recovery Planning

Three innovative approaches to post- disaster recovery planning— Rebuild 
by Design, the NY Rising Community Reconstruction Program, and 
PlaNYC— were launched  after Hurricane Sandy. Each merits evaluation 
and continued observation as the implementation unfolds.

Rebuild by Design

In June 2013, the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force launched Re-
build by Design, a multistage regional design competition with the goals 
of promoting innovation by developing regionally scalable but locally con-
textual solutions that increase resilience in the region, and implementing 
selected proposals with $1 billion in CDBG- DR funding set aside to serve 
as seed capital for the winning proj ects. The program enlisted the support 
of private foundations— particularly the Rocke fel ler Foundation, which 
provided $3 million—to support the management logistics of the compe-
tition and fund the design teams and community- participation efforts 
(Lochhead 2014; C. Martin 2015).24 The competition pro cess was relatively 
short—10 months— and design par ameters and constraints  were inten-
tionally unspecific, all in an effort to stimulate energy and innovation.

Out of nearly 150 submissions, the task force selected 10 multidisci-
plinary design teams, each with diverse expertise in landscape architecture 
and planning, infrastructure and environmental design, engineering, hy-
drology, and ecol ogy (Lochhead 2014). The pro cess required that the se-
lected teams work collectively in a research phase to interrogate the issues 
regionally before settling on a specific proj ect and location, engaging local 
stakeholders in the design pro cess, and working through a rigorous im-
plementation planning pro cess. In June 2014, six proj ects  were selected, 
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and the winners set about the long pro cess of turning the designs into ac-
tionable proj ects (C. Martin 2015).

NY Rising Community Reconstruction Program

New York State’s NY Rising Community Reconstruction program enables 
communities to identify resilient and innovative reconstruction proj ects 
and other needed actions by developing community- driven recovery plans 
that consider current damage,  future threats, and economic opportunities. 
FEMA’s Community Planning and Capacity Building team collaborated 
with the state on the program. Communities that successfully completed 
a recovery plan  were eligible for between $3 million and $25 million from 
the $900 million in CDBG- DR and FEMA HMGP funding available for 
the program to implement their plans (Cuomo 2013b).

Each NY Rising community was asked to establish a planning com-
mittee composed of local residents and business leaders, as well as munici-
pal representatives and elected officials with nonvoting status, to lead plan 
development. In addition, the state provided each community with a plan-
ning team to help prepare the plan. The state’s guidelines recommended 
that the planning content include an overview of the community and its 
goals, critical issues, and disaster damage; an assessment of community 
assets, risks, needs, and opportunities; a series of reconstruction strategies 
or ga nized around the six recovery support functions in the National 
Disaster Recovery Framework; and an implementation schedule (New 
York State, n.d.).

Con sul tants  were hired through a state pro cess administered by the 
state’s Office of Community Renewal and the Housing Trust Fund Corpo-
ration. Planning experts from the New York Department of State and 
Department of Transportation  were also assigned to each community to 
provide technical assistance and help oversee the planning con sul tants. 
The state also prepared tools and guidelines with help, in some cases, from 
federal partners to assist communities and their con sul tants to complete 
the pro cess using consistent methodologies, including sample assessments 
of housing and economic needs, risk- assessment mapping methodology, 
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coastal and riverine risk- assessment tools for evaluating community as-
sets, and risk- assessment maps (New York State, n.d.).

In April 2014, the plans developed by 50 local planning committees 
and containing more than 700 proposed resiliency proj ects  were unveiled 
at the 2014 NY Rising Community Reconstruction Conference (Cuomo 
2014). Since that time, the state has been working with communities to 
match CDBG- DR and HMGP funds to proj ects and to help identify other 
community development resources for implementation. As of late 2016, 66 
community reconstruction plans have been completed, and more than 
$460 million of the state’s recovery funds have been dedicated to more 
than 250 active local recovery and resilience proj ects through the NY Ris-
ing Community Reconstruction Program (GOSR 2016).

PlaNYC

In December 2012, Mayor Bloomberg convened the Special Initiative for 
Rebuilding and Resiliency (SIRR) and charged it with “analyzing the im-
pacts of the storm on the city’s buildings, infrastructure, and  people; as-
sessing the risks the city  faces from climate change in the medium term 
(2020s) and long term (2050s); and outlining ambitious, comprehensive, 
but achievable strategies for increasing resiliency citywide” (PlaNYC 2013, 
2). The mayor also asked SIRR to develop proposals for rebuilding city 
neighborhoods hardest hit by Sandy. The result of this effort— and the lat-
est incarnation of PlaNYC— was a comprehensive plan to rebuild  after 
Sandy and increase resiliency citywide, titled A Stronger, More Resilient 
New York and released in June 2013 (PlaNYC 2013). The plan includes 257 
initiatives to strengthen the coast, upgrade the city’s building stock, pro-
tect the city’s critical infrastructure and ser vices, and make New York’s 
neighborhoods safer and more resilient. The Office of Recovery and Resil-
iency shares responsibility with the Mayor’s Office of Long- Term Planning 
and Sustainability for the management and implementation of PlaNYC. 
The de Blasio administration has committed to develop plan updates  every 
four years and provide annual pro gress reports.
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LESSONS FROM THE 2001, 2005, AND 2012 DISASTERS

The discussions in this chapter illustrate only part of the challenging and 
complex recovery management experiences of government organ izations 
at all levels in dealing with three of the costliest urban disasters in U.S. his-
tory. During this period, the federal government has continually strug-
gled to find a model for recovery that is both responsive to victims’ needs 
and mindful of the nation’s purse. The implicit goal  after each of  these 
three disasters was to speed the flow of money to allow for timely recon-
struction while still providing accountability. In each case,  there  were 
tensions over bureaucratic delays, but from the federal point of view, 
 these simply reflected the need for accountability.

Among  these three cases and all the other cases in this book, the World 
Trade Center disaster stands out for the swift federal commitment of funds 
and reduction of bureaucratic red tape. Several unique aspects of this case 
 were likely responsible for this: (1) Congress and the nation  were aston-
ished by the devastation and generous in their support; (2) New York City 
is the nation’s leading financial center; (3) New York City has sophisticated 
and experienced local and state governments with more capability than 
most; and (4) the governor and mayors  were all effective leaders and be-
longed to the same po liti cal party as the White House. But this unique 
combination of  factors created problematic pre ce dents. Louisiana, for ex-
ample, had  great need and expectations  after Katrina, but none of  these 
four  factors applied in its case. That some of them applied to Mississippi 
created further tension. Louisiana faced numerous bureaucratic obstacles 
 after Katrina  because extremely large sums of money  were flowing through 
a variety of programs, but Louisiana and New Orleans lacked capacity to 
manage a pro cess on the scale of Hurricane Katrina; in addition, the fed-
eral government had a low level of trust in their capabilities. The contrast 
with World Trade Center disaster made this all the more frustrating for 
Louisiana.

Hurricane Sandy presented an opportunity to test refinements in the 
model of federal recovery without the mistrust that operated  after Katrina. 
Sandy was also the first full- scale multistate implementation of the Na-
tional Disaster Recovery Framework. The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding 
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Task Force, established by and reporting to the president, was an attempt 
to enhance coordination among a number of large federal programs and 
the effectiveness of funding to some of the nation’s most populous states 
and cities. Detailed evaluations of how  these two federal coordination 
efforts worked individually and together have not yet been produced. The 
White House acknowledged both efforts, but the task force had a direct 
line to the White House, whereas the National Disaster Recovery Frame-
work’s leadership was several levels removed. With both, however,  there 
have been greater expectations of accountability and transparency than in 
prior disasters.

Despite this added effort to coordinate, strong evidence has emerged 
since Sandy that the federal recovery framework is still overly complicated 
and potentially less effective  because of the many disconnected pots of 
money. In par tic u lar, FEMA HMGP funding needs to be better integrated 
in both timing and purpose with the HUD CDBG- DR and FEMA Public 
Assistance funding. The complexity and the disconnected timing and au-
thorities of the diff er ent federal funding programs are, in large part, the 
reasons that each of  these cases is so complicated and difficult to describe. In 
each, the level of authority for spending funds from diff er ent federal re-
covery programs resided in a slightly diff er ent place, for diff er ent reasons, 
and the programs evolved from one case to the next. Is it pos si ble for the 
federal government to provide funds and guidance but allow state and lo-
cal governments greater freedom in implementation? Each case illustrates 
a strug gle to negotiate this.

 These cases demonstrate a steadily growing federal role in post- disaster 
recovery policy and priority setting, as well as funding for recovery from 
large disasters. The federal government has been schizophrenic about this. 
Although it sincerely repeats the mantra “All disasters are local,” and the 
National Disaster Recovery Framework stresses that local communities are 
the leaders of their recovery, when large disasters strike, the Congress and 
White House feel compelled to provide considerable aid, and, to be respon-
sible to the nation’s citizens, they specify how that money should be spent. 
The federal government’s desires to provide post- disaster aid may be, in 
part, a reflection of the diminishing influence and resources that it has, in 
general, to invest in cities and regions. Given  little discretionary funding 
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and the self- imposed constraints on earmarking (Katz 2014), post- disaster 
recovery may be one of the few remaining ways in which elected officials 
can provide direct and tangible assistance to their home states and towns, 
especially through the CDBG- DR program.

 There has also been a progressive centralization of recovery decision 
making and authority at the state level, especially in setting of recovery 
priorities and program design. HUD’s decisions on  whether to fund only 
states or also selected cities and counties, as well as the action plan require-
ments of the CDBG- DR program, are some key  drivers of this central-
ization. Although the CDBG program does require public input on the 
action plans, participatory pro cesses at the state level are inherently less 
localized. The time pressure to complete  these action plans and receive the 
funding also heavi ly influences priorities and program choices.

State centralization also provides some very positive examples of re-
covery governance, orga nizational design, and management. Louisiana, 
Mississippi, New York, and New Jersey constitute good examples of post- 
disaster recovery planning, policy and priority setting, transparency of com-
munication and information provision, and attention to local capabilities 
and capacity building. However, establishment of  these new organ izations 
and some of the resulting large, state- administered programs took time, and 
each has faced criticism from local governments, homeowners, and busi-
nesses for the delays and the bureaucracy involved in applying for and ob-
taining funds. State- municipal tensions also played out in vari ous ways in 
each of  these cases. If a city is big and has a large share of the damage, does it 
not deserve to have its own authority? But capacity is a very real and critical 
issue. New York City has capacity; New Orleans did not.  There are similar 
tensions and challenges in state- state and city- city coordination.  After Sandy, 
New York and New Jersey  adopted very diff er ent policy approaches and pro-
gram designs. Louisiana and Mississippi did not need to coordinate as much. 
But this could be a significant issue in  future disasters.

The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force strategy and the National 
Disaster Recovery Framework are laudable for their focus on local capac-
ity building, collaboration and partnerships, resilience, and regional ap-
proaches. The task force strategy also stresses the importance of viewing 
the post- Sandy reconstruction pro cess as part of a broader context that re-
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quires action on climate- change adaptation and long- term risk reduction. 
As Rubin notes, “Full and effective implementation of the [Hurricane 
Sandy Rebuilding Task Force Strategy] recommendations  will be expen-
sive, since it requires federal outlays for buyouts and environmental com-
pliance mea sures. . . .  The ability of local governments to incorporate and 
use this information in their land use decisions is still in question” (Rubin 
2013). Also, since the task force was created by a presidential executive or-
der, the report is nonbinding and unenforceable at the state and local level. 
 There are no mechanisms to enact penalties if states and localities violate 
any of the findings (Rubin 2013). Perhaps the task force pro cess  will be a 
model for  future catastrophes. The federal government needs more effec-
tive ways to support long- term pro cesses and then provide the appropriate 
resources.

In all the cases, localized planning pro cesses sought betterment (in-
cluding hazard mitigation), but  there  were prob lems connecting  these ef-
forts to federal program timelines and conditions. New York State’s NY 
Rising program and New York City’s PlaNYC both have taken longer- term 
views of hazard mitigation in their post- disaster planning and program 
design, and each deserves further evaluation over time.

Fi nally,  these cases all show that recovery  after a large- scale disaster 
takes a very long time. It is never easy, and it is never fast enough for af-
fected residents.  There is a need to be more realistic in setting expectations 
at the outset and to ensure governance sustainability for recovery over the 
long term.

NOTES

 1. Johnson and Olshansky began their study of recovery efforts within the United 
States following the 1989 and 1994 earthquakes in California. Johnson’s recovery 
 career began with Spangle Associates, and she subsequently served as con sul tant 
to HUD following the 1997 flood in  Grand Forks, ND. Olshansky and Johnson’s 
study of recovery following Hurricane Katrina was supported by the National Sci-
ence Foundation. Johnson was a recovery planning con sul tant to the Greater 
New Orleans Foundation on the Unified New Orleans Plan, the New Orleans Re-
development Authority following Hurricane Katrina and the Borough of Sea Bright, 
New Jersey, following Hurricane Sandy. Her United States– wide research work 
has also been supported by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
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 Olshansky’s research in New Orleans has been supported by the Mid- America 
Earthquake Center, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, and Public Entity Risk In-
stitute. Both authors have benefited from countless opportunities provided over 
the years by the American Planning Association, including conferences, work-
shops, and publications, most of which  were instigated by James Schwab.

 2. Municipalities are legally established through a state- granted charter of incorpo-
ration; thus, states have full authority over local governments  unless  there are 
constitutionally imposed limitations on the state’s authority.

 3. Many states require cities and counties to adopt a general plan, also referred to as 
a comprehensive plan or master plan. State regulations typically specify the plan 
contents.

 4. The governors of New York and New Jersey jointly control the Port Authority and 
appoint equal numbers of members of the board of directors. Traditionally, the 
governor of New York appoints the executive director, and the governor of New 
Jersey appoints the chair of the Port Authority. The Port Authority maintained 
its offices in the Twin Towers, and 84 employees, including Executive Director 
Neil Levin,  were killed in the attacks.

 5. The CDBG- DR funding included $329 million for the planning, design, and con-
struction of the September 11 memorial and museum; $292 million to purchase, 
deconstruct, and prepare the site of the former Deutsche Bank building; and $160 
million to construct a performing- arts center on the WTC site (NYCIBO 2011).

 6.  After Hurricane Betsy in 1965, Congress authorized the construction of the rings 
of levees and flood walls known as the Southeast Louisiana Hurricane Protection 
System. Forty years  later, in 2005, this system was still incomplete. It was also  later 
proved to be plagued with poor construction and design issues (IPET 2009).

 7. Even the NFIP flood insurance rate maps did not fully account for the potential 
catastrophic failure of New Orleans’s levee system. It was therefore pos si ble to 
build NFIP- compliant homes (eligible for flood insurance) in low- lying areas of 
the city with at- grade, slab foundations, which significantly increased their vul-
nerability.

 8. One model called for the creation of an office of Katrina recovery administrator 
in the Executive Office of the President (Hogue 2005). Another called for the es-
tablishment of a federal- level recovery corporation, to be funded by the sale of 
federal bonds over 10 years, to lead Louisiana’s rebuilding pro cess (Baker 2005). 
The strong federal leadership exhibited  after the 1927 Mississippi floods and the 
1964 Alaska earthquake  were also cited as pos si ble prior models (GAO 2009b; 
Kosar 2005).

 9. Andrew Kopplin was chief of staff to two consecutive Louisiana governors before 
serving as the founding executive director of the LRA from October 2006 to Jan-
uary 2008. In May 2010, he joined the administration of New Orleans mayor 
Mitch Landrieu to serve as first deputy mayor and chief administrative officer.

 10. At that time, the LRA Board of Directors was reduced from 33 to 17 members: 13 
members appointed by the governor and confirmed by the Louisiana Senate and 
including one member from each of the state’s four congressional districts as 
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well as four ex officio members— the speaker and speaker pro tempore of the 
Louisiana House of Representatives and the president and president pro tempore 
of the Louisiana Senate.

 11. The city’s claims for FEMA Public Assistance  were mainly for damage to the more 
than 400 buildings that it operated and the 1,600 miles (2,575 km) of streets that 
it maintained (UNOP 2007). All utilities  were owned and operated by separate 
entities, some of which  were public, such as the New Orleans Sewerage and  Water 
Board, while  others  were private.

 12. The City of New Orleans’s Office of Inspector General  later investigated the con-
tract and found that its terms did not provide appropriate controls or incentives 
to contain costs, and that the city’s contract oversight was inadequate to protect 
against excessive fees and inappropriate contractor charges (OIG 2010). It also 
found that the city relied on the state revolving fund to pay for proj ect expenses, 
including contractor fees, which would not be reimbursed by FEMA, and thereby 
put the fund and the overall recovery program at risk.

 13. Mitch Landrieu was Louisiana’s lieutenant governor during and  after Hurricane 
Katrina and ran unsuccessfully for mayor against Ray Nagin in the 2006 elec-
tions. He is the son of former New Orleans mayor and secretary of HUD Moon 
Landrieu and the  brother of Mary Landrieu, former U.S. senator from Louisiana.

 14. New Orleans’s blight- reduction strategy received awards from the Harvard Uni-
versity Kennedy School of Government Ash Center for Demo cratic Governance 
and Innovation as a “Bright Idea in Government” in 2012 and the HUD secre-
tary’s 2012 award for its public- philanthropic partnership with the Greater New 
Orleans Foundation, NORA, and the Center for Community Pro gress.

 15. The Louisiana Speaks program also developed a pattern book and tool kit for in-
dividual building reconstruction and oversaw a series of neighborhood planning 
charrettes in heavi ly damaged communities.

 16. The Louisiana Speaks Regional Plan was followed by a strategic implementation 
plan document in July 2007 that identified specific follow-up actions, chiefly the 
establishment of a state planning office and statewide systems for local compre-
hensive planning, financing of roadways and transit proj ects, and technology 
transfer and geographic information systems.  After this, the Louisiana state leg-
islature created a task force to study and make recommendations for the creation 
of a comprehensive office of state planning; no further action was taken  after the 
state enacted a hiring freeze in 2008.

 17. The Louisiana Land Trust is governed by a seven- member board of directors, with 
at least three members from parishes most affected by Hurricane Katrina and at 
least three members from parishes most affected by Hurricane Rita (LLT 2015).

 18. The FDRC for New Jersey hired 10 local community recovery assistance special-
ists to provide local redevelopment and planning technical assistance, and,  under 
the Community Planning and Capacity Building RSF, FEMA worked with local 
philanthropic organ izations to identify funding sources for long- term recovery 
planning and capacity building and to fund local disaster recovery man ag ers in 
at least three New Jersey communities (Fugate 2013).
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 19. FEMA issued updated advisory base flood elevation maps in mid-2013, and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, in cooperation with FEMA 
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, released potential sea- level- rise maps and 
a risk- assessment tool for communities to use in planning for rebuilding  after 
Sandy (Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2014).

 20. In January 2013, Louisiana sent its chief of staff of the Office of Community De-
velopment Disaster Recovery Unit to work in New Jersey’s Department of Com-
munity Affairs to help establish recovery priorities and procedures. A del e ga tion 
of Louisiana staff  later visited all the states eligible for CDBG- DR funds and New 
York City to discuss lessons learned in administering Louisiana’s CDBG- DR 
funds.

 21. The NYS Ready Commission was tasked with preparing networks, systems, and 
structures to withstand a major weather event. The NYS Respond Commission 
was tasked with ensuring the ability and capacity to respond effectively to a natu-
ral disaster. The NYS2100 Commission reviewed vulnerabilities in the state’s in-
frastructure systems and developed specific recommendations to increase their 
resilience. The Moreland Commission reviewed the response, preparation, and 
management of New York’s power utility companies with re spect to Sandy 
and other recent storms affecting the state, as well as the state’s energy agency 
and functions.

 22. Other cities that  were CDBG grantees before Sandy, such as Atlantic City, Jersey 
City, and Newark, New Jersey, had to apply for post- Sandy CDBG- DR funding 
through the state government.

 23. Brad Gair served as the federal recovery officer for the World Trade Center at-
tacks. He was also an FCO with FEMA from 1999 to 2006 and was involved with 
hurricanes in Texas (1999) and Florida (2004), Hurricane Katrina (2005), and the 
World Trade Center disaster (2001).

 24. The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force and HUD partnered with New York 
University’s Institute for Public Knowledge, the Municipal Art Society, the Re-
gional Plan Association, and the Van Alen Institute to manage the competition 
(Lochhead 2014). Winning design teams received $200,000 each for their work 
(C. Martin 2015).



Upon hearing the purpose of this book, a key leader of the Indonesian 
recovery efforts  after the eruption of Mount Merapi and the Yogya-

karta earthquake responded that  there are no general lessons to learn. 
“All disasters are unique,” and the best advice for recovery is to “apply lo-
cal wisdom.”

Certainly,  every disaster is diff er ent, and, as the cases discussed in this 
book demonstrate, local knowledge and leadership are impor tant keys to 
recovery success. But  there is  great value in learning from experiences in 
other places. The po liti cal, social, and economic contexts may be unique 
in each case, but the challenges are not, and learning from other cases can 
inspire comfort and creativity. Experience shows that  every place struck 
by disaster reaches out to  those who have experienced it before, and  people 
learn from the experiences of  others.  After the 2008 earthquake, the Chi-
nese or ga nized conferences that assembled the collective wisdom of inter-
national planning and recovery experts; Louisiana invited the director of 
the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation to help it  after Hurricane 
Katrina; and Indonesian officials relied on advice from UNDP and World 
Bank staff who had previous experience in disaster recovery in India and 
elsewhere. This happens  after  every large disaster. What are some of the 
 things that they learn? What do  these post- disaster recovery cases have in 
common?

8 Conclusions and Recommendations
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One of the most vis i ble governmental responses to disaster is the cre-
ation of a new agency or the rearrangement of existing organ izations 
to  serve as the focal point for recovery efforts.  These range from all- 
encompassing new organ izations, such as New Zealand’s Canterbury Earth-
quake Recovery Authority and Japan’s national Reconstruction Agency, 
to oversight groups, such as the Louisiana Recovery Authority, and recast-
ing of existing government agencies, such as China’s National Planning 
Group of Post- Wenchuan Earthquake Restoration and Reconstruction 
within the State Council.

The most common reason for  these post- disaster governance transfor-
mations is a lack of capacity within the existing government to manage the 
new prob lems of recovery. Governments still need to attend to their normal 
daily affairs while they take on the added responsibility to coordinate the 
reconstruction or reinvention of affected communities, so they appoint an 
entity that can focus daily attention on rebuilding while also coordinating 
the recovery- related activities of multiple government agencies.  Because 
 these recovery agencies serve a variety of purposes and governmental set-

 People gather for a local competition at Cathedral Square in Christchurch, New Zealand. The 
historic Canterbury Cathedral was damaged repeatedly by the Canterbury earthquake 
 sequence, and, as of early 2017, its  future remains uncertain. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2015).
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tings, they differ depending on the type and scale of coordination they pro-
vide, the scope of their authority, and the level of government they serve.

THE CHALLENGES OF RECOVERY

Post- disaster recovery is a time of collective uncertainty. The most impor tant 
goal of recovery efforts should be to reduce this uncertainty by finding funds, 
establishing procedures, providing information, and actively involving all 
stakeholders so they can help inform good decision making and policy design 
while gaining information and determining a clear path for action. Vari ous 
coordinating organ izations inevitably emerge during the complex periods of 
post- disaster recovery, and they all face common challenges: managing the 
flow of money and information, supporting collaboration at all levels, and 
striking a balance between speed and deliberation within compressed time.

Managing Money

Obtain and distribute recovery funding efficiently, effectively, and equitably.

Large infusions of money are the foundation of recovery. Quick access to 
public and private funds is required to rebuild and replace lost infrastruc-
ture, homes, and businesses. For example, U.S. states called on Congress 
to provide funds for permanent reconstruction; the Chinese government 
told eastern provinces to allocate a portion of their bud gets to help the 
stricken western counties; and Indonesia asked for help from international 
donors  after the 2004 tsunami. Most, if not all, of the power over the re-
covery pro cess resides with the level of government that controls the ac-
quisition, allocation, disbursement, and audit of public funds.

The most impor tant functions of recovery organ izations,  whether they 
are new or rearrangements of existing entities, are to persuade donors to 
provide money, develop policies on how to spend the money, distribute the 
funds, and monitor and audit the outcomes.  These organ izations must es-
tablish accounting systems for timely disbursal of critical financing, ensure 
transparency, and minimize corruption. Money always flows to disaster- 
affected localities with strings attached.
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Donors expect to see plans for spending the money. Ideally, a plan 
would be part of the application for the money, but  after a disaster, donors 
often make the financial commitment first. International donors some-
times are willing to commit the funds, as in Aceh, as long as they can over-
see a pro cess for disbursement and require frequent reports. In this way, 
donors influence the evolving development of recovery policies. When the 
national government is the donor, as in Japan, New Zealand, and the United 
States, it usually requires a local plan before it provides the funds, and 
often it closely controls the preparation of that plan. New Zealand’s CERA 
rewrote the Christchurch central- city plan to make it more to its liking. 
 After the 2011 tsunami, Japan’s Reconstruction Agency provided narrowly 
prescribed planning guidelines to the prefectures and local governments. 
In the United States, HUD requires detailed action plans for the proposed 
use of all CDBG- DR funds.

 After a large disaster, affected areas ask donors to commit money as 
quickly as pos si ble, even in the absence of specific plans or policies for how 
they intend to apply the funds. In such situations, a rapid damage assess-
ment is crucial, even if it is approximate. The desire for speed competes 
with the need for accountability, and donors may be reluctant to contrib-
ute too quickly. This tension varies greatly among and within the cases in 
this book. In the United States  after September 11, 2001, Congress appro-
priated funds within days, based on very rough damage estimates. Indo-
nesia’s three- week pro cess to make an initial damage estimate for the first 
donors’ meeting  after the 2004 tsunami was equally rapid and approximate, 
given the affected area’s remote location and limited accessibility, but it 
resulted in initial commitments totaling over $500 million. Conversely, 
the U.S. Congress was very deliberate in providing funding  after Hurri-
cane Katrina; four separate appropriations extended over two years, and 
the first allocation was not passed  until four months  after the disaster. The 
Japa nese government provided financial assistance for recovery just six 
weeks  after the 1995 earthquake in Kobe, but  after the 2011 tsunami, it did 
not begin authorizing funds for permanent reconstruction  until eight 
months  after the disaster.

Local governments also need allowances for debts and lost revenues 
resulting from the disaster. For example, the Christchurch City Council in 
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New Zealand has faced a funding shortfall of NZ$1.2 billion and has had 
to consider selling off portions of its assets, such as the port, the airport, 
and utilities, to help fill the funding gap.

In the United States,  under the national Stafford Act, a federal disaster 
declaration means that local governments may receive reimbursement for 
a portion of the costs they incur for disaster response and recovery. How-
ever, a disaster reduces local revenues and property tax valuations and 
makes it very difficult for many local governments to initially fund their 
portion of  these costs. Sometimes, Congress and the president agree to 
waive the funding- match obligation of some key federal programs, but this 
often happens many months or even years  after the disaster.  After Hurri-
cane Katrina, Congress removed the $5 million cap from the federal com-
munity disaster loan program. Local governments in Louisiana and 
Mississippi that suffered a projected loss of 25  percent or more in tax rev-
enues could borrow up to 25  percent of their annual operating bud get to 
perform their governmental functions.  These loans  were vital to the City 
of New Orleans and other local agencies  after Hurricane Katrina.

Money is the starting point, but its allocation is what triggers broader 
recovery policies and priorities. Recovery management organ izations have 
their greatest effects on communities through the creation and implemen-
tation of  these policies.

Requirements for accountability and governance reforms as a condi-
tion of funding can lead to permanent improvements in government. New 
Orleans and the state of Louisiana,  under pressure to reassure the nation 
that they would be good stewards of taxpayer dollars, instituted new 
policy- making and governance oversight mechanisms and reformed plan-
ning, zoning, and bud geting systems. Provision of housing funds  after di-
sasters in India and Indonesia required changing archaic and inequitable 
property rights systems by instituting joint titling between husband and 
wife.

Donors also expect to see risk reduction to reduce potential damage 
in  future disasters. This can involve specific building and land use stan-
dards in the immediate reconstruction, as in the case of post- tsunami re-
covery in Japan; training programs to change construction practices, as in 
Maharashtra and Gujarat; or improved long- term planning and development 
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procedures, as facilitated by the hazard- mitigation planning pro cess in 
the United States.

Fi nally, in the time- compressed post- disaster environment, money 
takes on many po liti cal and symbolic meanings.  Because of the large sums 
being spent quickly, it is easier than in normal times to see the outcomes 
where money is spent, and where it is not. Thus, po liti cal parties may fight 
for control of the funds so that they can make po liti cal statements by how 
they choose to spend them. The ruling party often seeks to apply post- 
disaster funds to demonstrate the superiority of its philosophy or to 
appeal to its core constituencies. For example, it might show its commit-
ment to residents by emphasizing housing as a priority, as in Gujarat  after 
the 2001 earthquake. Or it might seek to benefit middle- class homeown-
ers, as Louisiana did  after Hurricane Katrina.  After the Wenchuan earth-
quake, China viewed the world as its audience, and its po liti cal statement 
sought to demonstrate the ability of the Chinese system to mobilize re-
sources, meet the disaster needs of millions of  people, and create new 
and better cities out of the rubble in just two to three years. Indonesia 
was able to use the world’s generous post- tsunami donations to solve what 
had been an endless conflict in Aceh, not only rebuilding areas damaged 
by tsunami and war but also creating governmental capacity. Some proj-
ects have symbolic value, such as memorials, museums, or vis i ble public 
buildings.

Increasing Information Flows

Gather, integrate, and disseminate information effectively to enhance decision making 
and actions by all recovery actors.

Often, recovery actors must work without full awareness of what  others 
are  doing and without current information. A critical role of recovery 
management organ izations is to increase information flows among recov-
ery actors about current reconstruction activities and emergent opportu-
nities. Such communication can help spread innovations among recovery 
actors, as well as promptly convey citizen concerns to government agen-
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cies. Ways to accomplish this include organ izations made up of multiple 
agency directors, regular meetings of representatives from governmental 
and nongovernmental organ izations (NGOs), paid neighborhood plan-
ners or liaisons, newsletters, websites, data centers, and data clearing-
houses.

The BRR in Aceh viewed information management as one of its pri-
mary functions. For example, it created databases of proj ects and NGOs 
and posted them online. In India,  after the Gujarat earthquake, a key func-
tion of the widely successful setu subcenters was their role as information 
centers to facilitate communication among the government, villages, and 
construction organ izations. In the United States, the Hurricane Sandy Re-
building Task Force, consisting of cabinet members, increased the flow of 
information among federal agencies.

Approximately 200,000 housing units, such as  these in Bhuj,  were reconstructed  after the 2001 
earthquake in India. Photo by Robert Olshansky (2011).
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Supporting Collaboration

Build sustainable capacity and capability for long- term recovery through genuine 
collaboration and coordination, both horizontally and vertically, among diff er ent levels 
of government.

Successful recovery management organ izations empower networks to 
build capacity throughout society. In Gujarat, India, the GSDMA coordi-
nated and supported the work of NGOs, including the Abhiyan network, 
which coordinated and assisted local organ izations. In several of the cases 
discussed in this book— Kobe and the Tohoku region of Japan; Louisiana, 
New York, and New Jersey in the United States; Aceh and Yogyakarta 
in Indonesia; and Gujarat and Maharashtra in India— government or 
government- sponsored recovery organ izations paid for planners or facili-
tators to help communities plan for their  future and rebuild.

Within a government, horizontally or ga nized groups can promote co-
ordination and information sharing, allowing individual offices to adapt 
to new contexts while remaining responsible to their parent organ ization. 
Conversely, vertically or ga nized, hierarchical agencies with clear orga-
nizational charts and streamlined channels of communication are usually 
not well suited to manage disaster recovery  because the lack of connecting 
flow across vertical hierarchies limits collaboration. U.S. national agencies 
involved in recovery, for example, are more  adept at administering indi-
vidual programs than they are at solving complex prob lems that cut across 
governmental institutional bound aries. This has also long been a concern 
in Japan, where ministries typically do not coordinate with one another. 
The Japa nese government is trying to change this in the post- tsunami re-
covery. For example, the national Reconstruction Agency’s centralized 
oversight of programs usually managed separately by physical, economic, 
and social agencies is working to provide a more comprehensive set of re-
covery solutions to each locality.

New Zealand established a centralized, hierarchical structure  after the 
February 2011 earthquake. As with Japan, it is still too early to judge the 
overall success of this structure, but some of the typical prob lems of hier-
archy may be less pronounced in New Zealand  because the country is 
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small, and  there is strong community capacity to self- organize; in addi-
tion, the national government’s transfer of some recovery authorities and 
responsibilities back to local councils at the five- year point may help alle-
viate some of the communication and collaboration challenges experi-
enced in the first five years of recovery.

China pres ents an intriguing contrast. Although the top- down system 
was responsible for rapid physical reconstruction, it often overlooked so-
cial and economic recovery issues, and it was not designed to build local 
capacity or empower residents. But China’s pairing system is one of 
the best examples of intentional distribution of capacity; in this case, the 
central government distributed responsibility to unaffected parts of the 
country, which, in turn,  were able to share resources and work with local 
governments in the affected areas to rebuild jointly.

Balancing Time Constraints

Meet the immediate and pressing local needs for recovery while capitalizing  
on opportunities for long- term betterment.

Governments face a balancing act as they confront the tensions between 
speed and deliberation, and between restoration and betterment. One way 
to reconcile  these opposing demands is to maximize information flows to 
increase the effectiveness of recovery pro cesses without needing to slow 
down.

Recovery agencies have identified several other ways to attain both 
speed and improvement. Governments can hasten reconstruction by stream-
lining normal bureaucratic pro cesses of decision making, such as con-
struction permits, without compromising quality. This can be done by 
setting up fast- track permit offices, collaborating with other agencies in 
one- stop permit offices, or reducing detailed front- end review in  favor of 
audits (with substantial penalties)  later.  Because approval pro cesses often 
involve multiple agencies, a recovery agency can be helpful if it is empow-
ered to help or compel line agencies to cooperate more effectively, as in the 
case of the authority granted to the national Reconstruction Agency in 
Japan. Recovery agencies that carry the authority of the executive branch 
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of government (often with the president or the prime minister as the chair) 
are best able to do this, such as the GSDMA in Gujarat, the PMU in Maha-
rashtra, or the BRR in Aceh. In China, the State Council, which is the 
highest level of government in China, issued all recovery plans and poli-
cies. In the United States, the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force was 
led by the White House to facilitate federal agency cooperation in speed-
ing and improving recovery actions; in contrast, the post- Katrina Office 
of the Federal Coordinator for Gulf Coast Rebuilding was  housed within 
the Department of Homeland Security and had  little authority over other 
cabinet- level departments.

A good recovery organ ization is designed to perform a variety of 
functions effectively and si mul ta neously: gathering information, commu-
nicating, planning, monitoring, pursuing transparency and accountabil-
ity, and facilitating financial flows, all while creating space for continuous 
evaluation and reflection. The BRR in Indonesia is a good example of an 
organ ization that was designed to do all  these  things at the same time in a 
challenging post- disaster and postwar environment.

Some observers have noted the paradoxical need to slow down initially 
in order to proceed faster  later on: “slow down to speed up” (Chandrasekhar, 
Zhang, and Xiao 2014, 381). Kobe and Hyogo Prefecture spent the first six 
months  after the 1995 earthquake devising plans, policies, and programs 
and working out financing arrangements with the national government, 
all of which enabled them to proceed more quickly and confidently with 
implementation.  After the 2011 Tohoku disaster, the Japa nese government 
spent three months devising a conceptual framework and then desig-
nated the Cabinet Office to develop strategic policies over the next few 
months before launching the Reconstruction Agency, all the while temper-
ing expectations by emphasizing that the recovery pro cess would take a 
de cade to complete. Conversely, Murty et al. (2005) described rehabilita-
tion packages in Gujarat that  were announced so quickly that they may 
have slowed eventual completion.

Proceeding too quickly or ignoring stakeholder concerns runs the risk 
of  legal challenges or, even worse, the rebuilding of new communities that 
are poorly designed for resident needs, incon ve niently located, or unsafe. 
In at least two cases— the Wenchuan earthquake and the Tamil Nadu 
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tsunami— many of the new homes remain unoccupied for  these reasons. In 
New Zealand, the Supreme Court ruled that the minister for Canterbury 
earthquake recovery and the Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery overstepped post- disaster authority provided  under 
the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 by not undertaking suffi-
cient recovery planning pro cesses for key decisions initiated early in the re-
covery pro cess, such as the voluntary land acquisition program.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RECOVERY

“A trade- off between the time required, the quality of work and the level 
of public participation is inevitable in a post- disaster reconstruction pro-
cess. The true challenge before po liti cal leaders and bureaucrats is the 
negotiation of this trade- off in a transparent manner, taking the  people 
along” (Balachandran 2010, 202).  After a large disaster, officials at all lev-
els of government face several impor tant questions:

• How should they begin? What should they do first?
• Do they need to develop a plan before they start facilitating reconstruc-

tion, or can they plan (deliberate) as they go?
• How should they coordinate the many actors, including government 

agencies at vari ous levels?
• How can they streamline funding mechanisms while still requiring ac-

countability?
• To what extent can they facilitate significant change from the pre- 

disaster state?
• What should they do if the disaster is so big that it reduces local capac-

ity? Do higher governmental levels need to take control, or should they 
engage in building the capacity of lower government levels?

The following set of general recommendations provides some initial guid-
ance to governmental organ izations faced with the challenges of recovery. 
Many of  these recommendations overlap, and collectively, they reflect a 
common set of broad princi ples: the primacy of information, stakeholder 
involvement, and transparency.
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Recommendation 1: Enhance existing structures and systems to promote 
information flow and collaboration.

Conventional policy making and bureaucratic organ izations are not 
designed to deal effectively with the compressed time of the post- disaster 
environment. New orga nizational transformations and approaches to 
planning, managing, and financing recovery are needed. New NGOs in-
evitably emerge to fill roles for which government bureaucracies are un-
suited. The post- disaster NGO networks in India and the machizukuri 
community- based planning groups in Japan are good examples. Official 
recognition by the government helped them create broad- based, self- 
organized networks of stakeholders that exceeded anything that govern-
ment alone would have been able to do. The role of governmental recovery 
offices is to inform, support, facilitate, and influence (manage) the many 
recovery actors.

The most effective type of recovery organ ization is one that coordi-
nates and supports other agencies in  doing what they do well in normal 
times. The value added by the recovery organ ization is not in performing 
a radical new function, but rather in helping existing public and private 
organ izations perform more effectively in post- disaster time compression.

If governments propose entirely new operations for which they lack 
prior experience, they should consider the time and money needed to ful-
fill the functions. For example, large- scale post- hurricane housing repair 
programs undertaken in Louisiana, New York City, and New Jersey and 
the land buyout program in New Zealand  after the 2010–2011 earthquakes 
 were riddled with public controversy and oversight investigations.

That said, governments, cities, and regions may want to permanently 
retain some of the mechanisms and forums for collaboration that they cre-
ate  after a large disaster. If the collaborative relationships are successful, 
they can help address other crises in the  future, thereby enhancing the long- 
term resilience of the region. The same can be said for new organ izations 
and policies created to promote disaster risk reduction in reconstruction. In 
Gujarat, the GSDMA not only led the post- earthquake reconstruction but 
also became a permanent organ ization, tasked with promoting disaster 
management and disaster risk reduction throughout the state of Gujarat. 
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The Louisiana Recovery Authority took on responsibility for recovery 
from other disasters that occurred  after the one for which it was created.

Recommendation 2: Emphasize data management, communication, trans-
parency, and accountability.

Along with money, information is the fuel of the recovery pro cess. 
Successful recovery requires reliable data; communication among organ-
izations and with recovery stakeholders, actors, and the public; transpar-
ency; and accountability. Transparent communication should underlie all 
recovery management policies and actions. Many of the following recom-
mendations are amplifications of this general princi ple. Information helps 
recovery participants make prudent decisions. Frequent and honest re-
ports from recovery management organ izations build trust between the 
government and the community. Transparency promotes accountability. 
Recovery management organ izations should create public databases of all 
proj ects, as the BRR did in Aceh, to foster openness and equity at the local 
level.

Recommendation 3: Plan and act si mul ta neously.
Although planning needs to start right away, deliberative planning 

should not consume so much time and so many resources that it signifi-
cantly impedes reconstruction. Planning and action need to happen in par-
allel through a constant learning pro cess that involves continuous monitor-
ing, evaluating, and correcting. Three ways to accomplish this are to

• increase planning capacity by hiring more staff and encouraging more 
citizen involvement;

• decentralize information gathering and decision pro cesses; and
• revise planning decisions over time.

To be fast and smart, decision making must be distributed among all the 
recovery actors and take full advantage of local knowledge and capacity.

China’s pairing system is a good example of both decentralization and 
increased planning capacity. Gujarat, Kobe, Yogyakarta, and the United 
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States illustrate increasing planning capacity by hiring local community 
planners. Kobe’s categorization of disaster restoration promotion areas, 
New Zealand’s liquefaction hazard zones, and the Area Development 
Authorities in Bhuj all show how planning decisions can be revised over 
time, based on the characteristics of damage, hazards, and reconstruction 
needs.

Recommendation 4: Bud get for the costs of communication and planning; 
revise bud gets over time.

This recommendation is the inevitable but often overlooked result of 
recommendations 1 and 3. Collecting data, creating media to communi-
cate with stakeholders, providing technical advice to  owners, and conduct-
ing community- level planning are critical to a successful recovery pro cess, 
but they are costly. Bud gets need to allocate funding for

• additional costs for information, data, communication, public involve-
ment, and planning;

• revision over time,  because initial bud gets  will often need updating; and
• contingencies,  because time compression creates a high probability of 

 mistakes.

Indonesia’s BRR invested in data collection and communication as critical 
parts of its recovery management. New Zealand’s SCIRT is a flexible con-
tracting arrangement that recognizes the inevitable uncertainties of speedy 
reconstruction and the frequent need to revise bud gets.

Recommendation 5: Increase capacity and empower local governments to 
implement recovery actions.

National governments are impor tant sources of money, technical sup-
port, guidance, and oversight, but local governments are best suited to 
implement recovery and devise actions appropriate to their needs. Indo-
nesia’s BRR provides a positive example of empowering local governments. 
In the United States, tensions continue to exist among federal, state, and 
local governments.
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This logic of local empowerment extends to property  owners. Hous-
ing reconstruction is best done by  owners if they have the capacity to do 
so. Governments can provide technical support to enhance local capacity. 
Owner- driven housing reconstruction was successful in India and Indo-
nesia, especially as  these countries gained experience through a succession 
of disasters. Success, however, requires commitment; technical assistance, 
such as a network of facilitators and advocates; information infrastructure; 
and an adequate bud get for  these resources.

Vari ous types of NGOs operating at several levels can play impor tant 
roles in improving community capacity to recover from disasters. In New 
Orleans, the Rocke fel ler Foundation helped to provide staffing support to 
overworked city agencies; the Greater New Orleans Foundation helped 
fund planning and community improvement activities; and the Neighbor-
hood Partnership Network supported peer- to- peer learning among neigh-
borhood organ izations. In Gujarat, Abhiyan mobilized the collective capac-
ity of its member NGOs to facilitate owner- driven reconstruction and rental 
housing provision; numerous NGOs— many of them faith- based— built 
rural housing and community facilities; and the Asian Development Bank 
built local capacity by funding training programs for engineers and 
masons.

Recommendation 6: Avoid permanent relocation of residents and commu-
nities except in rare instances, and then only with full participation of 
residents.

Numerous scholars have documented the challenges of community re-
locations. Residents are attached to their homes, and relocation also disrupts 
social and economic networks. Furthermore, relocation can impede access 
to residents’ livelihoods. Evidence of the challenges and shortcomings of re-
location can be seen in the controversy over relocations  after the Latur earth-
quake in Maharashtra; unoccupied new post- disaster housing units in Bei-
chuan, China, and in Tamil Nadu; the difficulty in developing new livelihoods 
for  house holds displaced by the eruption of Indonesia’s Mount Merapi; and 
the ongoing challenges of buying out earthquake- damaged lands and imple-
menting the central- city rebuilding vision in Christchurch, New Zealand.
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Sometimes, relocation of homes and communities is necessary if the 
existing site is unsafe or suffers from poor access to livelihoods and ser-
vices. If in situ reconstruction is too daunting, relocation programs must 
be voluntary, and residents should fully participate in the pro cess.

Recommendation 7: Reconstruct quickly, but do not be hasty.
Rapid reconstruction is impor tant, but recovery organ izations should 

resist the temptation to emphasize speed at the expense of deliberation and 
citizen involvement. Recommendation 3 says that planning should not 
stand in the way of reconstruction, but it also stresses the need for con-
tinuous deliberation while rebuilding.

Many governments and stakeholders assume that it is impor tant to 
quickly rebuild as many  houses as pos si ble. The number of rebuilt housing 
units, however, is a poor indicator of recovery success. It takes time to de-
velop site layouts, locations, and interior designs that meet the needs of 
residents. Housing also needs to be designed as a part of communities, 

The Kobe Luminaria, a massive light installation held  every year since the earthquake in 1995, 
celebrates community recovery from the devastation. Photo by Laurie Johnson (2013).
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with access to livelihoods, support ser vices, and social networks. Rebuild-
ing too quickly can preclude effective resident involvement and provoke 
dissatisfaction.

China’s reconstruction  after the 2008 earthquake, for example, over-
emphasized the need for speedy reconstruction and ignored many other 
social and economic concerns. Kobe also emphasized rapid reconstruction 
of many new housing units on land that was readily available, such as the 
site of an old steel mill, rather than building on sites that  were accessible 
to social networks and existing transportation systems.

PLANNING FOR RECOVERY FROM  FUTURE DISASTERS

The purpose of this book has been to find common lessons from diff er ent 
parts of the world in order to help communities better or ga nize for recov-
ery  after disasters. Recovery  after a  great disaster is always complex, takes 
a very long time, and is never fast enough for affected residents. However, 
the pro cess can be improved in several ways, including setting more realistic 
expectations at the outset, working to restore communities and economies 
quickly and equitably, empowering stakeholders to participate in the pro-
cess, ensuring governance for recovery over the long term, and reducing 
the risk of  future disasters.

Large city disasters are becoming more common as the world rapidly 
urbanizes. Coastal areas are increasingly at risk  because of the continuing 
growth of coastal populations and the effects of climate change. But large 
disasters can provide opportunities for long- term betterment as money 
flows to devastated areas. The urban development decisions made  after 
 great disasters can shape cities for years to come. A farsighted community 
thinks about the recovery pro cess before the next disaster and discovers 
ways to reduce risk or at least to ease the recovery pro cess. Thinking ahead 
improves the ability of the community to survive, adapt, and recover.
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